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Chapter I:  
BPA for implementation of 
traceability 
and transparency 

1. Introduction 

“Business process analysis (BPA) is a methodology for the 
analysis of a business with a view to understanding the 
processes and improving the efficiency and effectiveness of 
its operations. It describes the processes involved, parties 
participating, information exchanged, and documents 
produced.”1 Business process analysis can be used to  

• document and analyse existing processes, 

• identify problematic areas, and  

• identify opportunities for improvements. 

The information collected and analysed during a BPA 
depends upon the objective(s) for which it is being 
undertaken.  

This report is focused on the use of BPA to support the 
implementation of traceability and transparency in value 
chains. In other words, it looks to help the user identify, based 
upon their objectives, which information needs to be 
collected, where and by whom in the value chain.  

Improving traceability and transparency has become a 
priority in many industries. Consumers, governments and 
civil society are demanding responsible business conduct and 
are calling upon industry to identify and address actual and 
potential impacts in the areas of human rights violations, 
adverse environmental effects and human health hazards. The only cost-effective way to meet these demands 
is by using traceability systems that are linked to the collection of transparency information. In other words, 
by using traceability data to make sustainability data available. 

The implementation of traceability and transparency systems helps companies to better manage sustainability 
and reputational risks. As added benefits, companies can also design and use these systems to address financial 
and operational risks, respond more effectively to unforeseen disruptions, conform with applicable laws and 
regulations, ensure product quality and safety and combat counterfeits. On the other hand, greater transparency 
empowers consumers to make better-informed consumption choices as they have more reliable information 
about the sustainability and circularity claims of products and processes.  

This report aims to provide both a general overview of business process analysis (BPA) and practical 
guidelines for its implementation. The emphasis is on the use of BPA to support sustainability and the 
implementation of traceability and transparency in circular value chains, with a special focus on the garment 
and footwear industry. 

At the same time, this is not a guideline on how to implement traceability and transparency – it is a guideline 
on how to undertake a detailed analysis of business processes that will support the implementation of 
traceability and transparency. Implementation guidelines can be found in United Nations Economic 

  
1 United Nations Trade Facilitation Implementation Guide. Available at http://tfig.unece.org/contents/business-process-
analysis.htm#. 

TRACEABILITY AND 
TRANSPARENCY 

Traceability is an essential 
requirement for creating 
transparency. It allows one to 
identify the location of “assets” as 
they move through a value chain. For 
a final product, it can enable the 
identification of all “assets” that were 
used to make the final product, their 
origin, characteristics, and the way 
they have been processed and 
transformed. 

Transparency requires companies to 
communicate knowledge about what 
happens upstream in the value chain 
to both internal and external 
stakeholders. This knowledge may 
include where, by whom, how and 
when the product is made. More and 
more consumers are insisting upon 
value chain transparency for the 
products they buy, and they also tend 
to be willing to pay more for brands 
that provide this information. 

http://tfig.unece.org/contents/business-process-analysis.htm
http://tfig.unece.org/contents/business-process-analysis.htm
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Commission for Europe (UNECE) Recommendation No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency of 
Sustainable Value Chains in the Garment and Footwear Sector and its accompanying guidelines.2 

To develop working systems that support sustainable value chains through traceability and transparency, the 
following questions need to be answered: 

1. How do these value chains work today and what is the data currently exchanged between participants? 

2. What data is needed to support the desired sustainability compliance claims? 

3. Where is there existing data that can be used to support traceability and the verification of claims? 

4. Which data is currently missing and which changes need to be made to collect and record this 
additional, needed information? 

To document the answers to these questions in a practical way, three types of business process analyses (BPA) 
are presented in this report:  

1. The first BPA provides a model for the generic traceability and transparency process. It attempts to 
identify what data are needed to establish traceability and transparency and where and when that data 
should be collected in any product value chain.  

2. The second BPA analyses existing processes in a sector. It identifies the existing partner roles, 
processes and activities inside a value chain, as well as existing exchanges of data and the content of 
those data exchanges. This BPA process is not affected by traceability processes (unless traceability 
is already implemented) because it focuses exclusively on the current situation. 

3. The third BPA process takes the second BPA and compares it to the first BPA. Then it marks on the 
second BPA when and where in existing value chain processes the data needed for traceability and 
transparency is already being collected (i.e. the data points) and if changes are needed in order to 
collect additional data or to collect it at a different time or place.  

The first BPA is described in Part I of this document and can be reused in the analysis of any product value 
chain. The second and third BPA processes need to be repeated for every individual value chain. This report 
explains how to undertake these BPAs and provides an example for textile goods. 

In the detailed example, only the diagrams for the third BPA are shown because they are the same as for the 
second BPA, just with additional information about data points added.  

The results from these BPA processes can be used as inputs to support the following: 

• Guidelines for cost-effective implementation, supporting the identification of changes that will 
allow and improve the collection of needed traceability and sustainability data within day-to-day 
operations  

• Further data analysis processes where specific data elements and code lists are decided upon by 
software system implementors 

Terminology 

Traceability is understood as “the ability to trace the history, application or location of an object” in a value 
chain.3 In this context, it is defined as the ability to “identify and trace the history, application, location and 
distribution of products, parts and materials to ensure the reliability of sustainability claims in the areas of 
human rights, labour (including health and safety), the environment and anti-corruption”4; and “the process by 

  
2 UNECE, Recommendation No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency of Sustainable Value Chains in the 
Garment and Footwear Sector (ECE/TRADE/C/CEFACT/2021/10). Available at 
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.PDF. 
3 ISO 9001:2015 
4 United Nations Global Compact Office and BSR, A Guide to Traceability: A Practical Approach to Advance 
Sustainability in Global Supply Chains (New York, 2014). Available at: 
https://d306pr3pise04h.cloudfront.net/docs/issues_doc%2Fsupply_chain%2FTraceability%2FGuide_to_Traceability.P
DF.  

https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.pdf
https://d306pr3pise04h.cloudfront.net/docs/issues_doc%2Fsupply_chain%2FTraceability%2FGuide_to_Traceability.pdf
https://d306pr3pise04h.cloudfront.net/docs/issues_doc%2Fsupply_chain%2FTraceability%2FGuide_to_Traceability.pdf
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which enterprises track materials and products and the conditions in which they were produced through the 
supply chain”5. 

Transparency relates directly to relevant information being made available for all elements of the value chain 
in a harmonized way, which allows for common understanding, accessibility, clarity and comparison.6 

Sustainability7, in the context of garment and footwear value chains, means that all activities throughout a 
product’s life cycle take into account their environmental, health, human rights and socioeconomic impacts, 
and their continuous improvement.8 

In this document “claims” refer to sustainability compliance claims about products, processes or companies 
such as “100% organic cotton” or “No harmful chemicals used” or “Made in factories that implement good 
labour practices”. “Claim” is also the term used in the recommendation and guidelines9 developed under this 
project. The accompanying guidelines to Recommendation No. 46 contain a detailed explanation of claims 
and their contents, which is partially summarized below in section 3.  

Traceable asset is also defined in the recommendation and guidelines as “any item (for example an object, a 
product or other traded item or a service) that needs to be tracked along a supply chain.”10 Then, for the 
purposes of transparency and sustainability, additional information is linked to the tracking information for 
traceable assets (such as the origin of materials, processes used, product or process certifications, etc.). 

2. What is a business process analysis? 

Before looking at how to use business process analysis to support traceability and transparency, it is important 
to have a common understanding of what is meant by business process analysis and how we are using the term 
in this document.  

As described in the introduction, “business process analysis (BPA) is a methodology for the analysis of a 
business with a view to understanding the processes and improving the efficiency and effectiveness of its 
operations. It describes the processes involved, parties participating, information exchanged, and documents 
produced.”11 Business process analysis can be used to do the following:  

• Document and analyse existing processes 

• Identify problematic areas 

• Identify opportunities for improvements 

  
5 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply 
Chains in the Garment and Footwear Sector (Paris, 2018). Available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264290587-en.  
6 European Commission, A Background Analysis on Transparency and Traceability in the Garment Value Chain 
(2017). Available at 
european_commission_study_on_background_analysis_on_transparency_and_traceability_in_the_garment_value_chai
n.PDF (europa.eu). (Accessed 21 October 2021) 
7 “Sustainability” refers to the ability of an activity to support “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. This implies that the activity also takes into 
account the needs of “people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership”, as outlined in the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (see A/RES/70/1). 
8 UNECE, “Accelerating action for a sustainable and circular garment and footwear industry: which role for 
transparency and traceability of value chains?”, Policy paper (Geneva, 2020), ECE/TRADE/449. 
9 UNECE, Recommendation No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency of Sustainable Value Chains in the 
Garment and Footwear Sector (ECE/TRADE/C/CEFACT/2021/10). Available at 
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.PDF. 
10 UNECE, Traceability for Sustainable Trade: A Framework to Design Traceability Systems for Cross Border Trade, 
(New York and Geneva, 2016), (ECE/Trade/429). Available at 
https://unece.org/DAM/trade/Publications/ECE_TRADE_429E_TraceabilityForSustainableTrade.PDF.  
11 United Nations Trade Facilitation Implementation Guide, available at http://tfig.unece.org/contents/business-process-
analysis.htm#. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264290587-en
https://ec.europa.eu/international-partnerships/system/files/european_commission_study_on_background_analysis_on_transparency_and_traceability_in_the_garment_value_chain.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/international-partnerships/system/files/european_commission_study_on_background_analysis_on_transparency_and_traceability_in_the_garment_value_chain.pdf
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.pdf
https://unece.org/DAM/trade/Publications/ECE_TRADE_429E_TraceabilityForSustainableTrade.pdf
http://tfig.unece.org/contents/business-process-analysis.htm
http://tfig.unece.org/contents/business-process-analysis.htm
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2.1 The analysis process: five steps 

A complete business process analysis consists of five steps, each of which builds upon the previous step. A 
brief overview of these steps is as follows: 

1) Prepare a use case diagram identifying the principal processes in a value chain which generate data 
for transparency and traceability and the participants in those processes. An example for generic 
traceability can be found in Figure 5. 

2) For each process, develop an activity diagram (AD) showing the participants in the process, the 
actions/activities undertaken, the sequence of actions and any information flows. There are many 
examples in this document, the first being Figure 6. 

3) For each activity diagram prepare a business process description (BPD), which is a table that 
describes in text the story behind the activity diagram as well as any information exchanges, including 
documents. When preparing a business process description, examples of documents and information 
exchanges should be collected. There are also many examples of BPDs in this document, the first 
being Table 4. 

4) Prepare a list of document/information exchanges. This is based on information in the business 
process descriptions and lists all the information (including documents) exchanged for the use case 
and identifies where the same information is exchanged in different business processes (activity 
diagrams). An example can be found in Annex 1. 

5) For each of the information exchanges listed in step 4, it can be useful to prepare a list of the data 
elements (for example, date of delivery or product quantity) included in that information exchange. 
An example can be found in Annex 2. This allows the identification of standards that can be used for 
representing the data (for example from the United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and 
Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) Core Components Library12 or from UN/CEFACT message 
standards13). 

A much more detailed explanation of business process analyses and how to implement them can be found in 
the Business Process Analysis Guide to Simplify Trade Procedures prepared by the United Nations Economic 
and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and UNECE.14 

For the purposes of this document, we will only be looking at the first three steps. The last two steps go into a 
great deal of detail and are essential for building automated systems where it is important to define each data 
element that needs to be collected and exchanged. The purpose of this document, however, is to identify 
exchanges of information at a higher level, where it is possible to have a common approach. 

3. BPA traceability and transparency (TT) objective(s) 

The first step, before beginning work on a business process analysis, is to identify the objectives: Why is this 
BPA being undertaken? This report focuses on transparency objectives that support sustainability with the 
understanding that without traceability there is no transparency.  

Traceability in support of sustainability requires the collection of two kinds of information. The first is the 
basic traceability information (see Part I, section 4.2 below); the second is sustainability data that is linked to 
traceability data and depends entirely upon the sustainability objectives of the value chain partners. 

Sustainability objectives may include both support for claims that are made to customers and proof of 
conformance with regulatory obligations that support sustainability. Examples of such regulatory requirements 
in some jurisdictions include requirements for the use of legally logged timber or for goods to have been made 
without the use of slave labour.  

  
12 See https://unece.org/trade/uncefact/unccl.  
13 See https://unece.org/trade/uncefact/mainstandards.  
14 Available at https://www.unescap.org/resources/business-process-analysis-guide-simplify-trade-procedures#. 

https://unece.org/trade/uncefact/unccl
https://unece.org/trade/uncefact/mainstandards
https://www.unescap.org/resources/business-process-analysis-guide-simplify-trade-procedures
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At the same time, an organization may have additional objectives, beyond transparency and sustainability, for 
undertaking a BPA and/or establishing traceability. Examples of such objectives include simplifying processes, 
automating information flows, and optimizing value chain operations.  

The actions that are taken in a value chain to support sustainability objectives can be summarized in claims.  

A sustainability claim is a claim that covers one or multiple sustainability dimensions (economic, 
environmental, social). In the rest of this document “sustainability claims” are simply referred to as “claims”. 

Companies should select the claims they wish to make about products based on value chain risk analysis, 
corporate objectives, access to data that will verify the claims15 and their commitment to responsible business 
conduct and due diligence.16 

Claims should be easy to understand for value chain partners, their employees, and consumers. This will help 
to motivate their participation. Claims may need to comply with legal requirements. In addition, organizations 
that develop sustainability standards and guidelines often have rules about how they can be referenced in 
claims.  

A claim should contain the following elements17: 

• A clear objective which sets out the purpose of tracing, and the sustainability requirement(s) to be 
met to achieve the purpose 

• A description of the traceable asset for the proposed claim 

• A description of the proposed claim which supports the objective and should be understandable, 
clearly stated and defined in terms of the physical characteristics or process(s) connected to the 
traceable asset 

• Defined verification criteria which should be objective and measurable. These can be from a 
standard, a guideline or other document which describes the sustainability characteristics that a 
product, process or organization must have to conform to the claim. The criteria are what an auditor 
compares information against to determine if due diligence has been followed in ensuring a claim.  

It is also important, even in these beginning stages, to start to define the verification process that will 
eventually be used to prove that the verification criteria have been met. For example, will certifications or 
inspections be required? 

When undertaking the second BPA process, which looks at the existing value chain processes, a BPA team 
can already start to ask itself where these verification processes need to be carried out. This will make it easier 
to identify basic traceability data and sustainability data points during the third BPA process which identifies 
what is needed for the future. 

A suggested general format for claims is as follows: [traceable assets] comply with [claimed state] in 
accordance with [verification criteria] for/to support [objective].  

#1 Example of a sustainability claim  
(From brand X): The cotton in this shirt is at least 95% organic certified by Y certification body (which is 
a third party) in accordance with (XYZ) standard for ensuring responsible business conduct 

#2 Example of a sustainability claim 
(From company Y): This denim is made of 40% recycled cotton certified in accordance with (XYZ) standard 
and is finished with a new process that uses 60% less water than our previous process in accordance with 
(XYZ) standard for reduced environmental impact. 

  
15 Sometimes a company and its suppliers may follow good practices but there is no access to verifiable data to prove 
this or the cost for collecting such data may be prohibitive. 
16 See ISO/TS 17033:2019, Ethical claims and supporting information – Principles and Requirements. 
17 Taken from UNECE Recommendation No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency of Sustainable Value 
Chains in the Garment and Footwear Sector (ECE/TRADE/C/CEFACT/2021/10). Available at 
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.PDF. 

https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.pdf
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#3 Example of a sustainability claim 

(From company Z): These shoes were manufactured in factories free of gender discrimination which have 
been audited as compliant with (XYZ) standard for the prevention of discrimination and sexual harassment 
in the workplace. 

 
 

More detailed information on how to formulate claims, and on verification criteria and processes, can be found 
in UNECE Recommendation No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency of Sustainable Value Chains 
in the Garment and Footwear Sector and its accompanying guidelines.18 

4. The generic traceability and transparency BPA model 

This BPA model defines a generic traceability and transparency process that can be used across multiple value 
chains and sectors. It attempts to identify three types of information:  

1) The data needed to establish traceability 

2) The data needed to verify sustainability (i.e. the data to support any claims that are being made)  

3) Where and when the above data should be collected in a value chain 

To understand the generic traceability and transparency model presented in this first BPA, it is important to 
first understand the generic value chain partners used in the BPA as well as the data that needs to be collected 
for traceability and transparency. These are described in sections 4.1 and 4.2. 

These sections are followed by the generic BPA itself (section 5), which begins with a diagram showing all 
the processes and participants (the use case diagram). Then, for each process, a detailed map of the process 
activities (activity diagram) and a table with a textual explanation of those activities (business process 
description) are included. 

Added to the BPA, which would normally only consist of these diagrams and tables, are longer descriptions 
of the generic processes to help the reader better understand the context and how these processes may be 
relevant to their own activities.  

4.1 Generic value chain participants 

The BPA model for generic traceability and transparency in value chains uses a set of standardized participants 
since it is designed for use with any product value chain. All parties who participate in a value chain should 
be able to fit within the description of one of these standard participants. The table below lists them, along 
with their definitions.  

Table 1 
Generic traceability and transparency value chain participants19 

Participant Description 

  Customer (including 
consumer) 

Customers are often the customers of the traceability system requestor, but they 
can also be suppliers; so the customer could be the weaver who is buying organic 
cotton thread, or the final customer who is purchasing the garment. In other 
words, it is whoever is purchasing goods based (at least in part) on a claim made 
by the seller. 

Product guardian A party, such as a transporter, warehousing party, agent/trader, brand 
owner/retailer, or consumer that makes no changes to a product or raw material; 

  
18 Ibid 
19 Based on the table in section 2.3 of the UN/CEFACT Business Requirements Specification (BRS) for Traceability 
and Transparency in the Textile and Leather Sector, Part 2: Use Cases and CCBDA Data Structures. 
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Participant Description 

  they only store, transport, sell, or purchase it. Their possession of the product is 
recorded in order to establish the chain of custody, since product contamination 
or substitution could take place during their custody.  

Provider of IDs (a kind of 
service supplier) 

A party that supplies identifiers. For a product or component to be traced, it must 
have a unique identifier that cannot be duplicated or moved from one (compliant) 
product to another product (which may not be compliant). Parties and locations 
in the value chain also need to have unique IDs. This value chain partner’s role is 
to provide the identification. The role can be carried out by a transformation 
partner, but it could also be done by a certifier or an inspection organization or an 
association that specializes in identifiers (such as GS1) or a government (for 
example, if a company is identified by its tax ID). 

Repository party The traceability system (repository) where all business partners involved in the 
value chain record the 5W information for value chain events (defined under 
traceability information below). The “repository party” may be controlled by one 
or more parties, it can be a central database, a distributed database or any other 
shared information resources where this data can be registered and retrieved. 

For data retrieval, the repository should be able to provide access to only a subset 
of information, depending on the identity of the traceability/transparency 
information requestor. 

Other suppliers/service 
providers 

A person or company that provides something that is needed, such as services, 
feed, equipment, materials, intermediary and finished products used as inputs, 
chemicals etc., without taking possession of the traceable asset. This category 
does not include transporters and warehouses who take possession of traceable 
assets and are product guardians. 

Traceability system 
requestor 

This actor requests that a traceability process be implemented. This could be any 
downstream value chain partner that wants to make a “claim” to its clients. 
Therefore, it could be the spinner, weaver, manufacturer, or a brand 
owner/retailer. 

Traceability/transparency 
information requestor  

A person, organization or authority needing traceability and transparency 
information about product(s) for their sustainability statement(s) (claims) 
regarding environmental, health, human rights and socioeconomic impacts. If the 
products being traced are regulated, the TT information requestor could also be 
using the data to verify compliance and enforce laws. 

Transformation partner A party that processes or changes one or more inputs to create different outputs 
(i.e. farmer, ginner, spinner, weaver, dyer, manufacturer, subcontractor, tanner, 
recycler, etc.). Transformation partners include those who undertake post-
consumer recycling or reuse of products. 

Validation body A party which reviews planned controls and verification measures in a value chain 
and validates that they are appropriate and will meet the objectives that have been 
set. Validation bodies are often the same organizations that undertake verification 
activities (see below). 

Verification body A party that verifies that what has happened in the value chain has taken place 
according to the rules agreed in advance. These bodies provide the data to prove 
that processes in the value chain have supported claims made about products or 
entities/organizations. In addition to auditors, these value chain partners could 
include certifiers, inspectors, brand auditors or self-auditors.  
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Figure 1 shows how some of the typical participants in textile and leather value chains might be classified 
using the above generic participant descriptions. It is worth noting that the following are listed separately 
above, even though they could be included in another category:  

• Customer: These could be a transformation partner who is buying inputs to transform, or they could 
be a consumer or a brand owner who is a product guardian.  

• Suppliers of IDs: These are often service suppliers, but in some cases they could be government bodies 
(for example if a tax ID is used as an identifier). 

• Validation bodies and verification bodies: These are often the same body/organization. For example, 
an organization may review a farm or factory’s processes and controls to ensure that they are designed 
to achieve a specific objective (for example, an absence of harmful chemical use). This is validation. 
Then, that same organization may come back later to undertake an inspection/audit to ensure that the 
processes and controls are working (that the results are as foreseen) and issue a certificate to the farm 
or factory. However, this could also be done by a separate body such as a product testing laboratory. 
This is verification. The two are listed separately above because they can be different organizations 
and because these functions are treated separately by standards organizations like ISO. However, 
below, in the activity diagram and business process description for generic process 6 (verification of 
claims), they are treated as being the same body, given that this is the most common reality in textile 
value chains. 

Figure 1 
Business partner view20 

 

4.2 Traceability and transparency (TT) information 

Traceability in support of sustainability requires the collection of two types of data: basic traceability data and 
sustainability data. 

For the same type of product, the data needed for basic traceability do not vary much because traceability 
records product flows along the value chain (inputs to processes, outputs which then become inputs, the new 
outputs, etc); processing (what was done to inputs, outputs and products, when, where and by whom); and, 
optionally, chain of custody (who, at every moment along the value chain, had possession of the inputs, outputs 
and final products). 

However, the data needed to verify sustainability can vary widely even for the same product, depending upon 
the claim being made about the product. For example, the collection of sustainability data for a claim such as 
“Made of 100% cotton” will be focused on raw materials. In contrast, data collection for a claim like “Made 
in factories that implement good labour practices” will be focused on conditions in factories. 

Basic traceability data is the foundation of traceability and transparency systems because without it further 
data for verifying sustainability cannot be located. Described in more detail below, traceability data allows for 
the identification of those parties who had custody of a product, when and where, as well as those processes 
to which the product was an input or an output. Basic traceability data needs to be recorded by all value chain 
  
20 Figure from: UN/CEFACT Business Requirements Specification (BRS) for Traceability and Transparency in the 
Textile and Leather Sector, Part 1: High-Level Process and Data Model. 
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partners. It is then shared among value chain partners who need it for business purposes (for example 
identifying supply chain bottlenecks) or for finding sustainability data. This sharing of data can be designed to 
protect confidential data such as supplier names and addresses by having the system reveal only the minimum 
necessary information to the inquiring customer (for example country instead of address or type of certification 
the product has, but not the certificate itself, etc.). 

Sustainability data identifies information about parties, processes and/or products that allow sustainability 
claims to be verified. For example 

• Does a manufacturer follow good labour practices? 

• Has a manufacturing process been certified as environmentally responsible? 

• Has a product been inspected and found free of harmful chemicals? 

Sustainability information is controlled by the parties involved (slaughterhouses, tanneries, manufacturers, 
etc.) and is exchanged bilaterally with transparency information requestors, usually in an automated fashion, 
but this can also be done via email or on paper. This data is not public information. The business partners 
maintain control over access to the data. 

4.2.1 Basic traceability data 

To establish traceability, the following basic event data, covering the five “W” questions (henceforth referred 
to as 5W), need to be registered in a shared data resource such as a distributed database, a cloud database or a 
blockchain at each event (processing or transfer point): 

  WHAT? The traceable asset, identified using a unique ID for each product, batch and/or logistics 
(shipping) unit. In some cases larger categories may also be used. 

WHEN? The date and time of an event such as a transformation, physical transfer or change in 
ownership 

WHERE? The place where an event such as transformation, production or a physical transfer 
happens 

WHO? The value chain partner’s unique ID (e.g. a national VAT number) and, if relevant, that 
of the facility 

WHY? An ID for the business step or production method used (documents can be used as proof 
of the “why”); for example, an ID for a shipping request, an ID for the underlying 
commercial contract (such as an invoice number), etc. 

 

Having established basic traceability using the 5Ws, it is then possible to establish bilateral communications 
for the exchange of sustainability data such as inspections, certifications, and test results—in other words, the 
data which allows a claim about sustainability to be made. Figure 2 further illustrates the 5Ws and is from the 
UN/CEFACT Business Requirements Specification for Traceability and Transparency in the Textile and 
Leather Sector, Part 2: Use Cases and CCBDA Data Structures.21 

Figure 3 then shows specific examples of 5W data for collection and recording in a shared resource (for 
example, on the cloud, in a blockchain, in a shared database, etc.). 

  
21 UN/CEFACT Business Requirements Specification for Traceability and Transparency in the Textile and Leather 
Sector, Part 2: Use Cases and CCBDA Data Structures Available at https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-
03/BRS%20Traceability%20and%20Transparency%20in%20Textile%20and%20Leather%20Part%20II-
UC_CCBDA%20v1.0.PDF. 

https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/BRS%20Traceability%20and%20Transparency%20in%20Textile%20and%20Leather%20Part%20II-UC_CCBDA%20v1.0.pdf
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/BRS%20Traceability%20and%20Transparency%20in%20Textile%20and%20Leather%20Part%20II-UC_CCBDA%20v1.0.pdf
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/BRS%20Traceability%20and%20Transparency%20in%20Textile%20and%20Leather%20Part%20II-UC_CCBDA%20v1.0.pdf
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Figure 2 
The 5W data 

 
 

Figure 3 
Examples of 5W data 

 

4.2.2 Sustainability data 

Table 2, below, shows different kinds of sustainability data that may need to be collected in order to support 
claims. This data is typically controlled (and often stored) by the party involved. For example, the inspection 
certification of a farm would be controlled by the farm and the inspection certification of a manufacturing plant 
would be controlled by the manufacturer. 
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Table 2  
Sustainability data matrix22 

Product-related 
information 

Process-related 
information 

Facility-related 
information 

Transport-related 
information 

     
Origin: 
- Country and/or region 

and/or other origin 
criteria 

Composition: 
- Materials components 
- Product components 

Technical 
specifications: 
- Materials 

specifications 
- Product specifications 

Product identification 
(IDs): 
- Individual 

product/material 
- Product/material 

batch 
- Product/material trade 

unit 

Quality: 
- Characteristics 
- Inspections 
- Certificates/audit 

reports 
(product/materials)  

Other management 
information: 
- Cost(s) 
- Sales data 
- Surplus or damaged 

materials/product 

Sustainability: 
See table below on 
sustainability data 

 

Process inputs and 
outputs: 
- Input 

volumes/weights 
- Output 

volumes/weights 

Process events 
occurrence: 
- Date 
- Time 

Process identification 
(IDs): 
- Process (product) 

inputs 
- Process (product) 

outputs  
- Type of process 
- Equipment (machine)  
- Machine operator 

Sustainability: 
See table below on 
sustainability data 

Economic operator 
details: 
- Supplier 
- Manufacturer 
- Subcontractor 

Facility’s value chain 
activity (spinning, 
tanning, etc.) 

Location: 
- Main production 

unit(s) 
- Subordinate 

production unit(s) 
- Address 
- Physical coordinates 

Facility & economic 
operator 
identification (IDs): 
- Economic operator 
- Main facility 
- Subordinate facility 

Sustainability: 
See table below on 
sustainability data 

Economic operator 
details: 
- Transport or freight 

forwarding company 
- Owner/operator of the 

means of transport 

Location: 
- For picking up 

logistics units 
- For delivering 

logistics units 

Transportation (IDs): 
- Logistics units 
- Conveyance means 

(truck, railcar, ship, 
container if 
applicable)  

Sustainability: 
See table below on 
sustainability data 

 
  

  
22 Table 2 is from the Business Requirements Specification (BRS) Traceability and Transparency in the Textile and Leather Sector, 
Part 1: High-Level Process and Data Model. 
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Sustainability-related information23 

Environment-related 
information 

Human rights and labour-
related information 

Health and safety-related 
information 

Hazardous chemicals 

Pesticide and fertilizer use 

Water use 

Water pollution and wastewater 
management 

Waste production and 
management 

End-of-life: 
- Durability 
- Recyclability 
- Reusability 

Air pollution 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions: 
- Direct GHG emissions 
- Transport CO2 emissions 

Energy consumption 

Soil degradation 

Deforestation 

Biodiversity and ecosystem 
depletion 

Child labour 

Forced/compulsory labour 

Trade unions and collective 
bargaining rights 

Discrimination (women and 
minorities) 

Sexual harassment 

Exploitation of home workers 

Working conditions: 
- Wages 
- Working times 
- Contracts (with workers and/or 

subcontractors) 
- Temporary employment 

Recruitment practices 

Lack of social security 

Unsafe workplaces and work 
practices 

Inadequate personal protective 
equipment (PPE) 

 

Ethics-related information 

Bribery and corruption  

Land rights and community 
welfare 

Animal welfare 

Sustainability certificate or inspection report information 

Certificate type 

Certificate ID 

Issue and expiry dates 

Issuing agency ID (optional: name and address) 

Standards certified/inspected for  

Claim, and if claim is approved or not 

Additional data (may include copy of actual certificate or inspection report) 

 
 

Certificates are typical examples of sustainability information. There are three types of common certificates 
all of which may be specified at the level of either an organization (party) or a production facility/unit, and all 
of which may be obtained due to the result of an inspection.  

  
23 For more information, see the following: OECD, Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains in the Garment and 
Footwear Sector (2018); the ITC Standards Map; the UNEP report Sustainability and Circularity in the Textile Value Chain: Global 
Stocktaking (2020); the SA8000® Standard by Social Accountability International (SAI); the Sustainable Apparel Coalition; the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) global standards for sustainability reporting; the Global Fashion Agenda and Boston Consulting 
Group’s Pulse of the Fashion Industry Report (2018); and UNECE, Accelerating action for a sustainable and circular 
garment and footwear industry: which role for transparency and traceability of value chains? Policy paper (2020). 
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1) Product certificates are for a material (such as toxicological hazardous materials, transportation waste 
materials, chemicals) or products and product batches. They say something about the sustainability 
characteristics of a product. For example, it could specify that a product contains no dyes or is organic. 

2) Process certificates are for a production process, a chemical treatment, a finishing treatment, a crop 
protection treatment, a waste disposal process or a transport movement.  

3) Organization certificates are for a specific entity such as a business, government body, department, 
institution, etc. 

 

In Figure 4, the key traceability entities are listed with some types of sustainability information that are often 
associated with them. Usually, the information about an entity that is exchanged in a message is only the 
information needed by the application in question.  

The use of “information packages” about certificates and characteristics creates flexibility. 

Figure 4 
Structured sustainability data 

 
As mentioned earlier, the data for basic traceability (the 5Ws) and for sustainability are recorded separately 
and are retrieved in a two-step process. First, basic traceability data is collected and used to identify the value 
chain party who has the needed sustainability information. This is followed by a bilateral information exchange 
where a request for data is made by the transparency information requestor to the value chain party who then 
sends a reply. This request for data may be made via a “neutral” system that releases information based on 
disclosure settings. For example, the neutral system could provide information about the country or region of 
the value chain partner, and not the name/address, or it could provide the name and type of certification for a 
product without the certificate details. 

The process of data exchange between the value chain partner and the transparency information requestor can 
be automated by using technology such as application programming interfaces (APIs). These can be 
programmed to recognize authorized “transparency information requestors” and can pass on the needed 
information to them. At the same time, this gives the information owner (value chain partner) more control 
because they can, at any time, change the API to add or remove authorized information requestors, and they 
can also track which information was retrieved and to whom it was given. 

This process is described in more detail under the description for generic process 6 (verify claim) in the generic 
business process model for traceability and transparency described in the next section. 
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5. The generic business process model for traceability and transparency 

5.1 An overview of the traceability and transparency process 

The eight generic processes for traceability and transparency systems are shown in the use case diagram in 
Figure 5. They are then explained in sections 1 through 8 below with a short description of each process, 
followed by an activity diagram (which shows the sequence of activities in the process) and its business process 
description (which gives more textual information for the activities). These basic processes are needed for 
traceability and transparency—regardless of the product value chain in question.  

The first two processes are preparatory and need to be completed before a traceability and transparency system 
is put in place.  

Processes 3 through 5 cover the value chain processes that create a product, beginning with the start of 
traceability (process 3) and continuing through the various transformation processes that create a product 
(generic process 4) and including processes such as warehousing, transport and the end of traceability (generic 
process 5).  

Generic process 6 represents the retrieval of data created or collected in processes 2 through 5 for the purpose 
of verifying the claims established in process 1. This “claim verification” process must be done at the end of 
the traceability value chain, but it can also be implemented at the end of any value chain process.  

Generic processes 7 and 8 take place after the product is manufactured-process 7 being the provision of 
information to the consumer and process 8 the provision of information for use in the post-consumer 
(recycle/reuse/burn) process.  

These last two processes are optional because they depend upon the objectives of the traceability and 
transparency process and the resources available to value chain partners. For example, the purpose could be to 
meet regulatory requirements which would not require communicating information to consumers nor 
communicating data to post-consumer value chain actors. 
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Figure 5 
The eight generic traceability and transparency processes: a use case diagram 
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5.2 Generic process 1 – Decide claim(s) and verification methods to be supported 

As discussed in section 3, the first process in a traceability and transparency system is deciding what claims 
are to be made and what data is needed to support/verify those claims. Some examples are given below. 

Table 3 
Examples of claims 

Textile sector  
Claim: “This product has been made of 100% organic cotton that can be traced back to an 

approved cotton production facility (cotton farm)”. 

Verification methods: 1. Identification of the cotton based on DNA markers that record its journey from 
the cotton field through to ginning, spinning, weaving and on to garment 
manufacturing 

2. Use of 3rd party auditing body to verify that DNA markers validate the claim 

3. Manual data collection is permitted 

 
  Claim: “This product has been made using wool that can be traced back to an animal 

welfare approved farm”. 

Verification methods: 1. Identification of the wool using product segregation or mass balance or DNA 
markers.  

2. Use of 3rd party auditing body to verify validity of information 

3. Manual data collection is permitted 

  Claim: “This product has been made using leather that has been certified free of 
hazardous chemicals”. 

Verification methods: 1. Identification of all facilities that have undertaken any part of the 
manufacturing of the leather. 

2. Confirmation of the tanning technology used at each facility and at any 
subcontractor. 

3. Evidence of the consumables (chemicals) used in manufacturing 

 

The claim can be determined by the brand owner/retailer or a value chain customer such as a trader or finishing 
facility. When deciding upon a claim, it is important to keep in mind that the methods for verifying that claim 
must be trustworthy, clear and achievable. A good understanding of the value chain is needed and if it is 
discovered that the claim cannot be demonstrated, then those gaps in the value chain which prevent this will 
need to be addressed before the claim can be made. 

For additional information about selecting and formulating claims, refer to section 3 above and the guidelines 
in Part II of UNECE Recommendation No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency in the Garment and 
Footwear Sector.24 

Credible data is required to demonstrate the veracity of a claim. As a result, the choice of verification criteria 
and methods is important.  

Verification criteria consist of the standards and key performance indicators that traceable assets are supposed 
to meet and provide the rules which govern the traceability process. These criteria are the basis upon which 

  
24 Available at https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.PDF. 

https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.pdf
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verification processes are carried out by auditors or other verification agencies in order to prove that the 
traceable assets have complied with relevant claims. 

Particularly important from the standpoint of implementation planning are the following: 

• Well-defined verification criteria for traceability entry and exit points 

• A governance structure that assigns responsibilities for the coordination, implementation and 
distribution of traceability tasks and their verification 

• Procedures for organizing, recording, and reporting product conditions at entry/exit points as well as 
at other transformation, aggregation, and disaggregation event points where such data needs to be 
collected  

Fraud and errors can falsify records or render them incomplete; thus, there is a need for verification data and 
methods, the most trusted being third-party audits and certifications. A mixture of other tools also can be used 
including self-assessment, peer reviews, second-party verifications, manual paper-based data trails, 
computerized database systems, product segregation or mass-balance accounting, adding and testing for 
physical identifiers and others.25 The level of verification and the methods used depend upon the capabilities 
of value chain participants and the requirements defined by the parties establishing (or demanding) the 
traceability system, as well as any related regulatory requirements. 

The process of deciding upon claims and verification methods requires close cooperation with all relevant 
value chain partners to ensure that the system has their support, and even more importantly that they are capable 
of implementing it. A summary of the entire process can be found in the activity diagram for generic process 
1, as shown in Figure 6. 
 

How to read activity diagrams (ADs): activity diagrams are a graphic representation of a story that 
consists of sequential and parallel events. The easiest way to read them is to use your finger to trace the 
events from the black dot at the beginning down to the white dot with an X at the end, following the arrows 
and reading each box along the way. The totality of the texts in the boxes are most of the story and the 
arrows add information that, if written, would consist of many words like “after”, “before”, “if yes then”, 
“if not then”, “or”, etc. and these can be difficult to follow when used many times in a text. Beyond that, 
the only two things to remember are that diamonds ask questions that can change the direction of the 
arrows, the dark bars always have multiple arrows on one side (either the “in” or “out”) and those multiple 
arrows represent parallel activities. 

The business process descriptions (BPDs) that follow each activity diagram provide more details about 
the “process story” and especially about the data that is exchanged. At the beginning of each BPD is a 
description of the preconditions (criteria) that must be met before the process can start. For each activity 
in the activity diagram there is more information, especially about any documents or information that is 
exchanged. Then, at the end there are the process outputs and criteria for ending the process – as well as 
a place to note common problems in the process. 

  

  

  
25 Kelly, S., Brereton, P. Guillou, C., Broll, H., Laube, I., Downey, G., Rossman, A., Hozl, S. and van der Veer, G., 
“New approaches to determining the origin of food”, in Food chain integrity: A holistic approach to food traceability, 
safety, quality and authenticity, J. Hoorfar, K. Jordan, F. Butler and R. Prugger, eds. (Woodhead Publishing, 2011). 
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Figure 6 
Generic Process 1 - Decide claims and verification methods - activity diagram 

 
Table 4 
Generic process 1 - Decide claims and verification methods – BPD 

Name of process  Generic traceability and transparency process 

Name of business 
process activity (use 
case) 

1. Decide claims and verification methods 

process participants Traceability requestor, transformation value chain partner (VCP) and validation body 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the 
process 

Traceability/transparency system requestor (1) must have made initial decisions about which claims 
they would like to make, (2) should have already given some indications to their value chain partners, 
and (3) should have decided who to use as a validation body (or bodies) 

Parallel processes Depending upon communications from the traceability/transparency system requestor, the VCPs may 
have already begun certification or similar ex ante activities as described in the activity diagram for 
generic process 2 (implementation of verification methods/systems). 
Generic process 8 (provide sustainability claim/traceability information to transformation value chain 
partner for recycling), activity 8.2  
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Description of 
activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process 

Periodicity 
Daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc. 

Required 
documents plus 
who sends doc to 
whom. Includes 
entry of data into 
computer 
systems.  

Other required information 
plus communication method 
and who sends info to whom 

1.1.1 Regulatory 
requirements 

Identify which regulatory 
requirements can be supported or 
met with traceability 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews 

------ 
Regulatory requirements from 
government agencies which are 
communicated to management 

1.1.2 Corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) 
requirements 

Identify which CSRs can be 
supported or met with traceability 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews 

------ 
CSR priorities decided by 
management 

1.1.3 Customer 
demands 

Identify which customer demands 
can be supported or met with 
traceability 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews 

------ 
Customer expectations 
communicated from marketing 
to management  

1.2 Draft claims - 
Make a draft list of 
claims for traceability 

Make a draft list of claims for 
traceability which is adjusted as 
the acceptance by value chain 
partners and their capability to 
implement is evaluated 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews ------ 

From management to 
implementing department(s) 

1.3 Verification 
method(s) - Identify 
verification methods to 
be used for each claim 

Identify verification methods to be 
used for each claim 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews ------ ------ 

1.4.1 Can the 
verification methods 
be implemented by 
traceability/transpare
ncy system requestor? 

Can the verification methods be 
implemented by the 
traceability/transparency system 
requestor? 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews ------ 

-Internal exchanges of 
information between company 
departments 
-Repeated until acceptable 
method(s) identified 

1.4.2 Can the 
verification methods 
be implemented by 
value chain 
partner(s)? 

Can the verification methods be 
implemented by the value chain 
partner(s)?  

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews 

------ 

Description of verification 
method(s) sent by 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor to value chain 
partners with request to 
confirm their ability to 
implement; a reply is sent back 
-Repeated until acceptable 
method(s) identified 

1.4.3 Are the 
verification methods 
accepted by the 
validation body? 

Are the verification methods 
accepted by the validation body? 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews 

------ 

-Description of verification 
method(s) sent by 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor to validation 
body with request for 
acceptance; reply is sent back 
-Repeated until acceptable 
method(s) identified 

1.5 Final claim list - 
Create final list of 
claims and verification 
methods for traceability 

Create final list of claims and 
verification methods for 
traceability 

Once, with 
periodic 
reviews ------ 

Final claims and verification 
methods communicated to 
value chain partners  

Output and criteria to 
exit the business 
process 

Transparency requestor has final list agreed with value chain partners and validation body for claims 
and the methods to be used for traceability and for verification 

“Common” 
exceptions/problems     ------ 
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5.3 Generic process 2 – Implementation methods/systems to be used 

Once the claims, verification criteria and methods have been determined, the data collection systems and the 
verification methods need to be put in place before the system can become operational. This implementation 
phase has many aspects which range from obtaining third-party certifications, to putting in place systems for 
assigning unique IDs, to implementing data collection systems, to implementing transparency data sharing 
capabilities through connections to a traceability data repository and, as relevant, through data sharing between 
business partners (e.g. EDI/API systems).  

As mentioned earlier, value chain partners should be consulted during the process of deciding upon the 
verification criteria and methods. Once the criteria and methods are finalized, they must be communicated to 
and agreed upon with these value chain partners in order to ensure that all parties understand what is required 
and are able to implement in a timely manner. In addition, during this implementation process, constant 
communications are important to identify potential problems. 

It is useful at this stage to provide examples or detailed descriptions of what data should be included, for 
example, data descriptions, uploads of certificates or photographic evidence, test reports, and identifiers. 

When considering data collection methods and requirements, it is also important, whenever possible, to 
evaluate existing documentation and processes at facilities in order to use data that is already available. The 
process described in section 6 (using BPA to identify where and when to collect TT information) should help 
implementors to do this. 

The agreed rules for a traceability system are referred to as the “implementation methodology” or 
“implementation methods” in the rest of this text. 

The above implementation process, prior to going “live” with a traceability and transparency system, is 
illustrated below in Figure 7. Business process analysis (BPA) can be a useful tool for planning an 
implementation as further explained in section 6.  
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Figure 7  
Generic process 2 - Implementation of verification methods/systems – activity diagram 
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Table 5 
Generic process 2 – Implementation of verification methods/systems – BPD 

Name of process Generic traceability process 

Name of business process 
activity (use case) 

2. Implement verification methods/systems 

Process participants Traceability/transparency system requestor, value chain partners (VCPs), ID provider, validation/verification body (V/V body)26 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the process 

Traceability/transparency system requestor has agreed to a final list of validation measures with transformation value chain partners and 
validation body(ies) for claims and the methods to be used for traceability and for verification 

Parallel processes 1) Some part of this may take place in parallel, or even before generic process 1, as some verification methods are agreed upon before others 
during the development of the final plan for claims and verification measures – and some VCPs may already have the certifications that 
are required as the result of requests from other clients. 

2) In generic process 7 (provide claim/traceability information to consumer) activities 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 are part of the implementation 
of a traceability/transparency system and would, for the most part, take place in parallel with this process activity.   

3) Generic process 8 (provide sustainability claim/traceability information to transformation value chain partner for recycling), activity 8.3 
could also be in parallel. 

Description of activities  
A step-by-step description of 
what happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the participants to this step 
in the process 

Periodicity 
Daily, monthly, 
every 8 weeks, 
yearly, etc. 

Required documents plus 
who sends doc to whom. 
Includes entry of data into 
computer systems.  

Other required information plus 
communication method and who sends info 
to whom 
 

2.1 Send final list of verification 
measures to be implemented to 
value chain partners (VCP) 

Traceability/transparency system requestor 
communicates applicable verification measures 
to be implemented by each value chain partner 
(VCP) 

Once per product, 
with periodic 
reviews 

List of verification 
measures to be 
implemented 

PDF letter/email to from requestor of 
traceability to VCP with description of 
verification measures and contact 
information when third party interventions 
are required (such as certification) 

  
26 Validation and verification are different functions, but they are very often carried out by the same body/organization. Validation is an “ex ante” activity that takes place before 
the traceable asset enters the value chain. It validates that the processes and controls in place should provide the desired results (in this case sustainably created clothing and 
leather goods). Verification is an “ex post” activity that takes place after a traceable asset has entered the value chain and its purpose is to verify that processes and controls have 
worked as planned and have indeed produced the desired results (sustainably created clothing and leather goods). In this BPD we distinguish between the two activities; 
however, because they are so often performed by the same body/organization, we have shown them as one participant in the activity diagram (validation/verification 
body). 
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2.2 Receive list of verification 
measures to be implemented 
and plan them 

 VCP receives list of verification measures to be 
implemented from traceability/transparency 
system requestor and plans actions to be taken 

Once per product, 
with periodic 
reviews 

List of verification 
measures to be 
implemented 

See activity 2.1 above 

2.2.1 Do any verification 
measures cause problems? 

Do any verification measures cause problems?  List of verification 
measures to be 
implemented 

 

2.2.2 Request changes to 
verification measures 

Value chain partner requests that 
traceability/transparency system requestor 
change the verification measures  

Once per product, 
with periodic 
reviews 

_____ 
Request for change to verification measures 

2.2.3 Review request for change Traceability/transparency system requestor 
reviews the request from the value chain partner 
for change and (if needed) modifies the 
verification measures 

Once per product, 
with periodic 
reviews _____ 

Request for change to verification measures 

2.3 Request information for 
assigning unique IDs to 
traceable assets 

If they do not already have this, the VCP 
requests the information needed for assigning 
unique IDs to the traceable assets from the ID 
provider 

Once In some cases, the ID 
provider may request that 
a form be filled in, either 
online or in a PDF file 

Email or PDF letter to ID provider unless 
an online form is used for the request 

2.4 Receive request for unique 
ID info & undertake needed 
internal processes 

ID provider receives request from VCP and 
takes steps in their system to allocate an 
identifier  

Once See above in step 2.3 See above in step 2.3  

2.5 Send info for assigning 
unique IDs to traceable assets 

ID provider sends needed information for 
assigning unique IDs to VCP 

Once 
_____ 

Email or PDF letter and, in some cases, 
files with ID information or APIs from the 
ID provider to the VCP 

2.6 Receive info for assigning 
unique IDs and implement in 
systems 

VCP receives needed information from ID 
provider for assigning unique IDs and 
implements it in their systems 

Once 
_____ 

See above in step 2.5 

2.7 Are there any ex-ante 
measures such as process 
certification? 

Are there ex ante measures such as process 
certification that the VCP should implement? 

Periodically 
_____ 

 
_____ 

 
2.7.1 If yes, there are ex ante 
controls, send request to 
validation body for ex ante 
controls/certification 

If certification or other ex-ante controls of 
processes/systems are needed, the VCP sends a 
request to the relevant validation body 

Periodically, on an 
annual or multi-
annual basis, 
depending on the 
rules for 
certification 
renewal 

In some cases, the 
validation body may 
request that a form be 
filled in, either online or in 
a PDF file 

Email or PDF letter and, in some cases, 
files with additional information as 
requested by the validation body 
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2.7.1.1 Receive request and plan 
required ex ante 
controls/certifications 

Validation body receives and processes request 
for certification and/or other ex-ante controls 
from value chain partner 

See 2.7.1 above See 2.7.1 above Email or PDF letter exchanges between the 
validation body and the VCP to schedule 
controls 

2.7.1.2 Undertake ex ante 
control 

Validation body implements activities needed 
for certification and/or other ex-ante controls of 
the value chain partner 

See 2.7.1 above In some cases, the 
validation body may 
request that information be 
submitted online 

Email or PDF letter exchanges between the 
validation body and the VCP concerning 
information needed for the control activity. 
This may include information in Excel, 
PDF or other file formats 

2.7.1.3 Store control results Validation body stores results of control for 
retrieval later if needed and communicates the 
results to the value chain partner 

See 2.7.1 above Depending upon the 
validation body there may 
be a standard report that it 
issues after the control to 
the VCP 

If there is no standard report, then an email 
or PDF letter is sent with the results from 
the validation body to the VCP 

2.7.1.4 Did TVC partner pass 
the ex-ante control? 

Did TVC partner pass the ex-ante control?    

2.7.1.5 Make any required 
changes 

 If the VCP did not pass the ex-ante control, then 
they need to make the changes necessary to do 
so and then send request for a repetition of the 
ex-ante control (2.7.1)  

Only needed if the 
ex-ante control is 
not passed 

Actions are based upon 
the communications 
received in activity 7.1.3 
above 

Actions are based upon the communications 
received in activity 7.1.3 above 

2.8 Implement control system  Value chain partner puts in place procedures, IT 
tools, etc. for implementing process and ex post 
controls 

Once with periodic 
updates 

Activity is based on 
information sent and 
received during Activities 
2.1 and 2.2 above 

Activity is based on information sent and 
received during Activities 2.1 and 2.2 above 

2.9 Do any of these controls 
require 3rd party verification? 

Do any of the controls put in place by the VCP 
in 2.8 above require 3rd party verification? 

   

2.9.1 Inform verification body 
of future needs for their 
services 

 If the process and ex post controls require the 
intervention of a third-party verification service, 
then the VCP notifies them of the eventual need 
for their services 

Depends upon the 
controls to be done 
and the required 
frequency 

Some verification bodies 
may have online systems 
for VCPs to use in 
requesting their services 

If there is no online request system, then via 
email and PDF documents between the 
VCP and the verification body 
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2.9.2 Receive request and plan 
required process and ex post 
controls 

Verification body plans required process and/or 
ex post controls in communication with the VCP 
 

Depends upon the 
controls to be done 
and the required 
frequency 

Some verification bodies 
may have online systems 
for VCPs to use in 
scheduling their services 

If there is no online scheduling system, then 
via email and PDF documents between the 
verification body and the VCP 

2.10 Are all systems for process 
and ex post verification in 
place? 

Are all systems for process and ex post 
verification in place? 

   

2.11.1 If yes, all systems are in 
place, notify that any ex-ante 
controls are finished and any 
systems for process and ex post 
controls are in place 

VCP notifies the traceability/transparency 
system requestor that any ex-ante controls have 
been successfully completed and that any 
systems for process and ex post controls are in 
place 

Depends upon the 
controls to be done 
and the required 
frequency 

The VCP will send any 
proofs required by the 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor, such as 
certificates or inspection 
reports 

There will probably also be some 
communications by email and, if needed, 
PDF documents 

2.11.2 Receive notification  The traceability/transparency system requestor 
receives and registers the notification from the 
value chain partner 

As often as activity 
8 is done ---------- ---------- 

Output and criteria to exit the 
business process 

All ex-ante validation controls have been successfully completed; systems for process and ex post verification controls are in place and the 
traceability/transparency system requestor has received this information 

“Common” 
exceptions/problems ---------- 
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5.4 Generic process 3 – Process asset at traceability entry point 

At the traceability entry point, the traceable asset is assigned a unique identifier (ID) in accordance with the 
implementation methods agreed upon in processes 1 and 2 (see above). This unique ID is entered into a 
computerized system, together with the other 5W information described in the section on traceability data above—
or, at a minimum, this information is manually recorded in a paper record. There are minimum requirements that 
a traceable asset should meet at the traceability entry point. What those minimum requirements are will depend 
upon the product and the claim being supported and should be documented in the implementation methodology.  

Traceability does not always begin at the very first step in a value chain; but wherever it starts, this is considered 
to be the traceability entry point, and this determines whether or not an existing identifier can be used for 
traceability. For example, if wool has already been given an identifier at the farm level, and traceability begins at 
the farm, this identifier is the first in the chain of IDs that will allow the wool to be traced back to the farm through 
the wool processing and manufacturing of the garment. Alternatively, if the traceability entry point of wool starts 
at the spinning stage, then a new identifier should be applied at that point and this ID will be the first in the chain 
of IDs that will allow the wool to be traced back to the spinner. The identifiers used are determined by the 
implementation methodology and can be any agreed IDs that are unique, including IDs defined by the customer, 
the traceability requestor, the value chain partner at the entry point (in this example the farmer or the spinner), or 
third parties.  

At the point of transfer to another value chain partner or process, all 5W transfer information is recorded, including 
the date and time of transfer, quantities, and onward destination. 

As a traceable asset (such as a hide) moves through the value chain, the information recorded at the traceability 
entry point will be linked to further information that is recorded at each transformation stage and, if agreed upon 
in the implementation methodology, also in transport and storage phases. This linkage is created using unique IDs 
for inputs, outputs and, logistical units27 which are always linked to the IDs from the previous process. How this 
works is shown in Figure 8. 

  
27 Logistical units are traceable assets packaged together for transport or storage purposes – for example in a box, on a pallet 
or in a container. 
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Figure 8 
The use of unique IDs to establish traceability 

 
Specific illustrations of traceability entry point processing can be found in the textile value chain examples later 
in this document.  
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Figure 9 
Generic process 3 – Traceability entry point processing – activity diagram 
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Table 6 
Generic process 3 – Traceability entry point processing – BPD 

Name of process area Generic traceability process 

Name of business 
process activity (use 
case) 

3. Traceability entry point processing - generic traceability process 

process participants Value chain partner (VCP), verification body (which could be an internal accounting or inspection 
division) 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the process 

All ex-ante controls have been successfully completed; systems for process and ex post controls are in 
place, the traceability requestor has received this information and production has started 

Parallel processes  None, although this process may be undertaken multiple times in parallel with itself as multiple 
products/batches move through production 

Description of 
activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process 

Periodicity 
Daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc. 

Required 
documents plus 
who sends doc to 
whom.  Includes 
entry of data into 
computer 
systems.  

Other required information 
plus communication method 
and who sends info to whom 
 

3.1 
Do traceable assets 
already have unique 
IDs? 

Do traceable assets already have 
unique IDs when they arrive at the 
value chain partner? 

Each time a 
traceable 
asset arrives 
at the entry 
point for 
traceability 

  

3.1.1 
If the traceable assets 
already have IDs, 
register their arrival  

If the traceable assets do have 
unique IDs, register the IDS and 
the arrival at the VCP. If needed, 
label the traceable assets. 

  

Entry of traceable 
asset ID into 
computer system 
and its arrival at 
entry point 

Information about IDs 
 
 

3.1.2 
If they do not have 
IDS, assign IDs to 
traceable assets   

If they do not have them, give 
traceable assets unique IDs based 
on decisions and agreements made 
in the activity diagram for generic 
process 2. Label the asset with this 
unique ID if needed and register 
the ID and arrival at the VCP 
partner.  In some cases this may be 
done after steps 3.2 and 3.3 instead 
of before. 

 

Entry of traceable 
asset ID into 
computer system 
and its arrival at 
entry point 

Information about how to 
assign IDs  

3.2 
Does verification body 
need to verify state of 
traceable asset? 

Does verification body need to 
verify state of traceable asset at the 
traceability entry point? 

   

3.2.1 
If yes, verification 
body verifies "state" 
of traceable asset  

The verification body verifies the 
state of the asset against 
requirements. Only done if 
traceable asset needs to be 

According to 
the 
agreement 
between the 
VCP and the 

-------- 

Arrange for inspections 
communications via email and 
PDF documents between the 
VCP and the verification body 
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inspected by a 3rd party at the 
traceability entry point 

verification 
body 

3.2.2 
If no, then the TVC 
partner verifies the 
state of the traceable 
asset  

 VCP verifies the state of asset 
against the requirements provided 
at the end generic process 1. Only 
done if 3rd party verification is not 
required (see 2.2 below) 

For every 
traceable 
asset 

-------- 

Instructions as to what is an 
acceptable state for the 
traceable asset from either 
VCP management or 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor to VCP 
operations employee. Could be 
online or on paper 

3.3 
Does traceable asset 
meet requirements? 

    

3.3.1 
If yes, register status 
of traceable asset and 
then go to activity 3.4 

If the traceable asset meets the 
requirements, register the status of 
the traceable asset at the moment it 
enters the traceability entry point 

For every 
traceable 
asset 

Status is entered 
into computer 
system 333 or 
Excel spreadsheet 

-------- 

3.3.2 
If no, can the asset 
status be fixed? 

If the traceable asset does not meet 
requirements, can remedial action 
be taken so that the traceable asset 
meets requirements? 

   

3.3.2.1 
If traceable asset can 
be fixed, take remedial 
action  

Take remedial action if traceable 
asset does not meet requirements 
and repair is possible. Then, send 
“repaired” asset back to either 
activity 3.2.1 or 3.2.2 as applicable 
(“repair” might be just having 
missing info made available) 

Whenever a 
traceable 
asset does not 
meet the 
requirements, 
and this can 
be fixed 

If communication 
is done via 
computer system, 
corrective action 
that is taken is 
recorded, 
communicated to 
relevant parties 
(i.e. provider of 
traceable asset, 
management, 
traceability 
requestor, etc.) by 
VCP, and 
traceable asset 
goes back to 
either activity 
3.2.1 or 3.2.2. 

If communication is done via 
email, corrective action that is 
taken is recorded, 
communicated to relevant 
parties (i.e. provider of 
traceable asset, management, 
traceability requestor, etc.) by 
VCP and traceable asset goes 
back to either activity 3.2.1 or 
2.2.2. 

3.3.2.2 
If traceable asset 
cannot be fixed, 
register disposal status 
of traceable asset 

Register final planned disposal of 
traceable asset that cannot be 
“repaired” 

Whenever a 
traceable 
asset does not 
meet the 
requirements, 
and cannot be 
fixed 

VCP registers the 
final disposal of 
product in 
computer system  

If no computer system is used, 
this information is included in 
other reports by the VCP  

3.3.2.3 
Dispose of traceable 
asset in line with the 
status registered in 
3.3.2.2 

Dispose of traceable asset in line 
with the status registered in 3.3.2.2 “ “   
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3.4. Is traceable asset 
going to a 
transformation 
process or to a product 
guardian process 
(transport or 
warehousing)? 

Is the next step a transformation 
process? – for example a 
transformation inside of the same 
facility where the traceability entry 
point takes place but after the 
entry point process. 
Or is the next step the transfer to a 
transporter or a warehouse? 

   

3.4.1 If the goods are 
going to a transporter 
or a warehouse 

Go to generic process 5 for the 
product guardian traceability 
process 

   

3.4.2 If the goods are 
going to a 
transformation 
process 

Go to generic process 4 for the 
transformation traceability process    

Output and criteria to 
exit the business 
process 

The traceable asset has been found to meet the traceability entry point requirements and has been 
assigned a unique ID 

“Common” 
exceptions/problems  

Circular economy 
related observations 

The key question here is what happens to traceable assets that cannot be made to meet requirements 
and need to be disposed of. 

5.5 Generic process 4 – Implement traceability at transformation processing points 

As the traceable asset now moves through different transformation processes in its journey toward being a final 
consumer good, the 5Ws (also called “event data”) are recorded at each stage in the process in order to maintain 
traceability. For each process, the inputs should have IDs that are registered, and the transformed output should 
have a new ID (which is linked to the input IDs). In the case of processes where there is one input and one output, 
a new ID is usually given to the output. On the other hand, in cases where the transformation is minimal and/or it 
is part of a chain of transformations taking place within the same location, if there is only one input, the same ID 
may be given to the output. This will also depend upon the implementation/verification methods that have been 
agreed upon.  

These linked records show the integrity of the chain of custody and are used to identify where further verification 
data can be found. These records can also be instrumental in problem solving, should the need arise. This 5W 
traceability data is recorded by all value chain partners in a shared data repository. 

Additional information for supporting claims is linked to the relevant IDs and is also recorded in a data repository; 
however, access to this additional data is controlled by the value chain partner responsible for the process in 
question. Depending upon the product and the claim, this additional data, beyond the 5Ws, should include details 
about inputs such as chemicals or finishing films which result in a physical change to the material, as well as 
information such as the results from certifications and inspections.  

Depending upon the agreed implementation methods (generic process 2), verification of claim(s) may be made at 
the end of any transformation process. 

Specific illustrations of transformation processes can be found in the textile value chain examples later in this 
document. 
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Figure 10A  
Generic process 4 (1 of 2) - Traceability processing at transformation points – activity diagram 

Note: this diagram was split into two parts, otherwise the text would have been too small to read 
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Figure 10B  
Generic Process 4 (2 of 2) Traceability processing at transformation points – activity diagram 
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Table 7  
Generic Process 4 – Traceability processing at transformation points – BPD 

Name of process area  Generic traceability process 

Name of business 
process activity   4. Processing at transformation points - generic traceability process 

Process participants Transformation value chain partner (TVCP) and verification body (this can be any verification 
body, including internal accounting or inspection divisions) 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the 
process 

All input traceable assets have been given unique IDs and are ready to be received 

Parallel processes None 

Description of 
activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process. 

Periodicity 
(Daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc.) 

Required 
documents plus 
who sends doc to 
whom. Includes 
entry of data into 
computer 
systems. 

Other required 
information 
plus communication method 
and who sends info to whom 
 

4.1 
Is this the traceability 
entry point? 

Is this the entry point for the 
traceability process (i.e. the first 
process step at which assets begin 
to be traced)? 

Once for 
traceable 
asset input 

-------- -------- 

4.1.1 
If yes, go to 
traceability entry 
point process 

If this is the traceability entry point, 
go to BPD for generic process 3 
(traceability entry point processing) 
before returning. 

As 
applicable -------- -------- 

4.1.2 
If not, receive 
traceable asset 
input(s) 

Receive inputs coming from 
previous process(es) in the form of 
traceable assets with unique IDs. 
The previous process may have 
been performed by another value 
chain partner or by the current 
TVCP. 

Depends on 
process, but 
most likely 
more often 
than weekly 
and could 
even be 
hourly 

There are various 
options. It could 
be a transport 
document such as 
CMR or bill of 
lading, or a 
commercial 
document such as 
an invoice or 
purchase order. 
These are sent 
from the previous 
TVCP partner or 
from the 
traceability entry 
point process 
documented in 
generic process 3 

Some documents and/or 
some information about 
shipping times, arrivals, 
etc may be communicated 
via email and, optionally, 
PDFs 

4.2 
Record ID(s) of 
traceable asset 
input(s) 

Record the IDs of the traceable 
assets which are inputs to this 
process 

Depends on 
process, but 
most likely 
more often 
than daily 

Most likely that 
this information is 
in the invoice, 
CMR or bill of 
lading or from the 
traceability entry 

If the information on IDs 
is missing or appears 
incorrect there may be an 
exchange of emails 
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point process 
documented in 
process 3 

4.3 
Transformation 
process 

Transform the input traceable 
asset(s) according to the process in 
question 

“” -------- 

There may be a request 
via an enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system or 
email or telephone 
(including SMS) for 
inputs to be moved from a 
storage or receiving area 
to a production line 

4.4 
Was there more than 
one traceable asset as 
input? 

-------- -------- -------- -------- 

4.5 
If there was only one 
traceable asset input, 
does the TVC partner 
want to keep the input 
ID or assign a new 
ID? 

Best practice is to assign a new ID 
after each transformation process. 
However, if there are other ways to 
identify that the traceable asset has 
been transformed (plus when and 
how) and it has been agreed with 
VCP partners, then the traceable 
asset which is an output can have 
the same ID as the input. 

-------- -------- -------- 

4.4.1 
If there is more than 
one input OR there 
was only one but the 
TVC partner wants to 
assign a new ID, 
assign one or more 
new IDs to the 
output(s) from the 
transformation 
process  

Assign new, unique ID to the 
output, register it, and link it to the 
input(s)' ID(s) 

“ ” 

Internal ERP 
system or internal 
operations 
instructions + 
information from 
activity 4.2 

-------- 

4.5.1 
If there was only one 
input and the TVC 
partner does not want 
to assign a new ID, 
assign ID of input to 
output 

 Assign/attach the same ID to the 
output traceable asset as had the 
input asset if there was only one 
input and the TVC partner does not 
want to assign a new ID 

“ ” 

Could be internal 
ERP system or 
the same as for 
activity 4.2 above 

-------- 

4.6 
Link asset ID to 
TVCP ID & process 
(5W) info 

Link traceable asset ID to ID of 
TVCP plus the 5Ws information 
(who, what, why, where, when) 

“ ” 

Internal ERP 
system or internal 
operations 
instructions 

-------- 

4.7 
Does verification body 
need to verify the 
state of the output 
traceable asset? 

Does a verification body need to 
verify that the output(s) from the 
transformation process conform 
with requirements? 

Depends on 
process and 
its rules 

-------- -------- 
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4.7.1 
If yes, then 
verification body 
verifies "state" of 
output asset   

Verification body verifies state of 
output traceable asset(s) against 
requirements. Done only If 
verification by a 3rd party is 
required 

Inspections 
could be 
regular or 
periodic, 
also could be 
based upon 
sampling 
algorithm 

Requirements are 
taken from quality 
control 
instructions from 
TVCP and/or 
requirements 
from traceability 
system requestor 

-------- 

4.7.2 
If no, then TVC 
partner verifies 
"state" of output 
traceable asset  

TVCP verifies state of output 
traceable asset(s) against 
requirements 

Depends on 
process, but 
most likely 
more often 
than daily. It 
could also be 
based upon 
sampling 
algorithm 

Requirements are 
taken from 
internal quality 
control 
instructions 
and/or 
requirements 
from traceability 
requestor 

-------- 

4.8 
Do traceable asset(s) 
meet the 
requirements? 

Do traceable output asset(s) meet 
the requirements? -------- -------- -------- 

4.8.1 
If traceable asset 
meets requirements, 
register this status  

Register traceable asset(s) as 
meeting requirements 

Depends on 
process, but 
most likely 
multiple 
times in one 
day 

Register status, 
most probably in 
company ERP 
system. Can be a 
system where 
only problems are 
identified, and all 
other outputs are 
assumed to meet 
requirements 

-------- 

4.9 
If traceable asset(s) 
does not meet 
requirements, can it 
be 
repaired/reworked?  

If traceable asset(s) does not meet 
requirements, can it be 
repaired/reworked to meet 
requirements? 

-------- -------- -------- 

If yes, go back to step 
4.3 (the transformation 
process for rework/ 
repair) 

-------- -------- -------- -------- 

4.9.1 
If no, (i.e. the 
traceable asset(s) 
cannot be 
repaired/reworked to 
meet requirements) 
dispose of traceable 
asset(s) and take 
action to fix process 

Dispose of defective traceable 
asset(s), removing them from the 
value chain.  Take action to fix 
process  

Depends 
upon 
reliability of 
process 

TVCP internal 
system for 
tracking problems 
and their 
resolution 

Communications may 
include emails, SMSs and 
phone calls 

4.9.2 
Register status of 
traceable asset(s) that 
do(es) not meet 
requirement 

Register final status (disposal) of 
traceable asset “ ” 

Registered in 
TVCP ERP 
system or other 
accounting 
system 

-------- 
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4.10 
Is this the traceability 
exit point? 

Is this the last process where the 
traceable asset will be traced?  -------- -------- -------- 

4.10.1 
If yes, this is the 
traceability exit point. 
Register the exit point 
information  

Register information required upon 
exit of asset from the traceability 
system 

Depends 
upon the 
value chain 
in question 

Should be entered 
in a computer 
system 

-------- 

4.11 
Go to process 6 for 
exit point verification 

IF this is the traceability exit point 
then go to activity diagram and 
BPD 6 for final verification that 
traceable asset meets policy claim 
requirements 

Depends 
upon the 
value chain 
in question 

-------- -------- 

4.12 
Does traceable asset 
need to be transported 
to a new location? 

-------- -------- -------- -------- 

4.12.1.1 
If yes, the traceable 
asset needs to be 
transported, package 
asset(s) into logistic 
unit(s), give them IDs 
and transfer to 
transporter 

Package asset (possibly with other 
assets) into a logistic unit(s) 
(package/pallet/container) for 
transport, assign IDs to the logistic 
units and transfer them to the 
transporter 

Could range 
from weekly 

to several 
times a day 

Purchase order 
with packaging 
instructions or 
internal TVCP 
operating 
practices 

Could be in an email 

4.12.1.2 
Go to AD and BPD 5 
for transport 
traceability (chain of 
custody) processing 

Go to AD and BPD 5 for product 
guardian (transport) traceability 
(chain of custody) processing 

“” “” “” 

4.12.2 
If traceable asset does 
not need to go to a 
new location, then 
next process is at the 
same location. 
Transfer traceable 
asset to next process 

Transfer traceable asset to next 
process at same location “ ” 

TVCP ERP 
system and/or 
TVCP internal 
communications 

Could include SMSs, 
emails and voice calls 

Output and criteria to 
exit the business 
process 

Output from transformation process has been given a unique ID and meets the requirements for 
that output. If the traceable asset needs to be transported, it has been packaged, either alone or 
with other traceable assets, into a logistical unit. If there is a logistical unit containing more than 
one traceable asset, it has a unique ID and the IDs of all the traceable assets that it contains have 
been registered and linked to the logistical unit ID. 

“Common” 
exceptions/problems             

Circular economy 
related observations 

These are the processes where there are most likely to be “industrial waste” that can be recycled, 
such a textile scraps or defective batches. In addition, there is a question of how to minimize the 
economic and environmental impact from the disposal of defective assets. 
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5.6 Generic process 5 – Implement traceability with a product guardian value chain partner 

Before a traceable asset is transferred to another party, whether it be a transformation value chain partner or a 
product guardian value chain partner (transporter or warehouse), the traceable asset is usually packaged either 
alone or with other traceable assets into a “logistical unit” for transport or storage. This logistical unit will have a 
unique ID which is recorded and linked to the ID(s) of all the traceable assets contained within that logistical unit. 

The data recorded for logistical units includes origin location, destination location, date/time of collection and/or 
of delivery. Existing documentation that could provide all or part of this data includes consignment notes, 
collection confirmations, bills of lading, delivery notes, and invoices – either manual or electronic. 

Specific illustrations of product guardian processes can be found in the textile value chain examples later in this 
document. 

Figure 11A 
Generic process 5 (1 of 3) 
Implement traceability with a product guardian value chain partner – activity diagram 
Note: this diagram was split into three parts, otherwise the text would have been too small to read 
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Figure 11B 
Generic Process 5 (2 of 3)  
Implement traceability with a product guardian value chain partner – activity diagram 
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Figure 11C 
Generic Process 5 (3 of 3)  
Implement traceability with a product guardian value chain partner – activity diagram 
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Table 8  
Generic process 5 – Implement traceability with a product guardian value chain partner – BPD 

Name of process area  Generic traceability process 

Name of business 
process activity  

5. Traceability with a product guardian value chain partner (PGVCP) 
This process starts from transport, which could be transferring traceable assets to a transformation 
value chain partner (TVCP) or a product guardian value chain partner (PGVCP) (warehouser, retailer, 
or another transporter) 

Process participants Sending transformation or product guardian value chain partner (a TVCP or PGVCP); transport 
product guardian value chain partner (a PGVCP); receiving value chain partner (a TVCP or PGVCP) 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the 
process 

The traceable asset has been packaged, either alone or with other traceable assets, into a logistical 
unit for transport.  
 

Parallel processes None 

Description of 
activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process. 

Periodicity 
(daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc). 

Required 
documents plus 
who sends doc to 
whom. Includes 
entry of data into 
computer 
systems.  

Other required information   
plus communication method 
and who sends info to whom 
 

5.0 
Are traceable assets 
packaged in logistic 
units 

Sending value chain partner 
(VCP) verifies if traceable assets 
are already packaged in logistic 
units.  

-------- 
 

-------- 
 

-------- 
 

5.1 
If no, then package 
traceable assets in 
logistic units 

If not yet done, the sending VCP 
packages the traceable assets into 
logistic units  

Depends on 
value chain 
and process 

-------- 
 

-------- 
 

5.1.1.1 
Sending VCP sends a 
transport request to 
the transporter 

Sending value chain partner sends 
request for transport services to 
transporter in order to send 
traceable assets to the receiving 
value chain partner 

Depends on 
value chain 
and process, 
could be 
anything 
from yearly 
to daily 

Transport request Could be done via email or an 
online booking system 

5.1.1.2 
Transporter receives 
transport request 

Transport value chain partner 
(VCP) receives transport request “ ” Transport request “ ” 

5.1.1.3 
Transporter arranges 
transport and assigns 
shipment IDs  

Transporter 1) gives the shipment 
a unique ID, 2) arranges transport 
means. 3) records the ID of the 
transport means and links this to 
the shipment ID 

“ ” Transport request  Could be done via an online 
system 

5.1.1.4 
Send transport 
confirmation  

Transporter sends transport 
confirmation to the sending VCP “ ” Transport 

confirmation  
Could be done via email or an 
online booking system  
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5.1.1.5 
Receive transport 
confirmation 

Sending value chain partner 
receives transport confirmation   “ ” “ ” “ ” 

5.1.2.1 
Give IDs to logistic 
units and record IDs 
of contents 

Sending VCP assigns IDs to 
logistic units for shipping and 
labels/marks them with the IDs. 
Record the IDs of the traceable 
assets  

“ ” 

Labels or other 
markers, such as 
RFID tags, for 
logistical units 

IDs for traceable assets 
contained in each logistics unit 
could be recorded in an online 
system. Depending upon the 
value chain, this information 
could also be put inside the 
logistical units using tags, 
paper, RFID, etc. 

5.1.2.2 
Send logistic unit IDs 
and IDs of traceable 
assets inside each 
logistic unit to 
receiving value chain 
partner 

Sending VCP sends logistic unit 
IDs and the IDs of the traceable 
assets inside the logistical units to 
the receiving VCP 

“ ”  
Could be done via email, an 
online system or electronic 
messaging 

5.1.2.3 
Receive logistic unit 
IDs and IDs of 
traceable assets inside 
each logistic unit 

The receiving VCP receives 
logistic unit IDs and the IDs of the 
traceable assets inside the 
logistical units from the sending 
VCP 

“ ”  Could be done via email or an 
online system 

5.1.2.4 
Record IDs for logistic 
units & traceable 
assets 

The receiving VCP records IDs 
for logistic units being sent and 
the traceable assets they contain 

“ ” Record of IDs 

This ID information could be 
registered in an online system 
or an ERP system or other 
local IT programme (even a 
spreadsheet) 

5.2 
Transfer logistic units 
& provide shipping 
documents to 
transporter 

Sending VCP transfers logistic 
units to transporter and provides 
transporter with shipping 
documents which list the logistic 
units included in shipment and 
destination, etc. 

“ ” 

Transport 
documents 
(includes bill of 
lading and, for 
trucking, CMR). 
These may be 
electronic or in 
paper formats. An 
invoice may also 
be required as an 
accompanying 
document. 

Most likely that at least part of 
this documentation is provided 
on paper 

5.3 
Pick up logistic units 
& provide shipment 
ID(s) 

Transporter takes possession of 
the traceable assets (which are 
inside of logistic units) and 
accompanying information for 
purposes of transport and gives 
the sending VCP the shipment 
ID(s) 

“ ” “ ” 

The provision of shipment 
ID(s) could be done on paper, 
via email or via an online 
system 

5.4.1.1 
Register transfer of 
traceable asset 

Sending VCP registers the 
date/time/place of transport pick 
up, plus the shipment ID, the IDs 
of the logistic unit(s) included in 
the shipment, the ID of the 
transport PGVC partner and any 

“ ”  

Information could be registered 
in an online system or an ERP 
system or other local IT 
programme (even a 
spreadsheet) 
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other info needed for traceability 
purposes 

5.4.1.2 
Send shipping ID(s) 
and any other 
shipping info relevant 
to traceability   

The sending VCP sends to the 
receiving VCP the shipping ID(s) 
and any other shipping info 
relevant to traceability   

“ ” -------- 

The provision of shipment 
ID(s) and other shipping 
information could be done on 
paper, via email or via an 
online system 

5.4.1.3 
Receive shipment 
ID(s) and shipping 
related traceability 
information 

The receiving VCP receives from 
the sending VCP the shipment 
ID(s) and shipping related 
traceability information  

“ ” Record of IDs Could be done in an online 
system 

5.4.1.4 
Record shipment 
ID(s) 

The receiving VCP records 
shipment ID(s) and shipping 
traceability information and links 
to logistic unit IDs sent earlier 
(see activities 5.1.2.3 and 5.1.2.4) 

“ ” -------- 

This ID information could be 
registered in an online system 
or an ERP system or other 
local IT programme (even a 
spreadsheet) 

5.5 
Are goods transferred 
to another 
transporter? 

Does the transporter transfer the 
goods to another transporter (for 
example from a truck to a ship or 
to another truck)? 

-------- -------- -------- 

5.6 
If goods are 
transferred to another 
transporter, assign 
new shipment ID(s), 
link to previous 
shipment ID & 
transfer shipment 

1) New transporter registers ID of 
current transporter and current 
shipment ID(s) AND assigns new 
shipment ID(s) 
2) Current transporter registers ID 
of new transporter and the new 
shipment ID(s)          
3) Logistic units and related 
paperwork are transferred from 
current to new transporter 
4) Return to question 5.5 

“ ” 

Transport 
documents 
(includes bill of 
lading and, for 
trucking, CMR). 
These may be 
electronic or in 
paper formats. An 
invoice may also 
be required as an 
accompanying 
document.  

-------- 

5.7 
If goods are not 
transferred to another 
transporter, deliver 
logistic units 

Transporter delivers logistic units 
to receiving VCP and registers ID 
of receiving VCP and other info 
about the delivery (date, time, etc) 
and links this information to the 
most current shipment ID(s) 

“” -------- -------- 

5.7 
Deliver traceable 
assets 

Transporter VCP delivers 
traceable assets to receiving value 
chain partner (TVCP or PGVCP) 
and registers info about the 
delivery    

“” 

Most likely done 
in a computer 
system, but 
delivery date, 
time and 
receiving person 
could also be 
handwritten on a 
paper CMR copy 
or bill of lading 

-------- 

5.8 
Receive traceable 
assets 

The receiving VCP: 
1) Receives logistics units and the 
traceable assets they contain. 

-------- -------- 

The IDs for the logistics units 
received could be in the 
transport documents or 
physically attached. The ID 
information for them to be 
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2) Compares their IDs to the 
information received from the 
sending value chain partner 
3) If there are discrepancies, 
contacts sending VCP and/or the 
transporter 

verified against could be 
registered in an online system 
or an ERP system or other 
local IT programme (even a 
spreadsheet).  

5.9 
Is this the traceability 
exit point? 

Is this the last activity where 
traceability information is 
registered for the traceable asset? 

-------- -------- -------- 

5.9.1.1 
If yes, this is the 
traceability exit point, 
register exit point 
information  

Register information required 
upon exit of asset from the 
traceability system 

Depends 
upon the 
value chain 
in question 

Should be entered 
in a computer 
system 

-------- 

5.9.1.2 
Go to process 6 (AD 
and BPD 6) for exit 
point verification 

IF this is the traceability exit 
point, go to AD and BPD 6 for 
traceable asset verification 

Depends 
upon the 
value chain 
in question 

-------- -------- 

5.10 
If this is not the 
traceability exit point, 
is the receiving value 
chain partner going to 
transform the 
traceable asset?  

If this is not the traceability exit 
point, is the next process a 
transformation process? 

-------- -------- -------- 

5.10.1 
If the next process is a 
transformation 
process, go to generic 
process 4  

IF the receiving value chain 
partner will implement a 
transformation process, go to 
generic process for traceability 
and transparency at a 
transformation processing point 

“” -------- -------- 

5.10.2 
If the next process is 
not the traceability 
exit point and is not a 
transformation 
process, then it is 
another product 
guardian process, so 
repeat process 5, but 
the receiving VCP 
becomes the sending 
VCP 

If the next process is not the 
traceability exit point and it is not 
a transformation process, then it is 
another product guardian process 
where the receiving value chain 
partner will only store (or 
transport) the traceable assets for 
eventual transport/transfer to the 
next receiving VCP. Therefore, 
repeat process 5, but the receiving 
value chain partner will become 
the sending value chain partner 

“” -------- -------- 

Output and criteria to 
exit the business 
process 

The logistics units containing traceable assets are delivered to the receiving value chain partner 
(TVCP or PGVCP)  

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to traceability 
needs for different 
activities 

If the next process is requesting the transport of traceable assets to another PGVCP or TVCP, restart 
process 5 (traceability with product guardian value chain partner) and change the “receiving value 
chain partner” from the current iteration to be the “sending value chain partner” in the next one.  

If the next process is the traceability exit point, go to generic process 6 (verify claim). 

Otherwise, the next process is a next transformation process, so go to process 4, (traceability and 
transparency at transformation processing points). 
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5.7 Generic process 6 – Verify claim 

Verification of a claim can take place at the end of any transformation process in addition to the point where the 
traceable asset exits the traceability system. 

Depending on the claim, verification could involve access to data (through online systems or manual records), or 
it could involve testing the physical product for hazardous substances or performance. The verification process is 
what enables the traceability/transparency requestor to communicate the reliability of a claim to the customer. 

If verification of the claim is not possible, the traceability system should still allow verifiers to identify and evaluate 
where any gaps occurred or where the issue/fault has arisen in order to take corrective action and, if that is not 
possible, to either remove the traceable assets in question from the value chain (for example, by destroying or 
recycling them) or ensure that the claim in question is not associated with the non-conformant traceable assets. 

The claim verification process is shown in the Figure 12 activity diagram and Table 9 business process description.  

There is also a more detailed explanation of how, in an online system, basic traceability data is saved and retrieved 
and how this basic traceability data allows a transparency information requestor to find the sustainability 
information that they need to verify a claim. 
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Figure 12 
Generic process 6 – verify claim – activity diagram 
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Table 9 
Generic process 6 – Verify claim – BPD 

Name of process 
area Generic traceability process 

Name of business 
process activity  6. Claim verification 

Process participants  Traceability/transparency information requestor; transformation value chain partner (TVCP); 
verification body 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the 
process 

This process can be implemented at the end of any transformation process (so the traceable asset 
should have finished at least one transformation process) and/or it can be done at the point where the 
traceable asset exits the traceability system.  

Parallel processes Depending upon the verification processes required, this could be done during transport or 
warehousing (see activity diagram and BPD 5), or in some cases during a transformation process. 

Description of 
activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process 

Periodicity 
(Daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc.) 

Required 
documents plus 
who sends doc to 
whom. Includes 
entry of data into 
computer systems  

Other required information 
plus communication method 
and who sends info to whom 

6.1 
Request for 
proof/verification of 
claim 

The traceability/transparency 
information requestor requests 
from the transformation supply 
chain partner (TVCP) 
proof/verification for the claim.  
Which TVCP they contact is 
determined by the claim and the 
information in the shared data 
repository for traceability 
information. 
This can be done at the end or 
beginning of any transformation 
process and/or at the traceability 
exit point. Ideally the request for 
proof/verification should be 
made based on either statistical 
sampling or risk analysis. 

Depends 
upon the 
value chain 
and the 
procedures 
of the 
traceability/tr
ansparency 
information 
requestor 

Could be a 
request made 
through an online 
system or an 
automatic request 
based upon either 
risk analysis or a 
sampling 
algorithm 

Could also be via email 

6.2 
Can the 
transformation value 
chain partner respond 
to the request? 

--------- --------- --------- --------- 

6.2.1 
If value chain partner 
cannot comply, they 
will send explanation 

TVCP Informs 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor about why 
they cannot comply with request 

Depends 
upon 
reliability of 
system and 
partners 

--------- Most probably via email  

6.2.2 
Take remedial action 

TVCP takes action to fix 
problem(s) to ensure this does not 
happen in the future and sends this 
information to the 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor 

“ ” --------- Most probably via email 
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6.3 
Can proof/verification 
be provided from 
existing information? 

Can the TVCP provide existing 
information (such as certificates, 
inspection reports, etc) that are 
adequate proof/verification of the 
claim? 

“ ” --------- --------- 

6.3.1 
If existing information 
can provide 
proof/verification, 
identify and send 
proof 

If the needed proof/verification 
can be provided using existing 
information, identify and send the 
relevant information/documents 

“ ” --------- --------- 

6.3.2 
If existing information 
cannot be used, value 
chain partner sends 
request for 
verification activity to 
the verification body 

Send request for verification 
activity from the TVCP to the 
verification body 

Depends 
upon the 
value chain 
and the 
procedures 
of the 
verification 
body 

Could be done via 
an online request 
system to the 
verification body 
or a PDF request 
form 

Could be done via email and 
PDFs 

6.3.3 
Receive verification 
request 

Verification body receives 
verification request from TVCP “ “ “ “ “ “ 

6.4 
Audit or other 
verification activity 
undertaken 

Verification body undertakes 
requested inspection, audit or 
other verification activity 

“ “ 

There may be 
forms (online or 
on paper) that the 
verification body 
uses to collect 
information  

There may be emails 
exchanged to pose questions 
and receive answers exchanged 
between the verification body 
and the TVCP 

6.5.1 
Results Registered 

Verification body registers result 
of verification activity “ “ 

Most likely 
online, in 
computer-based 
record system or 
in a Word (or 
similar) document 
in a standard 
format 

--------- 

6.5.2 
Result of verification 
sent to transformation 
value chain partner 

Verification body sends results of 
verification activity to the 
requesting TVCP 

“ “ 

Most likely 
through an online 
system or via 
email in a Word 
(or similar) 
document in a 
standard format 

There could also be an 
exchange of related emails 

6.5.3 
Receive results of 
verification 

TVCP receives results of the 
requested verification activity 
from verification body 

“ “ “ “ “ “ 

6.6.1 
Results registered by 
TVCP and 
communicated to 
traceability/transpare
ncy information 
requestor 

TVCP registers results and 
communicates them to the 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor 

“ “ “ “ “ “ 
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6.6.2 
Traceability/transpar
ency information 
requestor also 
registers the results 
from verification 
activity 

Traceability/transparency 
information requestor also 
registers the results from 
verification activity and informs 
the TVCP if results are acceptable 
or not 

“ “ 

Results are most 
likely registered 
in a computer 
system and/or 
online 

If there are questions or issues, 
there may be an associated 
exchange of emails and/or 
telephone calls 

6.7 
Were the verification 
results acceptable? 

IF results are acceptable to TVCP 
and traceability/transparency 
information requestor, then it is 
the end of this process 

“ “ --------- --------- 

6.7.1 
If results are not 
acceptable, take 
corrective action 

IF results are not acceptable to 
TVCP and/or 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor, then the 
TVCP will need to take corrective 
action based on information in the 
verification body’s report 

Frequency 
will depend 
upon 
reliability of 
traceability 
procedures 
and 
participants 

--------- 

There may be an exchange of 
emails or telephone 
conversations to agree upon 
corrective actions between the 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor and the 
TVCP. These could also 
include the verification body  

6.7.2 
Remove traceable 
asset(s) in question 
from value chain 

Remove traceable assets that 
failed verification from the value 
chain 

“ “ 

This will need to 
be registered in an 
ERP or inventory 
management 
system 

--------- 

6.7.3 
Report on corrective 
actions 

A report on corrective actions 
taken may be made by the TVCP 
to the traceability/transparency 
information requestor. Whether 
such a report is needed will 
depend on agreements made 
previously including under action 
8.1.1 

“ “ 

This report could 
be made via an 
automated 
system. It could 
also be submitted 
in a Word (or 
similar) document 

It could also be made via 
emails and PDF documents 

6.8 
Actions registered 

The traceability/transparency 
information requestor registers the 
report on corrective actions  

“ “ 

If the report is 
made via an 
automated 
system, then this 
step may not be 
necessary. 
Otherwise, the 
report will 
probably be 
stored on a 
computer in an 
easily retrieved 
format. 

--------- 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Verification process has been completed and if either the TVCP and/or the traceability/transparency 
information requestor found that the results were not satisfactory, then corrective action has been 
taken and recorded. 

Circular economy 
related observations 

If traceable assets are regularly rejected/disposed of during this process and they cannot be resold, 
then there may be a need for recycling activities to avoid sending the rejected assets to a landfill or 
for burning. 
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5.7.1 Traceability and transparency data retrieval for verification 

Obtaining information during the verification process is most often done in two steps. The first step is to find the 
relevant basic traceability information (in the 5Ws information discussed earlier) which allows the information 
requestor to identify which value chain partner(s) has the needed sustainability information, such as certificates or 
test results. In some cases, only this first step is needed to verify a claim. For example, it is possible that a claim 
regarding the origin of a product, such as “Grown in Country X” (e.g. Egyptian cotton), could be verified using 
just the basic traceability information (in the case of Egyptian cotton, if traceability goes back to the farm). On the 
other hand, most sustainability claims, such as “No hazardous chemicals used”, require verification via test results, 
certifications or records of processes such as audits or inspections—and this information is obtained only in the 
second sustainability data part of the verification process.  

The first step in the process, identifying basic traceability information, is illustrated in Figure 13, which also shows 
how each value chain participant is responsible registering their own small part of the basic traceability information 
in a shared data repository. The access each participant has to the data on the shared data repository will depend 
on the access permissions they are given. This means, for example, that a brand owner might have access to all 
the data, but a tannery might have access to only the information they enter, or only that information plus the 
traceability data for everything up until tanning, but not for the processes that follow. Those with access to all the 
data in the repository have a full picture of product traceability across the value chain.  

The rules regarding who has access to which information in a shared data repository should be decided at the time 
that the data repository is established (probably during process 2) and will depend on who the participants are, 
their requirements, and the technical characteristics of the data repository. 

This basic traceability information is the “key” to obtaining additional, sustainability information, such as 
certification, inspection and audit data, through the second step of the process, obtaining sustainability data for 
verification, which is illustrated in Figure 14 and explained further below. 

Figures 13 and 14 are based on the retrieval of information for consumers which is the same process as that for 
obtaining verification information. The only difference is one additional activity, which is receiving and 
responding to an inquiry from the consumer.  
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Figure 13 
Data flows in the basic traceability process 
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The second step, the sustainability information request subprocess, is shown in Figure 14. This illustrates how the 
basic traceability information and the sustainability information in the value chain are linked together. Again, each 
participant’s access to data in the shared repository will depend on the access permissions they are given.  

In summary, the transparency information requestor first goes to the shared data repository where the traceability 
information has been stored to find out which value chain partner (or which third party system) has the 
sustainability information needed to support a claim. They then obtain this information directly from that value 
chain partner (or system) in bilateral communications. Use of a “third party system”, instead of direct 
communications with the value chain partner, can help preserve privacy and confidentiality. 

As mentioned earlier in the description of sustainability data, this process of data exchange between the value 
chain partner and the transparency information requestor can be automated by using technology such as application 
programming interfaces (APIs) which can also be programmed to give the information owner (value chain partner) 
control over who has access to their information. 

Thus, basic traceability information is the “key” to obtaining additional sustainability information such as 
certification, inspection and audit data through the second, sustainability data retrieval process. 
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Figure 14 
Data flows in the sustainability data process 
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5.8 Generic process 7 – Provide claim/traceability information to consumer 

The information to support claims can be obtained as shown and explained in the previous section in figures 13 
and 14. The claim, as determined in process 2, and any needed supporting information, can now be communicated 
to the consumer through product labelling and corporate messaging on websites, social media, etc. Companies 
need to ensure that corporate messaging is factual according to the sustainability data and that claim requirements 
can be proven. This will increase consumer trust in the brand as well as demonstrate regulatory conformance 
requirements. 

A good understanding of what the claims actually mean is necessary for all staff involved in communications, 
regardless of where they work (i.e. in store, online, in customer service, in marketing or in public relations). 

The activities required for providing information to the consumer are illustrated and explained in Figure 15 and 
Table 10, below.  This process is marked as being “optional” because a traceability and transparency system may 
be established for the purposes of proving regulatory compliance or corporate reporting or even quality control 
within a value chain – none of which call for direct communications with final consumers. 
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Figure 15 
Generic process 7 – Provide claim/traceability information to the consumer – activity diagram 
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Table 10 
Generic process 7 – Provide claim/traceability information to the consumer – BPD 

Name of process 
area  Generic traceability process 

Name of business 
process activity 

7. Provide claim/traceability information to consumer (optional) 
 
Note: There may be customers who are not the final consumer who also want traceability and 
sustainability information. For example, weavers purchasing thread or garment manufacturers 
purchasing fabric, but those options are not covered by this activity diagram and business process 
description. Nonetheless, the process would be similar, starting with decisions about how to 
communicate this information.   

Process participants Traceability/transparency system requestor; transformation value chain partner (TVCP); product 
guardian value chain partner (PGVCP); consumer, traceability/transparency information requestor  

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the 
process 

All transformation activities, including packaging and labelling as well as any verification activities 
have been completed and the goods are now available for sale to consumers, or have already been 
purchased. 

Parallel processes Activity 7.1 may be done in parallel with generic process 1 (decide claims and verification methods) 

Description of 
activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process 

Periodicity 
(Daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc.) 

Required 
documents plus 
who sends doc to 
whom. Includes 
entry of data into 
computer 
systems.  

Other required information 
plus communication method 
and who sends info to whom 

7.1 
Decide what claim 
verification info is to 
be made available and 
how to communicate 
it 

Traceability/transparency system 
requestor decides what value 
chain (claim verification) info will 
be given to consumer and how. 
This is normally done BEFORE 
the product is produced, at the 
time that the traceability system is 
being established. 

Once for 
each product, 
subject to 
periodic 
revision 

------- 

Internal communications 
within 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor as recorded in 
reports and/or internal 
correspondence. The 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor may also 
consult with marketing 
subcontractors and tier-one 
suppliers. 

7.2 
Undertake marketing 
design and 
development 

Traceability/transparency system 
requestor undertakes, or 
subcontracts needed label design, 
website development, etc. 

Once for 
each product, 
subject to 
periodic 
revision 

------- 

This is part of the 
specifications for computer 
systems supporting the 
traceability/transparency 
system. In addition, depending 
upon how the information is 
communicated to the 
consumer, it may also be in 
instructions to website 
developers, graphic designers 
and store managers.   

7.3.1 
Give instructions 
needed for labelling, 
packaging, etc. 

Traceability/transparency system 
requestor needs to ensure that 
subcontractors or divisions 
responsible for product labelling, 
packaging and presentation have 
the needed instructions 

“ ” 

May be reflected 
in the contract 
between 
traceability/transp
arency system 
requestor and 
suppliers 

Depending upon how the 
information is communicated 
to the consumer, instructions 
will be given to suppliers of 
store signage, packaging or 
product labels 
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7.3.2 
Receive instructions 
needed for labelling, 
packaging, etc. 

Transformation value chain 
partner (TVCP) receives 
instructions for product labelling, 
packaging, and presentation 

“ ” “ ” “ ” 

7.4 
Prepare labels and 
packaging 

TVCP prepares/prints labels 
and/or packaging as required “ ” ------- 

Perhaps in internal 
communications between 
employees of the responsible 
division or subcontractor 

7.5 
Go to activity diagram 
4 for a transformation 
process for labelling 
and/or packaging (as 
relevant) 

TVCP does the labelling and 
packaging of the product ------- 

See generic 
process 4 activity 
diagram 

------- 

7.6 
Go to activity diagram 
5 for transport to 
warehouse or retail 
store 

Go to generic process 5 activity 
diagram for transport to 
warehouse or retail store 

------- 
See generic 
process 5 activity 
diagram 

------- 

7.7 
Are traceable assets 
(goods) in a retail 
store? 

------- ------- ------- ------- 

7.7.1.1 
If goods are in retail 
store, display them in 
store 

Display goods for sale in retail 
store 

Several 
times a 
week, 
although 
actual 
display may 
change less 
frequently 

------- 

There may be instructions on 
displaying how to access 
traceability information and/or 
training for staff on how to do 
this 

7.7.1.2 
If goods are in retail 
store, sell retail goods 

Retail store sells goods to 
consumer 

Depends on 
store and the 
good but 
could be 
multiple 
times daily 

ERP systems keep 
track of what is 
being sold 

------- 

7.7.2.1 
If goods are not in a 
retail store, display 
goods online 

Display goods online and, in some 
cases, value chain information 
Note: Online sales could be by a 
third party who would be a 
PGVCP like a retail store. That 
option is not shown here 

Continuously 
for as long as 
the goods are 
being sold 

Display of 
information 
online in e-
commerce site 

------- 

7.7.2.2 
Ship online sales 

Warehouse ships goods directly to 
consumer 

As 
frequently as 
goods are 
sold online 

Consumer invoice 
is created and sent 
with goods 

------- 

7.8 
Consumer requests 
value chain (claim 
verification) 
information 

This request is made by the 
consumer to the 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor. It could be 
made via a QR code, via a website 

Depends on 
quantities of 
goods sold & 
consumer 
interest 

Information about 
what value chain 
(claim 
verification) 
information is 

------- 
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or other method, according to 
what was decided in activity 7.1 
above 

available and how 
to access  

7.9 
Traceability/transpar
ency information 
requestor obtains 
requested information  

Traceability/transparency 
information requestor obtains the 
requested value chain (claim 
verification) information either 
before or after the consumer 
request. An example, of “before” 
would be when the information is 
on a website.  This is done by first 
using a shared data repository to 
identify the TVCP(s) who hold 
the information and then obtaining 
the information from them. 

Depends on 
quantities of 
goods sold & 
consumer 
interest 

The agreed (in 
activity 7.1) value 
chain (claim 
verification) 
information 

------- 

7.10 
Traceability/transpar
ency information 
requestor formats and 
sends info/reply to 
consumer 

Traceability/transparency 
information requestor formats and 
sends info/reply to consumer 

Depends on 
quantities of 
goods sold & 
consumer 
interest 

The agreed (in 
activity 7.1) value 
chain (claim 
verification) 
information. If the 
information is not 
on a public 
website, contact 
information for 
the consumer may 
also be required. 

Some of these replies may be 
standard, generated by a 
computer system 

7.11 
Consumer accesses 
value chain (claim 
verification) info 

Consumer accesses available 
value chain (claim verification) 
information as decided in activity 
7.1 above, reads and evaluates it. 

Depends on 
quantities of 
goods sold & 
consumer 
interest 

------- As decided in activity 7.1 
above 

7.12 
Does consumer have 
questions about the 
value chain (claim 
verification) 
information? 

Does consumer have questions 
about the value chain (claim 
verification) information?  
If not, then process 7 comes to an 
end. 

------- ------- ------- 

7.12.1 
If yes, the consumer 
has question(s), then 
send the question to 
the 
traceability/transpare
ncy information 
requestor 

The consumer sends the question 
to the traceability/transparency 
information requestor, starting 
back at activity 7.9. 

Depends on 
quantities of 
goods sold & 
consumer 
interest 

Content of 
question and 
information on 
how to contact the 
traceability/transp
arency 
information 
requestor 

emails or chat 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Value chain information to support the verification of the claim(s) about the goods (traceable assets) 
has been made available to the consumer and any consumer questions have been answered. 

Circular economy 
related observations 

At this point, if there is a programme for recovering garments after consumer use, it may be useful to 
make this information available together with the information about the value chain prior to purchase 
or at the time of purchase. 
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5.9 Generic process 8 – Provide claim/traceability information to post-consumption transformation 
value chain partner 

Claims and traceability/sustainability information are also important when considering post-consumption value 
chain partners as this information can be used to ensure that reuse/repurpose/recycling takes place in accordance 
with the original production properties of the traceable asset.  

The ability to follow and carry the information about a traceable asset into the post-consumption market also 
completes the circle to either waste processing or a second cycle of consumption, the latter adding to the full 
sustainability of a product’s life cycle. 

The process for providing claim/traceability information to post-consumption transformation value chain partners 
is shown in the activity diagram in Figure 16 with its business process description in Table 11. This process is 
marked as “optional” in the AD and BPD because the technology and processes that would allow traceability to 
extend into the post-consumption value chain phase do not yet exist in many value chains. 

Specific examples of this process are explored in Chapter II of this document where this process within textile 
value chains is explored in more detail.  
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Figure 16 
Generic process 8 – Provide claim/traceability information to post-consumption transformation value 
chain partner – activity diagram 
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Table 11 
Generic process 8 – Provide claim/traceability information to post-consumption transformation value 
chain partner – BPD 

Business process description 

Name of process Generic traceability process 

Name of business 
process activity  

8. Provide sustainability claim/traceability information to 
transformation value chain partner for recycling (optional)   

Process participants 
Traceability/transparency system requestor; transformation value chain partner (TVCP recycler); 
product guardian value chain partner (PGVCP – waste disposal service provider); 
traceability/transparency information requestor (TTI requestor)   

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the 
process 

Traceable asset has either been (1) sold and the consumer no longer wants it, or (2) has not been sold 
and neither the store nor the brand owner wants it 

Parallel processes Activity 8.2 should be in parallel with process 1 (decide claims and verification methods) 
Activity 8.3 should be in parallel with process 2 (implement verification methods/systems) 

Description of 
Activities  
A step-by-step 
description of what 
happens in the process. 

Description 
Needs to mention all the 
participants to this step in the 
process 

Periodicity 
Daily, 
monthly, 
every 8 
weeks, 
yearly, etc. 

Required 
documents + who 
sends doc to 
whom. Includes 
entry of data into 
computer 
systems.  

Other required information 
/communication method plus 
who sends info to whom 

8.1 
Decide what traceable 
asset information to 
give to recycler 

Traceability/transparency system 
requestor decides what value 
chain (claim verification) info will 
be given to TVCP recycler and 
how. This is normally done 
BEFORE the product is produced, 
at the time that the traceability 
system is being established. 

Once for 
each 
product; 
subject to 
periodic 
revision 

------- 

-Internal communications 
within 
traceability/transparency 
system requestor, as recorded 
in reports and/or internal 
correspondence 
-The traceability/transparency 
system requestor may also 
consult with TVCP recyclers 

8.2 
Go to generic process 
1 (decide claims and 
verification methods) 

Done as part of generic process 1 
(decide claims and verification 
methods). This is normally done 
BEFORE the product is produced, 
at the time that the traceability 
system is being established.  

Once for 
each 
product; 
subject to 
periodic 
revision 

------- 

This is part of the 
specifications for the computer 
systems supporting the 
traceability/transparency 
system 

8.3 
Go to generic process 
2 (implement 
verification 
methods/systems) 

Traceability/transparency system 
requestor needs to ensure that the 
subcontractors or divisions 
responsible for the actions 
required to provide information to 
the TVCP recyclers put in place 
the necessary systems (e.g. for 
product labelling) 

“ ” 

May be reflected 
in the contract 
between 
traceability/transp
arency system 
requestor and 
value chain 
partners 

------- 

8.4.1 
Traceability/ 
transparency system 
requestor gives TVCP 
recyclers instructions 
on how to retrieve 

Traceability/transparency system 
requestor gives TVCP recyclers 
instructions on how to retrieve 
information about assets for 
recycling 

Periodically 

Information 
needed for 
recycling & 
instructions on 
how to retrieve 
the information 

“ ” 
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information about 
assets for recycling 

needed for 
recycling 

8.4.2 
TVCP recyclers 
receive instructions on 
how to retrieve 
information  

TVCP recyclers receive the 
instructions on how to retrieve 
information needed for recycling 
or onward sale of recycled goods 
from the traceability/transparency 
system requestor 

“ ” 

Information 
needed for 
recycling & 
instructions on 
how to retrieve 
the information 
needed for 
recycling 

------- 

8.5.1 
TVCP recycler sends 
order for production 
waste or end-of-life 
products 

TVCP recycler sends order for 
production waste or end-of-life 
products to the PGVCP waste 
disposal service 

“ ” 
Order for waste or 
end-of-life 
products 

------- 

8.5.2 
PGVCP waste 
disposal service 
receives order for 
production waste or 
end-of-life products 

PGVCP waste disposal service 
receives order for production 
waste or end-of-life products 

“ ” 
Order for waste or 
end-of-life 
products 

------- 

8.6 
PGVCP waste 
disposal service 
packages and 
transfers waste/end-
of-life products 

PGVCP waste disposal service (1) 
packages production waste or end-
of-life products into logistic units 
(2) assigns IDs to the logistic units 
and (3) transfers the logistic units 
to a transporter.  

“ ” 

Transport 
documents, order 
information, 
information about 
content/origin or 
treatment of waste   

------- 

8.7 
Go to AD and BPD 
for generic process 5 
for transport 
traceability (chain of 
custody) processing 

Go to AD and BPD for generic 
process 5 for product guardian 
(transport) traceability (chain of 
custody) processing 

“” “” “” 

8.8 
TVCP recycler 
receives the 
production waste or 
end-of-life products 

The TVCP recycler receives the 
production waste or end-of-life 
products from the PGVCP waste 
disposal service provider as well 
as any accompanying information 

“ ” 

Transport 
documents, order 
information, any 
additional 
information about 
the waste 

------- 

8.9.1 
The TVCP recycler 
requests value chain 
information 

The TVCP recycler requests value 
chain information from the 
traceability/transparency 
information (TTI) requestor. The 
identity of the TTI requestor will 
depend upon decisions made in 
activities 8.1 and 8.2 above. 

“ ” 
Content of 
information 
request 

May be sent via an ERP 
system, email, etc. 

8.9.2 
Traceability 
/transparency 
information requestor 
obtains requested 
information  

TTI requestor obtains the 
requested value chain information 
from the data repository, either 
before or after the TVCP 
recycler’s request. See generic 
process 6 for more information on 
this. An example, of “before” 
would be when the information is 

Periodically 
The agreed (in 
activity 8.2) value 
chain information 

------- 
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on a website.  This is done by first 
retrieving info from a shared data 
repository in order to identify the 
TVCP(s) or data systems who 
hold the information and then 
obtaining the information from 
them. 

8.9.3 
Traceability 
/transparency 
information requestor 
formats and sends 
info/reply to TVCP 
recycler 

TTI requestor formats and sends 
info/reply to TVCP recycler “ “ 

The agreed (in 
activity 8.2) value 
chain information. 
If the information 
is not on a public 
website, contact 
information for 
the TVCP 
recycler may also 
be required 

Some of these replies may be 
standard, generated by a 
computer system 

8.9.4 
TVCP recycler 
accesses value chain 
info. 

TVCP recycler accesses available 
value chain information as 
decided in activity 8.2 above, 
reads and evaluates it. 

“ “ ------- As decided in activity 8.2 
above 

8.10 
Does TVCP recycler 
have questions about 
the value chain 
information? 

Does TVCP recycler have 
questions about the value chain 
(claim verification) information?  
If not, then process 8 comes to 
an end. 

------- ------- ------- 

8.10.1 
If yes, the TVCP 
recycler has 
question(s), then send 
the question to the 
traceability/transpare
ncy information 
requestor 

The TVCP recycler sends the 
question to the 
traceability/transparency 
information requestor, going back 
to activity 8.9.2 

“ “ 

Content of 
question and 
information on 
how to contact the 
traceability/transp
arency 
information 
requestor 

emails or ERP system or chat 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Value chain information to support the recycling of the goods (traceable assets) has been made 
available to the TVCP recycler and any TVCP recycler questions have been answered 

Circular economy 
related observations 

At this point, a programme for providing information to TVCP recyclers about the availability of 
value chain information and how to obtain it may be needed.  

6. Using business process analysis to identify where and when to collect TT information 

The generic traceability and transparency processes 3 through 5 and 8 correspond to operational activities within 
a functioning value chain (processes 1 and 2 are planning and putting in place the “infrastructure” for operations, 
while 6 and 7 are information retrieval and promotion processes).  

For these four operational processes it can be particularly helpful to implement the third BPA process discussed 
in the introduction (i.e. comparing the existing processes to the generic processes) before implementing traceability 
and transparency in an existing value chain. To undertake this third BPA process, perform the following steps: 

1) Mark the “path” that will typically be followed within this value chain on the generic activity diagrams.  

2) Take the business process activity diagrams prepared in the second BPA process for existing value chain 
processes where traceability and transparency processes will need to be implemented. 
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Detailed instructions for the second BPA process and, thus, for developing these activity diagrams for 
existing processes and their corresponding business process descriptions can be found in the Business 
Process Analysis Guide to Simplify Trade Procedures prepared by ESCAP and UNECE.28 

3) Mark on top of the activity diagrams for existing processes from step 2, where to implement the needed 
generic traceability and transparency activities (identified in step 1 above) from the relevant, generic 
traceability and transparency processes (i.e. processes 3, 4, 5 or 8). 

This process is called “overlaying” a generic traceability and transparency process on top of an existing value 
chain process. Used together with the business process descriptions for both the generic and the value chain 
processes, this should help implementors to do the following: 

1) Identify which traceability and transparency activities/actions need to be implemented in each value chain 
process 

2) Identify which existing documents or electronic systems may contain the needed data 

Examples of such overlays are given for the textile value chains in the Part II of this document.  

6.1 Gaps in data availability 

The potential for good data availability is present throughout the leather and textile value chains from the farm 
through to the sale of the finished product. Where gaps in data availability exist, they are generally in the upstream 
supply tiers from the farm until the spinner in textiles and again in the post-consumption processes. In the 
downstream tiers, i.e. when moving the thread and then the fabric onward to the product manufacturer and beyond, 
until placement in a retail store or online, the gaps are generally related to either the recording or sharing of data. 

That is not to say that data is not available, but often there is no existing mechanism for the consistent transfer and 
sharing of that basic traceability and sustainability data. 

Therefore, when developing an implementation methodology, the key challenges up to the sale of the product are 
as follows: 

1) Identifying the needed data that already exists and the least costly way of recording this data. As described 
earlier, depending upon the type, data should be recorded either in a shared 5W traceability information 
repository or in a remotely accessible, shared database for transparency information which may be 
controlled by one or more value chain partners.  

2) Identifying the needed data that does not already exist and the least costly way of collecting and recording 
it. This may not be immediately possible, especially in early upstream processes. 

In addition, there is an increasing demand for traceability that goes beyond the sale to the consumer into the post-
consumer phase—the objective being to reinforce the circular economy and ensure a responsible “next life” for 
products. This is a largely unexplored area where there are many questions and much research going into issues 
such as how to “tag” products in a way that allows identification after consumer use. Different solutions for the 
responsible collection and disposal of post-consumer products are also being explored. All these factors influence 
the need for and the potential usefulness of traceability and transparency information.  

It is hoped that by outlining the possibilities for a complete system, the traceability and transparency information 
gaps in value chains will begin to disappear through future adoption, thus giving visibility to the entire value chain 
and supporting the enhancement of sustainability in the garment and footwear sectors. 

  

  
28 Available at https://www.unescap.org/resources/business-process-analysis-guide-simplify-trade-procedures#. 

This guide provides a detailed description of how to implement a complete BPA. 

https://www.unescap.org/resources/business-process-analysis-guide-simplify-trade-procedures
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Conclusion to Chapter I: 
BPA for implementation of traceability and transparency 

Research and existing proof-of-concept projects and implementations demonstrate that by combining several tools 
together, and by improving communication between the upstream and downstream actors within value chains, it 
is possible to develop a robust and credible system of traceability that provides transparency and supports 
sustainable practices within the garment and footwear sectors.  

It is important to recognize that there are many regional variances in the ability to adopt these approaches. As a 
result, the implementation methodologies adopted by a value chain need to reflect the different implementation 
speeds and mechanisms that are feasible and most appropriate for different value chain partners. It will also be 
important to ensure that intergovernmental organizations work together with public and private sector 
organizations to ensure success. 

Business process analysis can help implementors to identify possible sources of data in different value chains that 
are at different levels of development.  

There are examples of good technologies, solutions, and tools available to support the implementation of a 
traceability and transparency system; however, it is clear that there is no one solution that works for everyone from 
farm to post-consumption. 

In Part II there are specific analyses for the textiles value chain, looking both at the sectoral value chain and how 
the generic business processes for traceability and transparency outlined in this document can be applied to it. 

By drawing on existing business process analyses for the leather and textile value chains and understanding the 
varying abilities within regional/geographic areas to trace raw materials, it is hoped that the UNECE traceability 
and transparency standards will provide an open source mechanism that can be adapted according to specific 
regional needs.  

Through education, awareness building and improved methods for the exchange and recording of data, it will be 
possible to create the greater visibility into value chain conditions that is needed to stimulate improvements in 
sustainability.  

In addition, through example, it is hoped that an accelerated adoption of UNECE and UN/CEFACT 
Recommendation 46 and standards in support of traceability and transparency will assist others to develop 
methodologies and systems that can be accessible globally and ensure the continued inclusion of all stakeholders 
in textile and leather value chains, including low-income countries, micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, 
women and other vulnerable groups. 
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Chapter II:  The Textile Value Chain BPA  

Preface 

Part II of this document presents the textile value chain business process analysis. It is organized into three chapters 
that focus on the processes and actors in textile garment value chains. The vast majority of (if not all) textile 
garment value chains are covered—both those using renewable raw materials and those using non-renewable raw 
materials.29  

The three chapters are organized as follows: 

• An overview of textile value chain processes and actors 

• Descriptions of the sustainability risks within textile value chain processes as well as organizations and 
tools available for risk analysis and mitigation  

• Activity diagrams and business process descriptions created through business process analysis. These 
provide examples of the activities and flows of information in textile value chains as well as examples of 
where traceability and transparency data might be collected (data points).  

1. Textile value chain processes and actors 

This chapter offers a starting point for understanding textile and garment value chains by providing an overview 
of the processes necessary to convert fibres into final garments. Although this chapter does not dive into details, it 
introduces critical topics relevant to the main sustainability concerns in textile value chains. More details about 
sustainability risks and the related norms, legal requirements and certification schemes are covered in chapter 2.  

Within textile value chains there are a broad range of production processes as well as organizational and business 
models which are influenced by the individual fashion categories, the markets served by each value chain, and the 
materials involved. Three factors are predominantly responsible for creating this variability in textile value chain 
configurations:  

1) The unpredictability and multiplicity of consumer fashion tastes and behaviour means it is common 
for value chain participants to manufacture and maintain a more diverse product mix than the average in 
the manufacturing industry. This diversified mix can imply the use of various fibres as well as different 
technologies and process sequences.  

2) The fragmented and compartmentalized nature of textile processes creates opportunities for 
outsourcing or subcontracting while also allowing for a variety of vertical integration configurations. 

3) The variety of business models - such as traditional (seasonal), fast fashion, and quick-
response/continuous replenishment - results in multiple types of processes and process sequences within 
a value chain. 

  

  
29 We adopt here an environmental-sustainability-minded taxonomy that classifies fibres into renewable and non-renewable. 
A more traditional taxonomy classifies fibres into natural and human-made and is more technology focused, with the term 
“human-made” applying to materials that are significantly modified through chemical processes during production. From a 
sustainability-minded perspective, human-made fibres can either be non-renewable (when produced from fossil-based 
chemical materials, as is the case of traditional synthetics) or renewable (when produced from cellulose, as it is in the case 
for viscose, or from other biomasses, as in the case for several new synthetics that have been introduced on the market in 
recent years). 
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Classification and nomenclatures for textile materials and processes 

Statistical classifications and nomenclatures include textile value chain activities under a range of different classes. 
For example, in the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) 30 different 
textile value chain activities are classified as belonging to agriculture (ISIC Division 01, especially class 01.16, 
01.43, 01.44 and group 01.6); the chemicals industry (ISIC Division 20, especially the manufacture of manmade 
(human-made) fibres, Group 20.3); the textile industry (ISIC Division 13); the clothing industry (ISIC Division 
14); commerce; and distribution (especially ISIC class 46.41 and 47.51).  

When going from the classification of activities to the classification of materials, there are ISO standards for the 
naming and definition of textile materials, for natural materials (ISO 6938:2012) and manmade (human-made) 
materials (ISO2076:2014). In business-to-business communications, abbreviations are very commonly used for 
textile fibre names. While an abbreviation standard for manmade (human-made) fibres is included in ISO2076, it 
is common to find non-standard abbreviations in the trade that follow local business practices. 

Therefore, textile technical terminology is extensive and includes several local "dialects" for both processes and 
products, with no unified international terminology. 

Because of this lack of harmonized terminology, the specialized terms used in this textile value chain report can 
be found in a glossary in Chapter IV. 

Part A: Description of textile value chain processes 

Textile value chain processes can be organized into three broad groups. The first group includes upstream 
processes that are preliminary to textile manufacturing and belong to the agricultural sector or the chemical 
industry. A second broad group includes the textile and garment manufacturing processes. The third group includes 
processes where the final consumer is directly involved, either as a purchaser or as a user. 

Figure 17 
Summary of processes in the textile value chain 

 
  

  

30 The International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) is the international reference 
classification of productive activities. The United Nations Statistics Division is responsible for the development and 
maintenance of ISIC. For more information see https://unstats.un.org/unsd/publications/catalogue/. 
 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/publications/catalogue/
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Textile process (group) 1 - Obtain fibres for spinning (stage 1: raw materials 
generation) 

In textile value chains, raw materials generally go through a generation and then a preparation stage before being 
used in spinning (the first textile manufacturing process). Depending upon the material in question, there may 
more than one sub-process involved under each of these two stages. For example, animal-based fibres often have 
two processes for generation (animal raising and shearing) and two processes for preparation (cleaning, scouring 
or washing and combing or carding). 

Textile raw materials can originate from renewable or non-renewable sources. 

Non-renewable textile materials are synthetic fibres, such as polyester, polyamide or elastane, whose chemical 
building blocks are supplied by the petrochemical industry and originate from fossil materials. 

Renewable textile materials are biomass-based; they can originate directly from agriculture or undergo significant 
chemical transformations before entering textile manufacturing. Those originating directly from agriculture 
include plant-based fibres (such as cotton, linen, jute, hemp, agave, kapok, ramie, coir, pineapple, nettle, and 
broom) and animal-based fibres (such as wool, cashmere, and camel, angora rabbit, mohair, alpaca, vicuña, and 
other fine animal hairs). The second group includes human-made cellulosic fibres, also known as artificial fibres, 
and the expanding class of bio-based synthetic polymers, also known as bioplastics. Human-made cellulosic 
fibres, such as viscose, lyocell, cupro, modal, and acetates, primarily originate from wood; cotton linter31 is another 
source, which is minor mainly because of limited supply. Some non-wood lignocellulosic materials, such as 
bamboo, bagasse, and corn stalk, are expected to be increasingly used in the future.  

In recent years, new synthetic fibres, belonging to the class of bioplastics, have entered the market.  In these new 
bio-based synthetic fibres, non-renewable fossil sources are replaced with renewable sources from biomass. Bio-
polyesters, bio-polyamides and other bio-based synthetics have the same functionalities and performance as their 
traditional, fossil-based counterparts.  

Figure 18 
Classification of textile fibres 
 

 
 
  

  
31 Cotton linter is a by-product of cotton ginning. 
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Several critical sustainability concerns surround the production of raw materials. 

In plant-based fibre cultivation, social sustainability concerns include child or forced labour and low wages. 
Environmental concerns are also high, especially those related to insecticides, pesticides and fertilizers, GMO use, 
water consumption, soil degradation, biodiversity loss, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.  

In animal-based fibre production the environmental impact can be remarkably high, especially because of water 
consumption, soil degradation, biodiversity loss, and GHG emissions; concerns are also frequently raised about 
animal welfare.  

In human-made cellulosics, environmental concerns include soil degradation and biodiversity loss. 
In human-made synthetics, environmental concerns include the use of non-renewable fossil materials, and for 
bio-based synthetics these also include soil degradation and competition with food farming for cultivable land.  

The traceability of raw materials is a critical sustainability issue, especially in relation to (1) labour standards (e.g. 
cotton sourced from countries where child or forced labour are a common practice, despite being banned by norms 
or a brands’ own sourcing standards); (2) organic production;(3) soil degradation; (4) the responsible management 
of forests for cellulosic human-made fibres, and (5) animal welfare (e.g. for non-mulesed wool). Traceability 
systems required by certification standards in the textile industry are mainly based on physical product 
segregation/identity preservation or mass balance32—or a combination of the two systems, each being used at 
different stages in the value chain. 

Textile process (group) 1: Obtain fibres for spinning (stage 2: raw materials 
preparation) 

The raw materials preparation process covers the necessary transformation of materials before they can enter 
textile manufacturing processes (which start with spinning). Examples are separating the seeds and other impurities 
from cotton lints after cotton harvesting, eliminating dirt and grease from wool after shearing, and transforming 
synthetic and cellulosic human-made polymer chips into fibres. 

Natural plant fibres example: Ginning: After cotton harvesting, ginning is the process of separating the cotton 
seed from cotton lint (the cotton fibre). The ISIC nomenclature includes ginning in agriculture. Ginners are usually 
service providers to either cotton growers or traders. The main sustainability concerns include the management of 
waste and GHG emissions. 

Natural animal fibres example: Sorting, scouring, combing: The wool is sorted by quality, according to the 
different parts of a sheep's body. The raw (greasy) wool is then scoured (degreased) to remove the grease (lanolin), 
vegetable matter, and dirt. Some wool lots also require carbonizing, an additional treatment with diluted sulphuric 
acid to dissolve vegetal impurities. Higher quality wool that is spun with worsted technology is also combed into 
cables (tops). Sorting is included in agriculture by ISIC, while scouring and combing goes under the textile 
manufacturing heading. The main sustainability concerns include the use of hazardous chemicals in scouring and 
washing. 

Human-made cellulose-based fibre example: Cellulose extraction, pulp dissolving, filament extrusion: Wood 
is chipped into pellets or chips and transformed into cellulose pulp in biorefineries where lignin is separated from 
cellulose. The cellulose pulp, pressed into sheets, goes through the steeping, shredding, ageing, and xanthation 
processes and is eventually dissolved into a dope which is extruded into a continuous filament. The filaments can 
enter the textile process in continuous form or may be cut into short fibres (staples). While all these activities are 
often found in the same company, ISIC includes cellulose extraction and pulp manufacture under papermaking 

  
32 A description of these traceability techniques can be found in the guidelines found in Part II of UNECE Recommendation 
No. 46: Enhancing Traceability and Transparency of Sustainable Value Chains in the Garment and Footwear Sector 
(ECE/TRADE/C/CEFACT/2021/10). Available at https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-
02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.PDF. 

https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.pdf
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/ECE_TRADE_C_CEFACT_2021_10E_Rec46-Textile.pdf
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and melt spinning in the manufacture of chemicals. The main sustainability concerns include the use of hazardous 
chemicals in the manufacturing process, workers' safety in the manufacturing processes and GHG emissions 
related to both transportation and energy use in the production process. 

Human-made synthetic fibres example: Synthetic polymers' melt spinning: Synthetic polymers can be used 
for plastic or textile fibres. For textile use, polymer chips and pellets are extruded (melt-spun) into a continuous 
filament. The filaments can enter the textile process in a continuous form or may be cut into short fibres (staples) 
that mimic cotton or wool in length. In the case of mass-dyed fibre, a colouring pigment is added to the polymer 
chips. ISIC includes this process in the manufacture of chemicals. The main sustainability concerns include the 
energy consumed in the production process, the use of non-renewable fossil materials for traditional synthetics, 
and the generation of microplastics during logistical and storage activities. 

General concerns in the transfer of fibres from the preparation stage to spinning are GHG emissions and, for natural 
fibres, the preservation chemical used to protect the fibres during transportation. 

Indeed, transportation and shipping times can be very long for raw materials because fibre production can occur 
on a different continent from where subsequent processes are performed. 

Traceability issues during the preparation process are mainly related to the integrity of the chain of custody and 
ensuring that sustainably produced raw materials are not “polluted” with raw materials from other, non-sustainable 
sources. 

Textile process 2: Spinning 

Spinning is the process of transforming a disordered mass of textile staple fibres into yarn. Yarn is a linear 
assembly of fibres, held together by a twist, which forms a continuous fibrous strand. The staple fibres used for 
spinning can be natural or human-made. Fibre makers often cut human-made fibres from a continuous filament 
into staples with fibre lengths that mimic natural fibres, thus allowing them to spin a yarn which contains a 
combination of the two types of fibres. 

Because of their different fibre lengths, cotton and wool are transformed into yarn with different spinning methods. 
Short staple fibres are spun into yarn using the cotton system, while the woollen system is used for longer fibres 
and the worsted wool system for the longest. Although there may be technology, process, and terminology 
differences between spinning systems, most of the necessary steps are similar. They include opening bales, 
cleaning, blending, carding and aligning fibres, preparing rovings, spinning and twisting the fibre into yarn, and 
plying two or more yarns into one. 

Spinning is a capital-intensive process and is often carried out by specialized or vertically integrated spinning, 
dyeing, finishing or weaving companies. 

Sustainability concerns in spinning are primarily related to energy consumption, GHG emissions, and materials 
waste. 

Traceability issues are mainly related to the integrity of the chain of custody. In general, spinning processes are 
tightly traced and monitored; however, the identity of input materials can be an issue because of the blending of 
fibres. 

Textile process 3: Finishing (dyeing, printing, bleaching, washing, other finishing) 

Finishing includes a wide range of mechanical and chemical processes applied to a textile material to improve the 
appearance (i.e. colour, brightness, lustre); the performance and functional properties (such as water and stain 
repellence, dimensional stability, wrinkle resistance, anti-pilling, antimicrobial and antistatic properties, flame-
retardance and others); and the touch and feel (hand) of the product.  
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Dyeing can occur at multiple stages within the supply chain; for example dyeing can be done to fibres, yarns, 
fabrics or even entire garments. Printing can be done on fabrics or garments. Other fabric finishing processes take 
place after or in combination with dyeing. Technologies available for the mechanical and chemical finishing of 
fabrics are extensive, with new finishing options continually being developed. 

Sustainability concerns in finishing are primarily related to chemicals, water and energy consumption and relevant 
GHG emissions.  

The environmental impact of finishing is related to the type of dye or chemical auxiliary used, the type of material 
dyed or finished, the application method used, the stage when finishing is applied and the overall desired effect. 
Large quantities of complex chemicals, many of which are potentially hazardous, are often used in finishing. 
Regulations that restrict the presence of these hazardous chemicals in the final products or their use in industrial 
processes, including textile processes, exist in many countries—examples being the REACH regulation in the EU, 
K-REACH in Korea, GB 18401 in China on safety requirements for textile products, and California proposition 
65 in the United States.  

Since the 1990s, several certification labels for the textile industry, including OEKO-TEX and bluesign®, have 
focused significantly on chemical safety in textiles. During the last decade, and following a call to action from 
environmental NGOs, global initiatives in chemical stewardship in textiles have also emerged such as ZDHC (Zero 
Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals), the Higg index and AFIRM (Apparel and Footwear International RSL 
Management). 

The industry has addressed pollution and the release of hazardous chemicals in the environment by implementing 
three different strategies: purification, minimization or elimination. 

• Purification, or the end-of-pipe approach, was the first strategy adopted by the industry and has played a 
significant role in reducing the risk of release into the environment. However, the purification-based 
strategy cannot eliminate the risk that, due to accidents, malfunctioning systems or incorrect conduct, 
hazardous chemicals are released into the environment. 

• Minimization (of chemical use) is possible through process optimization. For example, the impact of a 
hazardous chemical is remarkably lower, and close to zero, with closed-loop processes but the risk of 
release due to malfunctions or accidents remains. 

• Elimination of risks and hazardous chemical release is possible by replacing hazardous chemicals with 
safer chemicals that ensure the same technical performance. The elimination-based approach is now 
prevailing over the purification and minimization ones that, in the past, were the leading strategies.  

Another source of concern is water and energy consumption. In general, finishing processes require significant 
amounts of water and thermal energy, especially for chemical processes in a wet environment with the subsequent 
product-drying steps. Even when energy recovery solutions exist in a plant, a significant share of the thermal 
energy is lost through wastewater, exhaust gas loss, evaporation from liquid surfaces, and repeated product drying. 
The heat requirements in chemical and mechanical finishing add considerably to a garment's carbon footprint. 

Textile process 4: Weaving 

Weaving is the process of turning yarn into fabric. The general definition of weaving includes orthogonal weaving 
techniques (simply called weaving) and knitting. 

Orthogonal weaving involves interlacing the warp (strands that runs the length the fabric) and the weft (strands 
that cross the warp strands orthogonally at a 90 degree angle). The warp and the weft are interwoven to create the 
fabric structure. 

In contrast, in knitting the fabric is created by the interlooping of yarns formed by a single or several yarns 
simultaneously. There are a wide range of possible interlooping patterns that can be used for the stitches that 
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characterize a knit fabric. The illustration below is of weft knitting (where rows of loops run side to side).

 
Illustration source33 
 
The output of knitting can be fabrics that need to be cut before sewing, as is the case for orthogonal woven fabrics, 
or individual fully fashioned pieces ready to sew. These pieces have been specifically sized and shaped using 
special knitting techniques, leaving no extra fabric to cut.  

Generally speaking, orthogonal weaving implies a more complex sequence of activities than knitting, including 
warping (the parallel winding of warp yarns onto a warp beam) and sizing (the preparation or coating of warp 
threads with glue-like or bonding chemicals for better efficiency during weaving).  

Weaving is, like spinning, a capital-intensive process and is often carried out by specialized or vertically integrated 
spinning, dyeing, finishing or weaving companies. 

Sustainability concerns in weaving are primarily related to energy consumption, GHG emissions and waste 
materials.  

Traceability issues in weaving are mainly related to the integrity of the chain of custody (to ensure that sustainable 
materials are not “polluted” with unsustainable materials). 

Textile process 5: Garment collection development 

Fashion goods account for a large share of the market for garments. Besides being practical and functional objects, 
fashion goods also embody and communicate aesthetic, ethical and symbolic meanings. The combination of 
intangible and material value makes value-creating processes such as garment design, merchandising and 
marketing essential to the value chain—more essential in fashion than in many other industries. These processes, 
when added up, can account for a more significant percentage of a product’s value than the "simple" manufacturing 
of yarns, fabrics and garments. 

The industry's evolution has favoured business models based on a clear separation between these intangible 
processes, usually managed by brands, and the garment manufacturing processes, usually outsourced. The 
intangible nature of these processes does not prevent them from having a substantial environmental and social 
impact. Intangible processes that have a significant impact include the following: 

  
33 This illustration was found in multiple references: https://hinative.com/en-US/questions/2157785 ,  
https://www.thaisonspgarment.com/FAQ/what-is-difference-between-woven-and-knit.html , 
http://textilemerchandising.com/difference-woven-and-knit-fabric/ , and 
https://docs.sharktacos.com/texture/fabricShader.html. 

https://hinative.com/en-US/questions/2157785
https://www.thaisonspgarment.com/FAQ/what-is-difference-between-woven-and-knit.html
http://textilemerchandising.com/difference-woven-and-knit-fabric/
https://docs.sharktacos.com/texture/fabricShader.html
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• The selection of materials and treatments by the designer does not imply an impact per se, but this selection 
is critical to the environmental impact of the value chain as a whole. 

• A significant amount of travel, on a global scale, is undertaken by designers, merchandisers, marketing, 
PR and product managers. 

• Samples and materials relevant to product design and development are constantly transported, often by 
air. 

• The logistics involved in retail sales not only include deliveries to stores, warehouses and direct-to-
consumer shipping for e-commerce, but also the management of returned items. 

• Recurring seasonal fashion events such as fashion weeks, shows and presentations are a major part of the 
industry and have an extensive global attendance. 

• Managing second quality and unsold garments (deadstock) often involves burning or destroying these 
products. 

• Finally, design and marketing have a remarkable influence on consumption practices and consumer 
behaviour and can reduce or increase a product’s environmental impact. 

Textile process 6: Garment manufacturing 

Garment manufacturing involves the cutting of fabrics and the sewing and finishing of garments—the exception 
being fully-fashioned knitwear which does not require cutting because it comes ready for sewing after having been 
knitted.  

These operations are primarily physical—performed by hand, by machine, or using automated systems—and 
involve little or no chemicals. These operations can be outsourced to vendors who may also be responsible for 
buying the fabrics and, in some cases, the technical development of products. Alternatively, they can be outsourced 
to subcontractors who provide the service of cutting and sewing only, while the fabric remains the property of the 
contracting brand. When subcontracted, the overall garment manufacturing operations are often referred to as CMT 
(cut, make and trim); the subcontracting of only the sewing operation is called façon. It is not uncommon to have 
multiple tiers of subcontracting.  

The practice of multi-tier subcontracting and re-subcontracting, often in a manner that is not transparent to brands 
or, in general, buyers, can move production into facilities that are not covered contractually by brands' audit 
protocols and may be located in jurisdictions with weak standards for safety and workers' rights, or weak 
enforcement. Because of these re-subcontracting practices, brands can find themselves in a situation of not 
knowing who is actually sewing and assembling their garments and not knowing if the garment manufacturer is 
respecting acceptable standards for safety and workers' rights. 
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Figure 19 
Example of subcontracting and re-subcontracting in garment manufacturing 
 

 
 

Sustainability concerns in garment manufacturing are primarily related to labour issues and waste management: 
Labour issues include workers' safety, wages, labour conditions and rights. Waste management issues include the 
generation of waste in fabric cutting and the accumulation of deadstock of second quality, defective, and unsold 
or returned garments. Traceability in subcontracting and re-subcontracting work is a critical issue. 

Textile process 7: Retailing 

Fashion brands may sell garments to consumers through one or more distribution channels: 

• Traditional multi-brand retailing is a model that includes independent physical stores, concept stores, 
boutiques, department stores and sportswear retailers. The retailer controls the selection of the collection 
items and the management of in-store activities. 

• Vertical fashion brands sell 100% via owned or franchised mono-brand physical stores and fully control 
the retailing process and logistics. 

• Multi-channel distribution networks, implemented by many global luxury and premium brands, 
involves distribution through both mono and multi-brand physical stores; the share sold in mono-brand 
physical stores can range from a few flagship stores to over 60% of total of sales. 

• E-commerce is a newer business model that has grown quickly over the last decade and now has a large 
market share in the fashion business. 

• Omnichannel shopping is a fully integrated approach to retail that provides a unified experience across 
online and offline channels. It provides a consumer experience that extends from brick-and-mortar 
locations to mobile browsing, e-commerce marketplaces, online storefronts, and social media. 
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The differences among the first three business models above are significant; however, they mainly influence the 
timing and frequency of orders and deliveries and the in-store management roles, while the fundamental retailing 
processes are similar across them. The last two business models are revolutionizing the way that retailing is 
conceived and implemented.  

Sustainability concerns in retailing are primarily related to the following: 

• Energy efficiency in stores 
• Waste management, especially regarding returned or unsold items and packaging for logistics 
• For e-commerce channels, GHG emissions from the transport of individual packages and packaging waste 
• Labour conditions and workers’ rights 

Textile process 8: Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling 

After consumers have finished using a garment, collection of the used garment is the first step in reusing or 
recycling post-consumer garments. Charity organizations or NGOs, business-oriented recycling companies, and 
take-back programmes run by retailers and brands are the main actors in the used garment collection business. 
Unfortunately, these also include many organizations that are borderline actors in grey or illegal markets. An 
exception is direct garment exchanges between consumers, where new consumers reuse worn garments without 
further transformation. 

Used garments that arrive at collection centres are sorted. The first sorting is by quality. The higher quality items 
are selected and prepared for reuse in second-hand stores and another portion is selected and prepared for recycling. 
Garments which are neither reusable nor recyclable are sent to incinerators where they are burned, often in order 
to generate energy. 

International trade is a common route for disposing of used garments and rags, notwithstanding trade restrictions 
imposed by some countries, namely China and north-African countries. 

The collectors send the garments selected for recycling to be disassembled by cutting off threads, labels, buttons 
and zippers; the prepared pieces are then hand-sorted by fibre and colour34. In mechanical recycling, the next step 
is shredding; for chemical recycling, various chemical processes can be applied to depolymerize synthetic fibres 
or extract the cellulose from cellulosic fibres. 

Sustainability concerns in consumption and post-consumption recycling include the release of microplastics during 
garment washing, the energy consumed during garment maintenance, materials waste, the management of end-of-
life garments, and illegal recycling practices including fake declarations and shipping documents, illegal disposal 
or illegal export to other countries, and non-compliance with sanitation norms.  

Traceability showing a garment's composition by fibre is an important piece of information for all post-
consumption recycling processes. At present, reliable and transparent information is unavailable, which makes 
sorting by fibre a complex operation. 
 
  

  
34 New technologies for automatic mechanical sorting are being developed but are not yet implemented at the industrial 
level.  
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Part B: Actors in the textile value chain 

To better understand their roles in transparency and traceability, this section provides an overview of the textile 
value chain's primary actors.  

Brand owners have multiple responsibilities in the fashion textile value chain: at the design and product concept 
stage, in selecting material and sourcing strategies, and in the marketing and final sale of goods to consumers. 
Brand owners may also be involved at various points along the value chain to ensure that quality and standards 
are maintained, and in the collection and recycling of end-of-life products. Brand owners are often traceability 
requestors.  

Consumers are the final users of textile goods and garments and make purchasing decisions which can be based 
(at least in part) on a sustainability claim made by the brand or retailer.  

Farmers (of plants and of animals) such as cotton and other crop growers, animal breeders and forest managers 
are involved in producing natural, renewable raw materials. Farm sizes range from small, family-owned farms to 
huge, highly mechanized farms. 

Ginners and scutchers separate the plant fibre used to make yarn from seeds and other plant matter. 

ID providers can be public bodies or independent private organizations (such as associations). They can provide 
unique IDs or systems for assigning such IDs. These IDs can be used to identify the origin and/or quality of 
materials, as well as manufacturing batches, locations, organizations, etc.  

Manufacturers of: 

• Human-made fibres: Raw materials must be prepared and transformed before they can enter textile 
manufacturing processes. Chemicals are transformed into fibres by human-made fibre producers by melt-
spinning or extrusion. These producers are generally large international companies.  

• Garments: These are vendors or subcontractors who cut fabrics and sew garments for fashion brands or 
retailers. This includes subcontractors who undertake all or different parts of the garment manufacturing 
process. 

Other service providers for: 

• Transformation of natural raw materials: Raw materials must be prepared and transformed before 
entering textile manufacturing processes. Natural raw materials go through processes such as sorting, 
scouring, and combing. Plant fibres are also ginned or scutched (ginners/scutchers are listed separately). 

• Finishing (including dyers, printers/bleachers/washers/ironers, other finishers): This group includes 
a diversified set of actors whose common task is to improve the appearance, performance and functional 
properties of fabrics as well as the touch and hand of the product. They are involved at all stages of the 
textile manufacturing value chain, from spinning to weaving to garment manufacturing. The size and 
organizational models of these companies vary from small to large and from specialized to vertically 
integrated firms. These service providers are usually subcontracted for their services. 

• Design: Design activities can be performed by style offices internal to the brand, garment manufacturers 
or specialized services. 

Other suppliers of consumables: 

• Farm suppliers provide seeds, pesticides and other chemicals, animal health products and services, 
equipment and agricultural machinery. 

• Chemical suppliers provide dyestuffs and other auxiliary chemicals. While most chemical supplies are 
produced by large international chemical producers, they are often sold through local small or medium-
sized intermediaries. 
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Recyclers either collect textile waste themselves or purchase it from waste collectors or directly from 
manufacturers. Depending upon the type of waste, it may be recycled into new textile products, into fabric or 
reused in applications such as building insulation.  

Retailers and retail channels are diverse. They can include mono-brand and multi-brand stores, second-hand 
stores, outlets, e-commerce platforms, and omnichannel integrated platforms. 

Spinners transform fibres into yarn. Spinning mills and companies are generally of medium to large size. 
Companies can be specialized or vertically integrated. 

Traders in: 

• Raw commodities: Raw materials, from cotton to wool to human-made fibres, are exchanged globally, in 
some case in auctions or using sophisticated trading tools such as futures and options contracts involving 
several intermediaries. 

• Wholesale goods: These traders act as intermediaries between garment manufacturers and retailers, 
especially smaller retailers. 

• Second-hand garments: These traders take the best quality post-consumer garments and resell them to 
new consumers. 

Transporters, or transportation companies, are involved throughout the value chain. Transport can be 
international, transborder or local. On the one hand, the textile business is highly globalized, from agriculture and 
human-made fibre production to retailing; on the other hand, some production processes are in local clusters with 
a dense web of local transport operations. 

Warehousers store, pack and despatch finished goods to retail stores or direct to online consumers. Globalized 
markets have led brands to create regional warehousing hubs to optimize the management of logistics. 

Waste disposal providers: 

• Water treatment suppliers perform the management and treatment of water effluent. This can be 
performed internally by the textile company itself or by a consortia or municipal effluent treatment plant. 

• Waste collectors and handlers can operate in a post-factory environment for the management of textile 
waste and scraps from industrial processes and manufacturing, or in a more complex post-consumption 
environment for the management of used garments. The management of deadstock of second quality, 
unsold, and returned garments is a growing field of action due to recent developments in the legal 
framework in some countries to prevent the destruction and burning of deadstock. 

Weavers transform into yarn into fabrics. Weaving mills and companies are generally of medium to large size. 
Companies can be specialized or vertically integrated. 

Validation/verification bodies are organizations that audit or inspect and certify compliance with standards or 
guidelines covering traceability, environmental performance, social good practice, and governance good practice. 
Their work allows textile producers, garment manufacturers and brands/retailers to make sustainability claims 
about their products. 
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Part C: Use case diagrams 

The following two-page use case diagram shows the flow of processes within the textile value chain and the key 
actors involved. The first part of the diagram details the differences between the value chains for plant-based, 
animal-based, human-made cellulosic fibres, and human-made synthetics up until the spinning process. The 
second part of the diagram shows processes that are common across all fibre types. 

Figure 20 
Use case diagram - textile value chains 
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2. Sustainability risks and risk reduction in the textile production life cycle  

Introduction 

This chapter provides information on sustainability risks in textile value chains, linking them to value chain 
processes documented in the activity diagrams and business process descriptions found in the next chapter. In 
addition, it highlights some of the available resources for addressing those risks.  

When evaluating traceability and transparency within a textile value chain from a sustainability perspective, the 
following key sources of information should be considered: 

1. The sustainability risks within the textile value chain which have been identified by 
intergovernmental organizations such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD), the International Trade Centre (ITC), the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). 

2. The organizations, standards and certification labels that support the prevention and mitigation of 
risk  

3. The activities within textile value chain processes which are identified in the activity (workflow) 
diagrams (ADs) and their accompanying business process descriptions (BPDs) in this document. 

Areas of risk outside the scope of this report 

The use of packaging (for logistics activities, retailers and final consumers) and transportation risks are out of 
scope and not covered by this report. Still, they should be borne in mind when formulating recommendations for 
a robust sustainable value chain and its supporting transparency and traceability system. 

Part A:  Sustainability risks in the textile value chain 

This section contains tables which list the sustainability risks in textile value chains, cross referenced to the 
processes identified in the use case diagrams at the end of the previous chapter. These processes are further 
illustrated in the activity diagrams and business process descriptions in the next chapter. The risk tables are 
followed by brief descriptions of each of the sustainability risks 
 
 
.
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Table 12 
Sustainability hotspots in pre-textile manufacturing processes 

Process 
green = 
environmental risks 
and tan = social risks 

1A.1 1A.2 1A.3 1B.1 1B.2 1B.3 1B.4 1C.1 1C.2 1D.1 

Sustainability Risk Plant 
cultivation 

Plant 
harvesting 

Separate fibre 
and plant 
(ginning) 

Raising of 
animal 

Shearing or 
combing 

Cleaning, 
scouring, 
washing 

Carding 
and 

combing 

Extraction 
of cellulose 

Transform 
from 

cellulose to 
fibre 

Human-
made 

synthetic 
fibre 

A1. Insecticide, 
pesticide and 
fertilizer use 

          

A2. Hazardous and 
toxic chemical use           

A3. Water 
consumption and 
pollution 

          

A4. Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution 

          

A5. Energy 
consumption and 
efficiency 

          

A6. Soil and land 
degradation           

A7. Biodiversity and 
ecosystems depletion           

A8. Deforestation 
and habitat loss           

A9. Solid waste           

A10. Animal welfare           

B1. Human rights           

B2. Labour rights           
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Table 13 
Sustainability hotspots in the textile manufacturing processes 

Process  
green = environmental risks and tan = 
social risks 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Sustainability Risk Spinning Finishing 
(*) Weaving 

Garment 
collection 

development 

Garment 
manufacturing 

Retailing 
(**) 

Consumption, 
disposal, 

post-
consumption 

recycling 
A1. Insecticide, pesticide and 
fertilizer use        

A2. Hazardous and toxic chemical 
use        
A3. Water consumption and 
pollution        
A4. Greenhouse gas emissions and 
air pollution        
A5. Energy consumption and 
efficiency        

A6. Soil and land degradation        
A7. 
Biodiversity and ecosystems 
depletion 

       

A8. Deforestation and habitat loss        

A9. Solid waste        

A10. Animal welfare        

B1. Human rights        

B2. Labour rights        
 
(*) dyeing, printing, bleaching, washing, other finishing 
(**) placement of product in stores or online for sale 
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A1. Insecticide, pesticide and fertilizer use 

Insecticides, pesticides, and fertilizers are mainly used in the agricultural processes of plant and animal-based fibre 
production.  Cotton is by far the most significant crop for textiles. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation and the 
Pesticide Action Network35 estimate that global cotton cultivation requires 200 thousand tonnes of pesticides and 
8 million tonnes of fertilizers per year, representing 16% and 4% of total global use of pesticides and fertilizers 
respectively. For the raising of sheep and other fibre-producing animals, chemical dewormers and antibiotics are 
heavily used to deal with internal parasites and disease. These are generally released into fresh water in the scouring 
phase. 

The contribution of antibiotic use in animals to the growth of antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections has led to 
widespread efforts to reduce their use.36  

Global demand, production and use of pesticides and fertilizers have expanded steadily in recent decades. "Used 
judiciously and appropriately, pesticides can help to protect food and other crops from excessive damage by pests 
and diseases and can also protect human and livestock health from vector-borne diseases. (…) Over-reliance on 
pesticides, however, can damage the health of farmers and consumers, as well as the environment and the economy 
(…) Pesticide health and environmental issues, are of global concern".37 

Excessive and inefficient use of fertilizers causes adverse impacts such as nutrient losses, drinking water 
contamination and eutrophication of freshwater systems and coastal zones. Some fertilizers also impact human 
lives as a result of unsafe storage practices. An overwhelming body of research shows a higher incidence of severe 
disease and developmental problems from exposure to agricultural chemicals or living in physical proximity to 
chemical-based farming communities.38 

There is increasing anxiety about the role of pesticides, which are suspected of being carcinogens or of disrupting 
endocrine activities. Most countries have pesticide legislation in place; however, its enforcement is often weak, 
particularly in (but not limited to) low and middle-income countries. Concern about the use of synthetic 
insecticides, pesticides and fertilizers has led to a growing interest in organic agriculture that has extended from 
food to plant and animal-based textile fibres such as cotton and wool.  

To help countries reduce risks from hazardous pesticides in international trade, the Rotterdam Convention was 
adopted on 10 September 1998 and entered into force in February 2004. This convention, together with the 
Stockholm and Basel conventions and the FAO Voluntary Code of Conduct for Food Loss and Waste Reduction, 
promote a life cycle approach and provide the necessary tools for managing pesticides. 

This risk is addressed within the protection from hazardous chemicals framework discussed below. 

  
35  Ellen McArthur Foundation, A New Textiles Economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future (2017). Available at 
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications.  
36 For more information, see https://www.saveourantibiotics.org/media/1842/2022-changes-to-european-law-farm-
antibiotics.pdf  and https://www.fda.gov/animal-veterinary/safety-health/antimicrobial-resistance. 
37 United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Rotterdam Convention, Implementation page on pesticides available at 
http://www.pic.int/Implementation/Pesticides.  
38 For example, the U.S. Agricultural Health Study, funded by the National Cancer Institute and the National Institute of 
Environmental Health Sciences encourages researchers to focus on specific health issues related to farming practices and 
has published over 200 papers in the last four years which address the measurement of pesticide exposures, cancer risk 
associated with specific pesticides, and associations between pesticides (or other agricultural exposures) and reproductive 
factors, respiratory health, neurological disease and function, and other chronic conditions such as thyroid disease and 
diabetes. See https://aghealth.nih.gov/news/publications.html . 
 

https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications
https://www.saveourantibiotics.org/media/1842/2022-changes-to-european-law-farm-antibiotics.pdf
https://www.saveourantibiotics.org/media/1842/2022-changes-to-european-law-farm-antibiotics.pdf
https://www.fda.gov/animal-veterinary/safety-health/antimicrobial-resistance
http://www.pic.int/Implementation/Pesticides
https://aghealth.nih.gov/news/publications.html
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A2. Hazardous and toxic chemical use 

Textile manufacturing processes use a range of chemicals, dyes, pigments, and other auxiliaries. Some of these 
are classified as hazardous, and their use is restricted or prohibited in many countries. Hazardous chemicals can 
cause adverse health effects such as poisoning, breathing problems, allergic reactions and sensitization, cancer and 
endocrine disruptions. Some of them are also persistent in the environment, bioaccumulative and can damage 
human health through the food chain. According to recent estimates, textile manufacturing processes consume 1 
million tons of dyes per annum and 42 million tons of other chemicals globally.39 

International conventions and national laws and norms which regulate the use of hazardous chemicals include the 
following: 

• The Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants40 (POPs) which bans deliberate production 
and use of POPs and the development of new POPs and aims at minimizing releases of unintentionally 
produced POPs. 

• The Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation & Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)41 regulation which 
entered into force in the European Union on 1 June 2007 and is administered by the European Chemicals 
Agency (ECHA). REACH is considered the most ambitious chemicals legislation in the world. 

• The Act on Registration and Evaluation of Chemical Substances42, also known as K-REACH (for 
similarities with the EU REACH), which entered into force in the Republic of Korea on 1 January 2019. 

• Several states in the United States have regulated the use of the hazardous chemicals in textiles and other 
products. The Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act, also known as California Proposition 6543, 
entered into force in California in 1986. The Toxic-Free Kids Act44 entered into force in Oregon on 1 
January 2016, the Chemical Disclosure Program for Children's Products45 entered into force in Vermont 
on 1 January 2017, and the Children's Safe Product Act (CSPA)46 entered into force in Washington state 
on 1 January 2010. These acts establish lists of high-priority chemicals that producers and brands must 
inform consumers about if they are present in children's products; they also call for the phase-out of these 
chemicals. 

• The National General Safety Technical Code for Textile Products GB 1840147 sets specific limits for 
formaldehyde and carcinogenic aromatic amine dyes in textile products sold in China. 

In the last decade, fashion brands and textile suppliers have adopted voluntary bans of hazardous chemicals, often 
pushing the market requirements to be more advanced than legislation. Many brands have adopted restricted 
substance lists (RSLs) in the form of manufacturing restricted substance lists (MRSLs) or product restricted 
substance lists (PRSLs). MRSLs and PRSLs are a crucial component in all certifications addressing the textile 
value chain's chemical safety. Substance groups most commonly found in RSLs are alkylphenol ethoxylates 
(APEOs), phthalates, brominated and chlorinated flame retardants, azo dyes releasing carcinogenic amines, 
organotin compounds, perfluorinated alkylated substances (PFAS), chlorobenzenes, chlorinated solvents, 
chlorophenol, short-chain chlorinated paraffins, heavy metals such as cadmium, lead, mercury and chromium VI. 

The leading certification labels, protocols and initiatives related to the use of hazardous chemicals are the AFIRM 
group, bluesign®, the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 label, and ZDHC. 

  
39 Ellen McArthur Foundation, A New Textiles Economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future (2017). 
40 http://pops.int/  
41 https://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/reach/reach_en.htm  
42 http://eng.me.go.kr/eng/web/index.do?menuId=468  
43 https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65  
44 https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/HEALTHYENVIRONMENTS/HEALTHYNEIGHBORHOODS/TOXICSUBSTANCES/Pages/Toxic-Free-Kids.aspx  
45 https://www.healthvermont.gov/environment/children  
46 https://ecology.wa.gov/Waste-Toxics/Reducing-toxic-chemicals/Childrens-Safe-Products-Act  
47 https://members.wto.org/crnattachments/2010/tbt/chn/10_0909_00_et.pdf  

http://pops.int/
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/reach/reach_en.htm
http://eng.me.go.kr/eng/web/index.do?menuId=468
https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/HEALTHYENVIRONMENTS/HEALTHYNEIGHBORHOODS/TOXICSUBSTANCES/Pages/Toxic-Free-Kids.aspx
https://www.healthvermont.gov/environment/children
https://ecology.wa.gov/Waste-Toxics/Reducing-toxic-chemicals/Childrens-Safe-Products-Act
https://members.wto.org/crnattachments/2010/tbt/chn/10_0909_00_et.pdf
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A3. Water consumption and pollution 

Textile manufacturing processes use water in many production stages, especially in the pre-manufacturing stages 
of cultivation, farming and scouring, and in the manufacturing stage in "wet processes" such as printing, dyeing, 
and wet finishing. Current estimates of global water consumption in the textile industry point to over 90 billion 
cubic metres per year 48, most being used in the pre-manufacturing stage. The combined use of water and hazardous 
chemicals in the textile value chain makes the risk of water pollution high.  

Water treatment and cleaning technologies have helped to reduce the risk to and impact on the environment. 
Effluent treatment plants can be municipal, managed by industrial consortia, or managed by individual companies. 
These treatment plants clean pollutants out of water, which is then either reused or safely deposited into rivers and 
other waterways. UN-Water49 estimates that over 80% of wastewater is released into the environment without 
adequate treatment globally.  

In addition to cleaning water, the reuse and recycling of effluents in industrial processes minimizes the stress on 
water resources. The textile industry could contribute to a more rational water management policy by introducing 
improved water reuse systems. The substitution of hazardous chemicals with safer alternatives also dramatically 
contributes to cutting water pollution risks. 

Responsible consumption of water is a priority for ensuring an adequate, safe, clean supply for health and is one 
of the most comprehensively regulated areas. National legal frameworks follow two different approaches: 

• The water quality objective approach defines minimum water quality levels that are not harmful to the 
environment or human health. 

• The emission limit value approach (ELV) focuses on the maximum allowed quantities of pollutants 
discharged from a particular source into the aquatic environment. This approach looks at the end product 
of a process (wastewater treatment, discharges from industry, the effect of agriculture on water quality) or 
what quantities of pollutants may go into the water. 

Further to national norms, legislation and certification frameworks, the Alliance for Water Stewardship (AWS)50 
provides an international standard to help organizations measure and understand their water use and impact, as 
well as to help them implement sustainable water management. The AWS also provides a certification of 
compliance.  

  

  
48 Ellen McArthur Foundation, A New Textiles Economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future (2017); Global Fashion Agenda 
and the Boston Consulting Group, Pulse of the Fashion Industry 2017. 
49 https://www.unwater.org/  
50 https://a4ws.org/  

https://www.unwater.org/
https://a4ws.org/
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A4. Greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from textiles are estimated at 1.2 billion tonnes CO2 equivalent globally, which 
equals all the emissions of Japan, or 2.5% of global GHG emissions. Of this, 1.2 billion tonnes, synthetic and 
human-made cellulosic fibres (MMCFs) production are responsible for over 40%; manufacturing accounts for 
45% and the washing and drying of clothing by households a further 10%.51 The primary origin of GHG emissions 
is the energy used for production and transportation, which is generated from fossil sources, oil, coal and gas. 
Another source is the release of GHGs when fossil-based synthetic fabrics are disposed of or incinerated. 

Greenhouse gas has an impact on climate change. "During Earth's history, variations in GHG emissions have 
driven substantial climate changes at a wide range of timescales. In general, greenhouse gas concentrations have 
been particularly high during warm periods and low during cold phases. A number of processes influence 
greenhouse gas concentrations, (… including …) human activities—especially fossil-fuel combustion (…)— that 
are responsible for steady increases in atmospheric concentrations of GHG, especially carbon dioxide, methane, 
ozone, and chlorofluorocarbons."52 The total GHG emissions of an organization or a product, measured in CO2 
equivalent, are its carbon footprint. 

The primary actions being implemented to cut total GHG emissions include the switch from fossil-based fuels to 
energy from renewable sources, the adoption of energy-saving processes, the optimization of logistics, the energy-
efficient maintenance of garments by households and the substitution of fossil-based synthetics with bio-based 
synthetics. Organizations can target net emissions instead of total emissions through offsetting. Carbon offset 
schemes implement projects to balance out carbon footprints and reduce future emissions by rolling out clean 
energy technologies, soaking up CO2 by planting trees, or purchasing carbon credits from an emissions trading 
scheme.  

The ISO 14064 and 14067 standards can be used for quantifying and reporting an organization’s greenhouse gas 
emissions and offsetting. It considers three reporting “scopes”: Scope 1 includes direct GHG emissions from the 
company; Scope 2 includes the indirect GHG emissions from purchased electricity consumed in the company's 
operations; Scope 3 includes indirect GHG emissions in the corporate value chain. Carbon footprint quantification 
and reporting are also addressed by life cycle assessment studies; environment product declarations (EPDs) 
compliant with ISO 14025; product or organization environmental footprint (PEF or OEF) documents compliant 
with ISO 14025; and European recommendation 2013/179/EU. 

The most prominent commitments to cutting GHG are the 2015 Paris Agreement within the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the European Green Deal in the European Union.  

The implementation of science-based targets to achieve net zero emissions by 2050 is one of the 3 pillars of The 
Fashion Pact, signed by over 60 large global textile and fashion groups and presented to the G7 meeting in 2019. 
The Science Based Targets initiative is a partnership between CDP, a not-for-profit charity that runs an 
environmental reporting disclosure system, the United Nations Global Compact, the World Resources Institute 
(WRI) and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Several carbon-footprint-related labels are available to organizations 
to communicate their commitment to cutting GHG emissions. 

Beyond GHG, most textile processes produce atmospheric pollutant emissions, which can be defined as 
contaminant or pollutant substances in the air that do not disperse properly and interfere with human health or 
welfare or produce other harmful environmental effects.53 

The use of hazardous chemicals (see A2 above) can generate harmful air pollution, especially during heat setting, 
dyeing, printing, drying and other finishing processes and from evaporation in wastewater treatment plant 
operations. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S), sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), particulate matter (PM) and other chemicals with irritant properties such as acetic acid and 
  
51 Ellen McArthur Foundation, A New Textiles Economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future (2017). 
52 From the entry “Climate Change” in the Encyclopedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/science/climate-change. 
53 OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms, available at  https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/. 

https://www.britannica.com/science/climate-change
https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/
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formaldehyde are of particular concern and harmful for human health, with impacts including respiratory and lung 
irritation, heart disease, eye and skin irritation and oxygen deprivation. 

Textiles can also release pollutants in the air during the consumption stage. Exposure to airborne hazardous 
chemicals also occurs in homes, offices, schools and other indoor environments due to the release of VOCs used 
in the manufacturing and maintenance of textiles for building materials, interior furnishing products and garments. 

The substitution of all hazardous chemicals with safer alternatives is the primary way to cut air pollution. When 
the elimination of hazardous chemicals is not possible, solutions for safer workplaces include the adoption of 
preventive measures such as pollutant filters, gravitational and inertial separation of particulate matter, personal 
protective equipment (PPE) for workers, enclosed dying and spraying booths with extraction and filtration, and 
appropriate production controls and practices (see below B2). 

Air-pollution-related legislation is in place in all countries. Relevant certification labels are available within the 
framework of certification for conformance with worker safety standards such as SA8000 and ISO 45001 

GREENGUARD certification guarantees that a product does not release pollutants that can harm indoor air quality. 
Although GREENGUARD was not specifically designed for textiles, furniture textiles and textile floor coverings 
are often advertised as GREENGUARD certified to meet building certification requirements. 

A5. Energy consumption and efficiency 

Textiles account for 2% of total industry energy consumption in the EU (2019)54, less than 1% in the US (2018)55 
and 2.5% in China (2017)56. Overall, it is not an energy-intensive industry when compared with the chemicals, 
pulp & paper, iron & steel and food industries, or the manufacturing average. However, energy indicators among 
the textile processes are heterogeneous, and even within the same process, energy intensity57 changes dramatically 
and is highly correlated to factors such as the fibre involved and the technology used58.  

The energy used in human-made synthetic fibre production is much higher (at least threefold) than in the 
production of natural, plant or animal-based fibres. The type of energy consumed varies among processes. Looking 
at the two most energy-intensive processes, in spinning, electricity is the dominant energy source, whereas in wet 
finishings, such as dyeing, the primary energy source is fuel from thermal power 59. 

Energy use for production and transportation is the primary origin of GHG emissions (see A4 above), especially 
when energy is generated, directly or indirectly, from fossil sources such as oil, coal and gas. The use of non-
renewable fossil energy also leads to the depletion of natural resources. 

In the last two decades, the industry has faced great pressure worldwide to reduce energy consumption and improve 
the energy efficiency of processes, especially in intensive energy processes such as dyeing, printing and finishing. 
Energy-saving technological innovation, government incentives and initiatives have led to a significant increase 
in energy efficiency worldwide. 

  
54 Eurostat, Energy Data Report – 2020 edition. Available at 
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/11099022/KS-HB-20-001-EN-N.pdf/bf891880-1e3e-b4ba-0061-
19810ebf2c64?t=1594715608000.  
55 United States Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey, March 2021. Available at 
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/manufacturing/. Reference is to 2018 data included in the annex of the report 
(https://www.eia.gov/consumption/manufacturing/data/2018/xls/Table1_1.xlsx). 
56 National Bureau of Statistics of China, China Statistical Yearbook, 2019. 
57 Energy intensity = energy use per unit or Kg of production 
58 Branchetti, et al., “Energy consumption characterization based on a self-analysis tool: a case study in yarn manufacturing” 
in Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Smart Cities and Green ICT Systems (2019). 
59 Hasanbeigi and Price, “Review of Energy Use and Energy Efficiency Technologies for the Textile Industry”, in 
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, vol. 16, issue 6 (June 2012). 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/11099022/KS-HB-20-001-EN-N.pdf/bf891880-1e3e-b4ba-0061-19810ebf2c64?t=1594715608000
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/11099022/KS-HB-20-001-EN-N.pdf/bf891880-1e3e-b4ba-0061-19810ebf2c64?t=1594715608000
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/manufacturing/
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/manufacturing/data/2018/xls/Table1_1.xlsx
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An internationally recognized standard for the classification of energy levels for textile machinery is still lacking. 
However, labels and certifications that address energy efficiency exist. The ACIMIT60 green label aims to identify 
the energy and environmental performance of textile machinery using a process designated by the manufacturer 
as an evaluation parameter. 

ISO 50001 is a standard for energy management systems that provides a framework of requirements for 
organizations to develop a policy for more efficient energy use and helps them fix targets and objectives to meet 
that policy. It also helps them use data to better understand and make decisions about energy use and measure the 
results. 

Energy use quantification and reporting are also addressed by life cycle assessment (LCA) studies; environment 
product declarations (EPDs) compliant to ISO 14025; product or organization environmental footprint (PEF or 
OEF) documents compliant with ISO 14025; and/or European recommendation 2013/179/EU 

A6. Soil and land degradation 

Soil and land degradation are primarily relevant to the pre-manufacturing stages in plant and animal-based fibres 
production. 

The cultivation of cotton and other plant-based fibres can have a large impact on soil degradation due to significant 
use of agricultural chemicals and high water consumption (see above, A1 and A3). Cotton growers can apply 
various farming techniques to counteract soil degradation such as conservation tillage and planting winter or cover 
crops. These measures improve soil conservation by preventing erosion and helping to encourage soil creation. 

In animal-based fibres, overgrazing impacts soil and land degradation. However, the relationship between the use 
of land for grazing and land degradation is not direct; adverse outcomes can result from over grazing caused by 
keeping too many animals on too little land. The land occupation parameter is also subject to controversies. The 
International Wool Textile Organization (IWTO) points out that “land use (land occupation') is used in some LCA 
studies (…) to rank fibres or textiles. It is often reported simply as the area of land used to produce a product. For 
wool from sheep farms, particularly those in pastoral regions, the area, expressed as hectares per kg wool fibre, 
is large relative to other fibres. Although some arable land may be used for feed crops or supporting wider farm 
management, most land for wool production is non-arable."61 

In some regions, such as Mongolia and especially in the herding of Cashmere goats, the concentration of animals 
in peri-urban environments and the disruption of nomadic herding create overgrazing problems near pasture 
villages and undergrazing in remote pastures. Consequently, poverty and environmental problems related to 
livestock production, such as land degradation and biodiversity loss, are increasing.62 

Land is a non-renewable resource, at least within a human lifespan, and the adverse effects of degradative processes 
on land quality are irreversible. Land degradation remains an important global issue for the 21st century. The cost 
of land degradation reaches about 490 billion per year, much higher than the cost of actions to prevent it. It is a 
generalized risk, yet roughly 40% of the world's degraded land occurs in areas with the highest incidence of 
poverty. Land degradation directly impacts the health and livelihoods of an estimated 1.5 billion people.63 

  
60 Association of Italian Textile Machinery Manufacturers - https://www.acimit.it/main-e.htm 
61See IWTO webpage on the environmental impacts of wool textiles, available at https://iwto.org/sustainability/tbc-
environmental-impacts-of-wool-textiles/. 
62 Mauricio Rosales, Svetlana Livinets, “Grazing and Land Degradation in CIS Countries and Mongolia”, conference paper 
(FAO, 2005). Available at https://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/lead/pdf/e-conf_05-06_background.pdf. (Accessed 27 
October 2021) 
63 United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), “Land Degradation Neutrality: Resilience at Local, 
National and Regional Levels”, brochure. Available at https://www.unccd.int/sites/default/files/relevant-links/2017-
08/v2_201309-unccd-bro_web_final.pdf. (Accessed 27 October 2021) 

https://iwto.org/sustainability/tbc-environmental-impacts-of-wool-textiles/
https://iwto.org/sustainability/tbc-environmental-impacts-of-wool-textiles/
https://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/lead/pdf/e-conf_05-06_background.pdf
https://www.unccd.int/sites/default/files/relevant-links/2017-08/v2_201309-unccd-bro_web_final.pdf
https://www.unccd.int/sites/default/files/relevant-links/2017-08/v2_201309-unccd-bro_web_final.pdf
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The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) was established in 1994. It is a legally 
binding international agreement, linking environment and development to sustainable land management. The 
UNCCD Strategic Framework is a comprehensive global commitment to achieve land degradation neutrality 
(LDN). 

Labels and certifications relevant to land degradation are those that address organic agriculture, such as the Global 
Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) and the Organic Content Standard (OCS); responsible animal fibre production, 
such as the Responsible Wool Standard (RWS); and the improvement of production techniques, such as the Better 
Cotton Initiative (BCI) label. 

A7. Biodiversity and ecosystems depletion 

In other fashion subsectors, such as leather or beauty and cosmetics, the risk of biodiversity loss is related to the 
direct use of plant or animal-based materials; the textile contribution to this risk is linked only to indirect negative 
impacts through soil degradation, waterway pollution and deforestation (see A6 and A3 above and A8 below). 

Biodiversity includes plants, animals and other organisms and is defined in the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) as the variability among organisms from all sources, including terrestrial, marine and other aquatic 
ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are a part; it includes diversity within species, between 
species and of ecosystems.64 Biodiversity is declining at a faster rate than ever before in human history. Between 
12% and 20% of estimated total species, marine and terrestrial alike—one million species overall—are under threat 
of extinction65. 

The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) entered into force on 29 December 1993. It has three main 
objectives: the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of the components of biological diversity, 
and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the use of genetic resources. 

The Textile Exchange Corporate Fiber and Materials Benchmark (CFMB) programme has recently launched their 
Biodiversity Benchmark to enable companies to understand their impacts and dependencies on nature in their 
materials sourcing strategies, and to deliver positive biodiversity outcomes and benchmark progress. 

Labels and certifications relevant to biodiversity and ecosystems depletion are those that address organic 
agriculture, such as GOTS and OCS; responsible animal fibre production, such as RWS; the improvement of 
production techniques such as the Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) label; the responsible management of forests such 
as FSC and PEFC; and, in general, those related to water consumption and pollution. 

A8. Deforestation and habitat loss 

Within the textile value chain, the risk of deforestation is primarily linked to the production of human-made 
cellulosic fibres (MMCFs). Forest-based textile fibres such as rayon, viscose, modal or lyocell are increasingly 
being used by the fashion industry. According to Canopy66, cellulose fibre production consumes approximately 
120 million trees per year and the organization has found that ancient and endangered forests in Brazil, Indonesia 
and North America have been damaged by logging for the cellulose fibre industry. Canopy estimates that 

  
64 United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, “Bloom or Bust?” report (March 
2008). Available at 
https://www.unepfi.org/fileadmin/documents/bloom_or_bust_report.pdf#:~:text=Biodiversity%20includes%20plants%2C%
20animals%20and,part%3B%20it%20includes%20diversity%20within. 
65 IPBES, Global assessment report on biodiversity and ecosystem services, Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, (Bonn, Germany, IPBES secretariat, 2019). Available at  https://ipbes.net/global-
assessment.  
66 https://canopyplanet.org/  

https://www.unepfi.org/fileadmin/documents/bloom_or_bust_report.pdf#:%7E:text=Biodiversity%20includes%20plants%2C%20animals%20and,part%3B%20it%20includes%20diversity%20within
https://www.unepfi.org/fileadmin/documents/bloom_or_bust_report.pdf#:%7E:text=Biodiversity%20includes%20plants%2C%20animals%20and,part%3B%20it%20includes%20diversity%20within
https://ipbes.net/global-assessment
https://ipbes.net/global-assessment
https://canopyplanet.org/
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approximately half of all MMCFs (3.3 million tons) comes from ancient and endangered forests such as the carbon-
rich peatlands of Indonesia and the old-growth boreal forests of Canada.67 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) defines deforestation as "the direct 
human-induced conversion of forested land to non-forested land" 68; FAO has added a quantitative threshold 
measure as" the long-term reduction of the tree canopy cover below the minimum 10 per cent threshold".69  

Forests capture GHGs, preventing them from accumulating in the atmosphere. Deforestation contributes 
considerably to the climate change problem. According to the World Resources Institute (WRI), deforestation 
accounts for around 6% of emissions linked to climate change. Other estimates put the number closer to 20%. 

Almost all regions of the world suffer from some degree of deforestation. However, the Amazon region is where 
the large-scale conversion of land to cattle grazing has been a major cause of deforestation.70 Given that the 
Amazon accounts for over 50% of the Earth's rainforests, its survival is vital to the future of biodiversity and the 
natural regulation of global climate. 

Canopy is an NGO that works with the forest industry's biggest customers, from book publishers and printers to 
leading clothing brands and fashion designers. It helps to shape their purchasing practices and create permanent 
solutions for the world's threatened forests. It also works with their suppliers to develop business solutions that 
protect these last frontier forests. 

The leading certification labels for responsible forest management are The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and 
the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC). The market share of FSC and PEFC certified 
feedstock for MMCF is roughly estimated at 40 to 50 per cent. 

A9. Solid waste 

In 2019, global textile fibre production was around 111 million tons.71 According to the Ellen McArthur 
Foundation, 87% of the fibre input used for clothing is landfilled or incinerated, of which 73% is lost after final 
garment use, 10% is lost during garment production (e.g. as offcuts)72 and 2% is sent to landfill or incineration 
from garments that are produced, yet never make it to market. A further 2% loss occurs in the collection and sorting 
of discarded clothing.73 There is also solid waste in the form of sludge, which results from wastewater treatments 
and non-textile waste from textile operations such as logistics packaging, including cardboard, wood, plastics, etc.  

This represents a massive waste of resources that leads to substantial pressure on natural capital and causes higher 
pollution levels from hazardous substances being released into the environment. The environmental impact of 
solid waste can be reduced by minimizing waste through the optimization of design and manufacturing processes 

  
67 Canopy, SURVIVAL –A Plan for Saving Forests and Climate: a Pulp Thriller, 2020. Available at 
https://canopyplanet.org/resources/plan-for-saving-forests-climate/. 
68 United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCC), Decision 11/CP.7, (October 2001). Available at 
https://unfccc.int/decisions?such=j&search2=&page=13&order=decision_related_event_date&sort=asc. 
69 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), “Definitional issues related to reducing emissions from 
deforestation in developing countries”, Forests and Climate Change Working Paper 5, (Rome, 2007). Available at 
http://www.fao.org/3/j9345e/j9345e00.pdf. 
70 NASA Earth Observatory, “Causes of Deforestation: Direct Causes”, 30 March 2007. Available at 
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/Deforestation/deforestation_update3.php. 
71 Textile Exchange, Preferred Fiber & Materials Market Report 2020. Available at https://textileexchange.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/06/Textile-Exchange_Preferred-Fiber-Material-Market-Report_2020.pdf. 
72 Other studies suggest that, in some countries, the volume of textile spill can be up to 25 per cent—much higher than the 
Ellen McArthur foundation estimates. See: University of Cambridge, EPSRC and LfM, “High Value Innovation for 
Industrial Textile Waste in Sri Lanka” report (2017); and Reverse Resources, “Creating a Digitally Enhanced Circular 
Economy” white paper (2017). 
73 Ellen McArthur Foundation, A New Textiles Economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future (2017). Available at 
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications.  

https://canopyplanet.org/resources/plan-for-saving-forests-climate/
https://unfccc.int/decisions?such=j&search2=&page=13&order=decision_related_event_date&sort=asc
http://www.fao.org/3/j9345e/j9345e00.pdf
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/Deforestation/deforestation_update3.php
https://textileexchange.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Textile-Exchange_Preferred-Fiber-Material-Market-Report_2020.pdf
https://textileexchange.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Textile-Exchange_Preferred-Fiber-Material-Market-Report_2020.pdf
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications
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or reusing and recycling. The main benefits of reuse and recycling are reducing the use of virgin materials and 
associated resources such as energy, water and land and the diversion of waste from landfills or incineration. 

Recycling in textiles can occur at the post-industrial74, pre-consumer or post-consumer level. Post-industrial waste 
is generated in the textile and garment manufacturing process and includes fibres that are too short, defective yarns, 
cutting waste, excess fabrics and rejected fabrics. Pre-consumer waste is generated in the garment factory, brand 
warehouse or retailer store and includes unsold and returned garments. Post-consumption waste is generated by 
end consumers after product usage and can be any clothing discarded or not in use for any reason like being worn 
out, damaged or outgrown. It comes at the household level; hence collection and management are much more 
complex than for post-industrial waste. 

In recent years, several initiatives have been launched worldwide to promote, support, and regulate the reduction 
or recycling of textile waste from a circular economy perspective. These include initiatives supported or initiated 
globally by large fashion brands as well as public policy decisions. The latter include the following: 

• The Circular Economic Development Strategy and Near-term Action Plan, issued by the China State 
Council in 2013 that accelerated the standardized development of textile waste recycling 

• The inclusion in 2019 by the European Commission of textiles as a priority product category for the 
circular economy75, with a dedicated chapter in the Circular Economy Action Plan76 and an emphasis on 
the circular economy, textile waste collection and increased recycling and reuse in the EU Strategy for 
Textiles, planned for adoption in the fourth quarter of 2021. 

The leading certification labels covering the origin of materials from recycled sources are the Global Recycle 
Standard (GRS) and the Recycled Claim Standard (RCS). 

A10. Animal welfare 

In textiles, animal welfare issues have been mainly raised regarding cruel practices in the harvesting of fibres and 
feathers. The most reported issues are mulesing in the breeding of Merino sheep, live-plucking of ducks and geese, 
live-plucking of angora rabbits, cruelty practices in the shearing of mohair goats and the killing of silkworms 
before collecting the cocoons.  

The adoption of cruelty-free practices can be encouraged by increased transparency. The welfare of animals is a 
vast topic encompassing the whole farming process. There are no global conventions on animal welfare. Many 
countries have national legislation based around the five freedoms77of animal welfare, introduced in 1965 by the 
World Organization for Animal Health (OiE), which are freedom from hunger and thirst; freedom from heat stress 
and discomfort; freedom from pain, injury or disease; freedom to express normal patterns of behaviour; and 
freedom from fear and distress. 

The leading certification labels that include animal welfare requirements are the Responsible Wool 
Standard (RWS), The ZQ wool certification standard, the Responsible Mohair Standard (RMS), the 
Responsible Down Standard (RDW), the Global Traceable Down Standard, and DOWNPASS. Some 
brands have also developed proprietary protocols such as the Moncler Down Integrity System and 
Traceability (DIST) Protocol. 

  
74 Sometimes post-industrial waste is also called pre-consumer; in this definition it also includes unsold and returned items. 
75 European Commission “Sustainable Products in a Circular Economy - Towards an EU Product Policy Framework 
Contributing to the Circular Economy”, SWD(2019) 91 final. 
76 European Commission, “Circular Economy Action Plan for a Cleaner and More Competitive Europe”, policy framework 
(2019). Available at https://ec.europa.eu/environment/circular-economy/pdf/new_circular_economy_action_plan.pdf. 
77 The OiE “five freedoms” of terrestrial animal welfare. Available at https://www.oie.int/en/animal-welfare/animal-
welfare-at-a-glance/. 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/circular-economy/pdf/new_circular_economy_action_plan.pdf
https://www.oie.int/en/animal-welfare/animal-welfare-at-a-glance/
https://www.oie.int/en/animal-welfare/animal-welfare-at-a-glance/
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Another is the UNI 11737:2019 standard issued by the Italian National Unification (UNI) (the Italian 
representative organization within ISO), which specify requirements for Angora rabbit breeding and fibre 
collection, including traceability. 

B1. Human rights 

From the Sadler Committee Report78 on Factory Children's Labour in 1832 to the 1996 Nike scandal about children 
stitching soccer balls, the textile industry has had a long record of children’s rights violations. In most countries, 
child labour is forbidden by law; however, it is still rife in some of the world's poorest areas, including in the 
harvesting of fibres, in textile mills and in garment workshops.  

The United Nation Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)79 defines a child as anyone under 18, unless 
otherwise noted in national legislation.  The International Labour Organization (ILO) Minimum Age Convention 
(No. 138)80 establishes the minimum age at 15 years (with 14 years being allowed for a specific time if a country's 
economic or educational systems are not sufficiently advanced). The ILO Convention also stipulates that for work 
with a hazardous, safety or moral risk, the age is 18, whereas for light work that would not interfere with schooling 
or health 13-15 years can be allowed. In addition, the ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 
182)81 covers all forms of slavery, trafficking of children, forced recruitment and hazardous work, and is designed 
to protect against dangers to the health, safety or morals of children. 

According to ILO, in 2016, 16 million people were in forced labour in the private economy, of which 15% were 
in manufacturing and 11% in agriculture. In addition, 4.1 million people were in forced labour imposed by state 
authorities, including citizens recruited to participate in agriculture or construction work for economic 
development purposes. Coercion has been documented mainly in lower-income countries and in small garment or 
footwear factories in the informal sector of South Asian countries.82 

Slave labour and bonded labour risks are recognized within the ILO conventions on Forced Labour, 1930 (No. 29) 
(with the later Protocol of 2014) and Abolition of Forced Labour, 1957 (No. 105). 

Several standards, compliance certification schemes, associations and initiatives address risks related to human 
rights and labour rights such as Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production (WRAP), the Sedex Members 
Ethical Trade Audit (SMETA), Fairtrade International, Fair Labour Association (FLA), the Social Accountability 
International (SAI) certification standard SA8000, the Ethical Trading Initiative, and the Fair Wear Foundation 
(FWF). 

All participants in textile value chains must ensure compliance with international conventions and national 
legislation on human rights. 

B2. Labour rights 

Poor labour standards and working conditions also have a long history in textiles, including the 2013 Rana Plaza 
collapse tragedy in Dhaka, Bangladesh that killed 1138 workers, with 2000 more suffering severe injuries. Poor 
working conditions are still a reality in the 21st century. The exploitation of regulatory differences between 
  
78 The Sadler Report was prepared by a UK parliamentary committee that considered a bill to limit the hours of work of 
children in textile mills and factories. Parliamentary Papers, 1831-1832, vol. XV. (1832). 
79 United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/crc.aspx  
80 International Labour Organization (ILO), Minimum Age Convention 1973 (No. 138), 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C138  
81 International Labour Organization (ILO), Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention (no.182),  
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C182 
82 International Labour Organization (ILO), Global Estimates of Modern Slavery: Forced Labour and Forced Marriage, 
(Geneva, 2017). 

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:312174:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:3174672:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO:12100:P12100_INSTRUMENT_ID:312250:NO
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/crc.aspx
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C138
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C182
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countries by relocating to production facilities in countries with weaker labour regulation or weaker workers' 
unions has been an incentive to offshore supply chains, a phenomenon known as regulatory arbitrage. The textile 
sector is still associated, in some countries, with low-paid, unskilled labour and salary and opportunity 
discrimination against women. Illegal employment of workers can often be coupled with other unfair practices 
such as unsafe living conditions, wages below the legal or living standard and loss of freedom of movement 
through control of passports.  

Several workplace accidents, including the Rana Plaza collapse, demonstrate the urgent need to improve workers' 
health & safety measures, including ensuring safe working spaces, clear access routes, provision of safety data 
sheets and emergency plans, provisions in case of fire or earthquake and measures that guard against risks of injury 
and ensure the availability of personal protective equipment. 

Several ILO conventions recognize labour rights: 

• Freedom of association and collective bargaining within the Freedom of Association and Protection 
of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87) and the Right to Organise and Collective 
Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98) 

• Gender equality within the Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100) and the Discrimination 
(Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111) 

• Safety and health within the Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 1981 (No. 155) and its 
Protocol of 2002 

• Wage protection within the Protection of Wages Convention, 1949 (No. 95) and the Minimum Wage 
Fixing Convention, 1970 (No. 131) 

Several standards, compliance certification schemes, associations and initiatives address the risk of human rights 
and labour rights violations such as the Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production (WRAP), the Sedex 
Members Ethical Trade Audit (SMETA), Fairtrade International, Fair Labour Association (FLA), the Social 
Accountability International (SAI) certification standard SA8000, the Ethical Trading Initiative, and the Fair Wear 
Foundation (FWF). 

All participants in textile value chains must ensure compliance with international conventions and national 
legislation on human rights. 

Part B:  Organizations, standards and certification labels that support the 
prevention and mitigation of risk 

The intergovernmental organizations, not-for-profit organizations, private companies, and standards described 
below are indicative of the range of resources available within textile value chains to provide solutions and 
assurance around the risks identified in Chapter 1, Part A above. 

This is not an exhaustive list, nor is it intended to be a recommendation. It is a recognition of widely established 
organizations and standards. 
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Table 14 
Organizations, standards and certifications that support the prevention and mitigation of risk 
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Intergovernmental organizations 

FAO 

The Food & Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations manages several 
toolboxes, information points and 
databases on sustainable forest 
management, animal welfare, use of 
pesticides and hazardous chemicals in 
agriculture, GHG emissions, soil 
degradation and biodiversity loss.  
http://www.fao.org/  

            

ILO 

The International Labour Office brings 
together governments, employers and 
workers from 187 United Nations 
member States to set labour standards, 
develop policies and devise programs 
promoting decent work for all women 
and men. The main aims of the ILO are 
to promote rights at work, encourage 
decent employment opportunities, 
enhance social protection and 
strengthen dialogue on work-related 
issues 

https://www.ilo.org  
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https://www.ilo.org/
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United 
Nations 
Global 
Compact 

The United Nations Global Compact is 
a voluntary initiative based on CEO 
commitments to implement universal 
sustainability principles and to take 
steps to support United Nations goals. 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/  

            

National government institutions             

USDA 

The United States Department of 
Agriculture’s National Organic 
Program (NOP), sets the rules for the 
definition of organic agriculture in the 
United States and their certification is 
often used outside of the United States 
as well. 

            

  

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/
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Associations and NGOs  

ABRAPA 

The Brazilian Responsible Cotton program, ABRAPA, is a 
union of cotton growers favouring more sustainable cotton 
production in Brazil. It is focused on the progressive 
evolution of good agricultural, social, environmental and 
economic practices. 

https://www.abrapa.com.br/EN-US/  

            

AFIRM 

Apparel and Footwear International RSL Management is a 
membership organization driven by companies who are 
apparel and footwear brand owners. The companies 
collaborate to promote chemicals management in global 
supply chains. 

https://www.afirm-group.com/  

            

AWS 

Alliance for Water Stewardship has a global membership 
comprising businesses, NGOs and the public sector. It 
contributes to the sustainability of local water resources by 
adopting and promoting a universal framework for 
sustainable water use – the International Water 
Stewardship Standard (or AWS Standard) – that drives, 
recognizes, and rewards good water stewardship 
performance. 

https://a4ws.org/  

            

BCI 

The Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) is a global not-for-profit 
organization and the world's largest cotton sustainability 
program. In the 2018-19 cotton season, 2.3 million BCI 
farmers received training on more sustainable farming 
practices and produced 5.6 million tons of Better Cotton – 
that equates to 22% of global cotton production. 
https://bettercotton.org/  

            

CDP 

CDP is a not-for-profit charity that runs a global disclosure 
system for investors, companies, cities, states and regions 
to support the management of their environmental impacts. 
It offers a system for measuring, detecting, managing and 
sharing information regarding climate change on a global 
level. There are four programs supported by CDP: Climate 
Change Program, Water Program, Forests Program and 
Supply Chain Program, plus a specific program dedicated 
to cities and regions: the Cities, States and Regions 
Program. 

https://www.cdp.net/  

            

CmiA 

Cotton made in Africa is an initiative of the Aid by Trade 
Foundation (AbTF) that helps African smallholder cotton 
farmers to improve their living conditions. Growers must 
meet minimum environmental and social requirements for 
their cotton to qualify as CmiA. 
https://cottonmadeinafrica.org/en/  

            

https://www.abrapa.com.br/EN-US/
https://www.afirm-group.com/
https://a4ws.org/
https://bettercotton.org/
https://www.cdp.net/
https://cottonmadeinafrica.org/en/
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ETI 

Ethical Trading Initiative defines best practice in ethical 
trade. All corporate members of ETI agree to adopt the ETI 
Base Code of labour practice, which is based on the 
standards of the International Labour Organization  

https://www.ethicaltrade.org/ 

            

Fairtrade 
International 

The Fairtrade Textile Standard is one component of the 
Fairtrade Textile Programme to facilitate change in textile 
supply chains and related business practices. The 
standard's comprehensive approach engages manufacturers 
and workers in the supply chain to bring about better 
wages and working conditions and engages brands to 
commit to fair terms of trade. 

https://www.fairtrade.net/standard/textile  

            

FLA 

Fair Labour Association Sustainable Compliance 
methodology (SCI) advances workers' rights by effecting 
progressive and sustained improvements in employment 
practices and working conditions. The FLA system of 
assessment helps improve workers' lives by gauging usual 
and standard working conditions rather than a snapshot on 
a particular audit day. 

https://www.fairlabor.org/  

            

IFOAM 

The International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements is the worldwide umbrella organization for the 
organic agriculture movement. Among its wide range of 
activities, the federation maintains an organic farming 
standard, and an organic accreditation and certification 
service. 

https://www.ifoam.bio/  

            

OEKO-TEX® 

The OEKO-TEX® Association was founded in 1992. 
Founding members were the German Hohenstein Institute 
and the Austrian Textile Research Institute (OETI). It is a 
network of independent laboratories and the home of a 
family of chemical-safety-related certification standards 
for products and companies, including OEKO-TEX® 
STANDARD 100; SteP by OEKO-TEX®; MADE IN 
GREEN by OEKO-TEX®; and ECO PASSPORT by 
OEKO-TEX® 

https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/ 

            

SAC 

Sustainable Apparel Coalition is an apparel, footwear, and 
textile industry alliance for sustainable production. The 
coalition develops the Higg Index, a suite of tools that 
standardizes value chain sustainability measurement for all 
industry participants. This includes the Higg Index Facility 
Environment Module (FEM) self-assessment tool. 

https://apparelcoalition.org/ 

            

https://www.ethicaltrade.org/
https://www.fairtrade.net/standard/textile
https://www.fairlabor.org/
https://www.ifoam.bio/
https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/
https://apparelcoalition.org/
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SAI 

Social Accountability International is a global non-
governmental organization advancing human rights at 
work. It is home of the SA8000 Standard for Social 
Accountability. 

https://sa-intl.org/ 

            

SBT 

Science Based Targets is a joint initiative of CDP, the 
United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), the World 
Resources Institute (WRI) and WWF. The goal of SBT is 
to enable leading companies to set ambitious and 
meaningful corporate GHG reduction targets. 

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/  

            

SMETA 

Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit. Sedex is an ethical 
trade membership organization, working with businesses 
to improve working conditions in global supply chains. 
Sedex provides an online platform, tools and services to 
help businesses operate responsibly and sustainably, 
protect workers and source ethically. 

https://www.sedex.com/ 

            

Textile 
Exchange 

Textile Exchange is a global non-profit organization. They 
develop, manage, and promote a suite of industry 
standards, including a Global Recycled Standard (GRS), 
Recycled Claim Standard (RCS), Content Claim Standard 
(CCS), Organic Content Standard (OCS), Responsible 
Wool Standard (RWS), Responsible Down Standard 
(RDS), Responsible Mohair Standard (RMS) and a 
Responsible Alpaca Standard (RAS). Most of these 
standards are described in more detail in the standards 
section of this table. Textile Exchange also publishes data, 
reports insights and an Annual Preferred Materials Report.  

https://textileexchange.org/ 

            

WRAP 

WRAP (Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production) is 
an independent, non-profit team of global social 
compliance experts dedicated to promoting safe, lawful, 
humane, and ethical manufacturing worldwide through 
certification and education. Its primary activity is a 
certification program focused on apparel, footwear, and 
sewn products. WRAP principles are based on local laws 
and workplace regulations, including relevant conventions 
of the International Labour Organization (ILO), the United 
Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises. 

https://wrapcompliance.org/  

            

https://sa-intl.org/
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/
https://www.sedex.com/
https://textileexchange.org/
https://wrapcompliance.org/
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WRI 

World Resources Institute is a global research organization 
that focuses on seven urgent global challenges that must 
be addressed to reduce poverty, grow economies and 
protect natural systems: climate, energy, food, forests, 
water, sustainable cities, and the ocean. WRI partners with 
local and national governments, private companies, 
publicly held corporations, and other non-profits, and 
offers services related to global climate change issues, 
sustainable markets, ecosystem protection, and 
environmental responsible governance services. They 
publish studies with policy recommendations relevant to 
the textile industry. 

https://www.wri.org/  

            

WWF 

The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) is a global conservation 
organization that works in nearly 100 countries. WWF 
collaborates with people around the world to develop and 
deliver innovative solutions that protect communities, 
wildlife, and the places in which they live. They publish 
studies with policy recommendations relevant to the textile 
industry. 

https://www.worldwildlife.org/  

            

ZDHC 

The Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals Association 
has developed a manufacturing restricted substances list 
(MRSL), and guidelines for chemical management 
systems and wastewater management. The association 
works in cooperation with chemical manufacturers and 
recognizes most chemical-safety-related certification 
standards and protocols. 

https://www.roadmaptozero.com/ 

            

Certifications and Certifying organizations83  

bluesign® 

The bluesign® standard is a private certification system 
that works to prevent chemicals of concern from being 
used in manufacturing processes. 

https://www.bluesign.com/en  

            

DOWNPASS 

DOWNPASS is a certification standard for down and 
feathers of waterfowl (geese and ducks) used as fillers in 
bedding, clothing and outdoor equipment. No product 
from live animals or animals kept for foie gras production 
is accepted as filling material. Any material from 
harvesting during the moulting season, as well as live 
plucking, is banned. 

https://www.downpass.com/  

            

  
83 When a standards organization also undertakes certification of conformity with its standard(s), it is included here. 
Standards that are widely used but which are not certified by the organizations that develop and maintain them are listed in 
the next section. 

https://www.wri.org/
https://www.worldwildlife.org/
https://www.roadmaptozero.com/
https://www.bluesign.com/en
https://www.downpass.com/
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FSC 

The Forest Stewardship Council has a responsible forest 
management certification standard that also addresses 
social criteria, workers' rights, employment conditions and 
Indigenous peoples' rights. It also offers certification of the 
chain of custody of forest-based products. 

https://www.fsc.org/en 

            

PEFC 

The Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification is an international, non-profit, non-
governmental organization that promotes sustainable 
forest management through independent third-party 
certification. It also certifies the chain of custody of forest-
based products. PEFC requires adherence to all eight core 
ILO conventions, even in countries that have not ratified 
them. 

https://www.pefc.org/ 

            

FWF 

The Fair Wear Foundation works with 140+ member 
brands who are committed to finding a fairer way to make 
clothes. They engage directly with factories, trade unions, 
NGOs and governments to find answers to problems. The 
foundation was created in 1999 by the FNV, a Dutch trade 
union, and the Clean Clothes Campaign, an advocacy 
group for garment workers, with the aim of improving 
labour conditions in the garment industry. 

https://www.fairwear.org/  

            

Global TDS 

The Global Traceable Down Standard ensures that down 
in garments and other household and commercial products 
comes from a responsible source that respects animal 
welfare and can be transparently traced. 

https://www.nsf.org/testing/sustainability  

            

GOTS 

The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is a 
worldwide textile processing standard for organic fibres. It 
includes ecological and social criteria and is backed up by 
independent certification of the entire textile supply chain. 
GOTS certified final products may include fibre products, 
yarns, fabrics, clothes, home textiles, mattresses, personal 
hygiene products, as well as food contact textiles and 
more. 

https://www.global-standard.org/  

            

GREENGUA
RD 

GREENGUARD is a product certification of showing that 
a product has low chemical emissions. GREENGUARD 
certified products minimize indoor air pollution and the 
risk of chemical exposure, while aiding in the creation of 
healthier indoor environments. The UL GREENGUARD 
Certification Program has also established test methods 
and emission limits for textiles used in furniture and 
furnishings. 

https://www.ul.com/resources/ul-greenguard-certification-
program  

            

https://www.fsc.org/en
https://www.pefc.org/
https://www.fairwear.org/
https://www.nsf.org/testing/sustainability
https://www.global-standard.org/
https://www.ul.com/resources/ul-greenguard-certification-program
https://www.ul.com/resources/ul-greenguard-certification-program
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GRS 

The Global Recycled Standard is an international, 
voluntary standard that sets requirements for third-party 
certification of recycled input and chain of custody. The 
goal of the standard is to increase the use of recycled 
materials. Compared to RCS (see below), the GRS 
includes additional criteria for social and environmental 
processing requirements and chemical restrictions. Textile 
Exchange maintains the GRS 

https://textileexchange.org/  

            

OCS 

The Organic Content Standard (OCS) is an international, 
voluntary standard that sets requirements for third-party 
certification of certified organic input and chain of 
custody. The goal of the OCS is to increase organic 
agricultural production. Textile Exchange maintains the 
OCS. 

https://textileexchange.org/  

            

RCS 

The Recycled Claim Standard is an international, 
voluntary standard that sets requirements for third-party 
certification of recycled input and chain of custody. The 
goal of the standard is to increase the use of recycled 
materials. Compared to GRS (see above), the RCS does 
not include additional criteria for social and environmental 
processing requirements and chemical restrictions. Textile 
Exchange maintains the RCS. 

https://textileexchange.org/  

            

RDS 

The Responsible Down Standard is a voluntary 
certification standard that aims to ensure that down and 
feathers come from animals that have not been subjected 
to any unnecessary harm. Textile Exchange maintains the 
RDS. 

https://textileexchange.org/  

            

RMS 

The Responsible Mohair Standard is a voluntary 
certification standard that addresses the welfare of goats 
and the land they graze on. Textile Exchange maintains the 
RMS. 

            

RWS 

The Responsible Wool Standard is a voluntary 
certification standard that addresses sheep welfare and the 
land they graze on. Textile Exchange maintains the RWS. 

https://textileexchange.org/ 
            

SA8000 

The SA8000 Standard and Certification System provides a 
framework for organizations of all types, in any industry 
and any country, to conduct business fairly and decently for 
workers, and demonstrate their adherence to the highest 
social standards. It was developed in 1989 by Social 
Accountability International  

https://sa-intl.org/programs/sa8000/  

            

https://textileexchange.org/
https://textileexchange.org/
https://textileexchange.org/
https://textileexchange.org/
https://textileexchange.org/
https://sa-intl.org/programs/sa8000/
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SGS NON-
GMO  

The SGS NON-GMO Supply Chain Standard helps 
organizations, irrespective of type or size, to supply a 
verifiably non-GMO product. The scope of certification 
can extend from a single actor in the supply chain to 
several or even the whole production process. 

https://www.sgs.com/en/agriculture-
food/commodities/audit-certification-and-
verification/certification/non-gmo-certification  

            

ZQ WOOL 

ZQ is a wool certification standard developed and owned 
by The New Zealand Merino Company Ltd., which is a 
commercial company. ZQ is recognized by ISO/IEC 
17065:2012 and all auditing is done by third party 
services. The ZQ programme requires growers to provide 
the five basic animal freedom requirements. Mulesing is 
not permitted on properties that supply ZQ wool. Growers 
have adopted integrated strategies to manage the risk of 
flystrike without mulesing. Conformity with this standard 
is widely required in the industry. 

https://www.discoverzq.com/  

            

  

https://www.sgs.com/en/agriculture-food/commodities/audit-certification-and-verification/certification/non-gmo-certification
https://www.sgs.com/en/agriculture-food/commodities/audit-certification-and-verification/certification/non-gmo-certification
https://www.sgs.com/en/agriculture-food/commodities/audit-certification-and-verification/certification/non-gmo-certification
https://www.discoverzq.com/
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ISO and other standards 
Note: where standards are certified by the organization that created and maintains them, they are listed above under 
“Certifications” 
 

GB/T196
30 

Organic Standard GB/T19630 is the Chinese national 
standard for organic products that sets the requirements for 
the production, processing, labelling and management 
systems for organic products. 
https://www.chinesestandard.net/PDF/English.aspx/GBT196
30-2019  

            

ISO 
14021 

ISO standard 14021 specifies requirements for self-declared 
environmental claims regarding products, including 
statements, symbols and graphics. It further describes 
selected terms commonly used in environmental claims and 
indicates when and how they should be used. This 
international standard also describes a general evaluation and 
verification methodology for self-declared environmental 
claims, as well as specific evaluation and verification 
methods for claims covered by the standard. 

https://www.iso.org/standard/66652.html  

            

ISO 
14025 

ISO standard 14025 establishes the principles and specifies 
the procedures for developing Type III environmental 
declaration programmes84 and Type III environmental 
declarations. It specifically establishes the use of the ISO 
14040 series of standards in the development of Type III 
environmental declaration programs and Type III 
environmental declarations. 

https://www.iso.org/standard/38131.html 

            

ISO 
14064 

ISO standard 14064 specifies principles and requirements for 
quantifying and reporting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
and removals at the organizational level. It includes 
requirements for the design, development, management, 
reporting and verification of an organization’s GHG 
inventory. 

https://www.iso.org/standard/66453.html  

            

  
84 ISO 14020 defines three types of environmental labelling and declarations schemes: 

- Type I declarations, where there are clearly defined criteria for products that are verified by third party independent 
organizations 

- Type II declarations, self-declared environmental declarations where there are neither criteria nor labelling 
schemes. ISO 14021, Environmental labels and declarations provides criteria and guidelines for credible Type 
II declarations 

- Type III declarations, environmental declarations for specific aspects of products using a life cycle approach that 
are verified by third party independent organizations. ISO 14025, Environmental labels and declarations – Type III 
establishes the principles and procedures for developing the data for such declarations. 

https://www.chinesestandard.net/PDF/English.aspx/GBT19630-2019
https://www.chinesestandard.net/PDF/English.aspx/GBT19630-2019
https://www.iso.org/standard/66652.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/38131.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/66453.html
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ISO 
14067 

ISO standard 14067 specifies principles, requirements and 
guidelines for the quantification and reporting of the carbon 
footprint of a product (CFP). It does so in a manner 
consistent with international standards on life cycle 
assessment (LCA) (i.e. ISO 14040 and ISO 14044). 

https://www.iso.org/standard/71206.html  

            

ISO 
45001 

ISO standard 45001 specifies requirements for an 
occupational health and safety (OH&S) management system. 
It gives guidance for its use to enable organizations to 
provide safe and healthy workplaces by preventing work-
related injury and ill health, as well as by proactively 
improving its OH&S performance. It replaces earlier 
international standards in this area, such as OHSAS 18001 
and the ILO-OSH Guidelines. 

https://www.iso.org/iso-45001-occupational-health-and-
safety.html  

            

ISO 
50001 

ISO standard 50001 specifies requirements for establishing, 
implementing, maintaining and improving an energy 
management system (EnMS). The intended outcome is to 
enable an organization to follow a systematic approach in 
achieving continual improvement of energy performance and 
of its EnMS. 

https://www.iso.org/standard/69426.html  

            

UNI 
11737 

The UNI 11737:2019 document sets the requirement for 
Angora rabbit breeding, fibre collection, production, 
preparation, marketing and traceability. 
http://store.uni.com/catalogo/uni-11737-2019/  

            

  

https://www.iso.org/standard/71206.html
https://www.iso.org/iso-45001-occupational-health-and-safety.html
https://www.iso.org/iso-45001-occupational-health-and-safety.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/69426.html
http://store.uni.com/catalogo/uni-11737-2019/
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ENVIRONMENTAL DECLARATIONS 

EPD 

An Environmental Product Declaration is an independently 
verified document that communicates transparent and 
comparable information about the life cycle environmental 
impact of products in a credible way. The verification and 
registration are managed by the International EPD System. 
Where the EPD is the final report, the basis of an EPD is a life 
cycle assessment. An EPD is a type III environmental 
declaration that is compliant with the ISO 14025 standard. 

https://www.environdec.com/all-about-epds0/all-about-epds  

            

OEF 

An Organization Environmental Footprint is a multi-criteria 
methodology for measuring an organization's environmental 
performance from a life cycle perspective, developed and 
proposed by the European Union. Based on a life cycle 
approach, it is a method for modelling and quantifying the 
environmental impacts of the flows of material/energy and 
the resulting emissions and waste streams associated with 
organizational activities from a supply chain perspective 
(from the extraction of raw materials, through product use, to 
final waste management). It can be the basis for a Type III 
declaration. 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/pdf/footprint/OEF%2
0Guide_final_July%202012_clean%20version.pdf  

            

PEF 

A Product Environmental Footprint is a multi-criteria 
methodology for measuring a product’s environmental 
performance from a life cycle perspective, developed and 
proposed by the European Union. Based on a life cycle 
approach, it provides a method for modelling the 
environmental impacts of the flows of material/energy and 
the resulting emissions and waste streams associated with a 
product from a supply chain perspective (from the extraction 
of raw materials, through use, to final waste management). It 
can be the basis for a Type III declaration. 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/pdf/footprint/PEF%2
0methodology%20final%20draft.pdf  

            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

https://www.environdec.com/all-about-epds0/all-about-epds
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/pdf/footprint/OEF%20Guide_final_July%202012_clean%20version.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/pdf/footprint/OEF%20Guide_final_July%202012_clean%20version.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/pdf/footprint/PEF%20methodology%20final%20draft.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/pdf/footprint/PEF%20methodology%20final%20draft.pdf
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Part C: Risk analysis & mitigation in business processes 

Authentication solutions can play a fundamental role in proving the truthfulness of sustainability claims for a 
product. Several solutions are available, and some examples are detailed below. These are intended to be examples 
of what is currently available within the garment and footwear sector and do not constitute recommendations. 

Traditionally authentication solutions have fallen into the first two categories below, and recently the third category 
has started to come into use: 

a) Off-product identifiers are supplied on a medium that is separate from the product and provided 
alongside the product at its place of origin. Examples are certificates of authenticity and audit certificates.  

b) On-product identifiers are attached to the product and provided at its place of origin. These can, 
however, be removed through physical force or chemical processes. Examples are barcodes and RFID tags.  

c) In-product authentication systems are embedded in the product. During recent years, innovative 
new technologies and approaches have resulted in methods for in-product authentication. These have their 
origin in biology, forensics, optical recognition, and IT.  

With in-product authentication systems the identifiers (tracers) are embedded into the product at its place of origin, 
or at some other specific stage of the value chain and can typically only be removed by physically destroying the 
product. Examples of such identifiers are encapsulated DNA or chemical markers for fibres and yarns, coded 
yarns, invisible weaving, or printing patterns for fabrics. 

Recently, a different method for authentication of origin—one that does not require embedding or attaching 
identifiers or markers—has been developed for some products. This method uses 'fingerprints' derived from the 
chemical composition of plants and animals which vary naturally throughout the environment and from one 
product (or physical location) to another. 

C1. Haelixa DNA tracer 

Haelixa is a company spin-off from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich). The Haelixa solution 
is a DNA tracer that uses DNA sequences, encapsulated within an inorganic matrix, that provide forensic level 
authentication. Markers containing product information are applied to the product material, providing it with a 
traceable fingerprint from producer to retail. 

The Haelixa tracer can be applied manually with hand sprayers or through an automated sprayer; it is dissolved 
into a liquid and then directly applied to the raw material at the farm or collection point. The information about 
the raw material remains inseparably linked to the final garment throughout the entire value chain. The Haelixa 
marker can be applied at the farm level or at any other point in the supply chain, thus providing flexibility. 
Unlimited numbers of different markers can be produced for each producer, manufacturer, location, collection, 
production lot, or brand. The marker is harmless for humans and the environment, GMO-free, approved as 
chemical inputs by GOTS, and is OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 compliant, yet it is also strong enough to 
withstand industrial processing.  

The Haelixa DNA tracer is detected on the textile material using a portable, forensic-grade DNA verification 
device. 

Limitations: This solution has limitations because the application of a marker only gives an ID to the material and 
can only “certify” its good state and location at the specific stage of the value chain where it is applied. Markers 
are not a method that allow for the verification of onward production processes applied to the material. 
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C2. Tailorlux fluorescent tracer 

Tailorlux IntegriTEX® is a fluorescent technology that provides an invisible, machine-readable fingerprint 
combining forensic and optical authentication. It provides pigment markers for the authentication of textile 
products made from natural, synthetic or human-made cellulose fibres. Fluorescent particles are blended with a 
viscose slurry to create enriched tracer fibres.  

These fibres can then be easily integrated at the farm, gin or spinning mills, and added as a “marking fibre”. In 
general, the tracers can be added as part of a textile finish, hidden in the sewing thread of a garment or included as 
part of polymer blending. The technology enables real-time authentication with a dedicated device that reads the 
fluorescent pigments and is relatively low cost.  

The marking pigments are resistant to mechanical, chemical and thermal influences and can be read with optical 
sensors at any time and any place.  This system has already been tested on “PIMA” and “Egyptian Cotton” and is 
used in many technical textiles to ensure “product integrity” and guarantee origin, processes, and that the product 
is not a counterfeit. 

Limitations: This solution is limited because the application of a marker only gives an ID to the material and can 
only “certify” its good state and location at the specific stage of the value chain where it is applied. Markers are 
not a method that allow for the verification of onward production processes applied to the material. 

C3. IN-CODE tracers 

IN-Code85 is a company that provides two tracing systems. The first, also called IN-Code, is the core company 
solution, consisting of edible and invisible biomarkers. Because of the edible nature of the marker, the solution is 
applied in various sectors, including food, pharmaceuticals and, of course, textiles. 

The IN-Codes can be applied quickly and easily in the field, at the farm level or at other steps in the textile process 
and can be easily identified. 

Limitations: This solution is limited because the application of a marker only gives an ID to the material and can 
only “certify” its good state and location at the specific stage of the value chain where it is applied. Markers are 
not a method that allow for the verification of onward production processes applied to the material. 

C4. Oritain isotopes-based forensic authentication of origin 

A product’s origin can be identified using 'fingerprints' derived from the chemical composition of plants and 
animals. This solution makes the addition of markers into the raw material unnecessary, as this technology makes 
use of the existing presence and concentration of natural components in a specific community or location. These 
compounds vary naturally throughout the environment because of differences in soil conditions, feed consumed 
and farm practices.  

Measuring the ratios of different stable isotopes in the material, along with considerations linked to other elements 
such as the chemical composition of soils, water and feed gives an indication of the region and place of origin. 
The trace elements of a “fingerprint” from products include essential elements such as sodium, potassium, zinc, 
iron (Na, K, Zn, Fe) plus over 35 others. The isotopes and trace elements from samples of products and materials 
are collected, tested and analysed by or on behalf of Oritain to determine their origin or other characteristics. To 

  
85 "Fashion for Good Organic Cotton Traceability Pilot Report", November 2019 (a project of Fashion for Good, the C&A 
Foundation and the Organic Cotton Accelerator, with support from Kering, C&A, PVH Corp, Zalando, BEXt360). 
Available at https://fashionforgood.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Fashion-for-Good-Organic-Cotton-Traceability-Pilot-
Report.pdf  

https://fashionforgood.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Fashion-for-Good-Organic-Cotton-Traceability-Pilot-Report.pdf
https://fashionforgood.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Fashion-for-Good-Organic-Cotton-Traceability-Pilot-Report.pdf
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verify origin, the results of the analysis of a product are matched with those from one or more sample product(s) 
whose origin in a specific place is already known.  

Limitations: This solution has two main limitations. The first is that it can only be used to verify the location of 
the origin of the raw material and its organic integrity. The second is that the method uses statistical models to 
determine a chemical fingerprint of origin and tests samples against this specification.  Due to the nature of 
chemical analysis and statistics, the models deployed by Oritain have associated error rates (false positive/false 
negative). The statistical error rate after each test is disclosed to the client with a statement by Oritain on the test’s 
fitness for purpose.  
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Chapter III: Textile BPA Report 

Implementing traceability and transparency – an in-depth look at the textile value 
chain 

This chapter seeks to support implementation of traceability and transparency systems with a focus on the textile 
value chain. To do this, it provides three types of information: (1) generic pathways for the collection and 
registration of traceability and sustainability information within processes, (2) potential traceability data points 
within textile value chains and activities, and (3) other business process information that might help to identify 
risks, and existing information that could be used to implement traceability and transparency. 

1. Generic pathways 

This is the typical path a textile value chain process will follow inside of generic traceability and transparency 
processes (these generic processes being applicable across all manufacturing sectors). The generic processes were 
covered in detail in Part I, section 5. In this section, the textile value chain processes are indicated by showing a 
“green path” through the generic traceability and transparency activity diagrams for the following generic 
traceability processes: 

Generic process 3 Process asset at traceability entry point 

Generic process 4 Implement traceability and transparency at transformation processing points 

Generic process 5 Implement traceability with a product guardian value chain partner and at the 
traceability exit point 

The entire set of activity diagrams and business process descriptions for generic traceability and transparency 
processes can be found in Part I of this report. 

Generic traceability and transparency processes 1 and 2 are not included in the above list because they cover 
processes that take place before a value chain implements traceability (i.e. deciding upon the sustainability claims 
to be made and implementing verification measures). Generic Process 6 (verify claim) is not included because the 
details vary widely depending upon the nature of the claim being made. Generic Process 7 (provide information 
to consumer) is not included because, in addition to being an optional process, this also varies widely depending 
upon the product and the communication channels companies decide to use. Generic Process 8 (provide 
sustainability claim/traceability information to post-consumption [recycling] transformation value chain partner) 
is also not included because it is a future scenario and cannot be mapped to current processes. A further explanation 
of this, and how the current recycling process has been handled, can be found below in section 3.1.4. 

2. Potential traceability data points within textile value chain processes and 
activities 

This information is shown below (section 3.2) using activity diagrams which graphicly illustrate the activities 
within a process and their sequence.  

The potential locations for two types of data collection activities (data points) are marked on top of these activity 
diagrams. 

The first type of data points are those that support both traceability and transparency and are 
taken from the generic activity diagrams. These data points are marked with green comment 
“bubbles” that show the corresponding number and name of the generic traceability activity. 
If the data is currently not available, the comment bubble is orange. We call this process 
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“overlaying” the generic traceability activity diagram on top of specific industry value chain 
activity diagrams (in this case for the textile industry). 

These diagrams should help implementors identify where in an existing value chain they could establish data points 
for either collecting existing data or implementing the collection of new data in support of traceability and 
transparency. 

Cross references have been placed at the top of each textile value chain activity diagram to the relevant “green 
path traceability activity diagram” and if you click on the cross reference when looking at an electronic version of 
this document, the cross reference will take you there. 

In textile process 8 (Figure 40 - consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling) all these ovals are orange 
because, with only a few exceptions in some individual value chains, these data are currently not available.  

The second type of data points are for tracking chain of custody only. The chain of custody 
is often traced using invoices to verify that the IDs and quantities of products sent by one 
party correspond to what is received by the next party. Invoices (electronic or on paper) are 
prepared by the sending value chain partner and processed by the receiving value chain 
partner. Points where invoices are exchanged are marked with pink ovals on the activity 
diagrams to help identify where invoice information is typically available in the value chain. 

When reading these activity diagrams, from a practical standpoint, it is recommended to do one of the following:  

Use two screens - one showing the “green-path version” of the generic traceability and transparency activity 
diagrams below (figures 21, 22 or 23) and, on the other screen, the relevant textile value chain activity diagram.  

Print out the “green-path version” of the generic traceability and transparency activity diagrams and use these 
printouts as a reference when studying the textile value chain activity diagrams on a screen. 

3. Additional business process information 

These activity diagrams and their accompanying business process descriptions (BPDs) can be found below. 
Additional business process information for identifying both risks and existing information that could be used for 
implementing traceability and transparency: This additional information is contained in the business process 
descriptions (BPDs) that describe each activity in an activity diagram. The BPDs contain more detail about the 
information exchanged or collected during each activity and each BPD ends with a list of possible risks that may 
be encountered in that process. A visual guide to these risks can also be found in Tables 12 and 13 in Part 2, 
Chapter II. 

While it is clear that each value chain is unique, this process should provide implementors with an approximate 
guide to data collection needs.  

Implementors should be able to use these textile value chain activity diagrams, which are marked with possible 
data points, to identify in their own processes where:  

• they might record traceability and transparency data;  

• needed data already exists; and  

• there are gaps that need to be filled. 

 

The above information should facilitate the development of a company’s own, unique, implementation strategies. 
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3.1. Generic traceability pathways 

 
How to read activity diagrams: Activity diagrams are a graphic representation of a story that consists of 
sequential and parallel events. The easiest way to read them is to use your finger to trace the events from 
the black dot at the beginning down to the white dot with an X at the end, following the arrows and reading 
each box along the way. The text in the boxes represents most of the story and the arrows add information 
that, if written, would consist of many words like “after”, “before”, “if yes, then”, “if not, then”, “or”, etc., 
which can be difficult to follow when used many times in a text.  

Beyond that, the only three things to remember are that  

- diamonds ask questions that can change the direction of the arrows 

- the dark bars always have multiple arrows on one side (either “in” or “out”) and those multiple 
arrows represent parallel activities 

- arrow lines made up of dashes show a flow of information. 

In some cases, it may be easier to read a diagram on a computer screen where it can be enlarged to improve 
readability. 

 
3.1.1  Generic pathway - traceability entry point processing 

The entry point for traceability (i.e. where traceability starts) can be different according to the design of the value 
chain and the capabilities of the concerned value chain partners. Some may start traceability at the farm, forest or 
polymer production level, but others may start traceability at the first transformation value chain (TVC) partner 
(i.e. spinning). 

In the next section of this chapter, the generic traceability pathway identified in green in Figure 21 (data flows at 
traceability entry point) has been overlaid onto the activity diagrams listed below, which have been identified as 
possible processes for traceability entry points. 

This includes textile process 8 (consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling). This is a post-consumer 
process; however, in almost all cases, the traceability information collected in processes 1 through 7 is lost after 
the product has been used and the consumer looks to dispose of it. At the same time, some product claims, such 
as those related to “percentage of recycled content”, require that a traceability information chain be started again 
in process 8. Thus, even though this process is at the end of a product’s life cycle, it may be the beginning of a 
second life for its fibre content and, therefore, it is included among the possible traceability entry point processes. 

Textile processes which are overlaid with the traceability and transparency activities for entry point processing 
(generic process 3) in section 3.2 of this chapter 
Textile process 1A-2 Harvest identification and transfer from farmer to preparation of fibres (natural plant fibres) 
Textile process 1B-2 Shearing or combing of animals (natural animal-based fibres) 
Textile process 1C-1 Extraction of cellulose (human-made, cellulose-based fibres) 
Textile process 1D Chemical transformation from petrochemicals or biomass into fibre (human-made synthetic 

fibres) 
Textile process 8 Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling 
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Figure 21 
Activity diagram for generic process 3 – data flows at traceability entry point 
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3.1.2  Generic pathway - Transformation processing points 

Once the traceability process is entered, data needs to be recorded during each of the different transformation 
processes that lead up to the creation of a final consumer product. The principal challenge at transformation 
processing points is to link the IDs for inputs to the new IDs for outputs. This activity is often complicated by the 
fact that outputs may incorporate multiple and/or partial inputs (such as a part of a batch). 

For the purposes of this chapter, the transformation processes generally start with the first process after the 
traceability entry points identified in the previous section (i.e., depending upon the fibre, after process 1A.2, 1B.2, 
1C.1 or 1D). Processes 1D and 8 are somewhat different because, in addition to being a traceability entry point, 
they also include substantial transformations, so both entry point processing and transformation processing points 
have been overlaid onto these processes.  

In section 3.2 of this chapter, the generic traceability pathway identified in green in Figure 22 (traceability at 
product transformation points) has been overlaid onto the following activity diagrams which have been identified 
as transformation processes. 

Textile processes which are overlaid with the traceability and transparency activities 
for transformation processing (generic process 4) in section 3.2 of this chapter 

Textile process 
1A.3 Splitting, shaving and sorting (natural plant-based fibres) 

Textile process 
1B.3 Cleaning, scouring, washing (natural animal-based fibres) 

Textile process 
1B.4 Combing or carding for straightening and final cleaning (natural animal-based fibres) 

Textile process 
1C.2 Chemical transformation from cellulose to fibre (human-made, cellulose-based fibres) 

Textile process 1D Chemical transformation from petrochemicals or biomass into fibre (human-made 
synthetic fibres) 

Textile process 2 Spinning 

Textile process 3 Finishing (dyeing, printing, bleaching, washing, other finishing) 

Textile process 4 Weaving 

Textile process 5 Garment collection development 

Textile process 6 Garment manufacturing 

Textile process 8 Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling 
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Figure 22 
Activity diagram for generic process 4: Traceability at product transformation points (diagram in two 
parts) 
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3.1.3  Generic pathway – Traceability with a product guardian value chain (PGVC) partner 

Product guardians include transporters, warehousers and retailers. 

As said earlier, the chain of custody is very often traced using invoices or, alternatively, transport documents to 
verify that the IDs and quantities of products sent by one party correspond to what is received by the next party. 
All these documents (electronic or paper) are prepared by the “sending” value chain partner who sends them to 
the “receiving” value chain partner (as well as to the transporter). The direct exchange of these documents 
between consignors (sending parties) and consignees (receiving parties) often means that no traceability 
data is recorded during transport operations and sometimes even during warehousing. 

At the same time, there are some products and/or environments where product “contamination” or fraud sometimes 
occurs during transport. In those cases, information about the identities of transporters and warehouse 
intermediaries may be included in the chain of custody data, as well as the periods of time when they had custody 
of the goods.  

The times and places where the product guardian processes for third party warehousing may be used during 
production and manufacturing vary widely from one value chain to another, so it has not been possible to indicate 
where warehousing typically takes place—the exception being the textile process 7 activity diagram for retail (both 
in store and online).  

The places where product guardian processes for transport take place are marked in the textile activity diagrams 
with a green pathway circle indicating that the reader should go to generic process 5 (i.e. by a “link”).  

This is done because generic process 5 can be considered as a separate, stand-alone value chain process, while 
generic processes 3 and 4 cover activities that are integrated within other sectoral (textile) processes. As a result, 
processes 3 and 4 are “mapped” onto the textile processes in the activity diagrams, while the implementation of 
process 5 (for transport) is just indicated by the above mentioned “links” in the textile activity diagrams. 

Generic process 5 can be referred to whenever systems planners need to identify data points for collecting 
traceability information during product guardian processes and, particularly, in the context of transport. 

 

Textile processes which are overlaid with the traceability and transparency activities for product 
guardian processing (generic process 5) in section 3.2 of this chapter 

Textile process 7 Retailing, placement of product in stores or online for sale 

 

In other processes, the link to product guardian processes is indicated in a “green 
pathway” circle that shows a link to the product guardian processes for transport as 
explained above. There are no links shown for warehousing because there is too much 
variability in its use between value chains. However, when a system planner is analysing 
a specific value chain, and they have identified warehousing activities, generic process 5 
can be used to help them identify data points.  
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Figure 23 
Activity diagram for generic process 5 – traceability in a product guardian process (diagram in three parts) 
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3.1.4  Generic pathways – Provide traceability information to transformation value chain partner for 
recycling 

At the end of the life of a traceable asset, the consumer will decide to either dispose of it, sell it or to send it to a 
third party for waste, recycling, repurposing or resale. Although this is seldom the case now, in the future some of 
the disposal options may involve onward transfer of traceability and sustainability information. This future 
scenario is reflected in the current activity diagram for generic traceability process 8 (Part 1, Figure 16) called, 
“provide sustainability claim/traceability information to transformation value chain partner for recycling”. 

Today, the vast majority of textile assets lose their links to traceability and sustainability information after being 
purchased by a consumer. As a result, post-consumer textiles, unless collected by a brand owner or a retail store, 
typically have no associated traceability information. At the same time, more and more brand owners are 
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advertising that their garments contain a certain percentage of recycled fibres in an effort to show the enhanced 
sustainability of their products. Ensuring that claims about recycled content can be verified will very often require 
that traceability be re-established—especially when recycling involves chemically transforming fabric back into 
its constituent fibres or chemicals.  

Therefore, instead of trying to overlay a process that does not yet exist onto textile process 8 for post-consumer 
processing, and to represent the current situation, the generic processes for entry point processing (generic process 
3) and for transformation processing (generic process 4) have been used. As a result, in the activity diagram for 
textile process 8:  

• the data points for entry point processing (generic process 3) reflect the re-establishment of traceability, 
after previous traceability information has been lost during the product’s sale and use. 

• the data points for transformation processing (generic process 4) reflect the transformation from “textiles 
for recycling” into either second-hand goods for resale or “new” fibre with recycled content. 

3.2 Textile value chain activities and traceability data points 

In this section you will find activity diagrams for all the textile processes shown in Figure 20 in Part II, Ch. 1, Part 
C (the textile use case diagram). Each activity diagram shows the events that take place within that process, and 
each is followed by a business process description (BPD) which provides more detail about the data exchanged 
during each event, as well as the entry and exit criteria for the process. The end of each BPD also lists the principal 
sustainability risks that occur as a result of the process.  

When considering the activity diagrams and business process descriptions presented below for the textile value 
chain, please note the following: 

• Beginning with the spinning process, the manufacturing processes for textiles are broadly the same, 
regardless of the kind of fibre being used.  

• In all the processes there are some activities which may take place in a different sequence than the 
one shown, or more than once (i.e. more often than shown) before the finished product is manufactured. 

• Many processes that include a traceability entry point also include transformation processing. Therefore, 
one activity diagram may need to have overlaid onto it activities from both generic process 3 (entry 
point processing) and generic process 4 (transformation processing points). However, to not 
overcomplicate the diagrams, this report only does this “double overlay” for textile processes 1D and 8.  

• There are multiple traders who operate in textile value chains and trade in partially processed assets. As a 
result, depending upon individual value chains, and within almost all the processes shown in this chapter, 
the traceable asset may be sold in various partially finished states. This trading in partially finished 
assets is not reflected in these process diagrams.  

Key for reading textile activity diagrams 
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Figure 24 
Process 1A.1 Growing of fibre plant – natural plant fibres [overlay = none] 
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Table 15 
Process 1A.1 business process description 
Name of process area Natural plant-based fibres  
Name of business process activity 1A.1 Growing of fibre plant 
Process participants Farmer; supplier of seeds; supplier of chemicals; transporter; inspector/certifier 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 
the process 

Crop planning 

Parallel processes None 

 
Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1A.1.1 Crops 
planned 

Farmer plans land area to 
plant and plant varieties to 
grow 

Once a 
year   

1A.1.2.1 Purchase 
contract for seeds 
signed 

Seeds are selected in 
cooperation with seed 
suppliers; annual contract 
is signed with seed 
supplier. In some 
countries, for small 
farmers, seed purchasing 
may be done by a 
cooperative on behalf of 
the farmer. Seed trade is 
strictly controlled in some 
countries by public bodies 
and/or by associations.  

Once a 
year 

Contract between seed 
supplier and farmer or 
cooperative. Seed variety 
info can be specified in 
contracts. 

In some countries an 
identification document (and a 
land property ownership or 
rental document) can be 
required to purchase specific 
types and/or amounts of seeds. 

1A.1.2.2 
Preparation of 
seeds for transport 

Seeds are packaged by the 
seed supplier and transport 
is requested 

Once a 
year 

-Information sheet about 
seed variety is included 
in the packaging 
-Transport request 

 

1A.1.2.3 Seed 
packages picked 
up by transporter 

Transporter picks up seeds 
for delivery to farmer 

Once a 
year 

Shipping documents and 
packing list sent from the 
seed supplier to the 
transporter on paper 

 

1A.1.2.4 Seeds 
received by 
farmer 

Seeds received by farmer 
and stocked in warehouse 

Once a 
year 

Shipping document and 
packing  

Seed delivery registered by 
farmer either on paper or, for 
large farmers, in a farmer ERP 

1A.1.2.5 Seed 
planting and 
growing 

Planting and growing of 
crop 

Once a 
year   

1A.1.3.1 If 
organic farming 
certification is 
requested, then 
certifier 
inspections made 

Certifier inspects and 
evaluates the farmer's 
cultivation management 
system and collects seed 
samples 

Once a 
year  

The required information 
depends upon the certification 
process  

1A.1.3.2 
Certification 
report sent to 
farmer 

Certifier sends inspection 
report to farmer 

Once a 
year Inspection report  

1A.1.3.3 
Certification 
report received by 
farmer 

Farmer receives 
certification report from 
certifier and registers it  

Once a 
year  Inspection report  
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Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1A.1.4.1 If no 
organic farming 
certification is 
needed, then order 
is sent to supplier 
of chemicals/anti-
pest treatments 

Farmer, or cooperative 
sends order to supplier of 
chemicals/anti-pest 
treatments. In some 
countries, for small 
farmers, chemical 
purchasing can be done by 
the cooperative on behalf 
of the farmer. Chemical 
suppliers are usually local 
traders that buy chemicals 
from several large 
chemical producers. 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Order sent by email or on 
paper 
 
In some country, 
chemicals must be 
approved or 
recommended by 
national authorities. 

Order registered by trader 
either on paper or in an ERP 

1A.1.4.2 Order 
received from 
farmer 

Chemical/anti-pest 
treatment supplier receives 
order from farmer 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Order received by email 
or on paper 
 

 

1A.1.4.3 
Preparation of 
chemicals/anti 
pest-treatments 
for transport  

Chemicals/anti-pest 
treatments are prepared 
and packaged for transport 
(including preparation of 
chemical safety and 
chemical registration 
documents) and transport 
is requested 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

-Chemical-safety sheets 
provided by the chemical 
producer to the farmer 
and, if requested, 
chemical registration 
documents are included 
in the packages. 
-Transport request 
 

 

1A.1.4.4 
Chemicals/ anti-
pest treatments 
picked up by 
transporter 

Transporter picks up 
chemicals/anti-pest 
treatments for delivery to 
farmer or cooperative 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Shipping documents and 
packing list sent from 
seed supplier to 
transporter on paper. 

Transport request is sent by 
chemical trader via email or 
through the transporter’s 
Internet portal  

1A.1.4.5 
Chemicals/ anti-
pest treatments 
received by 
farmer 

Chemicals/anti-pest 
treatments received by 
farmer or cooperative and 
stocked in warehouse 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Shipping document and 
packing list, chemical 
safety sheets and, if 
required, authorization 
documents 

Order registered by farmer, 
either on paper or in the ERP 

1A.1.4.6 
Chemical and 
anti-pest 
treatment 
spraying 

Crop fields are treated 
with chemicals and anti-
pest treatments according 
to specific needs. 
Treatments are repeated 
and vary according to 
parameters specific to the 
seed variety, the weather, 
the location, and the pest 
risk. These parameters 
usually change from year 
to year and vary within the 
cultivation season. 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Spraying plan for various 
crop fields 

In large farms spraying can be 
linked to GPS data for spraying 
location tracking 

1A.1.5 Weather 
conditions and 
pest risk 
evaluated 

Weather conditions and 
other factors are 
repeatedly evaluated 
during the cultivation 
season and chemical 
treatment plans are 
adapted. If additional 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

 Order info exchanged via email 
or EDI 
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Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  
chemical treatments are 
needed, then farmer 
returns to step 1A.1.4.1. 

1A.1.6 Harvesting 
planned The harvesting is planned Once a 

year   

Output and criteria to exit the 
business process Harvesting planned 

Common exceptions/problems 
Local land and climate conditions are a critical factor that can trigger differences by 
season in the same location and, most importantly, by country. There can be very 
significant differences in technology and crop yield across countries and these can 
heavily influence the processes.  

Circular economy related 
observations ------ 

Other observations, particularly 
those related to traceability 
needs for different activities 

Seed varieties and the use of chemicals are generally controlled and regulated by 
national rules that result in the need for matching of seeds and chemicals used either by 
farmer and/or by field ID. In practice, the matching can be impossible. For seeds and 
varieties, the matching can be done by region and not by individual farmer; for 
chemicals the variability in treatments across farms and fields can make matching 
impossible for any specific crop.  

 
1A.1 Growing of fibre plant – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 
A1 Insecticides, pesticides and 

fertilizer use 
- Pesticides can cause 

contamination of water, 
river systems and 
groundwater; biodiversity 
loss; long-term persistence 
in soils; poisoning of 
wildlife, pollinating insects 
and livestock; air pollution; 
persistence on lint cotton 
and cotton products, 
impacts on human health. 

 
NOTE: the GMO cotton issue 
is also addressed in the 
framework of insecticides, 
pesticides and fertilizer use. 
Indeed, most of GMO cotton is 
an insect-resistant transgenic 
crop designed to combat pests. 

Criteria: 
- Efficient use of pesticides 
- Only approved non-hazardous pesticides 

used 
- Proper pesticide and fertilizer management 

and handling 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Better Cotton Initiative (BCI), Responsible 

Brazilian Cotton program (ABRAPA), 
Cotton made in Africa (CmiA), Fairtrade 
cotton 

Organic standards and certifications 
- Fairtrade Organic; IFOAM - Organics 

International family of National Organic 
Standards; USDA National Organic Program 
(NOP); EU Council Regulation (EC) No 
834/2007; China Organic Standard 
GB/T19630 

NOTE: GOTS and Textile Exchange’s Organic 
Content Standard (OCS) do NOT directly provide 
for inspection for the organic growing of cotton. 
GOTS accepts natural fibres that are certified 
according to any standard approved by IFOAM.  
Non-GMO cotton standard and 
certifications 
- SGS NON-GMO Supply Chain Standard 

certification. 
The organic standards and certifications 
mentioned above also prohibit the use of 
GMOs 

- BCI and ABRAPA: 
Provide support to 
farmers, diagnostic 
evaluation, help plan 
for the correction of 
non-conformities and 
certification by 3rd 
parties  

- CmiA: Self-
assessment and 3rd 
party certification on 
field  

- Fairtrade cotton: 
Certification by 3rd 
party 

- IFOAM, USDA 
NOP, EC 
regulation: 
Inspections by 
accredited 
certification bodies 
that apply the 
procedures defined by 
the standards and 
legal restrictions  

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Certified 
organic 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 
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1A.1 Growing of fibre plant – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
A3 Water consumption and 

pollution 
- Water depletion 
- Water pollution 
- Water Eutrophication 

Criteria: 
- Lower use of water, prevent excess irrigation 
- Preservation of groundwater from depletion 
- Freshwater pollution prevention 
- Discharge water quality preservation 
- Nitrate leaching prevention from pesticide 

use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- AWS (International Water Stewardship) 

Standard 
- Standards and certification described above 

in row A1: (Insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizers use) also address water-related 
risks 

- Refer also to the info 
in row A1: 
“Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizers use” 

- AWS scoring 
(Core, Gold, 
Platinum) 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A4 Greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and air pollution 
 Direct GHG emissions: 
- Nitrous oxide (N2O) 

released from soils due to 
N-fertilizer and organic 
nitrogen sources 

- Emissions from 
combustion of fossil fuels 
for agricultural machinery 

Indirect GHG emissions: 
- CO2 from production, 

packaging, storage and 
transport of fertilizers, 
herbicides, fossil fuels and 
other inputs, 

- Emissions from residue 
burning 

Criteria: 
- Reduced GHG emissions through balanced 

fertilizer application, crop residue 
management, restricting pesticide application 

- Reduced use of energy  
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 

(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF) 
- Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm Tool 
Organic standards and certifications 
- Organic cultivation reduces GHG emissions 

related to the use of fertilizers. Refer to the 
organic standards and certification described 
above in row A4: “Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution”. 

- Refer also to the info 
in row A1: 
“Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizer use” 

- Certified 
Yes/No 
 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A5 Energy consumption/ 
efficiency CO2 emissions 
-  Refer to row A4: 

“Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution” 

- Refer to the info in row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air pollution” 

- Refer to the info in 
row A4: “Greenhouse 
gas emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer to the 
info the row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

A6 Soil and land degradation 
-  Soil fertility depletion 
- Soil erosion 
- Soil salinization resulting 

from evaporation of water 

Criteria: 
- Proper soil management including 

conservation tillage 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Soil and land degradation are addressed by 

the standards and certification described 
above in “Insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizers use” 

- Refer to the info in 
row A1: 
“Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizers use” 

- Certified 
Yes/No 
 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A7 Biodiversity, ecosystems 
depletion 
- Risks to biodiversity 
- Ecosystem depletion is 

mainly related to 
insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizer use 

Criteria 
- Preservation of original natural vegetation 
- Preservation of areas important for 

biodiversity 
- No use of genetically modified organisms 
- Use native biological solutions to pest 
Standards/certifications: 
- Standards and certification described above 

in row A1: “Insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizer use” also address biodiversity 

- Ecosystem-depletion-related risks  

- See specifications 
above in row A1: 
“Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizers use” row 

- Certified 
Yes/No 
 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 
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(*) Life cycle analysis (LCA) includes a set of criteria more suitable for a factory than a farm. An LCA is conducted with 
reference to a point in time, while in cotton planting and growing, conditions change from year to year. 
 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 
B1 Human rights Guidelines/codes 

- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 
Trading Initiative 

Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS that are 
mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 25 
Process 1A.2 Harvesting of fibre plant – natural plant fibres [overlay = traceability entry point processing] 
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Table 16 
Process 1A.2 business process description 
Name of process area Textile value chain  
Name of business process 
activity (use case) 1A.2 Harvesting of fibre plant  

Process participants Farmer, cooperative (optional); agent/trader; ginner/scutcher; ID provider; 
inspector/certifier 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the process Raw material is ready for harvesting by the farmer 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required 
documents Other required information  

1A.2.1 
Harvesting 

Plants are harvested using 
various methods, from hand 
picking to machine harvesting 

About yearly   

1A.2.2 If bast 
fibre86 plants are 
harvested, then 
threshing and 
retting87 are 
performed by 
farmer 

Seeds are removed from the 
rest of the plant and the bast 
fibres are separated from the 
core/stem tissues. 

Approximately 
yearly  

Retting can be performed with 
water, chemically, or using 
enzymes 

1A.2.3.1 If 
organic farming 
certification is 
needed, then 
certifier 
inspections are 
made 

Certifier inspects and 
evaluates the farmer's 
cultivation management 
system  

Approximately 
yearly  

Certifier checks if the fibre’s chain 
of custody has been kept intact, 
looking at these processes: 
- Means of transport which should 
be dedicated 
- Stockroom which should be 
dedicated 

1A.2.3.2 
Organic 
certification 
report sent to 
ginner/scutcher88 
(next actor in the 
value chain) 

Certifier sends inspection 
report to the ginner/scutcher 
who is the next actor in the 
value chain 

Approximately 
yearly 

Inspection 
report  

1A.2.3.3 
Certification 
report received 
by 
ginner/scutcher  

The ginner/scutcher receives 
and registers the organic 
certification report from 
certifier 

Approximately 
yearly 

Inspection 
report Registered in ERP 

  
86 Bast fibre is “soft woody fibre obtained from stems of dicotyledonous plants (flowering plants with net-veined leaves) and 
used for textiles and cordage.” For this definition and more information see https://www.britannica.com/technology/bast-
fiber. 
87 Retting is the “process employing the action of bacteria and moisture on plants to dissolve or rot away much of the cellular 
tissues and gummy substances surrounding bast-fibre bundles, thus facilitating separation of the fibre from the stem.” For this 
definition and more information see https://www.britannica.com/technology/retting. 
88 “Scutching is a step in the processing of cotton or the dressing of flax in preparation for spinning. The scutching process 
separates the impurities from the raw material, such as the seeds from raw cotton or the straw and woody stem from flax 
fibres.” For this definition and more information see https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/scutcher. 
Additional note: Ginning is unique to cotton and performs a similar function to scutching (of separating fibre from other plant 
parts), whereas “scutching” is used on bast fibres. 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/bast-fiber
https://www.britannica.com/technology/bast-fiber
https://www.britannica.com/technology/retting
https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/scutcher
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Activities  Description Periodicity Required 
documents Other required information  

1A.2.4 Storage 
of fibre 

The fibre is stored by farmer 
in storage units (can be large 
bags or big modules) that can 
be inspected and verified by a 
verification party if local law 
or business practices require 
the independent classification 
of storage units 

Yearly 

Identification 
document 
 
May include 
transaction 
certificate, 
farm organic 
scope 
certificate, test 
report (GMO-
free test report, 
pesticide-free 
report, quality-
parameter 
report, etc.) 

The ID is marked on the storage 
unit  
 
In some cases, the information 
included in the identification 
document are also stored by the 
farmer in a RFID-enabled device 
attached to the storage module for 
faster management by the next 
actor in the value chain 

1A.2.5 If the 
fibre is sold 
before further 
transformation 
the fibre is sold 
at an auction 

The purchaser signs a 
purchase contract with the 
farmer(s). This option is 
common in countries where 
farmers are small in scale.  
The purchaser can be a 
middleman and the contract 
may be resold to another 
purchaser. 

Yearly 

Invoice or 
transaction 
contract. 
 
A record of the 
contract can be 
sent to local 
authorities if 
required by 
local law. 
Typically, this 
is a paper 
document. 

 

1A.2.6 If the 
fibre is not sold 
before further 
transformation, 
farmer contracts 
a ginner or a 
scutcher 

Farmer contracts a ginner (if it 
is a seed fibre) or a scutcher 
(if it is a bast fibre) for 
scutching services 

Yearly 

Ginning or 
scutching 
service 
contract  

 

1A.2.7 Fibre put 
on truck for 
transport to 
ginner or 
scutcher 

In most cases the 
transportation is part of the 
ginning or scutching services 
and is carried out by the 
service provider; in other 
cases it is done by the farmer 

Yearly 

-Shipping 
documents 
-ID 
certificates, if 
required 

 

Output and criteria to exit the business 
process 

Fibre storage units have been picked up by the ginner/scutcher for 
transport to the ginner/scutcher’s facilities 

Common exceptions/problems None 

Circular economy related observations For bast fibres, seeds are recovered during the process and sold to 
farmers or other industries, such as the food industry 

Other observations, particularly those related 
to traceability needs for different activities 

Tracing back the fibres is always possible by region and type, but in 
countries where farms are small or medium sized, if the fibre comes to 
market via a cooperative, traceability back to the individual farmer/crop 
field can be lost because the fibre from different farms is mixed 
together by the cooperative. 
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1A.2 Harvesting of fibre plant – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 

methods 
Measurements 

 ENVIRONMENTAL 
A2 Hazardous chemicals and 

toxics use 
- Harvest aid chemicals, 

including defoliants and 
herbicides, help to drop 
leaves, open bolls, and 
desiccate plants, 
facilitating earlier stripper 
harvesting, higher yields 
and improved lint quality 

Criteria: 
- Efficient use of harvest aid chemicals 
- Only approved non-hazardous harvest aid 

chemicals used 
- Proper harvest aid chemicals management 

and handling 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Better Cotton Initiative (BCI), BASF e3® 

Sustainable Cotton, Responsible Brazilian 
Cotton program (ABRAPA), Cotton made 
in Africa (CmiA), Fairtrade cotton 

Organic standards and certifications 
- Fairtrade Organic, IFOAM family of 

National Organic Standards, USA USDA 
National Organic Program (NOP), EU 
Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007, 
China Organic Standard GB/T19630 

- NOTE: GOTS and Textile Exchange’s OCS 
(Organic Content Standard) do NOT directly 
provide inspection for organic growing of 
cotton. GOTS accepts natural fibres that are 
certified according to any standard approved 
by IFOAM.  

Non-GMO cotton standard and 
certifications 
- SGS NON-GMO Supply Chain Standard 

certification. 
- The organic standards and certifications 

mentioned above also prohibit the use of 
GMOs 

  

A4 Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- GHG emissions from 

harvesting methods, 
storage and transportation 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 

(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF); 
Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm Tool 

- Self-declaration, 
third party verified 
assertion 

- ISO 14064 for carbon 
footprint 
measurement 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
according to 
ISO 14040 
and ISO 
14044 

A5 Energy consumption/ 
efficiency, CO2 emissions 

- Refer to the info in row A4: “Greenhouse 
gas emissions and air pollution” 

- Refer to row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer to row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 
B1 Human rights Guidelines/codes 

- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 
Trading Initiative 

Standards/certifications: 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
B2 Labour rights - SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS that are 
mainly focused on other risks. 
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Figure 26 
Process 1A.3 Separate textile fibre from plant – natural plant fibres [overlay = traceability at product 
transformation points] 
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Table 17 
Process 1A.3 business process description 
Name of process area Textile/cotton value chain  
Name of business process 
activity  1A.3 Separate textile fibre from plant and clean it 

Process participants Ginner/scutcher; agent/trader; transporter; inspector/certifier 
Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the process Cotton bags or modules delivered to facility of ginner/scutcher 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required 
information 

1A.3.1 Receive 
and store at 
ginning or 
scutching 
facility 

The fibres are received in 
storage units (can be large bags, 
big modules or bales) and are 
stored at ginning or scutching 
facility  

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

Identification/classification 
documents, issued by a 
verification party or by the party 
contracting with the ginner (for 
seed fibres) or the scutcher (for 
bast fibres), are attached to the 
storage units 

 

1A.3.2.1 If 
organic 
certification is 
needed, 
certifier 
inspections are 
made 

If organic certification is 
needed, certifier inspects and 
evaluate the ginner's or 
scutcher’s management system 
and checks if the cotton chain of 
custody has been kept intact 

  

Certifier checks if the 
fibre chain of custody has 
been kept intact by 
looking at the below 
processes: 
- Means of transport - 
dedicated 
- Stockroom - dedicated 
- Ginning machine always 
cleaned before ginning 
organic cotton 

1A.3.2.2 
Certification 
report sent  

Certifier sends inspection report 
to ginner or scutcher  Inspection report  

1A.3.2.3 
Certification 
report received 

Ginner or scutcher receives and 
registers inspection report  Inspection report  

1A.3.3 
Ginning or 
scutching 

The ginning (for seed fibres), 
scutching and heckling (for seed 
fibres) processes are performed  

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

  

1A.3.4.1 
Collection of 
cotton waste 

Fibre waste is generated during 
the process, including cotton 
seeds and linters in the seed 
fibre (cotton) transformation 
and woody fragments in the 
bast fibres (flax, hemp) 
transformation 

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

The amount of waste is registered 
and is the property of the ginner 
or the scutcher who can sell it to 
others to be transformed into non-
textile uses  

 

1A.3.4.2 
Create 
fibre/cotton 
bales & assign 
IDs 

At the end of the ginning or 
scutching and heckling 
processes the fibres are 
compressed into bales of 
standard weight and each bale is 
assigned an ID 

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

ID of bales - where inputs came 
from are recorded in the bale ID 
document; the bale ID is inked or 
attached to the bale 
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Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required 
information 

1A.3.4.3.1 
Send bale 
samples for 
quality grading 

Two fibre samples are taken 
from each bale and are sent to 
an inspection/grading company 
or authority to determine the 
quality grade to be given to the 
fibre   

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

 Request for grading, covered by 
a contract and requested by email, 
phone call, etc. 

This may be done with 
any plant fibre, but is 
mostly done for cotton 

1A.3.4.3.2 
Determine 
quality grade 
of bale 
samples  

The inspection/grading 
company or the authority 
determines the quality grade of 
the cotton and sends the result 
back to the ginner/scutcher 

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

Report from the 
inspection/grading company or 
authority 

 

1A.3.4.3.3 
Register the 
quality grade 
in the bale ID 
document 

The ginner / scutcher registers 
the quality grade received from 
the inspection/grading company 
or the authority in the bale ID 
document 

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

Bale ID document  

1A.3.5 Fibre 
sold to spinner 
by fibre trader 

The fibre trader sells the fibre to 
the spinner, another user or 
other intermediaries and 
transport request made 

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

Transaction contract, invoice, 
transport request,   

1A.3.6 Bales 
picked up by 
transporter 

Transporter picks up the bales 
at the ginning or scutching 
factory for delivery to spinner 
or another user 

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

Shipping documents issued by the 
fibre purchaser  

1A.3.7 If 
destination is 
export, 
customs 
clearance 

Customs clearance by the 
transporter  

Multiple 
times 
during 
harvest 
season 

Customs documents/declarations, 
invoice  

Output and criteria to exit the business 
process Fibre bales picked up by transporter for delivery to spinner or another user 

Common exceptions/problems  --- 

Circular economy related observations 

The process output includes the following side products: cotton seeds and 
linters in the seed fibre (cotton) transformation; woody fragments in the 
bast fibres (flax, hemp) transformation; and other, lower value waste that is 
traditionally sold to other industries. Cotton linters can re-enter the textile 
value chain as feedstock for human-made cellulosic fibre production 
(process 1C). 

Other observations, particularly those 
related to traceability needs for different 
activities 
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1A.3 Separating textile fibre from plant – risk assessment information 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 
A4 Greenhouse gas 

emissions and air 
pollution 
 
- GHG emissions from 

production, 
packaging, storage 
and transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 

 
Main standards/certifications: 

Voluntary GHG cutting programs such as 
actions inspired by the Science Based 
Targets (SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global 
Compact, WRI, WWF), Cool Farm 
Alliance Cool Farm Tool 

- GHG accounting 
for managing risks 
and identifying 
reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate 
accounting standard 
by WBCSD and 
WRI. Self-
declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

 

- Annual GHG 
emissions (Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to SBT or 
other GHG programs: 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral: 
Yes/no 

Risks can also be 
measured in the 
framework of LCA 
analysis 

A5 Energy consumption 
 

 
Refer to the info in the row A4 “Greenhouse gas 

emissions and air pollution” 

 Refer to the info in the 
row A4 “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution”  

Refer to the info in the row 
A4 “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

A9 Solid waste 
The amount of gin waste 
depends primarily how the 
cotton is harvested and 
can be substantial. The 
risks associated to the 
waste management are 
risk of fire, risk of 
releasing the pesticides 
and other hazardous 
chemical that remain in 
the waste into the 
environment 

Criteria: 
- Proper management of waste 
- Sorting and segregation of types of waste 

into reuse and recycle (e.g. as soil 
application, lint recovery etc.) 

- Reduce emissions from fuel use 

  

 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 
B1 Human rights Guidelines/codes 

- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 
Trading Initiative 

Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS and 
RWS that are mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 27 
Process 1B.1 Raising of animals – natural animal-based fibres [overlay = none] 
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Table 18 
Process 1B.1 business process description 

Name of process area  Textile value chain 
Name of business process activity  1B.1 Raising of animals – natural animal-based fibres 
Process participants Farmer; transporter; supplier – feedstock and other farm supplies; certifier/inspector 
Input and criteria to enter/begin 
the process Annual breeding decisions taken 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1B.1.1 Planning of 
animal herd size  

Farmer plans 
animal herd size 

Once a 
year   

1B.1.2.1 Order sent to 
suppliers by farmer 

Purchasing order 
for feedstock or 
other farm 
supplies sent to 
suppliers  

Several 
times each 
year 

Order sent by email   

1B.1.2.2 Order received 
by suppliers 

Purchasing order 
of feedstock or 
other farm 
supplies received 
by suppliers. 
Certifier inspects 
and evaluates the 
farmer's 
management 
system  

Several 
times each 
year 

Order received by 
email  

1B.1.2.3 Certifier 
inspections made 

Certifier checks 
the compliance 
with the 
certification 
standard 

Once a 
year  The required information depends upon 

the certification process  

1B.1.3.1 Order confirmed 
by supplier 

Order confirmed 
to farmer by 
supplier of 
feedstock or other 
farm supplies and 
transport request 
sent to transporter 

Several 
times each 
year 

Order confirmation 
sent by email, 
transport request 

 

1B.1.3.2 Order 
confirmation received by 
farmer 

Farmer receives 
order confirmation 
from supplier of 
feedstock or other 
farm supplies 

Several 
times each 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email  

1B.1.4 Transport request 
received, and feedstock 
or other supplies picked 
up by transporter 

Transport request 
received and 
feedstock or other 
supplies picked up 
by transporter 

Several 
times each 
year 

Transport request, 
packing list, shipping 
documents 

 

     
1B.1.5 Feedstock and 
other supplies received 
by farmer 

Feedstock and 
other supplies 
received and 

Several 
times each 
year 

Packing list, shipping 
documents  
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stored in 
warehouse by 
farmer 

1B.1.6 Certification 
report delivered 

Certifier sends 
inspection report 
to farmer 

Once a 
year Inspection report  

1B.1.7.1 Raise animals Animals are raised 
on the farm 

Once a 
year   

1B.1.7.2 Veterinary and 
parasite treatment 
management 

Veterinary and 
parasite treatments 
require 
management. For 
example, 
treatments must be 
foreseen to fight 
the most common 
parasites, such as 
flies, lice and 
worms for sheep. 
Parasites are a 
major concern for 
woolgrowers 
because they 
affect the health, 
welfare and 
productivity of 
animals. 

Once a 
year 

Information regarding 
the sheep husbandry 
and animal welfare 
practices used in 
Australia can be 
declared by the 
farmer with the 
standardized National 
Wool Declaration 
method (NWD), with 
special attention to 
mulesing practices 

 

1B.1.8 Certification 
report received by farmer 

Farmer receives 
certification report 
from certifier and 
registers it  

Once a 
year Inspection report  

Output and criteria to 
exit the business process Wool bales picked up by transporter for delivery to wool trader 

Common 
exceptions/problems Grazing/herding of animals can contribute to soil erosion, deforestation, and loss of biodiversity 

Circular economy 
related observations 

Coarse greasy sheep wool, which is not usable for textile processing, is considered a special 
waste because of its high bacterial load with expensive disposal costs for sheep breeders. For this 
reason, such wool is often burned or buried, with serious consequences for the environment. 
Around 200 thousand tonnes per year of coarse wool are generated and disposed of in the EU 
alone. 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to traceability 
needs for different 
activities 

Approximately 80% of the fine Merino wool used for clothing textiles is sourced from Australia 
and sold through the Australian Wool Exchange (AWEX) which tests the wool quality and 
characteristics. Testing is performed with a grab sample from the bale and the relevant 
International Wool Textile Organization (IWTO) test certificate results are reported through 
Australia’s National Wool Declaration (NWD) programme. South Africa, another large wool 
supplier, has a similar system in place. The largest global wool traders and combers have already 
developed traceability systems that go upstream all the way to the individual farmer.  

(*) Mulesing: The removal of skin from the breech and/or tail of a sheep using mulesing shears. It is a veterinary practice that can be considered cruel to 
animals. 
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1B.1 Raising of animals – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability 

risks  
Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 

 ENVIRONMENTAL 
A1 Insecticides, pesticides 

and fertilizers use 
-  Wool production relies 

on use of pesticides to 
protect the animals 
against attack by 
ectoparasites throughout 
the growing season. This 
use of pesticides can lead 
to occurrence of residues 
in the fleece at shearing. 
The presence of pesticides 
on greasy wool may 
potentially cause 
problems at many stages 
in the wool harvesting and 
processing pipelines. 

Criteria: 
- Organic wool 
- Responsible sheep and goat breeding 
Main standards/certifications: 
- RWS, GOTS, OCS 
Organic standards and certifications at 
farm level 
- Fairtrade Organic, IFOAM family of 

National Organic Standards, USA USDA 
National Organic Program (NOP), EU 
Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007, 
China Organic Standard GB/T19630 

Organic standards and certifications 
- Fairtrade Organic, IFOAM family of 

National Organic Standards, USA USDA 
National Organic Program (NOP), EU 
Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007, 
China Organic Standard GB/T19630 

 
NOTE: GOTS and Textile Exchange’s OCS 
(Organic Content Standard) do NOT directly 
provide inspection for organic growing of cotton. 
GOTS accepts natural fibres that are certified 
according to any standard approved by IFOAM.  

IFOAM, USDA NOP, EC 
REGULATION 
- Inspections by 

accredited 
certification bodies 
that apply the 
procedures defined by 
the standards and 
legal restrictions.  

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Certified 
Organic 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A2 Hazardous chemicals and 
toxics use 
-  See above, A1: 

Insecticides, pesticides 
and fertilizers use 

- See above, A1: Insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizers use 

- See above, A1: 
Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizers use 

- See row A1 
above: 
Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizers use 

A3 Water consumption and 
pollution 
risks:  
- In the farming phase, 

animal fibre production is 
a hotspot for freshwater 
consumption and water 
stress, mostly from 
livestock drinking water 
and associated supply 
losses at the farm stage 

Criteria: 
- More efficient drinking water management 
- Preservation of groundwater from depletion 
- Freshwater pollution prevention 
Main standards/certifications: 
- AWS International Water Stewardship 

Standard 

 - AWS scoring  
- (Core, Gold, 
- Platinum) 
- Certified 

Yes/No 
- Risks can also 

be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A4 Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- Breeding of ruminants 

animals produces methane 
emissions from livestock 
digestion and manure 
storage 

Criteria: 
- Reduced GHG emissions through improving 

animal and herd efficiency. This includes 
using better feeds and feeding techniques. 

Main standards/certifications: 
- Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 

(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF) 

 - Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 
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A6 Soil and land degradation 
-  Soil erosion from 

overgrazing 
- In some regions, there is 

evidence of the long-term 
sustainability associated 
with the good 
management practices and 
that sheep grazing over 
large areas in extensive 
production systems does 
not result in a negative 
environmental impact 

Criteria: 
- Proper farm and breeding management 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Soil and land degradation are addressed by 

the standards and certification described 
above in row A1: ”Insecticides, pesticides 
and fertilizers use” 

 - Certified 
Yes/No 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A7 Biodiversity, ecosystem 
depletion 
-  Overgrazing causes 

desertification and loss of 
biodiversity through the 
loss of native plants that 
do not grow back a rate 
sustainable to a pastoral 
industry. Many native 
plants become extinct and 
introduced grasses are not 
as well suited to the 
environment as the native 
plants. Responsible 
grazing, on the other 
hand, has proven to be a 
successful management 
tool in terms of 
maintenance and 
restoration of 
biodiversity.  

Criteria 
- Managed grazing 
- Preservation of original natural vegetation 
- Preservation of areas important for 

biodiversity 
- No use of genetically modified organisms 
- Use native biological solutions to pest 
Standards/certifications: 
- Standards and certification described above 

in row A1 (Insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizers use) also address biodiversity 
ecosystems depletion related risks  

- See specifications 
above in row A1: 
“Insecticides, 
pesticides and 
fertilizers use” 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A8 Deforestation, habitat loss 
- See above “Biodiversity, 

ecosystem depletion” 

- See above “Biodiversity, ecosystem 
depletion” 

- See above 
“Biodiversity, 
ecosystem depletion” 

- See above 
“Biodiversity, 
ecosystem 
depletion” 

A10 Animal welfare 
- The risk of lacking animal 

welfare standards, 
including the ban of cruel 
farming methods ( such as 
mulesing in the case of 
wool), is a real issue in 
animal raising. 

Criteria 
- Adoption of the principles of animal welfare 

set by the World Organisation for Animal 
Health 

- Compliance with European Union Directive 
98/58/CE 

Standards/certifications: 
- Responsible wool standard (RWS), 

Responsible Mohair Standard (RMS), 
Responsible Down Standard (RDS) 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 
B1 Human rights Guidelines/codes 

- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 
Trading Initiative 

Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, RWS 
that are mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 28 
Process 1B.2 Shearing or combing of animals – natural animal-based fibres 
[overlay = traceability entry point processing] 
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Table 19 
Process 1B.2 business process description 

Name of process area  Textile value chain 
Name of business process activity  1B.2 Shearing or combing of animals – natural animal-based fibres 
Process participants Farmer; broker; transporter; trader; inspector/certifier 
Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process 

Annual breeding decisions have been taken, animals have been raised and are ready 
to be sheared or combed to obtain raw fibre 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1B.2.1 Animals are 
shorn or combed to 
obtain wool89 

Shearing or combing 
of the wool by 
professionals - 
training and 
experience being 
especially important 
in the case of 
shearing 

Once a 
year, 
sometimes 
twice  

  

1B.2.2 If wool is 
NOT suitable for 
textile processing, it 
is disposed of 

Unsuitable wool is 
disposed of. Coarse 
wool from farming 
and slaughter, which 
is not usable for 
textile processing, is 
a valueless by-
product and becomes 
a special waste with 
high disposal costs. 
This is a particularly 
notable problem for 
sheep’s wool. 

Once a 
year, 
sometimes 
twice  

  

1B.2.3 Cleaning of 
greasy raw wool is 
performed 

After shearing, the 
wool is passed to a 
skirting table where 
the dirtier parts of 
the wool and any 
that differ 
significantly from 
the rest of the wool 
are removed. 

Once a 
year, 
sometimes 
twice  

  

1B.2.4 Fibre is 
graded/classified on 
the farm 

Professional wool 
classification expert 
grades wool using 
quality parameters 
including sheep 
breed, fibre 
thickness (in 
microns), amount of 
debris still in the 
wool, and colour. It 

Once a 
year, 
sometimes 
twice  

Classing sheet 

Wool classers (wool classification 
experts) in Australia must complete a 
certificate-level course at a registered 
training organization 

  
89 “Wool” is used to refer to “animal-based fibres” throughout this document and in the accompanying activity diagram. 
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can also be classified 
as “mulesed” or 
“non-mulesed”(*) 

1B.2.5 Greasy wool is 
pressed and baled 

After being 
classified, grease 
wool is pressed into 
bales of the same 
grade of wool and 
prepared for efficient 
shipping. Transport 
request is sent to 
transporter. 

Once a 
year, 
sometimes 
twice   

-Invoice  
-In Australia, the wool 
bales sold at Australian 
Wool Exchange 
(AWEX) auctions must 
carry a certificate of 
compliance issued by 
AWEX.  
-Transport request  

Bale codes for quality and type of wool 
widely used in the Australian market 
include AAASUP, AAAM, AAM, 
MPCS, etc90.  
Bales are given an ID by the farmer and 
labels with IDs are physically attached to 
the bales. 

1B.2.6 Wool bales are 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to the broker 
warehouse 

Transport request is 
received. Wool bales 
are picked up by the 
transporter for 
delivery to the 
broker warehouse 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

-Transport request 
-Packing list 
-Shipping documents 

 

1B.2.7 Wool bales are 
received by the 
broker/agent 
warehouse 

Wool bales are 
received by the 
broker/agent and are 
stored in the 
broker’s warehouse 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

-Transport request 
-Packing list 
-Shipping documents -
Individual bale quality 
description 
report/grading 

Delivery to warehouse recorded in the 
broker ERP 

1B.2.8.1 Organic 
inspections made 

If trader requires an 
organic certification, 
certifier starts the 
process of 
verification by 
checking the farm’s 
compliance with the 
certification standard 

Once a 
year  The required information depends upon 

the certification process  

1B.2.8.2 Organic 
certification report 
sent 

Certifier sends 
organic inspection 
report to trader 

Once a 
year Inspection report  

1B.2.8.3 Organic 
certification report 
received 

Trader receives the 
organic certification 
report 

Once a 
year Inspection report  

1B.2.9.1 Wool 
samples (clips) are 
tested at an 
independent and 
accredited lab 

If requested by the 
buyer or the auction 
board, an 
independent and 
objective wool 
quality certification 
is performed 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

 National testing lab are AWTA in 
Australia and NZWTA in New Zealand 

1B.2.9.2 Quality 
certification is sent 

The lab releases 
quality certification 
to the broker after 
the test  

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Independent lab test 
report sent by email  

1B.2.9.3 Certification 
report received 

Broker receives the 
quality inspection 
results 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

Independent lab test 
report sent by email  

  
90 Definitions for these codes can be found at https://www.awex.com.au/media/1131/cop-awex-bale-description-charts.pdf. 

https://www.awex.com.au/media/1131/cop-awex-bale-description-charts.pdf
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1B.2.10 Wool bales 
sold at an auction by 
the broker to a trader 

Wool trader 
purchases wool bales 
from the broker at an 
auction and a 
transport request is 
made 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

-Invoice 
-Transaction contract 
-Transport request 

The largest purchasing channels are 
open-cry auctions; wool can also be 
purchased directly from wool growers 
(on the farm) in a private sale, on 
electronic offer boards, directly from 
wool selling brokers or from private 
merchants. 

1B.2.11 Wool bales 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to wool 
trader 

Transport request 
received and wool 
bales picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to wool 
trader 

Several 
times 
during the 
season 

-Transport request 
-Packing list 
-Shipping documents -
Individual bale quality 
description 
report/grading 
-Independent lab test 
report (if existing) 

 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Wool bales picked up by transporter for delivery to wool trader 

Common 
exceptions/problems Grazing/herding of animals can contribute to soil erosion, deforestation and loss of biodiversity 

Circular economy 
related observations 

Coarse greasy sheep wool, which is not usable for textile processing, is considered a special waste 
because of its high bacterial load and has expensive disposal costs for sheep breeders. For this 
reason, such wool is often burned or buried with serious consequences for the environment. Around 
200 thousand tonnes per year of coarse wool are generated and disposed of in the EU alone. 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

Approximately 80% of the fine Merino wool used for clothing textiles is sourced from Australia and 
sold through the Australian Wool Exchange (AWEX)which tests the wool quality and characteristics. 
Testing is performed with a grab sample from the bale and the relevant International Wool Textile 
Organization (IWTO) test certificate results are reported through Australia’s National Wool 
Declaration (NWD) programme. South Africa, another large wool supplier has a similar system in 
place. The largest global wool traders and combers have already developed traceability systems that 
go upstream all the way to the individual farmer.  

(*) Mulesing: The removal of skin from the breech and/or tail of a sheep using mulesing shears. It is a veterinary practice that can be considered cruel to 
animals. 
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1B.2 Shearing and combing of animals – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A10 

Animal welfare 
- A safe shearing of wool 

depends on professional 
shearers training and 
consideration of animal 
welfare principles to 
avoid cuts and injuries to 
the sheep 

- Use of shearers who are professionally 
trained through certified shearing and sorting 
courses 

- Self-declaration  

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, RWS 
that are mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 29 
Process 1B.3 Cleaning, scouring, washing – natural animal-based fibres [overlay = traceability at product 
transformation points] 
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Table 20 
Process 1B.3 business process description 

Name of process area  Textile value chain 

Name of business process activity  1B.3 Cleaning, scouring, washing – natural animal-based fibres 

Process participants Other service provider - scouring mill (early-stage wool processing)91 ; transporter; 
trader; customer (for grease by-product); certifier/ inspector 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process Wool bales received by trader 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1B.3.1.1 Trader 
arranges to send 
bales to scouring mill 

Trader or importer 
arranges to send the 
greasy wool bales to 
the scouring mill and 
sends a transport 
request to the 
transporter 

Several times 
each year 

-Invoice 
-Transport request 
-Purchase documents 
-Order specification 
-Test certificates  

 

1B.3.1.2 Certifier 
inspection made 

Certifier checks for 
compliance with the 
certification standard 

Once a year Request from trader for 
compliance check 

The required information 
depends upon the certification 
process  

1B.3.1.3 Certifier 
report delivered 

Certifier delivers 
inspection report to 
the scouring mill 

Once a year Inspection report  

1B.3.1.4 Inspection 
report received 

Scouring mill receives 
the inspection report Once a year Inspection report  

1B.3.2 Transporter 
picks up wool bales  

Transporter picks up 
wool bales and 
transports them to the 
scouring mill 

Several times 
each year Shipping documents  

1B.3.3 Bales 
received from trader 
and stored in 
scouring mill 
warehouse 

Scouring mill receives 
and stores bales of 
greasy wool in 
warehouse and gives 
them a new ID 

Several times 
each year Invoice 

-Delivery recorded in the 
scouring mill ERP 
-Scouring mill New ID given 
to bales 

1B.3.4 Bales opened 
and blended 

Identification of the 
blend components and 
physical blending. 
New bales, resulting 
from the blending are 
given new IDs. 

Several times 
each year 

-Invoice 
-Blend plan 
-Technical specifications 
of blended batch 

The individual bale ID which 
is linked to the farmer is lost 
(because the output contains 
inputs from more than one 
farmer bale) 

1B.3.5 Greasy wool 
cleaned  

Greasy wool is 
scoured, carbonized92 
and dried 

Several times 
each year   

1B.3.6.1 Wool grease 
recovered 

Wool grease is 
recovered from 
scouring water 

Several times 
each year 

Open contract with 
customer for wool grease  

  
91 Very often the combing mill (see next process) and the scouring mill are departments within the same company, and this 
is the process shown here. However, this is not always the case; they may also be separate companies in which case 
additional transport steps are needed between the two processes.  
92 Carbonizing: a chemical treatment applied to eliminate vegetal residues remaining in the scoured wool  
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effluent for 
transformation by 
other industries, and 
transport request is 
sent to the transporter  

1B.3.6.2 Wool 
moved to combing 
mill 

Scoured wool moved 
to the internal 
combing mill 
department 

Several times 
each year Invoice  

1B.3.7 Grease picked 
up by transporter  

Grease picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to customer 
in another industry 

Several times 
each year 

Packing list, shipping 
documents  

1B.3.8 Grease 
received by customer 

Wool grease received 
by customer 

Several times 
each year 

Packing list, shipping 
documents 
 

 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Move the material to the combing/carding department for final cleaning and straightening 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

The scouring process can have a high environmental impact: Water effluents can have a high load of 
contaminants and pollutants, and hazardous surfactants such as APEOs can be used.  

Circular economy 
related observations Wax and lanoline eliminated with scouring can become an input for other industrial processes 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

In the blending phase, reference to the individual bale ID, which is linked to the farmer, is lost due to 
the mixing of input wool materials 

 
1B.3 Cleaning, scouring, washing – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A2 

Hazardous chemicals and 
toxics use 
-  Use of hazardous solvents 

or detergents such as 
trichloroethylene or 
alkylphenol ethoxylates 
(APEOs) 

Criteria 
- Elimination of hazardous chemicals 
Main standards/certifications:  
- GOTS, OCS 

  

A3 

Water consumption and 
pollution 
Discharge of raw (greasy) wool-
scouring effluents that can 
contain 
-  pesticides (parasiticides), 

residual sheep treatment 
medicines, insecticides and 
pesticides remaining on the 
greasy wool from the 
raising of animals  

- highly concentrated organic 
material and dirt 

- detergents such as 
alkylphenol ethoxylates 
(APEOs) 

Criteria: 
- Adopt organic or responsible animal raising 
- Implement water cleaning treatment 

processes 
- Recover substances and material that can be 

recycled and or sold as a by-product 
Main standards/certifications: 
- RWS, GOTS, OCS 
- AWS International Water Stewardship 

Standard 

- For organic breeding 
of animals, IFOAM, 
USDA NOP, EC 
REGULATION 

- Inspections by 
accredited 
certification bodies 
that apply the 
procedures defined by 
the standards and 
legal restrictions. 

- AWS scoring 
(Core, Gold, 
Platinum) 

- Lab chemical 
test of water 
effluents 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 
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A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- GHG emissions from 

energy use, especially in 
scouring 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF), Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm 
Tool 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities.  

- GHG corporate 
accounting standard 
by WBCSD and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 

Energy consumption 
- The scouring process is 

energy intensive, especially 
regarding thermal energy 
use 

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
Refer also to the info in row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air pollution” 

Refer also to the info in 
row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

Refer also to the 
info in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

A9 

Solid waste 
- Disposal of the sludge 

generated by the treatment 
of the effluent can contain 
grease, dirt and the portion 
of pesticides which are 
strongly associated with 
either grease or dirt 

Criteria 
- Responsible waste management  
Main standards/certifications: 
- Environmental management system 

(ISO14001) 

  

 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 
B1 Human rights Guidelines/codes 

- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 
Trading Initiative 

Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS and 
RWS that are mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 30 
Process 1B.4 Combing or carding – natural animal-based fibres [overlay = traceability at product 
transformation points] 
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Table 21 
Process 1B.4 business process description 

Name of process area  Textile value chain 
Name of business 
process activity  1B.4 Combing or carding (straightening and final cleaning) – natural animal-based fibres 

Process participants Other service provider - combing mill (early-stage wool processing)93 ; transporter; spinner; 
certifier/inspector 

Input and criteria to 
enter/begin the process 

Wool has been scoured and the resulting greasy wool delivered to the combing mill department 
by the scouring mill department 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1B.4.1 Scoured wool 
received 

Combing mill 
department receives 
wool from scouring 
department 

Several times 
each year Invoice  

1B.4.2.1 Order sent 
to combing mill by 
spinner 

Order received Several times 
each year 

Purchase order with 
quantities and product 
technical specifications 

Order recorded in the combing 
mill ERP 

1B.4.2.2 Order 
received by combing 
mill from spinner 

Order received Several times 
each year 

Purchase order with 
quantities and product 
technical specifications 

Order recorded in the combing 
mill ERP 

1B.4.2.3 Certifier 
inspection made 

Certifier checks the 
compliance of the mill 
with the certification 
standard 

Once a year Request from scouring 
mill for compliance check 

The required information 
depends upon the certification 
process 

1B.4.3.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
combing mill to 
spinner 

Order confirmed Several times 
each year Order confirmation Order confirmation recorded 

in the combing mill ERP 

1B.4.3.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by spinner 
from combing mill 

Order confirmation 
received 

Several times 
each year Order confirmation Order confirmation recorded 

in the spinner ERP 

1B.4.4 Production 
planned for “tops” 
(combed wool 
output)  

The combing mill 
plans blending and 
top-making 
procedures to meet 
customer 
specification. A “top” 
is a strand of long, 
straightened parallel 
fibre strands created 
by combing. 

Several times 
each year Work order Work order recorded in the 

combing mill ERP 

1B.4.5 Clean wool 
carded and combed 

If destination is 
worsted spinning, then 
carding, combing and 
transformation of fibre 

Several times 
each year  

In the top-making phase, the 
wool fibre can be blended with 
other fibres 

  
93 Very often the scouring mill (see previous process) and the combing mill are departments within the same company, and 
this is the process shown here. However, this is not always the case; they may also be separate companies in which case 
additional transport steps are needed between the two processes.  
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into tops are 
performed (for other 
destinations, carding 
and combing is done 
by the spinner) 

1B.4.6.1 Wool tops 
stored in the 
warehouse 

Tops from top-making 
process are stored in 
the combing mill 
warehouse 

Several times 
each year 

Technical specifications 
of blended batch 

Batch ID given and stored in 
ERP 

1B.4.6.2 Noils94 
stored in the 
warehouse 

Noils (short fibre by-
products) from top-
making process are 
stored in the combing 
mill warehouse 

Several times 
each year   

1B.4.7 Wool tops, 
clean wool fibre or 
noils are prepared for 
delivery to spinner 

Wool is prepared for 
shipping in bales or 
packed bumps95 and 
transport request is 
sent to transporter  

Several times 
each year Invoice, transport request  

1B.4.8 Bales or 
packed bumps are 
picked up by 
transporter  

Transport request 
received. Bales or 
packed bumps are 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to spinner 

Once a year, 
sometimes twice a 
year 

Transport request, 
packing list and shipping 
documents 

Sent by email and on paper to 
transporter and spinner 

1B.4.9 Certifier 
report sent 

Certifier sends 
inspection report to 
the combing mill 

Once a year Inspection report  

1B.4.10 Certifier 
report received 

Combing mill receives 
inspection report Once a year Inspection report  

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Bales or packed bumps picked up by transporter 

Common 
exceptions/problems  

Circular economy 
related observations 

Short fibres (noils), which are eliminated in the combing process, are required for use in worsted 
wool yarn spinning technology, or they can be reused in woollen spinning, in felt making and in other 
industrial processes. 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

 

1B.4 Combing or carding – risk assessment information 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods Measurements 

 ENVIRONMENTAL 
05 Energy consumption 

- Low risk    

  
94 Noils are shorter fibres discarded in the combing process. 
95 A “bump” is a specified number of “tops”. 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS 
and RWS that are mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 31 
Process 1C.1 Extraction of cellulose – human made cellulose-based fibres (diagram in 2 parts) 
[overlay = traceability at entry point and product transformation points] 
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Table 22 
Process 1C.1 business process description  

Name of process area Textile value chain 
Name of business process activity  1C.1 Extraction of cellulose – human-made, cellulose-based fibres 

Process participants 
Forest manager; supplier of forestry supplies; transporter; biorefinery; 
certifier/inspector; supplier of chemicals/other supplies; supplier of other 
cellulose-rich supplies 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process 

Forest management planning done and implemented to ensure that sustainability 
objectives are met 

Parallel processes None 
 
Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

     

1C.1.1.1 Certifier 
inspection made 

Certifier inspects 
and evaluates the 
status of the 
management 
system for the 
forest 

Once a 
year 

Forest management 
plan 

The certifier’s evaluation of compliance 
of forest management must follow 
general principles set by international 
standards and national forest protection 
laws and norms 

1C.1.1.2 Certifier report 
delivered  

Certifier delivers 
inspection report 
to the forest 
manager 

Once a 
year Inspection report 

If the inspection results are to result in 
certification, the inspection report from 
the certifiers must show compliance with 
the standards and rules established by the 
organization that sets the standards and 
accredits the inspection company  

1C.1.1.3 Certifier report 
received 

Forest manager 
receives report 
from the certifier 

Once a 
year Inspection report  

1C.1.2.1 Order sent to 
suppliers for forestry 
supplies 

Purchase orders 
for forest supplies 
sent to suppliers 
by forest manager 

Once a 
year 

Purchase order sent 
by email or trade 
platform 

 

1C.1.2.2 Order received 
by suppliers of forestry 
supplies 

Order received Once a 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
trade platform 

 

1C.1.2.3 Order 
confirmation sent by 
suppliers to forest 
manager 

Purchase order 
confirmation sent 
to forest manager 
and transport 
request sent to 
transporter 

Once a 
year 

-Order confirmation 
sent by email or trade 
platform 
-Transport request 

 

1C.1.2.4 Order 
confirmation received by 
forest manager from 
suppliers 

Purchase order 
confirmation 
received by forest 
manager 

Once a 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
trade platform 

 

1C.1.2.5 Transporter 
picks up supplies for 
delivery to forest 
manager 

Transport request 
received and 
transporter picks 
up supplies for 
delivery to forest 
manager 

Once a 
year 

Transport request,  
shipping document 
and packing list sent 
by supplier to 
transporter on paper 
or by email 
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1C.1.2.6 Supplies 
received by forest 
manager 

Supplies received 
by forest manager 
and stored in 
warehouse(s) 

Once a 
year 

Shipping document 
and packing list sent 
by supplier to 
transporter on paper 
or by email 

Delivery registered on forest manager’s 
ERP system 

1C.1.2.7 Forestry 
activities performed by 
forest manager 

Forest manager 
performs 
silvicultural 
activities such as 
site preparation, 
thinning, 
harvesting, 
planting, pruning, 
prescribed 
burning, 
reforestation 

Ongoing 
activity 

Forest management 
plan  

1C.1.2.8.1 Biorefinery 
contacts forest manager 
to purchase supplies 

Biorefinery 
contacts forest 
manager to 
purchase wood. 
(In some cases it 
could be the forest 
manager who 
contacts the 
biorefinery to sell 
wood.) 

Once or 
multiple 
times a 
year 

Contact via emails or 
online market   

1C.1.2.8.2 Purchase 
contract agreed and 
signed by forest manager 
and biorefinery 
(dissolving-pulp 
manufacturer) 

The wood is sold 
to a biorefinery 
and a sales 
contract is signed 

Once or 
multiple 
times a 
year 

Contract signed on 
paper or digitally  

1C.1.2.9 Preparation for 
shipping 

Logistic units 
prepared by forest 
manager and 
transport request 
is sent to 
transporter 

Once or 
multiple 
times a 
year 

-Logistic unit is 
given an ID 
-Transport request 

Order specifications 

1C.1.2.10 Harvested 
wood picked up by 
transporter 

Transport request 
received and 
Harvested wood 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to 
biorefinery 

Once or 
multiple 
times a 
year 

-Invoice  
-Transport request 
shipping document 

 

1.C.1.3.1 Order sent to 
supplier 

Purchase orders 
for other 
cellulose-rich 
material sent to 
supplier by 
biorefinery  

multiple 
times a 
year 

Purchase order sent 
by email or trade 
platform 

Order recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1.C.1.3.2 Order received 
from biorefinery 

Order received by 
supplier 

multiple 
times a 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
trade platform 

Order recorded in supplier ERP 

1C.1.3.3 Order confirmed 
by supplier 

Purchase order 
confirmation sent 
to biorefinery, and 

multiple 
times a 
year 

-Order confirmation 
sent by email or trade 
platform 

Order confirmation recorded in supplier 
ERP 
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transport request 
sent to transporter 

-Transport Request 

1C.1.3.4 Order 
confirmation received 

Purchase order 
confirmation 
received by 
biorefinery 

multiple 
times a 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
trade platform 

Order confirmation recorded in 
biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.4 Biomass or 
cellulose-rich materials 
received by biorefinery 

Materials received 
from forest 
manager or other 
supplier or trader 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

-Invoice 
-Shipping documents Delivery recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.5.1 Purchase order 
sent to supplier of 
chemicals and other 
suppliers 

Biorefinery sends 
order to supplier 
of chemical and 
other suppliers 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order sent 
by email or EDI Order recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.5.2 Order received 
by suppliers 

Suppliers receive 
order from 
biorefinery 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in supplier ERP 

1C.1.6.3 Order 
confirmation sent by 
suppliers 

Supplier sends 
order 
confirmation and 
requests transport 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

-Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 
-Transport request 

Order confirmation recorded in supplier 
ERP 

1C.1.6.4 Order 
confirmation received by 
biorefinery 

Biorefinery order 
confirmation 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in 
biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.7 Chemicals and 
other supplies picked up 
by transporter 

Transport request 
received and 
chemicals and 
other supplies 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to 
biorefinery 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

-Transport request 
-Shipping documents 
-Packing list 
-Safety sheets for 
chemicals by email 
and on paper 

 

1C.1.8 Chemicals and 
other supplies delivered 
to biorefinery 

Biorefinery 
receives 
chemicals and 
other supplies, 
records receipt 
and stores them 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Packing list 
-Safety sheets for 
chemicals by email 
and on paper 

Delivery recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.9 Cellulose-rich 
biomasses prepared for 
chemical processes 

Materials need 
preparation 
processes before 
cellulose 
extraction 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Chemical processing 
plan Process recorded in Biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.10.1 When input 
material is wood or other 
ligneous material, 
prepare by chipping  

If the input 
material is wood 
or another 
ligneous matter, 
then it is prepared 
by chipping  

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in Biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.10.2 When input 
material is cotton linters, 
prepare by washing 

If the input 
material is cotton 
linters, then 
prepare it by 
washing 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in Biorefinery ERP 
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 1C.1.10.3 When input 
material is waste from 
textile sources, prepare 
by shredding, 
discolouring and 
removing contaminants 

If the input 
material is waste 
from textile 
sources, then 
prepare it by 
shredding, 
discolouring and 
removing 
contaminants 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in Biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.11 Cellulose 
“dissolving pulp” created 
via chemical processes 

Cellulose is 
chemically 
separated from 
other components 
(“wood 
digestion”), to 
create cellulose 
pulp (otherwise 
known as 
“dissolving pulp”) 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.12.1 Dissolving 
pulp is bleached and 
pressed 

Dissolving pulp is 
bleached and 
pressed into sheets 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.12.2 By-products 
produced  

The biorefinery 
chemical process 
generates a range 
of by-products 
with economic 
value in addition 
to dissolving pulp, 
such as fuels, 
solvents and other 
chemicals, oils 
etc.  

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Storage in warehouse recorded in 
biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.13 Dissolving-pulp 
(cellulose) sheets and 
other by-products stored 
in biorefinery warehouse  

Dissolving-pulp 
sheets stored in 
bales and with 
other by-products 
in the 
biorefinery’s 
warehouse 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Storage in warehouse recorded in 
biorefinery ERP 

1C.1.14 Certifier 
inspection made 

If required, 
certifier inspects 
and evaluates the 
status of the chain 
of custody  

Once per 
Year 

Transaction 
certificate 

Verification of the chain of custody 
according to the certification 
protocol  

1C.1.15 Certifier report 
delivered 

Certifier delivers 
inspection report 
to the biorefinery 

Once per 
Year   

1C.1.16 Inspection report 
received 

Biorefinery 
receives the report 

Once per 
Year Inspection report  

Output and criteria to 
exit the business process 

Human-made cellulose fibre pulp sheets and by-products are stored in the warehouse of the 
biorefinery  

Common 
exceptions/problems  
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Circular economy 
related observations 

Latest technology and market developments have transformed the dissolving-pulp manufacturing 
business into a more encompassing biorefinery business that accepts as inputs a range of products 
which are increasingly made of waste from many sectors—from agriculture to post-industrial to 
post-consumption. In addition, besides dissolving pulp, the biorefinery process generates a range 
of other products with economic value in sectors other than textiles, such as fuels, solvents and 
other chemicals, oils etc. 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to traceability 
needs for different 
activities 

Traceability of biorefinery inputs is well established for wood products and cotton linters. On the 
other hand, it is much more problematic for other waste flows that enter as input into the 
biorefinery process. 

 
1C.1 Extraction of cellulose – risk assessment information 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A1 

Insecticides, pesticides and 
fertilizers use 
- Chemicals used in pest 

control and in fertilization, 
can pollute the water 

Criteria: 
- Use integrated pest management and 

silviculture systems which avoid or aim at 
eliminating the use of chemical pesticides 

Main standards/certifications: 
- Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) and the 

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification (PEFC) 

-  Third party 
verification of 
compliance with 
standard principles  

- Third party 
verification of 
transaction 
certificates and chain 
of custody 

 

A2 

Hazardous chemicals and 
toxics use 
- Chlorine and compounds 

of chlorine are used in 
conventional bleaching of 
wood pulp, especially 
chemical pulps produced 
by the kraft process or 
sulphite process, which 
produces and releases large 
amounts of chlorinated 
organic compounds, 
including chlorinated 
dioxins into the 
environment. 

Criteria 
- Use of chlorine-free processes 
Standards/certifications: 
- Totally chlorine free (TCF) 
- Processed chlorine free (PCF) 

- Lab chemical tests -  
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A3 

Water consumption and 
pollution 
- Chemicals used in pest 

control and fertilization, as 
well as soil erosion and 
organic matter from 
debarking and transport 
degrade water quality. 

- deforestation changes 
hydrological patterns 

- Emissions released in 
water can contain oxygen-
consuming organic 
substances (AOX chlorate) 
which have toxic effects in 
the aquatic environment 
and can also contain dioxin 
emissions which are 
classified as persistent 
organic pollutants. 

- Pulp mills have significant 
emissions to air and water, 
mainly due to the 
chemicals used in 
processing, but also related 
to the organic compounds 
in the wood. 

Criteria: 
- implement water cleaning treatment 

processes 
 
Main standards/certifications: 
- AWS International Water Stewardship 

Standard 

- Lab chemical tests 

- AWS scoring 
(Core, Gold, 
Platinum) 

- Lab chemical 
test of water 
effluents 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- Forests store carbon 

dioxide and help control 
climate change; 
deforestation generated by 
unresponsible forest 
management decreases this 
capacity.  

- Volatile organic 
compounds are emitted to 
the atmosphere from wood 
chips stored outdoors 

- Pulp mills have significant 
emissions to air and water, 
mainly due to the 
chemicals used in 
processing, but also related 
to the organic compounds 
in the wood. Nitrogen 
oxides (NOx) sulphur 
oxides (SOx) and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) are all 
emitted during pulp and 
paper manufacturing. 

Criteria: 
- Responsible forest management 
- Limit releases into air and water 
Main standards/certifications: 
- FSC, PEFC  

 
Risks can also be 
measured in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
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A7 

Biodiversity, ecosystems 
depletion 
 - Negative impact of wood 

sourcing on ecosystems 
and biodiversity 

Criteria: 
- Protect rare and threatened species and their 

habitats in the forest through conservation 
zones, protection areas, and/or (where 
necessary) other direct measures for their 
survival and viability 

- Identify and protect representative sample 
areas of native forest ecosystems and/or 
restore them to more natural conditions 

- Maintain the continued existence of naturally 
occurring forest native species and genotypes 
and prevent losses of biological diversity 

- Protect or restore natural water courses, 
water bodies, riparian zones and avoid 
negative impacts on water quality and 
quantity within the forest 

Main standards/certifications: 
- FSC, PEFC 

- Third party 
verification of 
compliance with 
standard principles  

- Third party 
verification of 
transaction 
certificates and chain 
of custody 

Risks can also be 
measured in the 
framework of LCA 
analysis 

A8 

Deforestation, habitat loss 
- Negative impact of wood 

sourcing on the forest 
environment 

- Violation of Indigenous 
peoples’ rights 

Criteria: 
- Maintain, conserve and/or restore forest 

ecosystem services and environmental values 
of the forest and avoid, repair or mitigate 
negative environmental impacts 

- Recognize the legal and customary rights of 
Indigenous peoples to maintain control over 
management activities within or related to 
the forests to the extent necessary to protect 
their rights, resources, lands and territories  

- Recognize the rights, customs and culture of 
Indigenous peoples 

- Recognize sites which are of special cultural, 
ecological, economic, religious or spiritual 
significance and for which these Indigenous 
peoples hold legal or customary rights, and 
protection shall be agreed through 
engagement with these Indigenous peoples 

- Protect and utilize Indigenous peoples’ 
traditional knowledge and compensate for the 
utilization of such knowledge and intellectual 
property 

- Identify the local communities that exist 
within the forest and those that are affected 
by forests management activities 

- Identify the customary rights of tenure, 
access to, and use of forest resources and 
ecosystem services of local communities 

Main standards/certifications: 
- FSC, PEFC 

 

Risks can also be 
measured in the 
framework of LCA 
analysis 

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 
Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 

B2 Labour rights 

- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 
Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

 
 
 
Figure 32 
Process 1C.2 Transformation from cellulose to fibre– human-made cellulose-based fibres (diagram in 2 
parts) [overlay = traceability at product transformation points] 
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Table 23 
Process 1C.2 business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain 

Name of business process activity  1C.2 Chemical transformation from cellulose to fibre - human-
made, cellulose-based fibres 

Process participants Human-made cellulose (MMC) fibre manufacturer; chemical supplier; transporter; 
customer (spinner, weaver or trader); biorefinery 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 
the process Cellulose materials received and processed by biorefinery 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1C.2.1.1.1 Order sent 
by manufacturer 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer sends 
an order to 
biorefinery  

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI 

Order recorded in MMC fibre manufacturer 
ERP 

1C.2.1.1.2 Order 
received by 
biorefinery 

Biorefinery receives 
order from MMC 
fibre manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in biorefinery ERP 

1C.2.1.2.1 Order 
confirmation sent to 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Biorefinery sends 
an order 
confirmation to 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in biorefinery 
ERP 

1C.2.1.2.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by MMC 
fibre manufacturer 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer 
receives order 
confirmation 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.1.3 Cellulose 
dissolving-pulp 
sheets prepared for 
shipping 

Cellulose dissolving 
pulp sheets are 
prepared in logistic 
units for shipping 
and transport 
request is sent 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

-Invoice 
-Packing list 
-Transport request 

 

1C.2.1.4 Bales of 
dissolving-pulp 
(cellulose) sheets are 
picked up by 
transporter 

Transport request 
received and 
dissolving-pulp 
(cellulose) sheet 
bales picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to MMC 
fibre manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Transport request,  
shipping documents, 
packing list, safety 
sheets for chemicals, 
sent by email and on 
paper 
 

 

1C.2.1.5 Dissolving-
pulp (cellulose) 
sheets received by 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Dissolving-pulp 
(cellulose) sheet 
bales received by 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Invoice,  
shipping documents,  
packing list,  
safety sheets for 
chemicals -  
sent by email and on 
paper 

Storage in warehouse recorded in MMC 
fibre manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.2.1.1 Order sent MMC fibre 
manufacturer sends 

Several 
times 

Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI 

Order recorded in MMC fibre manufacturer 
ERP 
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an order to chemical 
supplier 

during the 
year 

1C.2.2.1.2 Order 
received 

Chemical supplier 
receives order from 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in chemical supplier’s ERP 

1C.2.2.2.1 Order 
confirmation sent 

Chemical supplier 
sends an order 
confirmation to 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in chemical 
supplier’s ERP 

1C.2.2.2.2 Order 
confirmation 
received 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer 
receives order 
confirmation 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.2.3 Order 
prepared 

Chemical supplies 
are prepared in 
logistic units for 
shipping and 
transport request is 
sent 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

-Packing list 
-Transport request  

1C.2.2.4 Chemical 
supplies picked up 

Transport request 
received and 
chemical supplies 
units picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to MMC 
fibre manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Transport request,  
Shipping documents, 
packing list, safety 
sheets for chemicals, 
sent by email and on 
paper 
 

 

1C.2.2.5 Chemical 
supplies received 

Chemical supplies 
units received by 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, safety 
sheets for chemicals, 
sent by email and on 
paper 

Storage in warehouse recorded in MMC 
fibre manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.3 Cellulose 
dissolving-pulp 
preliminary 
treatments performed 

Steeping with 
sodium hydroxide, 
pressing, shredding 
and ageing 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Chemical processing 
plan 

Process recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.4 Cellulose 
dissolving-pulp 
transformed to 
viscose solution 

Cellulose 
dissolving-pulp 
transformed into 
viscose cellulose 
solution using 
carbon sulphide or 
other solvent  

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.5.1 MMC fibre 
filament is extruded 
from viscose solution 

The viscose solution 
is mixed with 
additives, including 
dyestuff if 
requested, then is 
pressed through a 
spinneret creating 
multiple single 
filaments (a “tow”) 
that are further 
stretched 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.5.2 Chemical 
solvents recovered 

If the process is a 
closed loop the 

Several 
times  Process recorded in MMC fibre 

manufacturer’s ERP 
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solvents are 
recovered and sent 
back to 1C.2.6 

during the 
year 

1C.2.5.3 Chemical 
solvents disposed of 

If the process is 
NOT closed loop 
the solvents are 
disposed of 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.6 MMC fibre 
filament cut into 
staple fibres 

If MMC filaments 
are to be sold as 
staple fibres, the 
filament is cut into 
short staple fibre – 
otherwise it is sold 
as “filament fibre” 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Process recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.7 MMC fibre 
packed and stored in 
warehouse 

Manufacturer packs 
the fibres in bales 
(if cut staple) or in 
bobbins (if 
filament)  

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

 Storage recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.8.1 Order sent 
by customer 

Customer can be a 
spinner (for staple 
fibre), a weaver (for 
filament fibre), a 
trader 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in customer ERP 

1C.2.8.2 Order 
received by MMC 
fibre manufacturer 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer 
receives order from 
customer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.9.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer sends   
order confirmation 
to customer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in MMC fibre 
manufacturer’s ERP 

1C.2.9.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by customer  

Customer receives 
order confirmation 
from MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in customer’s 
ERP 

1C.2.10 Preparation 
for shipping 

Logistic units 
prepared and 
checked against 
order. Transport 
request sent to 
transporter 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Logistic unit given an 
ID 
Invoice, Transport 
request 

Order specifications 

1C.2.11 Fibres 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery 

Transporter receives 
transport request 
and picks up the 
prepared logistic 
units of fibre 
 

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Transport request, 
shipping documents, 
packing list –  
sent by email and on 
paper 

 

1C.2.12 Certifier 
inspection made 

Certifier inspects 
and evaluates the 
status of the custody 
chain 

Once per 
Year Transaction certificate 

Verification of the chain of custody 
according to the certification 
protocol 

1C.2.13 Certifier 
report delivered 

Certifier delivers 
inspection report to 
the MMC fibre 
manufacturer 

Once per 
Year   
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1C.2.14 Inspection 
report received 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer 
receives report from 
certifier 

Once per 
Year Inspection report  

1C.2.15 Fibres 
received by customer 

Customer receives 
fibre: 
-If staple fibre sent 
to spinner (go to 
spinning process 2)  
-If filament sent to 
weaver (go to 
weaving process 3)  

Several 
times 
during the 
year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, sent by 
email and on paper 

 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Fibres picked up by transporter for delivery for delivery to customer 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

Traditional MMC fibre manufacturing processes use aggressive solvents in the pulp-dissolving and 
viscose-making process that can have high environmental impact if released in the environment. 
Workers’ safety is also a great concern. Workers may be exposed to toxic products from chemicals 
that are used in MMC fibre production and to work accidents derived from explosions or leakages in 
chemical storage areas. 

Circular economy 
related observations  

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

 

 
1C.2 Transformation from cellulose to fibre – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A2 

Hazardous chemicals and 
toxics use 
- The traditional viscose 

process uses hazardous 
chemicals such as carbon 
disulphide (CS2) and 
sodium hydroxide solution 
(NaOH) (this risk is not 
relevant to the production 
of Lyocell) 

- Emissions to air in 
cellulose pulp production 
contain hazardous 
substances such as sulphur 
dioxide, nitrogen oxides, 
dust and carbon monoxide. 

- Volatile organic 
compounds are emitted to 
the atmosphere from wood 
chips stored outdoors 

Criteria 
- Substitute hazardous chemicals (as is done 

for Lyocell production, which is free from 
this risk) 

- Adopt closed-loop processes that prevent the 
release of hazardous chemicals into the 
environment  

Standards/certifications: 
- ZDHC Man-Made Cellulosic Guidelines 

- Lab chemical tests 

- Rate of 
recovery of 
hazardous 
chemicals 
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A3 

Water consumption and 
pollution 
- The viscose process 

produces large volumes of 
wastewater 

- Emissions to water can 
include oxygen-consuming 
organic substances from 
zinc sulphate used in 
standard viscose and modal 
fibres production. If 
bleaching is applied to 
fibres, effluents may 
contain AOX and 
chlorates, which have toxic 
effects in the aquatic 
environment, and dioxins 
which are persistent 
organic pollutants 

Criteria: 
- Implement water-cleaning treatment 

processes 
Main standards/certifications: 
- AWS International Water Stewardship 

Standard 
- ZDHC Man-Made Cellulosic Guidelines 

 

- AWS scoring 
(Core, Gold, 
Platinum) 

- Lab chemical 
test of water 
effluents 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 
(*) 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- Emissions to air during 

production consist of 
sulphur compounds such as 
carbon disulphide and 
hydrogen sulphide (this 
risk is not relevant to the 
production of Lyocell) 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, United Nations 
Global Compact, WRI, WWF), Cool Farm 
Alliance Cool Farm Tool 

- ZDHC Man-Made Cellulosic Guidelines 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 

Energy consumption 
- Human-made cellulosic 

fibres production is an 
energy-intensive process. 
Energy from non-
renewable sources 
contributes to CO2 
emissions and climate 
change 

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
Refer also to the info in row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air pollution” 

Refer also to the info in 
row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

Refer also to the 
info in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

 
 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 33 
Process 1D Transformation of petrochemicals into fibre—human-made synthetic fibres (diagram in 2 
parts) [overlay = traceability at entry point and product transformation point processing] 
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Table 24 
Process 1D business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain 

Name of business process activity  1D Transformation from petrochemicals or biomass into MMS fibre 
(human-made synthetic fibres) 

Process participants Supplier - feedstock; manufacturer – polymer; transporter; manufacturer - MMS 
fibres; customer (spinner, weaver or trader) 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process Chemical feedstock received by polymer manufacturer 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

1D.1 Polymers 
production planned 

Polymer 
manufacturer 
plans volumes and 
types of polymers 
to be produced 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Production plan  

1D.2.1 Feedstock 
purchase order sent by 
polymer manufacturer 

Feedstock order 
sent by polymer 
manufacturer to 
supplier. 
Feedstock can be 
from fossil 
sources 
(petrochemicals 
from oil cracking) 
or from biomasses 
(biobased) such as 
starch, plant oils 
or sugar 
(saccharose) 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Purchase order sent 
by email or EDI 

Order recorded in polymers manufacturer 
ERP 

1D.2.2 Feedstock 
purchase order received 
by chemical feedstock 
supplier 

Feedstock 
purchase order 
received by 
chemical 
feedstock supplier 
from polymer 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in feedstock supplier ERP 

1D.2.3 Feedstock order 
confirmed by chemical 
feedstock supplier 

Feedstock order 
confirmed by 
chemical 
feedstock supplier 
and transport 
request sent to 
transporter 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in feedstock 
supplier ERP 

1D.2.4 Feedstock order 
confirmation received by 
polymer manufacturer 

1D.2.4 Feedstock 
order 
confirmation 
received by 
polymer 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Invoice,  
order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in polymers 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.3 Transporter picks 
up feedstock 

Transporter 
receives transport 
request and picks 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, sent by 
email and on paper 
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up feedstock from 
chemical 
feedstock supplier 
for delivery to 
polymer 
manufacturer 

1D.4 Feedstock received 
from supplier by polymer 
manufacturer 

Materials received 
from supplier and 
stored in 
feedstock 
warehouse 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, sent by 
email and on paper 

Delivery recorded in polymer 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.5 Polymerization 

Polymerization 
done by 
manufacturer. 
This is a process 
in which 
monomers, (the 
feedstock 
purchased by the 
polymer 
manufacturer) are 
combined and 
bonded through an 
energy intensive 
chemical process 
to produce a very 
large chain-like 
molecule called a 
polymer. 

Continuous 
process  Process recorded in polymer 

manufacturer ERP 

1D.6 Polymers extruded 
into cables and cut 

After 
polymerization, 
the polymer is 
extruded into 
cables, dried and 
cut into chips or 
granules 

Several 
times during 
the year 

 Process recorded in polymer 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.7 Polymers packed 
and stored in warehouse 

Polymers are 
stored as chips or 
granules in bins in 
a warehouse 

Several 
times during 
the year 

 Storage recorded in polymer 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.8.1 Order sent by 
MMS fibres 
manufacturer 

MMS fibres 
manufacturer 
sends a purchase 
order to polymer 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Purchase order sent 
by email or EDI 

Order recorded in MMS fibres 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.8.2 Order received by 
polymer manufacturer 

MMC fibre 
manufacturer 
receives order 
from MMS fibres 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in polymers manufacturer 
ERP 

1D.9.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
polymer manufacturer 

Polymer 
manufacturer 
sends order 
confirmation to 
MMS fibres 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in MMS 
fibres manufacturer ERP 
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1D.9.2 Order 
confirmation received by 
MMS fibres 
manufacturer 

MMS fibres 
manufacturer 
receives order 
confirmation from 
polymer 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in MMS 
fibres manufacturer ERP 

1D.10 Preparation for 
shipping 

Logistic units 
prepared by 
polymer 
manufacturer and 
checked against 
order. Transport 
request is sent to 
transporter 

Several 
times during 
the year 

-Invoice 
-Logistic unit given 
an ID 

Order specifications 

1D.11 Polymer chips 
picked up by transporter 

Transport request 
received and 
Polymers picked 
up by transporter 
for delivery to 
MMS fibres 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, sent by 
email and on paper 

 

1D.12 Polymers received 
by MMS fibres 
manufacturer   

Polymers received 
by MMS fibres 
manufacturer   

Several 
times during 
the year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, sent by 
email and on paper 

Storage in warehouse recorded in MMS 
fibre manufacturer ERP 

1D.13 Polymer Melting Polymer chips are 
melted 

Several 
times during 
the year 

 Process recorded in MMS fibre 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.14 MMS fibre 
filament extruded 
through a spinneret 

Melted polymer is 
mixed with 
additives, 
including 
dyestuff, if 
requested; then it 
is pressed through 
a spinneret, 
creating many 
single filaments 
(in a tow) that are 
further stretched 

Several 
times during 
the year 

 Process recorded in MMS fibre 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.15 MMS fibre 
filament cut into staple 
fibres 

If MMS filaments 
are to be finished 
as staple fibre the 
filament is cut 
into short staples; 
otherwise it is left 
as a continuous 
filament 

Several 
times during 
the year 

 Process recorded in MMS fibre 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.16 MMS fibre packed 
and stored in warehouse 

Filament is stored 
on bobbins; the 
staple fibre is 
pressed into bales  

Several 
times during 
the year 

 Storage recorded in MMS fibre 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.17.1 Order sent by 
customer 

Customer can be a 
spinner (for staple 
fibre), a weaver 
(for filament 
fibre), a trader 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in customer ERP 
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1D.17.2 Order received 
by MMS fibre 
manufacturer 

MMS fibre 
manufacturer 
receives order 
from customer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in MMS fibre 
manufacturer ERP 

1D.18.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
MMS fibre manufacturer 

MMS fibre 
manufacturer 
sends order 
confirmation to 
customer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in MMS 
fibre manufacturer ERP 

1D.18.2 Order 
confirmation received by 
customer 

Customer receives 
order 
confirmation from 
MMS fibre 
manufacturer 

Several 
times during 
the year 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in customer 
ERP 

1D.19 Preparation for 
shipping 

Logistic units 
prepared and 
checked against 
order. Transport 
request is sent to 
transporter 

Several 
times during 
the year 

-Invoice  
-Logistic unit given 
an ID 

Order specifications 

1D.20 Fibres picked up 
by transporter for 
delivery 

Transport request 
is received, and 
the logistics units 
are picked up by 
the transporter. If 
the goods are a 
staple fibre, they 
are transported to 
a spinner (go to 
spinning process).  
If the goods are 
filament they are 
transported to a 
weaver (go to 
weaving process).  

Several 
times during 
the year 

Shipping documents, 
packing list, sent by 
email and on paper 

 

Output and criteria to 
exit the business process Fibres picked up by transporter for delivery 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

Some of the feedstock, if released by accident into the environment, can have a negative 
environmental impact. 
Leakage can occur during storage and transportation of polymer chips and granules that 
eventually leads to the release of microplastics in the environment. 

Circular economy 
related observations 

Feedstock from fossil origins is non-renewable and contributes to the net release of GHGs into 
the atmosphere. 
The process is energy intensive; the use of energy from non-fossil, renewable sources can greatly 
contribute to the decarbonization of the supply chain.  

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to traceability 
needs for different 
activities 

Traceability of the materials source can be implemented using a bio-based vs. fossil-based carbon 
content test. 
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1D Transformation from petrochemicals or biomass into fibre – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- Use of fossil fuel or energy 

from fossil fuel 
- Use of non-renewable 

fossil materials   

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Use of bio-based materials 
 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF), Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm 
Tool 

- ASTM international standards 
- OK biobased certification (Vincotte, TUV 

Austria) 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 

Energy consumption 
- Synthetic fibres production 

is an energy intensive 
process. Energy from non-
renewable sources 
contributes to CO2 
emissions and climate 

- change. 

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
Refer also to the info in row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air pollution” 

Refer also to the info in 
row A4: “Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

Refer also to the 
info in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

A7 

Biodiversity, ecosystems 
depletion 
- Damage to marine 

ecosystems from 
microplastics 

Criteria: 
- Reduce release of microplastics from 

operations 
Main standards/certifications: 
- No standards yet 

  

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 34 
Process 2 Spinning (diagram in 2 parts [overlay = traceability at product transformation points] 
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Table 25 
Process 2 business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain 

Name of business process activity  02 Spinning 

Process participants Spinner; dyer/bleacher/washer; weaver; transporter 
Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process Fibre delivered to spinner 

Parallel processes None 
     
     

Activities  Description  Periodicity 
Required 
documents Other required information  

2.1 Fibre bales 
received and stored 
by spinner 

Fibre bales are received 
and stored and given a 
new ID (an internal 
bale lot number) by 
spinner for further 
testing and 
transformation 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Invoice  
-Shipping documents 

Origin and a new bale lot number are 
stored in the spinner’s ERP 

2.2 Fibre bales lab 
test performed 

Fibre quality is tested 
in the spinner’s lab and 
results are registered 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal lab testing 
document  

Info from testing lab added to the bale lot 
number in the spinner’s ERP 

2.3 Fibre dyeing plan 

If fibre is dyed in mass, 
spinner forecasts and 
plans the coloured fibre 
needs by colour for the 
season   

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Production planning 
document  

2.4.1 Order sent to 
dyer 

Spinner sends 
contract/service order 
to the dyer with request 
for delivery date 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from spinner 
to dyer can be 
sent/received by 
email or in some 
case through EDI 

Info about order added in the spinner’s 
ERP 

2.4.2 Order received 
by dyer  

The dyer receives order 
from spinner with 
requested delivery date 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from spinner 
to dyer can be 
sent/received by 
email or in some 
case through EDI 
 
 

 

2.5.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
dyer 

The dyer confirms 
order and delivery date 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
from dyer to spinner 
can be sent by email 
or in some case 
through EDI 
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2.5.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by spinner 

Spinner prepares fibre 
bales to be sent to dyer 
and sends transport 
request to transporter 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
can be received by 
email or in some 
case through EDI 
 
Transport request 
can be sent by email 
or through dedicated 
portal 

 

2.6 Fibre bales 
picked up by 
transporter 

Bales picked up by 
transporter at spinning 
mill and delivered to 
dyer for process 3 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Invoice  
-Shipping document 
and packing list sent 
from spinner to 
transporter on paper 
and to dyer by email 

 

Fibre bales go to process 3 (finishing) between activities 2.6 and 2.7. Finishing includes dyeing, printing, bleaching, 
washing and other finishing. 

2.7 Coloured fibre 
bales received by 
spinner, stocked in 
raw materials 
warehouse  

After process 5, 
transporter delivers 
coloured fibre bales 
from the dyer to the 
spinner who stores the 
bales in the raw 
materials warehouse  

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Invoice, shipping 
document and 
packing list received 
on paper by 
transporter and by 
email from dyer 

Delivery to warehouse recorded in the 
ERP 

2.8.1 Weaver sends 
order to spinner for 
make-to-order yarn 

If production model is 
make to order, order is 
sent by weaver to 
spinner with yarn 
specifications 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from weaver 
to spinner including 
yarn specifications 
which can be 
sent/received by 
email or in some 
cases through EDI 

 

2.8.2 Spinner 
receives order from 
weaver to make yarn 

If the production model 
is made to order, the 
spinner receives an 
order from the weaver 
that triggers the 
production of yarn 
according to the 
specifications sent 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from weaver 
to spinner can be 
sent/received by 
email or in some 
case through EDI 

Info about order, including yarn 
specifications, added in the ERP of 
spinner 

2.9 Make-to-order 
order confirmed to 
weaver 

If materials are 
available, spinner 
confirms order to 
weaver with planned 
delivery date  

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
from spinner to 
weaver can be 
sent/received by 
email or in some 
case through EDI 

 

2.10 Production 
forecast/plan for 
make to stock 

If production model is 
“make to stock” (i.e. 
not make to order), 
spinner plans 
production for the 
season or for the month 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal production 
planning document  
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2.11 Work orders 
created 

Spinner creates and 
distributes work orders 
to the production 
department for both 
make-to-order and 
make-to-stock 
production 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work orders, on 
paper 

Work orders (with lot codes for inputs) 
added to the spinner’s ERP 

2.12 Fibre blended 

Different qualities or 
colours of fibre are 
blended by spinner to 
reach the required yarn 
specifications 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work orders, on 
paper 

Info with bale lot number of blend 
component(s) recorded and linked to lot 
code for the output in the ERP 

2.13 Manufacturing 
processes 
preliminary to 
spinning 

Fibre goes through 
various processes in 
preparation to be 
transformed into yarn 
that meets the required 
specifications. This can 
include carding, 
drawing, combing, 
roving. 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work orders, on 
paper All steps are recorded in the ERP 

2.14 Quality 
inspection  

At the appropriate 
production steps the 
quality of yarn rovings 
is checked. A roving is 
a long and narrow 
bundle of fibre. 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Inspection clearance 
document 

Defect and reworking recorded in the 
ERP 

2.15 Defective 
rovings disposed of 

If roving is defective 
and defects are not 
recoverable, the roving 
is disposed of; if the 
defects are recoverable 
then process 2.13 is 
redone. 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal quality 
check document Disposal recorded in the ERP 

2.16 Spinning Spinning of single yarn 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work orders, on 
paper All steps are recorded in the ERP 

2.17 Yarn doubling/ 
twisting/ finishing & 
new ID given 

If order is for plied 
yarn, single yarns are 
doubled and twisted to 
reduce unevenness and 
increase yarn strength. 
Yarn can be finished 
with steaming and/or 
gassing. A new ID is 
given to the output. 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work orders, on 
paper 

A new ID code is created for the 
doubled/twisted yarn manufacturing 
batch, which is linked to the lot codes for 
the input single yarn as well as any 
finishing processes   

2.18.1 Order sent to 
dyer or finisher 

If yarn is to be mass 
dyed and grey yarn 
needs to be coloured, 
the spinner sends a 
service order to 
dyer/finisher 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from spinner 
to dyer including 
yarn specifications 
can be sent/received 
by email or in some 
cases through EDI 

Info about order added in the spinner’s 
ERP 
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2.18.2 Order received 
by dyer or finisher 

The dyer or the finisher 
receives the order from 
the spinner 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from spinner 
to dyer can be 
sent/received by 
email or in some 
cases through EDI 

 

2.19.1 Order 
confirmed by dyer or 
finisher 

Dyer/finisher confirms 
order 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
can be sent/received 
by email or in some 
cases through EDI 

 

2.19.2 Order 
confirmation 
received 

The spinner receives 
order confirmation 
from dyer/finisher 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
can be sent/received 
by email or in some 
cases through EDI 

Info about order added in the spinner’s 
ERP 

2.20 Yarn cones 
Packed and given 
IDs 

Spinner packages yarn 
cones into logistic units 
(and assigns and 
attaches IDs to them) 
and sends request to 
transporter 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Invoice,  
Packing list created 
by spinner indicating 
manufacturing batch 
ID(s) of contents. An 
ID is given and 
attached (bar/QR 
code or RFID) to the 
logistic unit by the 
spinner. 
Transport request 
can be sent by email 
or through dedicated 
portal. 

Logistic unit ID stored in the ERP and 
linked to the batch IDs for the contents of 
the Logistic unit 

2.21 Yarn picked up 
by transporter from 
spinner for delivery 
to dyer 

Request for transport is 
received by transporter 
and yarn is picked up 
by transporter at the 
spinner and is delivered 
to the dyer for process 
5 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Shipping document 
and packing list from 
spinner sent to both 
transporter and dyer 
or finisher 

Yarn lots (packing case) can have an ID 
given by spinner for tracking/tracing 

Yarn cones go to process 3 (finishing) between activities 2.21 and 2.22. Finishing includes dyeing, printing, bleaching, 
washing and other finishing. 

2.22 Yarn received 
and checked by 
spinner  

Yarn cones are 
delivered by the 
transporter to the 
spinner from the dyer 
after process 3. The 
spinner checks the yarn 
to be sure that the colour 
is correct (i.e. conforms 
to the specifications 
sent). 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Shipping document and 
packing list sent by the 
dyer to both the 
transporter and the 
spinner 

 

2.23 Yarn stocked in 
warehouse from 
activities 2.16, 2.17 
and 2.22  

Yarn stocked in 
warehouse. If 
production model is 
made to order, yarn is 
ready to be packed and 
delivered; if it is make-
to-stock model yarn is 
stocked waiting for in-
stock orders.  

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

 Delivery to warehouse recorded in 
the ERP 
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2.24.1 Weaver order 
sent for in-stock yarn 
to spinner  

If the production model 
is make-to-stock, the 
weaver sends an order 
for in-stock yarn to 
spinner 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Order from weaver to 
spinner can be 
sent/received by email or 
in some case through 
EDI 

 

2.24.2 Order from 
weaver for in-stock 
yarn received by 
spinner 

Spinner sales dept 
receives order from 
weaver for in-stock yarn 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Order from weaver to 
spinner can be 
sent/received by email or 
in some case through 
EDI 

Info about order added in the ERP 
of spinner 

2.25.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
spinner to weaver 

If yarn is in stock, order 
confirmed by spinner to 
weaver for fast delivery 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Order confirmation from 
spinner to weaver. This 
can be sent/received by 
email or in some case 
through EDI 

Order confirmation recorded in the 
ERP 

2.25.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by weaver 

Order confirmation sent 
in 2.25.1 received by 
weaver 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Order confirmation from 
spinner to weaver. It can 
be sent/received by email 
or in some case through 
EDI 

 

2.26 Yarn request 
sent to warehouse 

If yarn is ready (for 
made- to-order) or 
available (for made-to-
stock), it is requested 
from warehouse by the 
sales department 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Request is sent through 
ERP Request is sent through ERP 

2.27 Yarn delivered 
by warehouse to 
shipping department 

Yarn is received by 
shipping department 
from warehouse 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Transfer registration Delivery recorded in the ERP 

2.28 Yarn cones 
packed and given IDs 

Spinner packages yarn 
cones into logistic units 
(and assigns and 
attaches IDs to them) 
and a request for 
transport is sent to a 
transporter 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Invoice,  
An ID is given and 
attached (bar/QR code or 
RFID) to the logistic unit 
by the spinner.  
Packing list created by 
spinner indicating mfg. 
batch ID(s) of contents.  
Transport request can be 
sent by email or through 
dedicated portal. 

Logistic unit ID stored in the ERP 
and linked to the batch IDs for the 
contents of the logistic units 

2.29 Yarn picked up 
by transporter 

Packed yarn cones 
picked up by transporter 
at spinning mill for 
delivery to weaver 

Several 
times during 
the relevant 
season 

Shipping document and 
packing list from spinner 
sent to both transporter 
and weaver 

Yarn lots (packing case) can have 
an ID given by spinner for 
tracking/tracing 
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Output and criteria to exit the business process Yarn picked up by transporter for delivery to weaver (process 4) 
Common exceptions/problems  

Circular economy related observations Spinning it is an energy intensive process. Circular economy 
issues are relevant mainly to the fibre which is discarded during 
the process because of physical properties (length of the fibre too 
short or impurities). The amount can be substantial, especially 
using worsted spinning technology where up to 25-30% of the 
original fibre weight is waste. Waste when using carded 
technology is lower as it uses shorter fibres.  

Other observations, particularly those related to 
traceability needs for different activities 

Yarn lots usually have an ID that can be attached (barcode/QR 
code or RFID device) given by spinner for tracking/tracing. The 
code tag can be attached to the packing case, to the pallet, and 
less frequently to the cones. 

 
2 Spinning – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
-  GHG emissions from 

production, packaging, 
storage and transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF), Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm 
Tool 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. 

-  GHG corporate 
accounting standard 
by WBCSD and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 Energy consumption/ 
efficiency, CO2 emissions,  

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
- Refer also to the info in row A4: 

“Greenhouse gas emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer also to the info 
in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer also to 
the info in row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

A9 

Solid waste 
-  Waste generation from 

production processes 
- Waste generation from 

logistics 

Criteria 
- Waste recycling management system 
- Management for recycling system 

implemented 
- Zero-waste processes adopted 
Main standards/certifications: 
- No standard is currently defined for waste 

recycling. The growing implementation of 
EPR (extended producer responsibility) 
schemes in national laws and norms in 
Europe and in other countries it is likely to 
generate new standards in the coming years 

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Physical 
volume of 
waste and 
waste 
reduction 

- % waste 
managed for 
recycling 

- % of 
company’s 
commitments 
and goals 
implemented 

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 35 
Process 3 Finishing (i.e. dying, printing, bleaching, washing and other finishing processes) [overlay = 
traceability at product transformation points] 
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Table 26 
Process 3 business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain  

Name of business process activity  Process 3 - Finishing (dyeing, printing, bleaching, washing, other 
finishing)  

Process participants 

Finisher (including dyer, printer/bleacher/washer/other finishers); 
transporter; chemical supplier    
Note: there are over 20 types of “finishing” that may be provided by one or 
multiple subcontractors 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process 

Order for dyeing, finishing service received. The order may come from the 
spinner, the weaver or a garment manufacturer (the “ordering party”) 

Parallel processes None 

 
Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

3.1 Order for 
finishing service 
received (*) 
 
(*) The finishing 
treatments 
considered in this 
BPD include dyeing, 
bleaching, washing, 
finishing, printing 
and other chemical or 
physical finishing 
treatments 

Order for dyeing, 
bleaching, washing, 
finishing, printing or 
other finishing 
services. The order can 
be sent by the spinner, 
weaver, or garment 
manufacturer. An 
individual order can be 
issued within the 
framework of a general 
service contract. 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from ordering party (i.e. 
the spinner, weaver, or 
garment manufacturer) 
received by the finisher. The 
order includes specifications 
for finishing work and lot 
ID(s). 
 
Order can be sent by email or 
EDI  

 

3.2 Items to be 
finished are 
received and stored 
in finisher’s 
warehouse 

Received Items IDs are 
checked against the 
order and stored in 
warehouse 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Invoice 
-Packing list and shipping 
document from transporter (on 
paper); a copy can also be sent 
by the ordering party by email 
(PDF file) 

Reference to unique lot ID from 
the ordering party (which is 
included in the shipping 
document) is registered in the 
finisher’s ERP  

3.3 Work orders 
created 

Work orders and 
finishing recipes 
created and sent to 
production department 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal work orders, on paper 
 
Finishing process ID and 
finishing recipes are included 
in the work order to allow for 
the tracking of processes and 
to identify possible origins of 
defects on the finished 
materials. 

Work orders added to the ERP 
and linked to the customer’s lot 
ID 

3.4.1 Order sent to 
supplier 

Order is sent to the 
supplier of chemicals; 
the order can be 
generated either as an 
outcome of the season 
planning, or for 
warehouse 
replenishment. 
Suppliers can be 
chemicals producers, 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order 
Order info is sent and received 
by email or in some cases 
through EDI. 
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but more often they are 
local traders. 

3.4.2 Order 
received by 
supplier 

Order received by 
supplier of chemicals 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order (can be sent by email or 
EDI)   

3.5.1 Order 
confirmation from 
supplier 

Order confirmation 
sent by supplier of 
chemicals and request 
sent to transporter 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Order confirmation and 
request for transport  
Order confirmation can be 
sent by email or EDI  
Transport request can be sent 
by email or through dedicated 
portal 

 

3.5.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by 
finisher 

Order confirmation 
from supplier of 
chemicals received by 
finisher 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
Order confirmation can be 
sent by email or EDI  

 

3.6 Chemicals 
picked up by 
transporter 

Chemicals picked up 
by transporter and 
delivered to the 
finisher 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Packing list and shipping 
document delivered to 
transporter (paper document 
and email) and to chemicals 
supplier (email) 

 

3.7 Chemicals 
received and stored 
in finisher’s 
chemical 
warehouse 

Chemicals received by 
the finisher and stored 
in finisher’s chemical 
warehouse 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Chemical safety sheets 
 
Safety sheets from chemical 
supplier are attached as paper 
to the product and sent by 
email (PDF file) 

Chemical dispatch and storage 
can be recorded in the ERP  
 
Chemical safety sheets can be 
managed by a dedicated 
application or by the company 
ERP. A copy of the PDF file is 
saved with the record in the 
application/ERP, ready to be 
forwarded to customer by email 
(as PDF) on request. 
 

3.8 Chemicals 
requested by 
production 
department from 
the warehouse 

Chemicals requested 
from warehouse by 
production department 
according to the needs 
listed in the work order 
to perform finishing 
processes 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Request for chemicals sent by 
production dept. to the 
warehouse  
 
Request can be communicated 
on paper or via company ERP 

Withdrawal of chemicals from 
the warehouse added to the 
ERP 

3.9 Finishing 
process performed 

Items to be finished go 
through various 
treatments  

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

 Process IDs are added to the 
ERP 

3.10 Quality check  

The finished items are 
checked against the 
order specifications for 
finishing accuracy in 
the laboratory of the 
finisher. 
If quality check fails 
and defect is 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal documents to prove 
the validity of the finishing 
processes 

Info stored in the ERP  
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recoverable, the item is 
reworked. 

3.11 Defective 
Item disposed of 

If quality check fails 
and defect is not 
recoverable, the 
defective item is 
disposed of 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

The information about items 
that are disposed of is 
recorded for inventory 
management purposes in 
different ways in different 
countries and, in some value 
chains, is recorded for other 
purposes. 

 

3.12.1 Finished 
sample archiving 

If quality check is 
passed, a sample of 
finished item(s) is 
archived for future 
reference along with 
the work 
order/finishing recipe 
in the finisher’s archive 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Archive card created. Archive 
card is generally kept on paper 
(attached to the sample) and 
recorded in the company ERP. 
 
Work order with full 
information stored along with 
sample, with IDs for the input 
lot and for process inputs such 
as IDs for dye lots (“baths”)  

 Sample archiving is done 
generally for dyed yarn and 
fabrics and not for other 
finishing 

3.12.2 Finished 
Items packed and 
given IDs 

If quality check is 
passed, the items are 
packaged in logistic 
units (and IDs are 
assigned  and attached 
to the logistic units) to 
be picked up by 
transporter 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Invoice  
-Packing list created by 
finisher indicating mfg. batch 
ID(s) of contents. An ID is 
given and attached (bar/QR 
code or RFID) to the logistic 
unit by the finisher.  

The batch ID is linked to the 
input-product batch IDs and the 
process’s chemical-batch IDs. 
logistic unit IDs are stored in 
the ERP and linked to the batch 
IDs to identify the contents 

3.13 Finished 
items picked up by 
transporter  

Finished items picked 
up by transporter for 
delivery to customer 

Several 
times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Packing list 
-Shipping document delivered 
by finisher to transporter  

 

 
3 Finishing – risk assessment information 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods 

Measurements 

 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A2 

Hazardous chemicals and 
toxics use 
-  Discharge/release of 

hazardous chemicals in 
water effluents and the 
environment 

Criteria 
- Elimination/reduction below acceptable 

limits of hazardous chemicals from dying 
stuff, pigments and other chemicals 
auxiliaries 

- No discharge of hazardous chemical in the 
environment 

- No contamination during the production 
process 

- Compliance to ZDHC guidelines’ 
White/Green lists  

Guidelines and protocols: 

Verification methods 
for certifications 
- GOTS: Verification 

(annual); certification 
by 3rd party; Identity 
preservation 
traceability 

- OEKO-TEX®: 
Laboratory test 
compliant with 
OEKO-TEX® P-RSL 
by accredited 

- Compliant to 
MRSL-PRSL 
Yes/No 
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3 Finishing – risk assessment information 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods 

Measurements 

- AFIRM P-RSL (product restricted substances 
list), Greenpeace DETOX, ZDHC M-RSL, 
Sustainable Apparel Coalition Higg index 

Main standards/certifications: 
- GOTS, OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100, 

bluesign® 

laboratories. Four 
“certification classes 
available: I,II,III,IV 

- bluesign®: bluesign® 
inspection 

- Chemical inventory 
lists 

- Compliance with 
guidelines 

- Effluents and sludge 
quality testing from 
independent 
laboratories 

- Disclosure of 
water/sludge quality 
testing 

A3 
Water consumption and 
pollution 
 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of water 
- Use of new waterless technologies 
- Recycling/reusing of process water 
- Compliance with national laws about water 

effluent discharge in rivers 
Guidelines: 
- ZDHC 
Main standards/certifications: 
- AWS International Water Stewardship 

Standard, National laws compliance 
declaration 

- Self-declarations 
- Water quality testing 

from independent 
laboratories 

- Disclosure of water 
quality testing 

- Compliance with 
guidelines 

- Committed to 
ZDHC or 
AWS: Yes/No 

- Certified: 
Yes/No 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis  

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
-  GHG emissions from 

production, packaging, 
storage and transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF), Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm 
Tool 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions (Co2 
eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs: 
Yes/No 

- Carbon 
neutral: 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 

Energy consumption/ 
efficiency 
CO2 emissions,  
-  Dyeing, printing and 

finishing are energy 
intensive processes 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy used in processes 
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
- Refer also to the info in row A4: 

“Greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution” 

- Refer also to the info 
in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer also to 
the info in row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

A9 

Solid waste 
-  Waste generation from 

production processes 
(defective dyed, printed, 
finished yarns, fabrics and 
garments) 

Criteria 
- Waste recycling management system 
- Management to recycle system implemented 
Main standards/certifications: 
- No standard currently defined for waste 

recycling. The growing implementation of 
EPR (extended producer responsibility) 
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3 Finishing – risk assessment information 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods 

Measurements 

- Waste generation from 
logistics 

schemes in national laws and norms in 
Europe and in other countries it is likely to 
generate new standards in the coming years 

 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods 

Measurements 

 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical Trading 

Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social Compliance 

Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor Association, Sedex Members 
Ethical Trade Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by certifications 
and standards such as GOTS, GRS, FSC. PEFC and RWS that 
are mainly focused on other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary 
declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 36 
Process 4 Weaving (diagram in 2 parts) [overlay = traceability at product transformation points] 
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Table 27 
Process 4 business process description 
 
Name of process area Textile value chain  

Name of business process activity  Process 4 - Weaving  

Process participants Spinner; weaver; finishing subcontractor (including dyer, 
printer/bleacher/washer/other finishers); garment manufacturer; transporter 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process 

If fabric is made to order, order received by weaver from garment maker. If fabric 
is made to stock, monthly or seasonal production planned 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

4.1.1 Order sent by 
garment maker 

If fabric is made to 
order, the garment 
maker sends an order 
for production to the 
weaver 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order from garment 
maker including fabric 
specifications (technical 
sheet) with  
article code and name, 
amount of fabric metres, 
colour, delivery date and 
price 

Order info are exchanged via email 
or EDI 

4.1.2 Order received 
from garment maker 

Weaver receives the 
order from garment 
maker 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Garment maker’s order 
(see above)  

-Sales staff receive order via email 
or EDI 
-The order is entered in the weaver 
ERP 

4.2 Production 
planned for orders 
received 

Planning dept. 
calculates the exact 
needs for yarn to be 
taken from the 
warehouse for the 
orders received  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Production plan Planning dept. enters production 
planning in ERP 

4.3.1 Order 
confirmation sent 

Weaver confirms 
order with garment 
maker 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.3.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by garment 
maker 

If yarn is in stock, 
order confirmation is 
sent to garment 
maker 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation 
 
Weaver confirmation 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.4 Month/season 
made-to-stock 
production planned 

If fabric is made to 
stock, planning dept. 
calculates the needs 
for yarn in order to 
meet the production 
forecast for the 
month or the season 

Multiple times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Production plan Planning dept. enters production 
planning in ERP 

4.5.1 Order for yarn 
sent to spinner 

If enough grey or 
coloured yarn is not 
available in the 
warehouse, an order 
is sent to spinner. If 
coloured yarn is 
ordered, the spinner 
will, in most cases, 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order sent to spinner for 
grey or coloured yarn 
with technical 
specification that can 
also include dyeing and 
finishing specifications 

Order info are exchanged via email 
or EDI 
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also manage the 
dyeing process 
sending, the grey 
yarn to a dyer and 
delivering the 
coloured yarn to the 
weaver. 

4.5.2 Order received 
by spinner 

Spinner receives 
order from weaver 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order with technical 
specifications (technical 
sheet) 

Order info are exchanged via email 
or EDI 

4.6.1 Order 
confirmed by spinner 

Spinner confirms 
yarn order with 
weaver 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Spinner sends order 
confirmation 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.6.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by weaver 

Weaver received 
order confirmation 
from spinner 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation by 
supplier 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

 If order is sent to spinner and confirmed, then process links to process 2 (spinning) and then returns to activity 4.10 

4.7.1 Order for 
dyeing/finishing 
service sent  

If yarn in stock needs 
to be dyed/finished, 
weaver sends order 
for the required 
service(s) to 
dyer/finisher 
 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Weaver order sent to 
dyer/finisher, including 
dyeing/finishing services 
specifications (technical 
sheet) 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.7.2 Service order 
received by 
dyer/finisher 

Dyer/finisher 
receives order from 
weaver  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order to dyer/finisher, 
including 
dyeing/finishing services 
specifications (technical 
sheet) 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.8.1 Service order 
confirmed by 
dyer/finisher 

Dyer/finisher 
confirms yarn order 
with weaver 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation by 
supplier 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.8.2 Service order 
confirmation 
received by weaver 

Weaver receives 
order confirmation 
from dyer/finisher 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation by 
supplier 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.9 Yarn picked up 
by transporter 

Transporter picks up 
the yarn from weaver 
for delivery to 
dyer/finisher  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Uncoloured yarns 
packing list from weaver 
-Shipping document to 
both transporter on 
paper and dyer by email. 

 

 If order is sent to dyer/finisher and confirmed, then process links to process 3 Finishing (dyeing, printing, 
bleaching, washing, other finishing) and then returns to activity 4.10  

4.10 Coloured yarn 
received by weaver 

Quantities are 
checked against the 
orders made and 
registered in the 
stock system 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Invoice  
-Shipping document and 
packing list from 
supplier 
 

Yarn batch ID recorded in ERP 

4.11 Yarn checked 
by internal lab 

The quality and 
physical performance 
of yarn coming from 

Several times 
during the 

Internal lab test results 
are attached to the yarn’s 
batch ID  

Quality check results entered in the 
ERP. In the case of complaints, 
defects or other issues, the 
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suppliers (spinners, 
dyers, finishers) are 
checked (for colour 
accuracy, yarn count, 
strength, elongation 
and regularity etc.) 
against the 
yarn/fabric technical 
requirements sheet 

relevant 
season 

purchasing dept. contacts the 
supplier 

4.12 Work orders 
created  

Work orders are 
assigned to weaving 
machines 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work order is created. 
Work order includes 
relevant yarn batch ID. 

The data are sent via the internal 
ERP system. 

4.13 Warp yarn is 
sent for warping  

If fabric is NOT knit, 
then yarn which 
meets the technical 
requirements for 
warping needs to be 
wound onto a warp 
beam (which is later 
placed on a loom). 
This process, called 
yarn warping can be 
done by an internal 
department or 
subcontracted to a 
specialized company.  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-A document is released 
to the warehouse 
-An order is released to 
the warping department  

Unique identifier is created for each 
warp beam 

4.14 Yarn sizing 
performed  

If needed, sizing (a 
coating put on the 
thread) is performed 
to reinforce the warp 
yarn. If yarn sizing is 
performed, a finisher 
(process 3) will take 
care of the de-sizing 
with a washing 
treatment (see step 
4.19.1).  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Request for sizing with 
specifications (if 
needed) 

Sizing process added to work order 

4.15 Weaving 
process performed 

Weaving of knit 
fabrics and woven 
fabrics are created on 
different types of 
machines. Each 
requires different 
steps for inserting 
either the warp 
beams or spools of 
thread onto the 
machines and 
undertaking the 
weaving process.  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

A work order is released 
to the weaving dept.  

After weaving the piece fabric, the 
fabric is stored on a roll; the fabric 
roll is given a unique ID and is 
linked to the work order that 
includes the warp and weft yarns’ 
IDs 

4.16 Quality 
inspection  

The fabric is checked 
for visible defects 
and possible repair. 
Fabric can be 
uncoloured (to be 
dyed in piece) or 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Visual quality 
inspection, defects map 
is created 

Defect map added to work order 
and recorded in the ERP 
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made of coloured 
yarns. 
If repair is needed, 
the fabric is sent to 
mending dept. 

4.17 Defective 
fabrics disposed of 

If the quality check 
fails and defects are 
NOT recoverable, the 
fabric is disposed of 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

 Fabric recorded as waste in the ERP 

4.18 Defective 
fabrics sent to 
mending dept. 

If the quality check 
fails and defects are 
recoverable, the 
fabric is sent to the 
mending dept. 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Work order sent to 
mending dept. (via the 
internal ERP system) 

Mending is recorded in the ERP 

4.19.1 Order for 
service sent to 
finishing 
subcontractor 

If fabric needs 
finishing (i.e. dyeing, 
printing, de-
sizing/washing or 
other), an order is 
sent to a finishing 
subcontractor  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order to subcontractor 
for finishing services 
and specifications 
(technical sheet) 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.19.2 Order received 
by finishing 
subcontractor  

Finishing 
subcontractor 
receives the order 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order to subcontractor 
for finishing services 
and specifications 
(technical sheet) 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.20.1 Order 
confirmation sent by 
finishing 
subcontractor  

Finishing 
subcontractor 
confirms order to 
weaver 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.20.2 Order 
confirmation 
received 

Weaver receives 
order confirmation 
from finishing 
subcontractor  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.21 Fabric picked up 
by transporter 

Fabric is rolled on a 
big roll, adding 
together different 
orders to facilitate 
production and 
increase productivity 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Shipping document and 
packing list from weaver 
sent to both the 
transporter (on paper) 
and the finishing 
subcontractor (by email) 

Logistic package (packing case) can 
have an ID given by weaver for 
tracking/tracing 

 If order is sent to finishing subcontractor and confirmed, then process links to process 3 Finishing (dyeing, printing, 
bleaching, washing, other finishing) and then returns to activity 4.22. 

4.22 Fabric received 
by weaver 

Dyed, printed or 
finished fabric is 
received by weaver 
and the quantities and 
specifications are 
checked 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

-Invoice  
-Shipping document and 
packing list 

Inbound fabric IDs are stored in 
ERP; if IDs are not coordinated 
with the weaver’s internal IDs given 
above in 4.15, IDs are matched to 
the weaver’s internal IDs  

4.23 Final quality 
check 

Fabric quality is 
visually checked 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Quality defect maps, 
fabric quality grading 
prepared for garment 
maker 

Fabric defects map is linked to the 
fabric IDs and stored in ERP 

4.24 Fabrics stored in 
warehouse  

If quality check is 
passed, finished 
fabrics are stored in 
the warehouse; If not 
passed, then 
defective fabrics are 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

 
Stocked fabric ID are stored in 
ERP; RFID can be attached to the 
fabric roll 
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sent back to 
dyer/finisher for 
reworking 

4.25.1 Order for in-
stock fabric sent by 
garment maker 

If fabric production is 
“make to stock”, 
garment maker sends 
order for in-stock 
fabrics (stock 
service) to weaver  

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order for in-stock fabric, 
with fabric 
specifications 

Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.25.2 Order for in-
stock fabric received  

Order for in-stock 
fabrics received by 
the weaver 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order for in-stock fabric Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.26.1 Order 
confirmed with 
garment maker 

If fabric is in stock, 
order confirmation is 
sent to garment 
maker by the weaver; 
otherwise, order is 
not confirmed 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Order confirmation Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.26.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by garment 
maker 

Garment maker 
receives confirmation 
of order for in-stock 
fabric 

 Order confirmation Order info exchanged via email or 
EDI 

4.27 Fabric request 
sent to warehouse by 
shipping dept. 

If fabric is ready (for 
made to order) or is 
in stock (for made to 
stock), it is requested 
from the warehouse 
by the shipping dept. 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal order Request recorded by ERP 

4.28 Fabric delivered 
by warehouse to 
shipping dept. 

Fabric is received by 
shipping department 
from warehouse to be 
prepared for dispatch 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Internal order Delivery to shipping dept recorded 
by ERP 

4.29 Fabric rolls 
packing 

Weaver packages 
fabric rolls into 
logistic units (and 
assigns and attaches 
IDs to them) before 
they are picked up by 
transporter 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Invoice, packing list 
created by weaver 
indicating mfg. batch 
ID(s) of contents. An ID 
is given and attached 
(bar/QR code or RFID) 
to the logistic unit by the 
spinner; this can be on 
the fabric roll or on the 
fabric. 

Delivery to customer recorded by 
ERP 

4.30 Fabrics picked 
up by transporter 

Fabric picked up by 
transporter at 
weaving mill for 
delivery to the 
garment 
manufacturer who 
can be a brand or a 
brand’s subcontractor 

Several times 
during the 
relevant 
season 

Shipping document and 
packing list from weaver 
sent to both transporter 
and garment maker 

 

Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Fabric picked up by transporter for delivery to garment maker 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

Periodicity can change according to supply model. The make-to-order model (that covers almost all 
of the traditional seasonal business model) tends to have a seasonal (or a twice-a-season) periodicity. 
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The make-to-stock model (that covers most of fast fashion, quick-response and continuous 
replenishment models) can have a monthly or even weekly periodicity. 

Circular economy 
related observations 

Weaving is a low waste process. Waste is due to the residual yarn that remains on the cones after the 
warping phase, the selvedge created during the weaving phase, defective fabrics, and packaging 
(carton boxes and rolls, etc). 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

During the traceability path from the yarn to the final fabric there is a transition of data from kilos to 
metres. The ERP converts automatically in accordance with the technical sheet of the fabric itself. 
Waste and scraps are theoretically calculated. 
 
De-sizing of the fabric may require dedicated washing (done in process 3) that can result in effluents 
with a high concentration of PVA (polyvinyl acetate) or starch or other sizing chemicals. PVA can be 
recovered from effluents and reused. 

 
4 Weaving – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- GHG emissions from 

production, packaging, 
storage and transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs, such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF), Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm 
Tool 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 Energy consumption/ 
efficiency, CO2 emissions,  

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
- Refer also to the info in row A4: 

“Greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution” 

- Refer also to the info 
in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer also to 
the info in row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

A9 

Solid waste 
- Waste generation from 

production processes 
- Waste generation from 

logistics 

Criteria 
- Waste recycling management system 
- Management for recycling system 

implemented 
- Zero waste processes adopted 
Main standards/certifications: 
- No standard is currently defined for waste 

recycling. The growing implementation of 
EPR (extended producer responsibility) 
schemes in national laws and norms in 
Europe and in other countries it is likely to 
generate new standards in the coming years. 

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Physical 
volume of 
waste and 
waste 
reduction 

- % waste 
managed for 
recycling 

- % of 
company’s 
commitments 
and goals 
implemented 

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 
Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 

B2 Labour rights 

- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 
Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 
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Figure 37 
Process 5 Garment collection development (diagram in 2 parts) [overlay = traceability at product 
transformation points] 
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Table 28 
Process 5 business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain  

Name of business process activity  Process 5 - Garment collection development 

Process participants 
Brand owner; designer; manufacturer – garments; suppliers of garment materials 
including the weaver (for fabric); supplier – marketing service; transporter; 
retailer 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process Design of new collection started 

Parallel processes none 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

5.1 New 
collection 
inspiration 
defined 

The creative process for the new 
collection is started, the designer’s 
style team collects ideas and 
information on trends and cultural 
phenomena 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Ideas are put on paper in 
mood boards  

5.2.1 Materials 
availability check 

If business model is fast fashion the 
availability of materials (fabrics, 
trims, accessories) in stock is 
checked by the designer with 
warehouse or suppliers. 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Materials availability 
request through 
EDI/ERP 

 

5.2.2 Info 
Request 
Received 

Information request from designers 
on the availability of materials for 
fast fashion received by suppliers 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Materials availability 
request received through 
EDI/ERP 

 

5.2.3 Reply 
Sent 

Reply on availability of materials 
for fast fashion sent by suppliers to 
designers 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Materials availability 
reply sent through 
EDI/ERP 

 

5.2.4 Reply 
Received 

Reply on materials availability for 
fast fashion received by 
designers/brand and then the 
process goes to activity 5.10.1 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Materials availability 
info received through 
EDI/ERP 

 

5.3 Materials 
selection 

If business model is NOT fast 
fashion suppliers of materials are 
visited at trade show or factories, 
materials are "sampled" by 
designers 
 

Seasonally Bill of materials (BOM) 
created  

5.4.1 Order sent 
to materials 
suppliers 

Materials needed for production of 
prototypes, garment samples and 
catwalk items ordered by brand 
owner 

Seasonally Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI Order recorded in the ERP 

5.4.2 Order sent 
to garment 
manufacturer 

Prototypes, samples and catwalk 
items ordered by brand owner Seasonally  Purchase order sent by 

email or EDI Order recorded in the ERP 

When order is sent to materials suppliers, process links to process 4 (weaving) and when the fabric is delivered to 
the garment manufacturer the process links to process 6 (garment manufacturing) and then returns to activity 5.5 

5.5 Prototypes 
and samples 

Prototypes and samples received 
and prepared for marketing events 
such as presentation at trade fairs, 

Seasonally 
Shipping documents and 
packing list on paper or 
by email 

Reception of samples 
recorded in the ERP 
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received by brand 
owner 

fashion show, presentation to 
customers 

5.6 Marketing 
campaign planned 
by brand owner 

Events and presentations planned Seasonally Marketing plan with 
presentations calendar  

5.7 Marketing 
events/campaigns 
organized by 
Supplier of 
marketing 
services 

Fashion show, presentations, 
advertising, press conferences, 
social events etc. organized by 
supplier of marketing services 

Seasonally   

5.8.1 Order sent 
from retailer to 
brand owner  

retailer sends seasonal order to 
brand owner 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI Order recorded in the ERP 

5.8.2 Order 
received by brand 
from retailer and 
consolidated with 
other orders 

Order is received from the retailer 
and combined with orders from 
other retailers. This consolidated set 
of orders is then the basis for the 
brand owner’s planning of its 
production campaign (i.e. its orders 
to materials suppliers and garment 
manufacturers) 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order received 
by email or EDI Order recorded in the ERP 

5.9.1 Order 
confirmation sent 
to retailer by 
brand owner 

Seasonal order confirmation sent by 
to brand to retailer 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Order confirmation sent 
by email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded 
in the ERP 

5.9.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by 
retailer from 
brand owner 

Seasonal order confirmation 
received by retailer from the brand 
owner 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order confirmation recorded 
in the ERP 

5.10.1 Orders sent 
to materials 
suppliers by the 
brand owner for 
delivery to the 
garment 
manufacturer 

Order is sent to weaver for 
materials needed for production of 
ordered garments as well as to other 
materials suppliers (e.g. for buttons, 
zippers and other already-made 
inputs). All of these are for direct 
shipment to garment manufacturer). 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI Order recorded in the ERP 

5.10.2 Order sent 
to garment 
manufacturer by 
brand owner 

Order is sent to garment 
manufacturer by brand owner  

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI, with bill 
of materials (BOM) 

Order recorded in the ERP 

When order is sent to materials suppliers, they process links to process 4 (weaving) and when the fabric is delivered 
to the garment manufacturer the process links to process 6 (garment manufacturing) and then returns to activity 
5.11 

5.11 Garments 
received by brand 
owner 

Garments are received and stored in 
warehouse by brand owner 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Invoice, Packing list on 
paper, by email or EDI 

Reception of garments 
recorded in the brand owner’s 
ERP 
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5.12.1 Order sent 
from retailer to 
brand owner 

If the business model is fast 
fashion, the retailer sends an order 
to the brand owner for fast delivery. 
If it is not fast fashion, go directly 
to activity 5.14 (for “not fast 
fashion” the orders were placed 
much earlier in activity 5.8.1) 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order sent by 
email or EDI 

Order recorded in the 
retailer’s ERP 

5.12.2 Order 
received by brand 
owner from 
retailer 

Brand owner receives order for fast 
delivery from retailer 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order received 
by email or EDI 

Order recorded in the brand 
owner’s ERP 

5.13.1 Order 
confirmation sent 
from brand owner 
to retailer 

Order for fast delivery is confirmed 
by brand owner with the retailer 

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order 
confirmation sent by 
email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded 
in the brand owner’s ERP 

5.13.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by 
retailer from 
brand owner 

Order confirmation for fast delivery 
from the brand owner is received by 
retailer  

Multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Purchase order 
confirmation received 
by email or EDI 

Order confirmation recorded 
in the retailer’s ERP 

5.14 Garments 
prepared for 
delivery to retailer 
by brand owner 

Garments are packed and packs are 
grouped in logistic units  

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Invoice, shipping 
documents and packing 
list is sent on paper or 
by email 

Each garments pack is given 
an ID and the logistic unit is 
given an ID 

5.15 Garments 
picked up by 
transporter from 
brand owner 

Garments are picked up by 
transporter for delivery to retailer 
from brand owner 

Either 
seasonally 
or multiple 
times 
during the 
season 

Shipping documents and 
packing list sent on 
paper or by email 

Delivery to transporter is 
recorded in the brand owner’s 
ERP 

 
Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Garments are picked up by transporter for delivery to retailer 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

Designers in activities 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are key players in the decisions about the materials to be used 
in the collection. Therefore, they are critical users of the information collected in the supply chain 
about the sustainability performance of materials. 
It is not uncommon for activities related to obtaining materials samples for prototyping and the 
production of collection samples to use transport by air that can generate high emissions of GHG. 

Circular economy 
related observations 

The organization of marketing events and participation in trade exhibitions generates a remarkable 
amount of waste (single use plastics, floor coverings, fittings etc.). 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 
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5 Garment collection development – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- GHG emissions from 

activities related to 
materials samples for 
prototyping and collection 
samples for production 
imply transport by air that 
can generate high 
emissions of GHG, as do 
storage and transport 

- - The organization of 
marketing events and the 
participation in trade 
exhibitions generates GHG 
emissions 

Criteria: 
- Reduce emissions from transportation and 

travel 
- Implement a sustainable events-management 

system 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs, such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF)  

- ISO 20121 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Third party 
verification 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA/EPD 
analysis 

A9 

Solid waste 
- The organization of 

marketing events and 
participation in trade 
exhibitions generates waste 
(single use plastics, floor 
coverings, fittings etc.) 

Criteria: 
- Implement a sustainable events-management 

system 
Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 20121  

- Third party 
verification  

 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods 

Measurements 

 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 38 
Process 6 Garment manufacturing [overlay (diagram in 3 parts) = traceability at product transformation 
points] 
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Table 29 
Process 6 business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain  

Name of business process activity  Process 6 - Garment manufacturing 

Process participants Manufacturer – garments; customer (brand owner/retailer); transporter; other 
supplier – materials; other service providers 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process 

Order sent by brand owner/retailer to garment manufacturer; correct fabric is 
available from weaver 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required 
documents Other required information  

6.1.1 Order sent by 
customer 

Customer sends order to 
garment manufacturer. 
Customer can be a brand 
owner, a retail, a private-
label garment seller, a tier 1 
supplier to a brand owner 
that subcontracts out the 
garment manufacturing etc. 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Order sent by 
email or EDI. 
-BOM (bill of 
materials) sent by 
email (PDF file) 

Order info recorded in customer 
ERP/subcontracting management 
software 

6.1.2 Order 
received from 
customer 

Garment manufacturer 
receives order from 
customer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Order received 
by email or EDI 
-BOM (bill of 
materials) sent by 
email (PDF file) 

Order info recorded in garment 
manufacturer ERP (if existing) or 
other accounting register 

6.2.1 Order 
confirmed by 
garment 
manufacturer  

Order confirmed by the 
garment manufacturer with 
the customer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Order 
Order info recorded in garment 
manufacturer ERP (if existing) or 
other accounting register 

6.2.2 Order 
confirmation 
received from 
garment 
manufacturer   

Order confirmation received 
by customer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Order 
Order info recorded in customer 
ERP/subcontracting management 
software 

6.3 Production 
planned and work 
orders created 

Garment manufacturer 
creates work orders for 
materials needed, calculated 
sewing-line workloads and 
makes make/buy decisions 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Work order, 
usually sent to 
production dept. 
on paper 

 

6.4 Materials 
prepared for 
transport by 
customer 

If order from customer is a 
subcontracting order 
(manufacturer is a CMT or 
façon company), the 
customer sends to the 
manufacturer the materials 
(yarn, cloth, thread, 
accessories such as zippers, 
buttons, labels trimmings, 
packaging, etc.) required to 
fulfil the subcontracting 
order. Materials remain 
property of the customer. 
Customer prepares materials 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Invoice 
-Packing list on 
paper 
-BOM (bill of 
materials) on 
paper 
-Transport request 

Dispatched materials are registered in 
the customer ERP  
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for transport and transport 
request is made. 

6.5 Materials 
picked up by 
transporter 

Transport request is 
received, and materials are 
picked up from the customer 
by the transporter for 
delivery to the garment 
manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment 
manufacturer (by 
email) 
-Packing list on 
paper 
 

 

6.6 Materials for 
CMT order 
received by 
garment 
manufacturer from 
customer 

Materials required to fulfil 
the order (yarn or fabric, 
thread, accessories such as 
zippers, buttons, labels 
trimmings, etc.) are 
checked/matched with bill of 
materials (BOM) and stored 
in the warehouse. Materials 
remain the property of the 
customer. 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Invoice 
-Packing list on 
paper 
-BOM (bill of 
materials) on 
paper 

Materials are added as received to the 
inventory list (or in an ERP) by the 
garment manufacturer  

6.7.1 Order sent to 
materials supplier 

If order from customer is 
NOT a CMT (for full 
package production) 
subcontracting order, 
garment manufacturer sends 
orders to suppliers for the 
materials required to fill the 
order (such as yarn or fabric, 
trimmings, accessories, such 
as zippers, buttons, labels, 
ribbons, etc.) 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Purchase order 
sent by email or 
EDI 

Order info recorded in garment 
manufacturer ERP 

6.7.2 Order 
received by 
materials supplier 

Order received by materials 
supplier from garment 
manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Purchase order 
received by email 
or EDI 

 

6.8.1 Order 
confirmed by 
materials supplier 

Order confirmed by 
materials supplier with the 
garment manufacturer; 
materials prepared for 
transport and transport 
request made 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Invoice  
-Order confirmed 
by email or EDI 

 

6.8.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by 
garment 
manufacturer 

Order confirmation received 
by garment manufacturer 
from the materials supplier 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Order 
confirmation 
received by email 
or EDI 

 

6.9 Materials 
picked up by 
transporter 

Materials picked up by 
transporter for delivery to 
garment manufacturer (after 
receiving transport request 
from the materials supplier) 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment 
manufacturer (by 
email) 
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-Packing list on 
paper 

6.10 Materials 
received from 
suppliers 

Materials required to fulfil 
the order (yarn or fabric, 
thread, accessories such as 
zippers, buttons, labels 
trimmings, etc.) are 
checked/matched with the 
purchase order and stored in 
the warehouse 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

-Invoice 
-Packing list 

Dispatched materials are registered in 
the inventory list (or, if it exists, in the 
ERP) by the garment manufacturer 

6.11.1 Fabrics sent 
to cutting room  

If received fabrics need to be 
cut in pieces, then fabrics 
are sent to cutting room 
from warehouse  

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

  

6.11.2 Cutting 
charts prepared 

If received fabrics need to be 
cut in pieces, then cutting 
charts are prepared based on 
pattern provided by 
customer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Cutting chart 
(file), sent via 
email, is created 
from pattern 
provided by 
customer and then 
then plotted on 
large paper rolls 

 

6.12 Fabrics are cut 
Fabrics are cut with 
automated or hand-cutting 
system 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Cutting chart Cutting efficiency and waste 
calculation performed 

6.13 Fabric cutting 
waste is disposed of 

Fabric cutting waste 
managed  

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

  

6.14.1 Order sent to 
“make& trim” 
subcontractor 

If the make and trim activity 
is subcontracted, then order 
is sent by garment maker for 
subcontracting services 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Purchase order 
sent by email or 
EDI 

 

6.14.2 Order 
received by make & 
trim subcontractor 

Order received by make & 
trim subcontractor from 
garment manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Purchase order 
received by email 
or EDI 

 

6.15.1 Order 
confirmed by make 
& trim 
subcontractor 

Order confirmed by make & 
trim subcontractor with 
garment manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Order confirmed 
by email or EDI  

6.15.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by 
garment 
manufacturer 

Order confirmation from 
make & trim subcontractor 
is received by garment 
manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Order 
confirmation 
received by email 
or EDI 

 

6.16 Materials 
prepared for 
delivery to 
subcontractor 

Garment manufacturer 
collects and prepares the 
materials (yarn, or fabric, 
thread, accessories such as 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 

-Invoice  
-Technical 
package with bill 
of materials, 

Dispatched materials are registered to 
the inventory list (or, if it exists, in the 
ERP) by the garment manufacturer 
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zippers, buttons, labels 
trimmings, etc.,) for delivery 
to subcontractor. Request for 
transport is sent to 
transporter.  

times during 
the season 

sewing specs and 
instructions (on 
paper) 

6.17 Materials 
picked up by 
transporter 

Materials picked up by 
transporter after receipt of 
request for transport for 
delivery to subcontractor 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
subcontractor (by 
email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 

 

6.18 Garment parts 
assembled by 
subcontractor 

Make and trim operations 
are performed by 
subcontractor to assemble 
the component parts of 
garments 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Technical package 
with bill of 
materials, sewing 
specs and 
instructions sent 
to production lines 
(on paper) 

 

6.19 Assembled 
garments are 
packaged in logistic 
units for transport  
 

Assembled garments are 
packaged in logistic units for 
transport. Request for 
transport is sent to 
transporter. 

 Invoice  

6.20 Assembled 
garments are picked 
up by transporter 

Assembled garments picked 
up by transporter from the 
subcontractor after receipt of 
transport request for delivery 
to garment manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment maker 
(by email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 

 

6.21 Assembled 
garments received 
by garment 
manufacturer 

Assembled garments are 
checked/matched against the 
subcontracting order 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Invoice 
Incoming garments are registered to 
the inventory list (or if existing in the 
ERP) by the garment manufacturer 

6.22 Garment parts 
assembled 

If make and trim is NOT 
subcontracted, then the 
garment manufacturer sends 
the technical package to the 
production lines, where 
make and trim operations 
are performed, to assemble 
the component parts of the 
garments 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Technical package 
with sewing specs 
and instructions 
sent to production 
lines (on paper)  

Assembled garments are registered in 
the inventory list (or, if it exists, in the 
ERP) by the garment manufacturer 

6.23.1 Order sent to 
washer/dyer/printer/ 
finisher 

If washing/printing /dyeing 
/finishing is required, 
garment maker sends order 
for washing/ 
dyeing/printing/finishing 
services 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Purchase order 
sent by email or 
EDI 

Order info recorded in garment 
manufacturer ERP (if existing) or 
other accounting register 

6.23.2 Order 
received by 
washer/dyer/printer/ 
finisher 

Order from garment 
manufacturer received by 
washer/dyer/printer/ finisher 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 

Purchase order 
received by email 
or EDI 

Order info recorded in 
washer/dyer/printer/ finisher ERP 
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times during 
the season 

6.24.1 Order 
confirmed by 
washer/dyer/printer/ 
finisher 

Order confirmed by 
washer/dyer/printer/ finisher 
to garment manufacturer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Order confirmed 
by email or EDI 

Order info recorded in 
washer/dyer/printer/ finisher ERP 

6.24.2 Order 
confirmation 
received 

Order confirmation from 
washer/dyer/printer/ finisher 
received by garment 
manufacturer. Request for 
transport sent. 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Invoice and order 
confirmation 
received by email 
or EDI 

Order info recorded in garment 
manufacturer ERP (if existing) or 
other accounting register 

6.25 Garments 
picked up by 
transporter 

 Garments picked up by 
transporter from garment 
manufacturer after receipt of 
transport request 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment maker 
(by email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 

 

6.26 Finished 
garments received 
by garment 
manufacturer 

Finished garments, received 
by garment manufacturer, 
matched against the 
purchase order and stored in 
the warehouse. If a third-
party quality check is 
required, then a transport 
request is sent.  

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment maker 
(by email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 

Garments are added as received to the 
inventory list (or in an ERP) by the 
garment manufacturer 

6.27 Garments 
picked up by 
transporter 

If third party quality check 
required by customer, then 
assembled garments are sent 
to an external quality check 
service that also performs 
finishing (ironing) and 
packaging. Transporter picks 
up goods after receiving 
transport request. 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment maker 
(by email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 
Transport is 
frequently done 
by the garment 
manufacturer 
itself.  

 

6.28 Quality check 
performed 

Specialized service performs 
quality check and sends 
report to garment 
manufacturer and customer 

multiple 
times during 
the season 

Quality check 
report sent via 
email 

 

6.29 Finishing and 
packaging 

If quality check result is 
“pass”, garments are 
pressed/ironed and 
packaged, either in 
protective logistics 
packaging (polybags) or 
consumer packaging. Any 
hanging tags are also added. 
Transport request is sent.  

multiple 
times during 
the season 

  

6.30.1 Defective 
items marked and 
disposed of 

If quality check result is 
“fail”, defective items are 
marked with the kind of 

or multiple 
times during 
the season 

Quality check 
report   
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defect by quality checking 
service. If goods can still be 
sold, a transport request is 
sent for sending to second-
quality goods customer; if 
not, they are disposed of. 

6.30.2 Package 
second-quality 
goods for shipping 

If defective goods can still 
be sold, package them for 
shipping to a second-quality 
goods customer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

  

6.31 Garments 
picked up by 
transporter 

Garments picked up by 
transporter after receiving 
transport request from 
quality checker for delivery 
to customers 

Multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment maker 
(by email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 

 

6.32 In-house 
quality check 
performed 

If third party quality check is 
NOT required by customer, 
garment manufacturer 
performs quality check 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Quality check 
report 

Quality check report delivered via 
email to customer, by email or EDI 

6.33 Finishing and 
packaging 

If quality check result is 
“pass”, garments are 
pressed/ironed and 
packaged, either in 
protective logistics 
packaging (polybags) or 
consumer packaging. 
Transport request is sent.  

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

 

Finished /packaged garments are 
registered in the inventory list (or, if it 
exists, in the ERP) by the garment 
manufacturer 

6.34.1 Defective 
items marked and 
disposed of 

If quality check result is 
“fail”, defective items are 
marked with the kind of 
defect. If goods can still be 
sold, a transport request is 
sent for sending to second-
quality goods customer; if 
not, they are disposed of. 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Quality check 
report 

Quality check report delivered to 
customer by email or EDI 

6.34.2 Package 
second-quality 
goods for shipping 

If defective goods can still 
be sold, package them for 
shipping to a second-quality 
goods customer 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

  

6.35 Garments 
picked up by 
transporter 

Garments picked by 
transporter for delivery to 
customers 

Either 
seasonally or 
multiple 
times during 
the season 

Shipping 
documents sent to 
both transporter 
(on paper) and 
garment maker 
(by email) 
-Packing list (on 
paper) 
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Output and criteria to 
exit the business process 

Finished garments picked up by transporter for delivering to brand owner, retailer, or other 
final customer 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

The manufacturing of garments, in whole or in part, can be subcontracted and re-subcontracted 
and actual production can move into facilities that are outside the scope of current regulation 
and/or off the non-compliance “radar” of certification of environmental and social standards for 
safety and workers’ rights  

Circular economy related 
observations 

The garment-making processes are responsible for the generation of a remarkable amount of 
textile waste, especially in the cutting stage, and for defective, second-quality garments or 
deadstock that could be easily recovered in “fibre-to-fibre” or “fibre-to-other products” 
recycling processes.  

Other observations, 
particularly those related 
to traceability needs for 
different activities 

Traceability of fibre content is critical in recycling post-industrial textile waste; traceability of 
subcontracting relationships is critical for social sustainability transparency. 
 

 
6 Garment manufacturing – risk assessment 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A4 

Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution 
- GHG emissions from 

production, 
packaging, storage 
and transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduced use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Reduce emissions from fuel use 
Main standards/certifications: 
- Voluntary GHG-cutting programs, such as 

actions inspired by Science Based Targets 
(SBT) initiative (CDP, UN Global Compact, 
WRI, WWF), Cool Farm Alliance Cool Farm 
Tool 

-  for managing risks 
and identifying 
reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions (Co2 
eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 
Energy consumption/ 
efficiency, CO2 
emissions,  

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001 
- Refer also to the info in row A4: 

“Greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution” 

- Refer also to the info 
in row A4: 
“Greenhouse gas 
emissions and air 
pollution” 

- Refer also to 
the info in row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

A9 

Solid waste 
-  Waste generation 

from production 
processes, especially 
in the fabric cutting 
stage, and defective 
garments (second 
quality)  

- Waste generation 
from logistics 

Criteria 
- Waste recycling management system 
- Management for recycling system 

implemented 
- Zero waste processes adopted 
Main standards/certifications: 
- No standard is currently defined for waste 

recycling. The growing implementation of 
EPR (extended producer responsibility) 
schemes in national laws and norms in 
Europe and in other countries it is likely to 
generate new standards in the coming years 

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Physical 
volume of 
waste and 
waste 
reduction 

- % waste 
managed for 
recycling 

- % of 
company’s 
commitments 
and goals 
implemented 
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 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 39 
Process 7 Retailing – in store and online (diagram in 2 parts) [overlay = traceability at product guardian 
process] 
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Table 30 
Process 7 business process description 

Name of process area Textile value chain  

Name of business process activity  Process 7 - Retailing - placement of product in stores or online for sale 

Process participants Brand owner; retailer-store; warehouser; transporter; other suppliers-packaging & 
merchandising; other service provider-waste disposal; consumer 

Input and criteria to enter/begin the 
process Products ready to be sent to retailer and have been picked up by transporter 

Parallel processes None 
 

Activities  Description Periodicity Required documents Other required information  

7.1.1.1 Other 
packaging and 
store supplies 
ordered 

For packaging and 
merchandising goods that are 
not provided by the brand, an 
order is sent to suppliers by the 
store 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Purchase order sent 
by email or EDI 

Order recorded in the store 
management system 

7.1.1.2 Order for 
packaging and 
store supplies 
received by 
supplier 

Order for packaging and 
merchandising goods received 
by supplier 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Purchase order 
received by email or 
EDI 

Order recorded in the 
supplier’s ERP 

7.1.1.3.1 Order 
confirmation sent 
to store by supplier 

Order for packaging and 
merchandising goods 
confirmed by supplier, goods 
prepared for shipping, and 
transport request is sent 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

-Order confirmed by 
email or EDI 
-Transport request 

 

7.1.1.3.2 Order 
confirmation 
received by retailer 
store from supplier 

Order confirmation received by 
the store from the supplier for 
packaging and merchandising 
goods ordered   

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Order confirmation 
received by email or 
EDI 

 

7.1.1.4 Items 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to retailer 
store 

Transport request is received. 
Packaging and merchandising 
are picked up for delivery to 
store 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Shipping documents 
(paper)  

7.1.1.5 Packaging 
and merchandising 
goods delivered to 
the store  

Retail store receives packaging 
and merchandising goods from 
the supplier 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Shipping documents 
(paper) 

Reception of products recorded 
in the store management 
system 

7.1.2.1 Products 
received and stored 
in warehouse 

Brand warehouser receives 
goods from manufacturer and 
stores them 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Shipping documents 
(paper) 

-Recording of goods reception 
in warehouser’s ERP system 
-Electronic notification to 
brand owner that goods were 
received 

7.1.2.2.1 Seasonal 
orders sent 

Retailer sends seasonal orders 
to warehouser 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 
Once  

Order for goods  Order sent via ERP, EDI or 
other legacy system 

7.1.2.2.2 
Warehouser 
receives seasonal 
orders 

The warehouser receives and 
records all the seasonal orders 
from the retailers 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Order for goods 
Reception of the orders 
recorded in the warehouse’s 
ERP 
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7.2.1 Orders sent 
by consumer 

Consumer sends an online 
order via an e-commerce site 

Multiple times 
during the season Order for goods E-commerce site 

7.2.2 Warehouser 
receives non-
seasonal orders  

Warehouser receives orders 
that are not seasonal coming 
from e-commerce website or 
retail store  

Multiple times 
during the season Orders for goods 

Reception of the orders 
recorded in the warehouse’s 
ERP 

7.3 Picking 
requests created 
and implemented 

Warehouser creates picking 
requests in their system and 
implements them on the due 
dates for the orders 

Multiple times 
during the season 

Picking requests – in 
the ERP system  

7.4 If an online 
order has been 
received, package 
products for 
shipping to 
consumer 

If an online order has been 
received, package products, 
alone or with other items 
ordered by consumer, for 
shipping. Send transport 
request to transporter 

For each online 
order 

Order from consumer 
and transport request  

7.5. Products 
picked up by 
transporter for 
delivery to 
consumer  

Transport request is received, 
and products ordered online are 
picked up for delivery to 
consumer 

 Multiple times 
during the season 

Shipping documents 
(paper)  

7.6. Products 
delivered to 
consumer 

If products are sold online, they 
are delivered directly to the 
consumer 

Multiple times 
during the season  

Shipping documents 
(paper) 

Virtual sales receipt, consumer 
reception confirmation through 
transporter application 

7.7 If this is a store 
order, package 
products for 
shipping to store 

On the due date of the retail 
store’s order, the order is 
packed and prepared to be 
shipped and transport request is 
sent to transporter 

For each retail 
store order 

Order from store and 
transport request Picking request 

7.8 Products are 
picked up by the 
transporter for 
delivery to store  

Transporter picks up product 
order for delivery to store  

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

Shipping documents 
and packing list on 
paper, or sent by 
email or EDI 

 

7.9.1 Waste 
collected from 
store 

Service provider collects waste 
from store periodically, as 
agreed in their contract 

Multiple times 
during the season   

7.9.2 Products 
received by 
retailer/store 

Retailer/store receives and 
stores products  

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season  

Shipping documents, 
packing list sent on 
paper by email or 
EDI 

Reception of products recorded 
in the store management 
system 

7.9.3 If 
replenishment is 
needed, prepare a 
replenishment 
request/order and 
send it. (Go to 
7.2.2) 

Store reviews inventory and if 
a replenishment request (order) 
is needed, one is prepared and 
sent to the warehouse and the 
process goes to activity 7.2.2 

Multiple times 
during the season 

Order for 
replenishment  

7.10.1 If it is end 
of season, identify 
products to be 
returned to brand 
owner and send the 
notification of 
return list  

If it is the end of season, store 
identifies all the products to be 
returned to the brand, prepares 
a “notification of return list” 
and sends it to the brand 
owner. Sends transport request.  

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

-Returned items list 
and plan for end-of-
season sales 
-Transport request 

 

7.10.2 If it is end 
of season, plan end 
of season sales  

End-of-season sales planned 
and organized by retailer. 
Product displays for items with 

Seasonally List of products sold 
with markdowns  
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markdown organized within 
the store 

7.11 If it is not end 
of season, products 
sold to consumer  

Consumer enters the store, 
buys garments, which could 
belong to the finished season or 
new season, and receives the 
product and packaging from 
the store 

Multiple times 
during the season Sales receipt  

7.12 If consumer 
returns product, 
and product cannot 
be sold to another 
customer, or if 
there are products 
left after end of 
season promotions, 
then products are 
stored to be 
returned to brand 
owner (go to 7.10) 

If the consumer decides to 
return products and the store is 
not able to sell them to other 
consumers, the retailer 
organizes these products to be 
returned to the brand 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

  

7.13 Unsold or 
returned items are 
picked up by 
transporter 

Unsold or returned items are 
picked up by transporter for 
delivery to brand warehouse 

Either seasonally 
or multiple times 
during the season 

-Shipping documents 
on paper 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

 

7.14 Unsold or 
returned items are 
received by brand 
owner’s warehouse  

Unsold garments and returned 
items are sent to brand owner’s 
warehouse, either by the retail 
store or directly by the 
consumer 

Seasonally Packing list on paper, 
by email or EDI 

Reception of products recorded 
in the brand owner’s ERP 

 
Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Product sold to consumer in store or delivered to consumer for e-commerce sales or returned to brand 
owner’s warehouse 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

Stores’ eco-efficiency is a primary consideration in store design and management, especially in the 
domains of energy consumption and materials use. 
The impact of GHG emissions from transport can be remarkable when the retailer network is global 
and the production and distribution centres are centralized or not optimized. 
Energy use and GHG emissions from transport are also a key problem in e-commerce.  

Circular economy 
related observations 

Logistic packaging, and especially the polyethylene bags (polybags) used to cover and protect 
garments during transportation and warehousing, can be an issue. Polyethylene is easy to recycle. 
Proper separation and collection are the critical issues to allow for large scale recycling. Store fittings 
can be renewed much more frequently in the fashion business than in other categories of goods, and 
therefore are also a potential source of waste.  
Packaging waste collection, reuse and recycling is very critical in the e-commerce channel.  

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

 

 
7 Retailing, placement of product in stores or online for sale – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 
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7 Retailing, placement of product in stores or online for sale – risk assessment information 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
- GHG emissions from 

production, packaging, 
storage and transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduce emissions from use of energy  
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
Codes of conduct: 
- Eurocommerce and European Retail 

Roundtable Retail Environmental 
Sustainability Code, CNMI Camera 
Nazionale della Moda Italiana for 
sustainability in retail 

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001, Voluntary GHG-cutting 

programs, such as actions inspired by 
Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 
(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF), 
LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design), BREEAM (Building 
Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method), HQE (Haute Qualité 
Environnementale).  

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.) 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon neutral 
Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA analysis 

A5 Energy consumption/ 
efficiency, CO2 emissions,  

Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001, Voluntary GHG-cutting 

programs, such as actions inspired by 
Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 
(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF), 
LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design), BREEAM (Building 
Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method), HQE (Haute Qualité 
Environnementale). 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Refer also to 
the info in row 
A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

A9 

Solid waste 
- Waste generation from 

packaging and logistics 
management 

Criteria 
- Waste reduction initiatives 
- Waste recycling management system 
Main standards/certifications: 
- No standard is currently defined for waste 

recycling. The growing implementation of 
EPR (extended producer responsibility) 
schemes in national laws and norms in 
Europe and in other countries it is likely to 
generate new standards in the coming years 

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Physical 
volume of 
waste and 
waste 
reduction 

- % waste 
managed for 
recycling 

- % of 
company’s 
commitments 
and goals 
implemented 

 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 

B2 Labour rights 
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Figure 40 
Textile process 8 Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling [overlay = traceability at entry 
point and product transformation points] Note: The circles in this diagram are in orange to indicate that 
the data is not currently available 
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Table 31 
Process 8 business process description 
 
Name of process area Textile value chain  

Name of business process activity  Process 8 - Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling 

Process participants Consumer; brand owner/retailer; transporter; other service provider - waste 
collection/handling; recycler; second-hand garments trader 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 
the process Product bought and worn by consumer 

Parallel processes None 
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Activities  Description Periodicity Required 
documents Other required information  

8.1 Product not 
used anymore by 
consumer 

Product loses its functional 
or aesthetic value for the 
consumer 

Not applicable – 
occurs on an 
individual 
product basis at 
any time 

  

8.2.1 Transferred to 
another consumer 

The product is directly 
transferred or sold to 
another consumer via a 
personal network or C2C 
platform 

Not applicable – 
occurs on an 
individual 
product basis at 
any time 

  

8.2.2 Product 
repaired by 
brand/retailer 

Brand or retailer offers 
repairing or reconditioning 
service and, after the 
service, registers the repair 
status  

Not applicable – 
occurs on an 
individual 
product basis at 
any time 

Delivery receipt  

8.2.3 Product 
repaired/repurposed 
by third party 

The product is evaluated 
and repurposed by a tailor 
or a designer for upcycling 
and the garment’s status is 
recorded 

Not applicable – 
occurs on an 
individual 
product basis at 
any time 

Delivery receipt  

8.2.4 (& 8.21) 
Garments sent to 
second-hand 
market retailer 

Second-hand product sold 
in physical store or in 
online platform 

Happens on a 
continuous basis 
throughout the 
year 

Packing list on 
paper or by email  

8.3 Product comes 
to end-of-life 

Product disposed of by 
consumer 

Not applicable – 
occurs on an 
individual 
product basis at 
any time 

  

8.4 If product is not 
separated from 
other waste, it is 
collected for 
landfill or 
incineration 

If disposed of garments are 
not separated from other 
waste, mixed waste is 
collected by waste collector 
and sent to landfill or 
incineration facilities  

Happens on a 
continuous basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Waste 
management 
authorization 
documents 
-Shipping 
documents 

 

8.5 If product 
returned, collected 
by brand/retailer  

If disposed of garments are 
returned to store or mailed 
to brand, returned garments 
are collected by stores with 
take-back initiatives or in 
collection centres where an 
initial evaluation of the 
product also takes place 

Happens on a 
continuous basis 
throughout the 
year 

Delivery receipt  

8.6 Product is 
separated and put 
in a textile waste 
bin 

If product is separated from 
other waste and NOT sent 
back to retailer or brand, 
then garments are put in a 
textile waste bin by the 
consumer 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

  

8.7 Disposed of 
product collected or 
received 

Disposed of product 
collected from 
bins/collection centres or 
received from 
brand/retailer. Collector can 
be a charity, a profit-

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Waste 
management 
authorization 
documents 
-Shipping 
documents 
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oriented company, or a 
collective recycling body 

8.8 If waste is 
exported, it is 
picked up by 
transporter 

If waste is exported, waste 
is picked up by a 
transporter 

Multiple times 
during the 
season 

-Shipping 
documents on 
paper 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

 

8.9 Customs 
clearance 

Waste is checked to ensure 
it meets requirements in the 
countries of export and 
import 

Multiple times 
during the 
season 

Shipping 
documents   

8.10 Waste sorting 
Waste is classified by type 
and quality and is 
segregated 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

  

8.11 If product is 
suitable for 
recycling, but not 
for resale, it is 
picked up by 
transporter  

If product is suitable for 
recycling, a request for 
transport is made and it is 
picked up for delivery to 
recycler 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Shipping 
documents on 
paper 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

 

8.12 Product 
received by 
recycler 

Product is received by 
recycler and stored in 
warehouse 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Shipping 
documents on 
paper 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

Reception of products recorded in the 
recycler ERP or inventory list 

8.13 Product 
prepared for 
recycling 

Disassembling, sorting, 
cleaning, carbonizing and 
cutting 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

  

8.14 If recycling is 
not mechanical, 
item goes to 
chemical recycling 

If recycling is not 
mechanical, chemical 
processes are applied such 
as cellulose extraction, pulp 
dissolving, or biorefinery 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

 Fibre composition, chemicals (dyes, 
pigments) used in dyeing 

8.15 If recycling is 
mechanical, item 
goes to shredding 

If recycling is mechanical, 
the shredding process is 
applied  

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

 Fibre composition 

8.16 If suitable for 
resale, transport is 
requested, and 
garments are 
picked up by 
transporter 

If garments are suitable for 
resale, a request for 
transport is made and they 
are picked up for delivery 
to second-hand garments 
trader 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Shipping 
documents (paper) 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

Transport request 

8.17 Second-hand 
garments received 
by trader 

Garments received for 
reselling 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Shipping 
documents (paper) 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

 

8.18 Garments 
prepared for resale 
and transport 
requested 

Washing reconditioning, 
mending is done to prepare 
garments for resale and then 
transport is requested  

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Shipping 
documents (paper) 
-Packing list on 
paper, by email or 
EDI 

Transport request 
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8.19 Garments 
picked up by 
transporter 

Product picked up by 
transporter for delivery to 
second-hand market retailer 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

-Shipping 
document 
-Packing list on 
paper or by email 

 

8.20 Garments 
received and placed 
for sale by second-
hand market 
retailer 

Second-hand product 
received by second-hand 
retailer and placed on sale 
either in a physical store or 
in an online platform 

Happens on a 
continual basis 
throughout the 
year 

Packing list on 
paper or by email  

 
Output and criteria 
to exit the business 
process 

Recycled fibre, ready for delivery to spinner; or  
second-hand garment delivered to second-hand store; or  
garment ends up in landfill or incineration 

Common 
exceptions/problems 

Fibre composition is a critical factor in recycling used garments—in both mechanical and chemical 
recycling. The lack of accuracy in fibre composition labels is currently a roadblock because new 
technologies for automatic sorting are still at an early stage. 

Circular economy 
related observations 

Circularity options will be dependent upon consumer choices at end-of life and on the existence of 
structured post-consumption recycling value chains. 
However, currently, post-consumption recycling value chains overlap in many countries with the 
“grey” or “black” economy sector as well as with completely illegal activities, and still need proper 
organization and a regulatory framework. In some regions, notably in the EU, the drive towards a 
regulatory framework has accelerated recently. In the EU this is illustrated by the “Circular Economy 
Package” of directives and the EU Commission’s New Circular Economy Strategy. Most post-
consumption textile waste in the EU is, however, exported to third countries. 

Other observations, 
particularly those 
related to 
traceability needs 
for different 
activities 

Today, in most cases, pre-consumer traceability information is lost when goods arrive at the post-
consumer stage. Therefore, this process starts as a “traceability entry point” in order to establish 
traceability for use in claims such as “contains XX % of recycled content”.  
 
Then, depending upon decisions about the disposal of the post-consumer goods, the process can 
become a transformation process and/or it can eventually become a product guardian process (i.e. 
retail sale of second-hand garments) 

 
8 Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling – risk assessment 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 
 ENVIRONMENTAL 

A2 

Hazardous chemicals and 
toxics use 
Risks:  
- Use of hazardous chemicals 

can be unintended and 
indirect. Recycling or 
reusing of worn garments 
implies the circulation of 
hazardous residual 
chemicals on the products, 
and these can be transferred 
to workers in garment 
manufacturing, to water 
effluents triggering water 
pollution, and to consumers 
that will wear the recycled 
garments. 

Criteria 
- No or acceptable concentration of hazardous 

chemicals on the final product 
- No discharge of hazardous chemical in the 

environment 
Guidelines and protocols: 
- AFIRM P-RSL (product restricted substances 

list), ZDHC M-RSL (manufacturing 
restricted substances list), brand’s own P-
RSLs 

Main standards/certifications: 
- OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 

- Some guidelines, 
protocols and brand’s 
RSLs have special 
sections for recycled 
items with loose 
restrictions 

 

A3 

Water consumption and 
pollution 
Risks: microplastics from 
washing 

Criteria 
Guidelines and protocols: 
- none 
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8 Consumption, disposal and post-consumption recycling – risk assessment 
 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification methods Measurements 

A4 

Greenhouse gas emissions 
and air pollution 
Risks:  
- GHG emissions from 

production, storage and 
transport 

Criteria: 
- Reduce emissions from use of energy in 

recycling processes 
- Use of energy from renewable sources 
- Reduce energy emissions from transportation 

of waste 
Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001, Voluntary GHG-cutting 

programs, such as actions inspired by 
Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 
(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF)  

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Annual GHG 
emissions 
(Co2 eq.), 
scope 1 and 
scope 2 

- Committed to 
SBT or other 
GHG 
programs 
Yes/No 

- Carbon 
neutral Yes/no 

- Risks can also 
be measured 
in the 
framework of 
LCA/EPD 
analysis 

A5 

Energy consumption/ 
efficiency, CO2 emissions 
Risks: 
- Recycling implies energy 

consumption. When 
chemical recycling is 
performed, energy 
consumption can be high.  

Criteria: 
- Reduce energy consumption in recycling 

processes 
Main standards/certifications: 
- ISO 50001, voluntary GHG-cutting 

programs, such as actions inspired by 
Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative 
(CDP, UN Global Compact, WRI, WWF) 

- GHG accounting for 
managing risks and 
identifying reduction 
opportunities. GHG 
corporate accounting 
standard by WBCSD 
and WRI  

- Self-declaration, third 
party verified 
assertion 

- Refer also to 
the info in 
row A4: 
“Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
and air 
pollution” 

 

 Sustainability risks  Sustainability criteria & standards  Verification 
methods 

Measurements 

 SOCIAL 

B1 Human rights 

Guidelines/codes 
- ILO, UN conventions (see above), Ethical 

Trading Initiative 
Standards/certifications: 
- SA8000, ISO 45001, Amfori Business Social 

Compliance Initiative (BSCI), Fair Labor 
Association, Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit (SMETA), Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) 

 
Social sustainability risks are also addressed by 
certifications and standards such as GOTS, GRS, 
FSC, PEFC and RWS that are mainly focused on 
other risks. 

- Third party 
verification 

- Voluntary declaration 

- Certified 
Yes/No 

- Is declaration 
public? 
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Chapter IV: Sustainable Textile Value Chain Glossary 
Term Category Description 

ANIMAL WELFARE <sustainability 
concern> 

The concept of the "five freedoms" that define ideal states 
rather than standards for acceptable animal welfare is 
widely accepted. The five freedoms include “freedom 
from hunger and thirst - by ready access to fresh water 
and a diet to maintain full health and vigour; freedom 
from discomfort - by providing an appropriate 
environment including shelter and a comfortable resting 
area; freedom from pain, injury or disease - by prevention 
or rapid diagnosis and treatment; freedom to express 
normal behaviour - by providing sufficient space, proper 
facilities and company of the animal's own kind; and 
freedom from fear and distress - by ensuring conditions 
and treatment which avoid mental suffering”.96 They can 
be summarized as the provision of housing, food, water, 
and care appropriate to the animals' physiological and 
ethological needs, in accordance with established 
experience and scientific knowledge. 

BIOBASED MATERIAL <material>  

The term 'biobased' means that the material or product is 
(partly) derived from biomass (plants). Biomass used for 
bioplastics is derived from plants such as corn or 
sugarcane, and many other sources of cellulose. Biomass 
may undergo physical, chemical or biological treatments. 
Material can be defined as biobased when a fraction of 
the product, generally expressed as a percentage of the 
total mass, is derived from biomasses.  

BIOBASED POLYMERS <material>  

“Biobased polymers are sustainable polymers 
synthesized from renewable resources such as biomass 
instead of the conventional fossil resources such as 
petroleum oil and natural gas, preferably based on 
biological and biochemical processes.”97  

  
96 Farm Animal Welfare Council, “Five Freedoms”, 9 October 2012. Available at 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20121010012427/http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm. 
(Accessed 26 January 2022.) 
97 Masutani K., Kimura Y., “Biobased Polymers”. In: Kobayashi S., Müllen K. (eds) Encyclopedia of Polymeric 
Nanomaterials. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg (2015). Available at https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-36199-9_390-1. 
(Accessed 26 January 2022.) 

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20121010012427/http:/www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-36199-9_390-1
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Term Category Description 

BIODEGRADABLE 
MATERIAL <material>  

“Biodegradable materials can be reduced to simpler 
substances or can completely break down to minerals 
through natural processes catalysed by microorganisms 
such as bacteria and fungi. It is important to note that a 
material's potential for biodegradability does not 
guarantee that it always biodegrades, as biodegradation is 
a natural process that depends on suitable environmental 
conditions such as temperature, nutrient sources, pH, and 
oxygen levels. In addition, biodegradability also requires 
that all inputs, including dyes, washes or other chemicals 
used in the production are biodegradable; this includes 
anything that may leave chemical traces or prevent the 
material from decomposing.” 98 

BIODIVERSITY <measure> 

This is “the variability among living organisms from all 
sources including, among other things, terrestrial, marine 
and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological 
complexes of which they are a part; this includes diversity 
within species, between species and of ecosystems.”99  

BIODIVERSITY LOSS <sustainability 
concern> 

“Biodiversity loss is a decrease in biodiversity within a 
species, an ecosystem, a given geographic area, or Earth 
as a whole. Biodiversity, or biological diversity, is a term 
that refers to the number of genes, species, individual 
organisms within a given species, and biological 
communities within a defined geographic area, ranging 
from the smallest ecosystem to the global biosphere.”100 

BIOMASS <material>  

“Biomass is the biodegradable fraction of products, 
waste, and residues of biological origin from agriculture 
(including plant and animal substances), forestry and 
related industries including fisheries and aquaculture.”101 

BIOPLASTIC <material>  “Plastic material is defined as a bioplastic if it is either 
biobased, biodegradable, or features both properties.”102 

BIOREFINERY <process> 

A biorefinery undertakes "the sustainable processing of 
biomass into a spectrum of biobased products (food, feed, 
chemicals, materials) and bioenergy (biofuels, power 
and/or heat)"103  

  
98 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/b. 
99 Green Facts, “Biodiversity”. Available at https://www.greenfacts.org/en/biodiversity/l-3/1-define-biodiversity.htm 
(accessed 26 January 2022). 
100 Encyclopedia Britannica online, s.v. “biodiversity loss”, accessed 26 January 2022. Available at 
https://www.britannica.com/science/biodiversity-loss. 
101 THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL, DIRECTIVE 2009/28/EC (23 April 2009). See 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02009L0028-20151005&from=EN (accessed 26 January 
2022). 
102 European Bioplastics. Available at https://www.european-bioplastics.org/bioplastics/. 
103 International Energy Agency – Bioenergy Task 42 report, “Bio-based Chemicals: Value Added Products from 
Biorefineries” (February 2012). Available at Bio-based Chemicals: Value Added Products from Biorefineries | Bioenergy 
(ieabioenergy.com). (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/b
https://www.greenfacts.org/en/biodiversity/l-3/1-define-biodiversity.htm
https://www.britannica.com/science/biodiversity-loss
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02009L0028-20151005&from=EN
https://www.european-bioplastics.org/bioplastics/
https://www.ieabioenergy.com/blog/publications/bio-based-chemicals-value-added-products-from-biorefineries/
https://www.ieabioenergy.com/blog/publications/bio-based-chemicals-value-added-products-from-biorefineries/
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Term Category Description 

BLEACHING <process> 

Bleaching is a finishing process used to remove the colour 
from a textile or yarn to whiten it before a new colour is 
fixed and to improve fibre absorption properties. 
Common bleaching agents include sodium hypochlorite 
and hydrogen peroxide, which can be toxic to aquatic life 
and cause severe skin, respiratory and eye irritation or 
burns.104 

BLENDING <process> Blending is the process of mixing or combining fibres to 
obtain a desired quality or functionality. 

CARBON FOOTPRINT <measure> 

“Carbon footprint is the estimated volume of greenhouse 
gases (GHG), especially CO2 emissions, produced 
directly and indirectly to meet the requirements of an 
individual, an organization or a population.”105 The 
carbon footprint is calculated as the weighted sum of the 
greenhouse gases generated within a product, service or 
an organization's life cycle. 

CARBONIZATION <process> 

Carbonization is the chemical degradation of cellulosic 
matter to a friable condition to facilitate its elimination 
from a mixture with other fibres. Sometimes scoured or 
recycled wool contains vegetable impurities that cannot 
be removed entirely through mechanical operations. 
Sulphuric acid is the chemical substance used to remove 
or reduce these vegetable particle impurities. 

CARDING <process> 

Carding is the disentanglement, cleaning and intermixing 
of fibres to produce a continuous web or sliver 
(continuous, untwisted strand) suitable for subsequent 
processing. 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY <system>  

A chain of custody (CoC) is the chronological 
documentation, paper trail or electronic evidence related 
to the movement of materials and products through the 
supply chain. A chain of custody verifies the path from 
the input material to the final product and gives assurance 
that fibre content claims (like "organically grown" or 
"recycled") are accurate. A chain of custody can be 
demonstrated through a traceability scheme such as 
product segregation/ID preservation or mass-balance. 
The book & claim model of traceability is not strictly a 
CoC model because in this model the end product 
contains no known certified product or an equivalent 
volume that has been controlled under the CoC system, 
and there is no physical traceability through the supply 
chain. 

  
104 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/b/bleaching. 
105 Ibid., "Carbon footprint". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/climate-emergency/carbon-footprint. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/b/bleaching
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/climate-emergency/carbon-footprint
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Term Category Description 

CMT (cut, make, trim) <process> 

Cut, make, trim (CMT) manufacturing is a service 
provided by subcontractors that essentially cut, make and 
trim clothes into garments. The subcontractor requires 
specifications, tech packs, fabrics, patterns and stitching 
requirements from you before production. “Cut” stands 
for the cutting of garment patterns from a fabric roll. 
“Make” means s stitching the complete garment with 
necessary trims. “Trim” is about trimming uncut threads 
tails, cleaning loose thread from the garment after 
stitching, checking, finishing, and packing the garment. 

COMBING <process> 
Combing is the process of straightening, making fibres 
parallel, and removing shorter fibres and impurities by 
using a comb or combs assisted by brushes and rollers. 

COMMON EFFLUENT 
TREATMENT PLANT <place> 

“Common effluent treatment plants (CETPs) are 
treatment systems specifically designed for collective 
treatment of effluent generated from small-scale 
industrial facilities in an industrial cluster” 106 (or 
industrial site). See also “EFFLUENT / WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT PLANT”. 

CONTINUOUS 
REPLENISHMENT 
PROGRAMME (CRP) 

<business 
model> 

This programme replenishes products at the retail store in 
real time, as needed, only for the sold amount. It involves 
the supplier in planning production, based on forecasts, to 
minimize the lag time at the point of sale. The intention is 
to cope with demand uncertainties at the point of sale.  

COTTON LINTERS <material>  

Linters are the short cellulose fibres left on the seed after 
the staple cotton is removed by ginning. These fibres are 
not long enough to produce yarn but can be used to 
produce cellulose. 

COTTON LINT <material>  

Cotton lint is the product of ginning, which is the process 
of removing the mass of soft and generally immature 
fibres that surround the seeds of unginned cotton. Cotton 
lint can be used to produce yarn. 

DEGREASED WOOL <material>  Degreased wool is the wool from which the bulk of 
impurities has been removed by processing. 

DETECTION LIMIT <measure> 

The limit of detection is the concentration or the quantity 
that is derived from the smallest measure that can be 
detected with reasonable certainty for a given analytical 
procedure.”107 In other words, the lowest quantity or 
concentration of a component that can be reliably 
detected with a given analytical method. 

  
106 Ashwini V. Padalkar, Rakesh Kumar, “Common effluent treatment plant (CETP): Reliability analysis and performance 
evaluation”, Water Science and Engineering, Volume 11, Issue 3, (2018) Pages 205-213. Available at 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1674237018300802#bib30 (accessed 26 January 2022). 
107 ResearchGate, “Limit of Detection” definition, accessed 26 January 2022. Available at 
https://www.researchgate.net/topic/Limit-of-Detection/publications.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1674237018300802#bib30
https://www.researchgate.net/topic/Limit-of-Detection/publications
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DISPOSING (OF) <process> 

This is the process of getting rid of something. It can be 
applied to post-industrial textile waste such as cutting 
scraps, defective items and other waste, and also to unsold 
items  

DISSOLVING PULP <material>  

The dissolving pulp is a bleached wood pulp with a high 
cellulose content (e.g. more than 90% cellulose content or 
more than 96% cellulose content, depending on the type 
of process). It is typically bleached to a high level of 
brightness and has specific properties such as uniform 
molecular weight distribution. It is called dissolving pulp 
because it is not made into paper but dissolved into a 
solvent or otherwise made into a homogeneous solution 
that can then be spun to produce textile fibres or 
chemically react to produce a wide range of cellulose 
derivatives. 

DYEING <process> 

“Dyeing is the process used to fix colour to a textile or 
plastic. While the colour is contained in the dye or 
pigment, other chemicals are used to allow the material to 
absorb the dyes and bind them to the yarn. These include 
polymeric resin, binders, plasticizers, and surfactants. 
Dyeing can be used to colour yarns, fabrics, garments or 
to create prints.”108 

EFFLUENT / 
WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT PLANT 

<place>  

This is the plant where industrial effluents are sent to be 
cleaned of harmful chemicals before discharge into the 
environment or being sent back to the tanner for reuse. 
See also “Common Effluent Treatment Plants”. 

EFFLUENT / 
WASTEWATER <material>  

This is liquid waste discharged by a wet process 
following production processes. It can be treated to 
remove contaminants and discharged directly to rivers or 
seas, or it can be left untreated and sent to an effluent 
treatment plant (or wastewater treatment plant). 

EXTRUSION <process> 

This is the process of shaping metal or plastic by forcing 
it through a hole. In textiles, it applies to the production 
of synthetics and human-made cellulosic fibres in the 
form of filament, and is also called "spinning", "wet 
spinning", or "melt spinning." 

FAÇON <process> 

This is a manufacturing service provided by factories that 
only perform the sewing of garments based on a model, 
technical sheet, and detailed instruction from the 
contractor, usually a brand. 

  
108 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/d/dyeing. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/d/dyeing
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FAST FASHION <business 
model> 

In the fashion sector, fast fashion is a business model in 
which the lag time between the design/order phase and 
the retailer's delivery is compressed to few weeks, instead 
of the classic, seasonal 6-month-lag model. This business 
model is generally applied in the mass-market segment. 
The value proposition of fast fashion is built around (1) 
minimizing the risk of designing unsuccessful items by 
designing new items during the sales season, and (2) 
offering new and fresh items to consumers many times 
during the season, every week, or every other week. The 
business model is based on a make-to-stock production 
model to speed up the process. The fast fashion model is 
often criticized for promoting overconsumption. 

FIBRE LENGTH  <measure> 

Length is an essential factor in defining a fibre 
performance, especially in the spinning stage, as the 
length of the fibre affects yarn strength, tenacity, hairiness 
and yarn imperfections; longer fibres are suited to better 
quality yarns. Wool fibres are generally longer (30-
200mm) than cotton (20-35mm). 

FILAMENT <material>  

A filament is a single, continuous fibril of natural fibre 
such as silk, or a human-made fibre such as a polyester or 
viscose textile fibre of indefinite length (sometimes 
several miles long). See the term "staple" for the opposite 
definition of a fibre with a definite length. 

FINISHING <process> 

“Finishing refers to processes that add desirable 
performance and handling properties to the fabric. 
Finishes can include flame retardants, water and stain 
repellents, anti-bacterial or anti-microbial treatments, 
anti-pilling or anti-static finishes, coatings and 
laminates.”109 It includes scouring, bleaching, 
colouration, and finishing in aqueous mediums. “Many of 
the chemicals used in these processes have damaging 
environmental and health effects, including reproductive 
and hormonal disruption, bioaccumulation, and resistance 
to antibiotics.”110 

  
109 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at  https://www.condenast.com/glossary/f/finishing. 
110 Ellen MacArthur Foundation, A new textiles economy: Redesigning fashion's future (2017). Available at: 
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/a-new-textiles-economy.  

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/f/finishing
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/a-new-textiles-economy
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FOSSIL SOURCE <material>  

Materials from fossil origin are generated from fossilized 
hydrocarbon deposits such as plants, and other organisms' 
remains. Fossil materials include coal, crude oil and 
natural gas. All of these, because of their origins, have a 
high carbon content. Extraction, transport and burning of 
fossil materials all generate harmful greenhouse gas 
(GHGs) levels and emissions (primarily CO2) that 
significantly contribute to global warming and climate 
crisis.111  

FULLY FASHIONED 
KNITTING <process> 

“Fully fashioned knitting machines, sometimes referred 
to as straight bar machines or cotton machines, are 
traditionally used to produce plain classical-styled 
sweaters. It should be noted that cotton machines are 
nothing to do with the cotton fibre, but are named after 
the inventor William Cotton, who patented the first 
machine of this type in the mid-1800s. The machines 
produce shaped fashioned panels to a predetermined size, 
and then after knitting, the back, front and sleeve panels 
are linked together. Garments produced on fully 
fashioned knitting machines have distinctive fashioning 
marks, which run parallel to the garment seams.”112 

GHG (greenhouse gases) <sustainability 
concern> 

“Greenhouse gases are gases in the Earth's atmosphere 
that absorb heat from the sun. The key greenhouse gases 
include water vapour (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), 
nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and ozone (O3). If 
the concentrations of these gases are well balanced, they 
make the climate on Earth habitable. However, human 
interference, especially the burning of fossil fuels, has led 
to high greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere. 
This causes a greenhouse effect meaning that heat is 
trapped close to the surface of the Earth,” 113 which 
potentially leads to climate change. 

GINNING <process> Ginning is the process of separating cotton fibres from the 
seed bolls and dust particles. 

  
111 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/f/fossil-fuels. 
112 Woolmark, “Worsted-knitting”. Available at https://www.woolmark.com/industry/use-wool/wool-processing/worsted-
knitting/. (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 
113 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/g/greenhouse-gases-
ghgs. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/f/fossil-fuels
https://www.woolmark.com/industry/use-wool/wool-processing/worsted-knitting/
https://www.woolmark.com/industry/use-wool/wool-processing/worsted-knitting/
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/g/greenhouse-gases-ghgs
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/g/greenhouse-gases-ghgs
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GMO (genetically modified 
organism) <material>  

“Genetically modified (GM) crops are agricultural plants 
modified by the insertion of new genetic information that 
changes or improves their natural traits, such as resistance 
to pests, diseases, weather, and increased nutritional 
value. An example includes genetically modified cotton, 
also known as biotech or Bt cotton.… It is estimated that 
genetically modified cotton now accounts for over three-
quarters of the global cotton production. It is known to 
produce higher yields in comparison to conventional 
cotton. In most cases, it also circumvents the need for 
using fertilizers. While the benefits of using genetically 
modified cotton include more efficient growing and 
reduced need for agricultural chemicals, genetically 
modified crops have also been criticized for the corporate 
monopoly over the GM technology and also for their 
potential environmental impacts such as building pest 
tolerance to resistant strains, potential persistence in the 
environment, and possible transfer of modified genes to 
other crops.”114 

GRADING <process> Grading is the process of judging the technical quality of 
fibre, natural or human-made. 

GREASY WOOL <material>  This is wool as it is shorn from the sheep, before any 
processing. 

GREENWASHING <system>  

“Greenwashing is a corporate marketing strategy that 
takes advantage of the increased public interest in 
environmental issues to make false or misleading claims 
about a company's environmental practices and products. 
To create a favourable company image, positive messages 
are communicated selectively, without full disclosure of 
related issues.”115 

HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS <material>  

“Hazardous chemicals are chemicals that are known to 
pose severe hazards to human and environmental health. 
These may include, but are not limited to, carcinogenic 
substances; mutagenic; toxic for reproduction; those that 
cause allergic skin and respiratory reactions; endocrine-
disrupting chemicals; and substances that are persistent, 
bio accumulative or toxic when released into the aquatic 
systems and the environment.”116 

  
114 Ibid., "Genetically modified (GM) crops". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/environmental-impacts-of-
fashion/genetically-modified-gm-crops. 
115 Ibid., "Greenwashing". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/g/greenwashing. 
116 Ibid., "Hazardous chemicals". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/h/hazardous-chemicals. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/environmental-impacts-of-fashion/genetically-modified-gm-crops
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/environmental-impacts-of-fashion/genetically-modified-gm-crops
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/g/greenwashing
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/h/hazardous-chemicals
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INCINERATION <process> 

“Incineration is the process of destruction of waste 
through burning. It is estimated that only around a quarter 
of used clothing gets reused or recycled globally. While 
there are significant regional differences in collection 
rates, a global average of approximately 75% of used 
clothes end up either in landfill or are incinerated. While 
incineration is relatively preferable to landfilling because 
it recovers some energy from the product and reduces the 
volume of waste in landfills, it also releases dangerous 
CO2 emissions into the atmosphere and further increases 
the carbon footprint of fashion products.”117 

KNITTING <process> 

Knitting is weaving “fabric by employing a continuous 
yarn or set of yarns to form a series of interlocking loops. 
Knit fabrics can generally be stretched to a greater degree 
than woven types. The two basic types of knits are the 
weft, or filling knits…and the warp knits… Most knits 
can be made by hand or machine, although commercial 
fabrics are generally machine made.”118 

LANDFILL <process> 

“A landfill is an area of land where waste is buried under 
layers of Earth. It is estimated that only around a quarter 
of used clothing globally gets reused or recycled and, 
while recycling collection rates differ significantly 
between regions, a global average of approximately 75% 
of discarded clothes end up either in incineration or are 
deposited in landfills.”119 

Land degradation <sustainability 
concern> 

“Land degradation is the decline of the land surface, 
including biodiversity loss and damage to ecosystems, 
largely caused by human activities. Land degradation 
currently causes around 23% reduction of productivity 
across the world's surface, and experts estimate that 
around 3.2 billion people are negatively affected by its 
consequences.” (See also soil degradation which is one 
aspect of land degradation)”120 

  
117 Ibid., "Incineration". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/environmental-impacts-of-fashion/incineration. 
118 Encyclopedia Britannica online, s.v. "Knitting", accessed 26 January 2022. Available at  
https://www.britannica.com/technology/knitting. 
119 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary”. Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/l/landfill. 
120 Ibid., “Land degradation”. Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/l/land-degradation. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/environmental-impacts-of-fashion/incineration
https://www.britannica.com/technology/knitting
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/l/landfill
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/l/land-degradation
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LCA <method> 

“Life cycle assessment (LCA), also known as life cycle 
analysis, is a comparative methodology for assessing the 
environmental impacts linked to all stages of product life 
cycle, from raw materials, manufacturing, distribution, 
retail and use to disposal and end of life. Life cycle 
assessment (LCA) is a growing area of study that has also 
led to numerous research and industry initiatives to 
identify which stages of the clothing lifecycle incur the 
most significant environmental impact.... Despite the… 
advances in modelling, there are multiple obstacles to 
measuring the real impact of clothing. These include 
issues with transparency and non-disclosure by 
companies, which make it difficult to obtain comparable 
and verifiable data (for example, the impact of cotton also 
depends on where and how it is grown). Other difficulties 
are in variations across material and product categories as 
well as in changing consumption habits. The impact of 
the use stage, in particular, is notoriously difficult to 
predict as user behaviour varies not only between families 
in a single geographic area but also between different 
members of the same family.”121  

MAN-MADE (HUMAN-
MADE) CELLULOSIC 
FIBRE 

<material>  

Man-made cellulosic fibres (MMCFs or “human-made 
cellulosic fibres”) are formed of cellulose material that 
has been dissolved, purified, and extruded. Within the 
production process of some of these fibres, chemicals can 
react with the cellulose and create by-products that might 
be released into the air, water and soil when the 
production process is not an integrated (closed-loop) 
process. 

MAN-MADE (HUMAN-
MADE) FIBRE <material>  

Man-made fibre—also called "chemical fibre" or 
“human-made fibre”, is fibre whose “chemical 
composition, structure, and properties are significantly 
modified during the manufacturing process…. Man-made 
fibres are to be distinguished from natural fibres such as 
silk, cotton, and wool…. Some man-made fibres are 
derived from naturally occurring polymers. For instance, 
rayon and acetate, two of the first man-made fibres ever 
to be produced, [created in 1887 as "artificial silk"] are 
made of the same cellulose polymers that make up cotton, 
hemp, flax, and the structural fibres of wood.”122 These 
cellulosic fibres are also known as "artificial fibres" 
because of their original name as "artificial silk". 

   

  
121 Ibid., “Life cycle assessment”. Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/l/life-cycle-assessment-lca. 
122 Encyclopedia Britannica online, s.v. "man-made fiber”, accessed 26 January 2022. Available at 
"https://www.britannica.com/technology/man-made-fiber. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/l/life-cycle-assessment-lca
https://www.britannica.com/technology/man-made-fiber
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MELT-SPINNING <process> 

“In this process, a viscous melt of polymer is extruded 
through a spinneret containing many holes into a process 
zone called the spinning tower. There the molten polymer 
is solidified by a blast of cold air, and the numerous fibres 
are collected, after application of finish, at high speed.”123  

MICROPLASTICS <sustainability 
concern> 

“Microplastics are plastic particles less than 5mm in size. 
They are increasingly omnipresent in the environment…. 
Microplastics are a major source of ocean pollution; it is 
estimated that as much as 20-35% of all primary source 
microplastics in the oceans are from synthetic textiles and 
the tendency is increasing.”124 

MRSL (manufacturing 
restricted substances list) <method> 

(See also RSL) A manufacturing restricted substances list 
(MRSL) is a list of hazardous chemicals that are subject 
to restrictions or complete elimination during production, 
and from discharge into the environment during 
processing. 

MULESING <process> This is the removal of skin from the breach and tail of a 
sheep using mulesing shears.  

MUNICIPAL EFFLUENT 
TREATMENT PLANT <place> 

This is a government-run treatment plant which may 
handle a mix of industrial and domestic effluent to be 
cleaned before discharge back into the environment. 

NATURAL FIBRES <material>  

Natural fibres are derived from natural resources such as 
plants or animal proteins that occur in nature. They can 
be categorized according to their origin into animal, 
vegetable and mineral fibres. 

NON-RENEWABLE <material>  
“Non-renewable resources are natural resources that do 
not have the capacity to regrow or replenish their original 
levels after exploitation within a human timescale.”125 

ORGANIC FIBRE <material>  

“Organic fibres are natural fibres, grown without 
synthetic pesticides, insecticides, or herbicides and 
GMOs (genetically modified organisms) according to the 
principles of organic agriculture. Organic agriculture is a 
production process that sustains the health of ecosystems, 
soils and people.” 126 

  
123 Ibid., s.v. “Processing and fabrication”, accessed 26 January 2022.  https://www.britannica.com/technology/man-made-
fiber/Processing-and-fabrication. 
124 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/m/microplastics. 
125 Ibid., "Non-renewable resources". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/n/non-renewable-resources. 
126 Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS), “Organic Fibres”. Available at https://global-standard.org/the-standard/gots-
key-features/organic-fibres. (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/man-made-fiber/Processing-and-fabrication
https://www.britannica.com/technology/man-made-fiber/Processing-and-fabrication
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/m/microplastics
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/n/non-renewable-resources
https://global-standard.org/the-standard/gots-key-features/organic-fibres
https://global-standard.org/the-standard/gots-key-features/organic-fibres
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ORTHOGONAL WEAVING <process> 

Orthogonal weaving is the production of fabric by 
interlacing two sets of yarns to cross each other, generally 
at right angles, usually accomplished with a hand- or 
power-operated loom. “In weaving, lengthwise yarns are 
called warp; crosswise yarns are called weft or filling. 
Most woven fabrics are made with their outer edges 
finished in a manner that avoids ravelling; these are called 
selvages. They run lengthwise, parallel to the warp yarns. 
The three basic weaves are plain, twill, and satin.”127 

PESTICIDES <material>  

Pesticides are “any substance or preparation prepared or 
used in protecting plants or wood or other plant products 
from pests, in controlling pests, or in rendering such pests 
harmless. This definition includes insecticides, 
rodenticides, acaricides, molluscicides, larvicides, 
fungicides, bactericides, baits, lures, repellents and 
herbicides.”128 

POLYMER / 
POLYMERIZATION <process> 

This is the process of combining monomer molecules 
together in a chemical reaction to form polymer chains or 
three-dimensional networks. 

POLYMER CHIPS <material>  

Synthetic polymers are generally cut into tiny chips and 
thoroughly dried to prevent irregularities. The chips are 
then “melted at 500-518°F (260-270°C) to form a syrup-
like solution. The solution is put in a metal container 
called a spinneret and forced through its tiny holes...the 
number of holes in the spinneret determines the size of 
the yarn, as the emerging fibres are brought together to 
form a single strand.”129 

POST-CONSUMER 
MATERIAL <material>  

This is “material generated by households or by 
commercial, industrial, and institutional facilities in their 
role as end users of the product that can no longer be used 
for its intended purpose. This includes materials from the 
distribution chain.”130 

POST-INDUSTRIAL 
MATERIAL <material>  See pre-consumer material. 

  
127 Encyclopedia Britannica online, s.v. "weaving”, accessed 26 January 2022. 
https://www.britannica.com/technology/weaving. 
128 Forest Stewardship Council, “FSC Glossary of Terms” (19 October 2017). Available at https://fsc.org/en/document-
centre/documents/retrieve/d9dd3b64-73e9-4c81-925b-c104a3b84dba. (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 
129 Encyclopedia.com, “Polyester” webpage describes the process of “melt spinning” polymer chips. Accessed 26 January 
2022. Available at https://www.encyclopedia.com/sports-and-everyday-life/fashion-and-clothing/textiles-and-
weaving/polyester. 
130 European Standards definition of “post-consumer material” from EN 45557:2019. 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/weaving
https://fsc.org/en/document-centre/documents/retrieve/d9dd3b64-73e9-4c81-925b-c104a3b84dba
https://fsc.org/en/document-centre/documents/retrieve/d9dd3b64-73e9-4c81-925b-c104a3b84dba
https://www.encyclopedia.com/sports-and-everyday-life/fashion-and-clothing/textiles-and-weaving/polyester
https://www.encyclopedia.com/sports-and-everyday-life/fashion-and-clothing/textiles-and-weaving/polyester
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PRE-CONSUMER 
MATERIAL <material>  

“Material diverted from the waste stream during the 
manufacturing process but excluding the reutilization of 
materials such as rework, regrind or scrap generated in a 
process and capable of being reclaimed within the same 
process that generated it as defined in ISO 14021”131 

PRINTING <process> The process of putting any text or pattern on the surface 
of a product using a specific material such as dye. 

QUICK RESPONSE <business 
model> 

Quick response “is a company-wide strategy to cut lead 
times in all phases of manufacturing and office 
operations. It can bring products to the market more 
quickly and help [businesses] compete in a rapidly 
changing manufacturing arena. It increases 
profitability…” 132 by reducing costs, enhancing delivery 
performance and improving quality. 

RECYCLABIITY <sustainability 
concern> 

“Recyclability refers to the potential suitability of a 
material or a product for recycling. Recyclability 
generally requires that materials and products consist of a 
single fibre or fibre type.… Commonly recycled materials 
include polyester, elastane, polyamide, wool, leather, 
down, and cellulose-based materials such as cotton, 
hemp, linen, viscose, lyocell and modal.”133  

RECYCLED MATERIAL <material>  

Recycled material “has been reprocessed from reclaimed 
material using a manufacturing process and made into a 
final product or a component for incorporation into a 
product.”134 “Recycling is a way of diverting waste from 
landfill and incineration by converting discarded 
materials or products into new items by regenerating 
materials for new use.”135 

  
131 European Commission, “Circular Plastics Alliance Guidance on Waste Definitions”, pp. 6 (21 September 2022). 
Available https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/46954/attachments/8/translations/en/renditions/pdf. (Accessed 26 
January 2022.) 
132 Shah, Bijaya K., “Logistics and Supply Chain Management – 2014”, Course material for MKT 113.3 - Logistic and 
Supply Chain Management, Pokhara University (see page 104). Available at 
https://fr.scribd.com/document/225982458/Logistics-and-Supply-Chain-Management-2014. (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 
133 Condé Nast, "recyclability". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/r/recyclability. 
134 Textile Exchange, “Recycled Claim Standard 2.0” (2014). See page 10, available at https://textileexchange.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/02/Recycled-Claim-Standard-v2.0.pdf. (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 
135 Condé Nast, "recycling”. Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/key-elements-of-fashion-and-
sustainability/recycling. 

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/46954/attachments/8/translations/en/renditions/pdf
https://fr.scribd.com/document/225982458/Logistics-and-Supply-Chain-Management-2014
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/r/recyclability
https://textileexchange.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Recycled-Claim-Standard-v2.0.pdf
https://textileexchange.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Recycled-Claim-Standard-v2.0.pdf
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/key-elements-of-fashion-and-sustainability/recycling
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/key-elements-of-fashion-and-sustainability/recycling
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RECYCLING <process> 

In the textile value chain, recycling is transforming 
discarded textiles into new valuable materials and objects. 
Textile waste can be recycled with several processes and 
technologies: (1) Mechanical recycling uses shredding 
and carding processes suited to both human-made and 
natural fibres and brings the textile fabrics back into 
fibres without chemicals. When mechanical recycling 
processes are used, fibres are broken, and inter-fibre 
friction causes fibre length reduction. It is a well-
established process. (2) Thermomechanical recycling is 
used with thermoplastic materials, including synthetic 
fibres, such as polyester and polyamide. After 
preliminary sorting, grinding and washing, the materials 
are recovered through remelting and regranulating. The 
recyclates can be processed with technologies for plastics 
conversion. It is a well-established process widely used 
for recycling plastics. (3) Chemical recycling is used to 
convert polymeric waste, including synthetic fibres, by 
changing its chemical structure; polymers are broken 
down to the original monomers that can be reprocessed in 
the standard polymerization cycle to obtain new synthetic 
fibres very similar to virgin fibres. 

RENEWABLE <material>  This is a material, composed of biomass from a living 
source, that can be continually replenished. 

RETTING <process> Retting is the process of preparing flax for use by soaking, 
maceration and similar processes. 

ROVING <material> This is a long, narrow bundle of twisted and drawn-out 
fibres from which yarns are made. 

RSL (restricted substance list) <method> 

(See also MRSL) “A restricted substance list (RSL) is a 
list of banned or monitored chemicals that regulates 
acceptable chemical levels in finished products. The 
manufacturing restricted substance list (MRSL) extends 
this regulation to all manufacturing processes, specifying 
restrictions for chemical use throughout the whole 
production process and life cycle of products, with the 
aim to reduce environmental damage and protect worker 
and user health. An RSL/MRSL usually details required 
testing methods, risk levels for different materials, and 
toxicity effects. Some may also include acceptable non-
hazardous alternatives.”136 

  
136 Condé Nast, "The Sustainable Fashion Glossary". Available at https://www.condenast.com/glossary/key-elements-of-
fashion-and-sustainability/manufacturing-restricted-substance-list-mrsl-and-restricted-substance-list-rsl. 

https://www.condenast.com/glossary/key-elements-of-fashion-and-sustainability/manufacturing-restricted-substance-list-mrsl-and-restricted-substance-list-rsl
https://www.condenast.com/glossary/key-elements-of-fashion-and-sustainability/manufacturing-restricted-substance-list-mrsl-and-restricted-substance-list-rsl
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SCOURING <process> 

“Scouring of “grey goods removes substances that have 
adhered to the fibres during the production of the yarn or 
fabric, such as dirt, oils, and any sizing or lint applied to 
warp yarns to facilitate weaving.”137 

SEASONAL CLASSICAL 
PROGRAM 

<business 
model> 

In the fashion sector, the seasonal program is a classical 
business model based on pre-orders collected around six 
months before the retailing season. New collections are 
presented in January and February for the autumn/winter 
season (A/W) and July-September for the spring/summer 
(S/S) season. Orders are collected in March-April for 
A/W and September-October for S/S. Production is in 
May-August for A/W and November-January for S/S. 
Delivery to stores is July-September for A/W and 
January-March for S/S. Sales to consumers are in 
September-December for A/W and January-July for S/S. 
End-of-season sales are in January for A/W and July-
August for S/S. This seasonal program is based on a 
make-to-order production model. 

SEED COTTON <material>  This is the unginned cottonseed with the attached lint. 

SEGREGATION <system>  
Segregation implies that materials, components, and 
things in general, are physically separated from each 
other according to specific predefined criteria. 

SHEARING <process> Shearing is the process by which the fleece of an animal, 
such as a sheep, is cut off. 

SHREDDING <process> 

Shredding is a process to recover fibres from fabric 
through mechanical recycling. A shredding machine 
(shredder) is a type of carding machine, equipped with 
rollers and cylinders covered with metallic teeth, which is 
used to open up hard and soft waste textile products to 
recycle them. In some countries and regions the process 
is called garneting. 

SIZING <process> 

Sizing is starch, gelatin, glue and wax that added to yarns 
to improve strength and resistance in the weaving process 
when the yarn fibre is weak, or when the weaving speed 
is high. 

  
137 Encyclopedia Britannica online, s.v. "Textile finishing processes”, accessed 26 January 2022. Available at 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/textile/Textile-finishing-processes. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/textile/Textile-finishing-processes
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SOIL DEGRADATION <sustainability 
concern> 

Soil degradation “is defined as a change in the soil health 
status resulting in a diminished capacity of the ecosystem 
to provide goods and services for its beneficiaries. 
Degraded soils have a health status such that they do not 
provide the normal goods and services of the particular 
soil in its ecosystem.”138 (See also the larger concept of 
land degradation.) 

SORTING <process> Sorting means to arrange according to characteristics. 
This is especially meaningful in preparation for recycling. 

SPINNING <process> Spinning is the process of twisting fibres to create a yarn. 

STAPLE FIBRE <material>  

A staple fibre is a textile fibre of definite length. Length 
is an essential factor in defining a fibre performance, 
especially in the spinning stage, as the length of the fibre 
affects yarn strength, tenacity, hairiness, and yarn 
imperfections; longer fibres are suited to better quality 
yarns. Most natural fibres, such as wool or cotton, are 
created as staple fibres. Human-made fibres are produced 
as a long filament of indefinite length and, after extrusion, 
are cut in staples fibre of the desired length. See the 
definition of "filament” for the opposite definition of a 
fibre with an indefinite length.  

STEEPING <process> 

Steeping is one of the first steps in the manufacturing of 
viscose; the cellulose pulp is treated by steeping 
(immersing) it in an aqueous solution of 17-20% NaOH. 
Alkali cellulose is generated as a product during the 
reaction. 

SUBCONTRACTING <process> 

“Subcontracting is the practice of assigning, or 
outsourcing, part of the obligations and tasks under a 
contract to another party known as a subcontractor.”139 
Several activities can be subcontracted in the textile value 
chain, including warping, dyeing, finishing, printing, 
garment making, cutting and sewing and quality check. 
The legal ownership of the materials provided by the 
contractor to the subcontractor remains of the contractor. 

SUBCONTRACTOR <actor> 

A subcontractor is a legal entity hired by an organization 
to perform services (e.g. storage, processing) on a 
claimed material. Subcontractors take physical 
possession but not legal ownership of claimed materials 
and are independent of the organization which outsources 
the material. 

  
138 Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), “Soil degradation”. Available at https://www.fao.org/soils-portal/soil-
degradation-restoration/en/. 
139 Hayes, Adam, “Subcontracting” entry, Investopedia website. Available at 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/subcontracting.asp. (Accessed 26 January 2022.) 

https://www.fao.org/soils-portal/soil-degradation-restoration/en/
https://www.fao.org/soils-portal/soil-degradation-restoration/en/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/subcontracting.asp
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SYNTHETIC FIBRE <material>  

Synthetic fibres are human-made fibres, manufactured 
either from renewable material (biobased) or from fossil 
sources (oil). Synthetic fibres currently account for 2/3 of 
the global production of textile fibres. The primary 
synthetic fibres are polyester, polyamide (nylon), acrylic 
and polypropylene. 

THERMOVALORIZATION <process> See incineration. 

TOPS <material>  
Tops are indefinitely long cables of staple fibres, 
substantially parallel, without twist, capable of being 
drafted in preparation for spinning. 

TRACEABILITY <system>  

Traceability is “the ability to trace the history, application 
or location of an object” in a value chain.140 In this 
context, it is defined as the ability to “identify and trace 
the history, application, location and distribution of 
products, parts and materials to ensure the reliability of 
sustainability claims in the areas of human rights, labour 
(including health and safety), the environment and anti-
corruption”;141 and “the process by which enterprises 
track materials and products and the conditions in which 
they were produced through the supply chain”.142  

WARPING <process> 

Warping is the process of winding warp yarns from 
bobbins onto a warping beam, whereby sequential parts 
are wound next to each other until the full weaving width 
is covered. 

WATER FOOTPRINT <sustainability 
concern> 

This is an indicator of the total direct and indirect water 
use in the manufacturing of a product or the delivering of 
a service. It is calculated as the volume of water 
consumed or polluted per unit of time. 

WEAVING <process> 
Weaving is the process of making cloth by passing 
threads, or narrow pieces of material, crosswise in an 
over-and-under fashion, across lengthwise threads. 

WEFT <material>  

In weaving, the weft of a piece of cloth represents the 
horizontal threads and the warp threads are the vertical 
threads. The warp threads are stretched tightly on the 
loom and the weft threads area woven over and under the 
warp threads perpendicular to the warp. This gives the 
weft direction more stretch. 

  
140 ISO 9001:2015. 
141 United Nations Global Compact Office, A Guide to Traceability: A Practical Approach to Advance Sustainability in 
Global Supply Chains (New York, 2014). Available at: 
https://d306pr3pise04h.cloudfront.net/docs/issues_doc%2Fsupply_chain%2FTraceability%2FGuide_to_Traceability.pdf. 
142 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply 
Chains in the Garment and Footwear Sector (Paris, 2018). Available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264290587-en. 

https://d306pr3pise04h.cloudfront.net/docs/issues_doc%2Fsupply_chain%2FTraceability%2FGuide_to_Traceability.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264290587-en
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WOOLLEN SPINNING <process> 

This is a yarn production method from wool fibres that 
have been carded but not combed or gilled. The fibres are 
not as well aligned as in the worsted system. The wool 
used in the woollen system generally has a shorter fibre 
length than the worsted system's wool. 

WORSTED SPINNING <process> 

This is a method of yarn production using wool fibres. 
After carding, the fibres are combed to keep only the 
longer fibres; combing also provides better fibre 
alignment. The wool fibre used in the worsted system is 
longer than in the woollen system. Worsted yarn can have 
a higher yarn count and is more resistant to abrasion. 

XANTHATION <process> 

Xanthation is a process in the manufacturing of viscose. 
During xanthation, aged alkali cellulose crumbs are 
placed in vats where they react with carbon disulphide 
under a controlled temperature (20-30 degrees Celsius), 
resulting in cellulose xanthate. After xanthation, the 
viscose is allowed to "ripen" for some time before 
filtration and spinning. 
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